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 SOCial research A Soc/a/ Research Conference at
 I .H,NT»N.noMMQo.;»^ofTH.,ocut,c>.Wc» | THE new SCHOOL FOR SOCIAL RESEARCH

 Thursday and Friday, November 1st and 2nd, 2007
 Tishman Auditorium, 66 West 12th Street, NYC

 Every day brings fresh news of another disaster that
 threatens our lives, our homes and our entire community.
 Please join us as leading experts discuss the conditions that
 amplify or reduce the affects of disasters, who is most
 affected by them and why, and what can be done to lessen
 the likelihood and the magnitude of disasters in the future.
 Nicolas Scoppetta, NYC Fire Commissioner, will give the
 keynote address.

 TICKETS

 Regular full conference: $50, single session $12
 ACLU members: $35, single session $8
 New School alumni: $15, single session $5
 Full-time New School students: Free

 Other university students: $15, single session $5

 CONTACT

 Social Research Conferences, The New School
 65 Fifth Avenue, Room 375, New York, NY 10003
 T: 212.229.5776 x3121 F: 212.229.5476

 socres@newschool.edu

 Please visit www.newschool.ed u/disasters
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 Social Research, The New School for Social Research, 65 Fifth Avenue-
 Room 344, New York, NY 10003 <socres@newschool.edu>

 SUBSCRIPTIONS

 Print + Online: $40 per year individuals, $130 libraries and institu-
 tions. Online only: $36 individuals, $120 libraries and institutions.
 Single print issues available through our office. Agency discounts
 available. Subscribe online at <www.socres.org> or contact our office.

 Social Research is published quarterly by The

 New School for Social Research, a division of

 The New School, 65 Fifth Avenue, Room 344,

 New York, NY 10003. <http://www.socres.org>.

 E-mail: socres@newschool.edu

 Contributions should be no more than 8,000

 words and typed double-spaced on 8.5" x 11"

 paper. Notes and references should be typed as

 separate documents, double-spaced and accord-
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 and a stamped return envelope are required.
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 be reprinted without permission.
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 be ordered from Periodicals Service Co., 11
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 social research
 AN INTERNATIONAL QUARTERLY OF THE SOCIAL SCIENCES

 HANNAH ARENDT'S CENTENARY
 POLITICAL AND PHILOSOPHIC PERSPECTIVES

 Arien Mack, Editor Jerome Kohn, Guest Coeditor

 This special two-issue celebration of Hannah Arendt' s centenary brings together

 papers by leading Arendt scholars delivered at conferences in the US and Europe.

 These issues also include a new, unpublished essay by Hannah Arendt:

 THE GREAT TRADITION
 PART I : LAW AND POWER

 PART II: RULING AND BEING RULED

 Vol. 74 No. 4 (Winter 2007)
 Hannah Arendt (Part I)
 Etienne Balibar

 Christoph Mencke

 Peg Birmingham

 Ingeborg Nordmann
 Ursula Ludz

 George Kateb
 Peter Eli Gordon

 Michael P. Steinberg
 Martine Leibovici

 Anne-Marie Roviello

 Pierre Pachet

 Vol. 74 No. 4 (Winter 2007)
 Hannah Arendt (Part II)

 Miguel Abensour
 Dana Villa

 Antonia Grunenberg
 Jerome Kohn &

 Elisabeth Young-Breuhl
 Bryan Garsten
 Etienne Tassin

 Idith Zertal

 Wolfgang Heuer
 Vlasta Jalusic

 You may also be interested in our back issue on
 Hannah Arendt: The Origins of Totalitarianism, Fifty Years Later.

 Visit www.socres.org for information on other forthcoming issues,

 including Fraud and Collective Memory and Collective Identity.

 1-933481-10-2 and 1-933481-1 1-0. Available in Borders and independent bookstores or by order.

 $15 ind/$32 inst. Annual subscriptions print + online: $40 ind/$130 inst; print only: $ 36 ind/$120 inst.

 Foreign postage: $20/year or $5 for first back issue plus $3 each additional issue. Order online for
 electronic-only. Agent/bookseller discounts available. Payment by check (in US$, drawn on a US bank,

 payable to Social Research), Visa or MasterCard. Editorial and business office: 65 Fifth Avenue, Rm 344,
 New York, NY 10003. Phone (212) 229-5776; Fax (212) 229-5476. socres@newschool.edu
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 GERMAN POLITICS
 AND SOCIETY
 Editor: Jeffrey Anderson, Georgetown University

 Managing Editor: Eric Langenbacher, Georgetown University

 ^^^^^^^^^^^BÈ German Politics and Society is a peer-
 H|352jJ^^^^H reviewed journal published and distributed
 jlj ¡TJÌi
 ¡^^ publication that explores issues in modern
 B Germany from the combined perspectives of
 BHH^^^^^B^B the social sciences, history, and cultural studies.

 L1111'1!^!^ '^Ij^'Tit ¡SÉ ^e 'ouma' Prov'^es a forum for critica'
 [^'Artt^^11'1'11^'"!!! ana'Vsis anc' ^e^ate a^out P°'iîics' history,
 fe|3|j^^^^^Bhil fi'm' literature, visual arts, and popular cul-
 pPj^P^^l^ffii^^É ture in contemporary Germany. Every issue
 f^ftt^^^WP^^S^ includes contributions by renowned scholars
 |^^ commenting on recent books about Germany.

 r' Berghahn Journals
 'Ly^ NEW YORK • OXFORD J
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 Endangered Scholars
 Worldwide: Introduction

 IN THE SUMMER 2007 ISSUE OE SOCIAL RESEARCH, WE ANNOUNCED OUR

 intention to feature a special section in every issue providing names and rele-

 vant information about scholars around the world who are in prison or otherwise

 persecuted for expressing their ideas. We also promised that we would include

 information about what we are being asked to do on their behalf in the hope that

 our readers will join us in protesting their imprisonment and pleading for their

 release. As we noted, this new feature returns us to our roots in the University

 in Exile, where professors and intellectuals who were rescued by the first presi-

 dent of the New School from the horrors of Nazism were gijen a new home at the

 New School and where, one year later, in 1934, they founded the journal Social
 Research.

 In the first installment of this feature we focused on two members of our

 own extended community: Dr. Kian Tajbakhsh, a Social Research author and

 former New School colleague, who was imprisoned in Tehran on May lion charges

 of spying for the United States; and Dr. Berhanu Nega, who received his Ph.D. at

 the New School for Social Research, who was charged with treason and was facing

 execution in Ethiopia. We are happy to announce that Dr. Tajbakhsh was released

 on bail from Evin Prison on September 20, just as we go to press, and is home with

 his wife in Tehran, awaiting the birth of their first child. Dr. Nega has also been

 released from prison and is now in the United States.

 In the first issue we mentioned two other imprisoned scholars who also

 have since been released: Dr. Haleh Esfandiari, who has now returned to the

 United States, where she is director of the Wilson Center's Middle East Program,

 and Dr. Mesfim Woldemariam, who has, along with Dr. Nega, also been released

 from prison in Ethiopia.

 Endangered Scholars Worldwide: Introduction v
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 On the following pages we list three more scholars who have been impris-

 oned unjustly. We urge you to act on their behalf by sending letters of protest to

 those indicated below who have the power to release them. Although we will never

 know to what extent our petitions for these scholars helped, we believe they do

 have some effect. Draft letters of protest for each scholar may be found on our

 website <www.soces.org/ endangeredscholars>.

 -Arien Mack, Editor

 vi social research
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 Endangered Scholars
 Worldwide*

 dr. 'aref DALILAH, the former Dean of the Faculty of Economics of

 Aleppo University in Syria and a founding member of the Preparatory

 Committees of the Civil Society Forum, was arrested in Damascus, on

 September 9, 2001. A peaceful supporter of political and economic
 reforms, he had been dismissed from his post as Dean of Economic

 Faculty, reportedly due to his outspoken views against corruption and

 his calls for granting freedom of expression to complement economic

 reform. He was sentenced to 10 years' imprisonment on charges of

 "attempting to change the constitution by illegal means." Serious
 concerns have been raised about Dr. Dalilah's health, including heart

 problems, but prison authorities have restricted his access to medical

 care. Limited information about his condition is available through the

 Alliance for Essential Liberties in the Middle East at <http://www.aelme.

 org/syria-aref-dalilah>. Send individual letters of appeal to the indi-

 viduals listed below, with copies to diplomatic representatives of Syria

 accredited to your country:

 President:

 His Excellency Bashar al-Assad
 Presidential Palace

 al-Rashid Street

 Damascus

 Syrian Arab Republic
 Fax: +963 11332 3410

 Salutation: Your Excellency

 Minister of Defence:

 His Excellency General
 Hassan Ali Turkmani

 Ministry of Defence

 Omayyad Square
 Damascus

 Syrian Arab Republic
 Fax: +963 11 223 7842

 Salutation: Your Excellency

 Information current, to the best of our knowledge, as of
 September 12, 2007.

 Endangered Scholars Worldwide vii
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 Minister of Foreign Affairs:

 His Excellency Walid Mu'allim

 Ministry of Foreign Affairs
 al-Rashid Street

 Damascus

 Syrian Arab Republic
 Fax: + 963 11 332 7620

 Salutation: Your Excellency

 Minister of Health:

 His Excellency Maheral-Husami
 Minister of Health

 Majlis ash-Sha'b
 Damascus

 Syrian Arab Republic
 Fax : +963 11 3311114

 Email: health_min@net.sy

 Salutation: Your Excellency

 dr. Igor SUTYAGIN, a researcher at the US and Canada Institute in

 Moscow, was sentenced to 15 years' hard labor for treason and espio-

 nage on April 7, 2004, accused of providing classified information to

 a UK consulting firm. As a civilian with no security clearances, he did

 not have access to any classified materials, and his research on civil-

 ian-military relations in Russian was based on nonclassified sources.

 However, authorities contend, the accuracy of his research indicates

 that Dr. Sutyagin had to have used classified documents to draw his

 conclusions, despite the absence of any evidence. His arrest and impris-

 onment appear to be part of a growing pattern of persecution of scien-

 tists and unfounded accusations of espionage. For more information

 about his case or to sign a letter in support of Dr. Sutyagin, visit <www.

 sutyagin.org>. Send individual letters of appeal to:

 Vladimir Vladimirovich Putin

 President of Russia

 The Kremlin

 Moscow

 Russia

 Fax: +7 (095) 206-5173 or
 +7 (095) 206-6277

 E-mail: president@gov.ru
 Salutation: Dear Mr. President

 Copies sent to:
 Yuri V. Ushakov, Ambassador

 Embassy of the Russian
 Federation to the United States

 2650 Wisconsin Avenue, NW

 Washington DC 20007
 Fax: (212) 298-5765
 Salutation: Dear Mr. Ambassador

 viii social research
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 ko Aung HTUN, a writer and former student activist, was imprisoned

 in Burma between 1990 and 1995 for organizing student demonstra-

 tions against military rule. After his release, he wrote a seven-volume

 history of the student movement in Burma. In February 1998 he was

 rearrested and sentenced to a total of 17 years' imprisonment under

 charges pertaining to violation of censorship laws and to unlawful asso-

 ciation with any organization deemed by authorities to be against state

 interests. He has been tortured during interrogation, and there are seri-

 ous concerns about his health and safety. Information about his case

 may be found at <http://www.amnestyusa.org/Banned_Books/Banned_

 Books_Ko_Aung_Htun/page.do?id=1091241&nl=3&n2=34&n3=842>.
 Send individual letters of appeal to:

 Senior General Than Shwe,

 Chairman

 State Peace and Development
 Council

 Ministry of Defense

 Naypyitaw
 Salutation: Dear Senior General

 Union of Myanmar (for US Postal

 Service, "Burma" should appear

 in parentheses after "Myanmar"

 on envelope only, not in the letter

 itself)

 Minister Counselor U Myint Lwin

 Chargé d'Affaires Ad Interim

 Embassy of Myanmar
 2300 S Street, NW

 Washington, DC 20008
 Salutation: Dear Sir

 dr. xu ZERONG, an associate research professor at the Provincial
 Academy of Social Sciences and an affiliated professor at Zhongshan

 University, Xu wrote several freelance articles for Hong Kong publica-

 tions and co-founded a Hong Kong-based journal, China Social Sciences

 Quarterly. He was detained in 2000 and was arrested in 2002 after using
 historical materials for his academic research on the Korean War. He

 was sentenced to a total of 13 years in prison: 10 years for revealing

 state secrets by sending allegedly classified documents overseas, and an

 additional 3 years in prison for economic crimes, on charges of bring-

 Endangered Scholars Worldwide ix
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 ing banned books into the mainland. Little is known about the condi-

 tions under which Xu is being held other than that officials say he is in

 good health, and he has reportedly been able to receive visitors. More

 information about is case is available at <www.hrw.org/campaigns/

 china/scholars>. Send appeals for his release to:

 His Excellency Jiang Zemin

 President of the People's Republic
 of China

 Zhong Naihai, Beijingshi 100032

 People's Republic of China

 Salutation: Your Excellency:

 x social research
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 Arien Mack

 Editor's Introduction

 THE CURRENT ISSUE OF SOCIAL RESEARCH AND THE ONE TO FOLLOW

 this winter are dedicated to a discussion of the writings of Hannah

 Arendt, our colleague here at the New School for Social Research from

 1967 until her death. We thought this an appropriate way to honor our

 distinguished colleague on her 100th year, although we do so a year too

 late, for which we beg her forgiveness- which I expect she would read-

 ily grant.

 An impressive aspect of these issues is the way they represent the

 extent to which scholars continue to find Arendt's work deeply engag-

 ing and relevant to current concerns.
 - Arien Mack

 social research Vol 74 : No 3 : Fall 2007 xi
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 Jerome Kohn

 Guest Editor's Introduction

 WEST, EAST, NORTH, AND SOUTH - FROM HAWAII TO SOUTH KOREA, FROM

 Finland to Australia, in most of the major cities of western Europe, in

 the Slovenian capital of Ljubljana, in Istanbul, Malta, and Tel Aviv, in

 multiple locations in North, Central, and South America - Hannah

 Arendt's centenary was celebrated with conferences and colloquia, art

 exhibitions, dramatic and musical performances, in film, on radio and

 television, as well as in new monographs and biographies, and in new
 editions of her own works. These events started before Arendt's one

 hundredth birthday on October 14, 2006, and have not yet concluded.

 Arendt herself, of course, was present at none of them. She did not hear

 what others - the "newcomers" whom she always welcomed - have to

 say about her, or read what they write about her, or perceive the images

 they make, intended to represent both her person and her thought.

 An irresistible though futile question to ask is: What would she make

 of all this fuss? Though no one can possibly know her answer, we can,

 I believe, be fairly certain that it would not be one of outright grati-

 fication. "What," one could almost hear her whispering when clever-

 ness and erudition were displayed for their own sake, "has become of

 action?" On the other hand, her response surely would be one of grati-

 tude for the poetic exhibition "Von den Dichtern erwarten wir Wahrheit"1

 curated by Barbara Hahn and Marie Luise Knott for Literaturhaus Berlin;

 for the astonishing political images created by Volker März in Das Lachen

 der Hannah Arendt (2006) shown in a variety of venues in Berlin and else-

 where; and, one would like to think, for the papers included in this and
 the next issue of Sodai Research.

 Copyright © 2007 Jerome Kohn

 social research Vol 74 : No 3 : Fall 2007 xiii
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 A more reasonable question is: How does it happen in a world that

 has become increasingly thoughtless that a thinker, and by no means

 an easy thinker, is proving increasingly provocative, and nowhere more

 so than among young people? How has it come about that a Jewish

 woman who was born in Germany eight years before the outbreak of
 total war in 1914, who had to flee her native land in 1933, and who

 died in New York in 1975, summons more attention today than when

 she lived? Though she was far from unknown during her lifetime,

 the conspicuousness of her books in college and university curricula

 is both a recent and ambiguous phenomenon, for the most part best

 understood as a typical academic reaction to a groundswell of interest

 that bears little if any relation to the academic environment, especially

 in contemporary America. Arendt insists that the activity of thinking

 is initiated by experience and must remain bound to experience if it is

 not to lose contact with the phenomenal world in which we live active

 lives - laboring to sustain life, working to make it palatable, and most

 important for Arendt, acting to manifest our freedom as human beings.

 In other words, Arendt's thinking is nothing like donning a thinking

 cap for a limited period of time, to listen to a lecture, for example, and

 then, when the lecture has come to an end, pulling off the cap to re-enter

 and resume active life, better "trained," as the phrase goes, to do so. This

 description fits a lot of what passes for, and is accepted as, education,

 but Arendt's prescription for the activity of thinking does not.

 However, nothing chez Arendt is ever as straightforward as the

 foregoing may seem. Although she finds corroborating hints in the

 recorded experiences of other thinkers, none has more consistently
 held that thinking is the sheerest, least impeded of all activities, and

 that the condition sine qua non of encountering oneself in that activ-

 ity is withdrawal from the world of appearances. Arendt's thinking is

 not contemplative or even philosophical (as she understands the latter

 term). It does not seek to behold metaphysical truths beyond appear-

 ances or to explain them causally or historically, but to disclose the

 meanings of appearances concealed in appearances. Her withdrawal
 does not take place in the same dimensions of time in which phenom-

 xiv social research
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 ena appear and disappear - that is, in a vanishing present that at once

 recedes into an infinite past and proceeds into an infinite future. She

 experiences the activity of thinking as so quick, so fast and animate,

 that it interrupts the continuum of time, slowing the passage of
 phenomena into the past and future by stretching out time's present

 dimension, between past and future. If, while thinking, Arendt, so to

 speak, closes her eyes to phenomena in their quality of appearing and

 disappearing, as soon as she stops thinking her eyes are open to the

 meaning of what in fact may have passed and, which may result in

 frustration or worse, of what is passing. Thus there is no re-entrance

 to, or resumption of, active life, but rather a replacement of one activ-

 ity by other kinds of activity in which phenomena are no longer what

 they were - perhaps richer, perhaps more frightening - prior to think-

 ing's taking hold of them. This is still far from the whole story, but it

 may suffice as a partial account, by no means always articulated, of the

 appeal of Arendt's thinking at a moment when, as she puts it, "nothing

 seems to make much sense anymore," and also of why she has "neither

 claim nor ambition to be a 'philosopher.'" (Arendt, 1978: 11, 3).

 THE HANNAH ARENDT BLUECHER LITERARY TRUST HAS GRANTED

 permission to Social Research to publish for the first time a lecture

 given by Arendt in 1953, the provenance of which is her so-called Marx

 manuscripts.2 The lecture here entitled "The Great Tradition" has been

 divided into two parts, the first of which, subtitled "Law and Power,"

 appears in the current issue, and the second, subtitled "Ruling and
 Being Ruled," will appear in the next issue. The Marx manuscripts, as

 they go on, have less and less to do with Karl Marx, but even when, as

 here, he is not named or his thought directly addressed, he remains, in

 one important respect, in the background. In the first part of "The Great

 Tradition" the relation between law and power, and in the second part

 the conception of government as ruling and being ruled, are analyzed

 by Arendt as fundamental elements in the tradition of political thought;

 what the reader needs to be aware of (and this is gone into in depth

 in earlier parts of the manuscripts), is that the lasting importance of

 Guest Editor's Introduction xv
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 Marx to Arendt is his having brought the tradition to its end by return-

 ing it to its beginning. The tradition began when Plato replaced action

 with philosophy, and ended when Marx transformed philosophy into

 action. In both its beginning and its end - and this is why Marx himself

 remains within the tradition - the pre-philosophic and perhaps anti-

 philosophic experience of freedom in action, Arendt's primary political

 concern, is missing.

 The Marx manuscripts are gradually being published; two
 sections that deal with Marx appeared in Sodai Research (69:2, Summer

 2002), and more sections, including edited versions of the second
 Princeton and third Notre Dame lectures, the German radio address, as

 well as a few contemporaneous entries in her Denktagebuch ("Thought

 Journals") make up the first part of The Promise of Politics.3 General infor-

 mation about Arendt's original intention for, and the present state of,

 the manuscripts may be found in my introduction to the 2002 volume

 of Social Research; Arendt's interpretation of Marx is treated in some

 detail and from slightly different perspectives in my introductions to

 The Promise of Politics and the 2006 edition of Between Past and Future, none

 of which need be repeated here. "The Great Tradition" is compiled from
 two versions of the third Princeton lecture, and two versions of each of

 those versions, which taken together make an unwieldy pile of papers.

 These texts, all of which contain meaningful variants of Arendt's

 thoughts on law and power and ruling and being ruled, have been coed-

 ited by Jessica Reifer and myself in an effort, for better or worse, to
 make a coherent whole of them. "Law and Power" made an immediate

 impression on Jessica when she first read it, and, since I was already

 in the process of publishing the Marx manuscripts, our collaboration

 seemed natural enough. It has turned out to be to be an uncommonly

 cooperative and delightful experience.

 A matter of considerable import is that the Marx manuscripts

 show not just what Arendt was thinking about but also how her mind

 was working in the seven-year period between the publication of two

 of her greatest works, The Origins of Totalitarianism (1951) and The Human

 Condition (1958). At least at first glance those two works seem literally

 xvi social research
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 worlds apart, so in a sense the manuscripts provide an otherwise miss-

 ing bridge or transition between them. Personally, I would not want

 to lay too much stress on the transitional aspect of the manuscripts,

 preferring to focus on the manuscripts themselves and what is new in

 them - without of course denying that they are in part related to some

 of Arendt's thoughts in Origins, or that what first appears in them is in

 part refined in The Human Condition and later writings.

 Turning now to "Law and Power," the reader will discern more

 clearly than anywhere else, I believe, the meaning Arendt finds in the

 shifting weights of law and power in different forms of government.

 The relation she sees between them can be viewed, on the one hand,

 as an intricate balancing act within the tradition of political thought;
 and on the other hand - and this is new here - she discovers "a curi-

 ous equivocality" in the ways even the greatest political philosophers

 have considered the relation between law and power, simultaneously

 deeming power the executor of law and law the limit that power must

 not be allowed to overreach. The divagations and consequences of this

 equivocality in traditional political thought are a major theme in "Law
 and Power."

 As is her custom, Arendt proceeds less historically, in the explan-

 atory sense ofthat term, than by citing ancient sources, not only Plato

 and Aristotle but also Pindar and Heraclitus, which serve as examples

 to illuminate what is turning over in her mind. Finally, after examin-

 ing the various meanings and relationships of universal and positive

 laws, from Roman republicanism to totalitarianism (the first of which

 is "uninfluential" and the second unaccountable in traditional political

 thought), she settles in a position where Kant's concept of a universal

 moral law, a law that infallibly distinguishes right from wrong and of

 which we as individual human beings are the sole legislators, becomes

 dominant in political philosophy and, as the principle of positive laws,

 rules "the whole realm of politics to the detriment of all other politi-

 cal experiences and possibilities." That is not what happened in the
 world, of course, but in political philosophy. If to Kant self-identifica-

 tion with the universality of one's own law is the essence of human

 Guest Editor's Introduction xvii
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 freedom, to Arendt it is not. In "Law and Power" the reader can follow

 Arendt's mental steps in arriving at her initial insights into the nature

 of public and private experience, into politics as opposed to moral-

 ity, into the collapse, within the tradition of political thought, of the

 distinction between law and power, and, within the same tradition,

 into the disappearance of free action as "the raison d'être of politics."4 All

 of the foregoing introduces the last section of "Law and Power," which

 is among Arendt's finest and in a sense most sensitive appreciations of

 Montesquieu, whose influence on her can hardly be exaggerated.

 About 20 years after writing "Law and Power," Arendt gave a

 seminar on ancient political thought, followed by one on modern

 political thought; in the second Montesquieu played a prominent role.

 At that time, in the early 1970s, after explicating what she considered

 his unique and crucial contribution to modern political thought, her

 students were left in some confusion. Where exactly, they asked her, is

 this contribution laid out in his work? When she replied that it is not

 laid out in one place, but has to be put together from all his writings

 and by getting to know the man, she did not dissipate their confusion.

 Finally, slightly exasperated, Arendt said: "Ach, his mind was so fine,

 but he didn't work hard enough: Montesquieu was such an aristocrat!"
 But here in "Law and Power" there is no hint of dissatisfaction when

 she speaks of his "lack of systematic concern." On the contrary, it was

 this that "enabled him to touch freely upon and reformulate almost

 unintentionally the age-old problems of political thought." Because
 his aristocratic nonchalance disinclined him to systematize his think-

 ing by forcing it into the categories handed down by the tradition,

 Montesquieu was able to inquire anew into the nature of political life

 and raise afresh old questions about the classical forms of government

 without having to change the forms as such. He made the threefold

 discovery that power is divisible, that it increases in its division, and

 that when it is equally divided - between the legislative, executive,

 and judicial branches of a republic, for example - its connection with
 violence is severed. No one before him had thought that; it is his unique

 discovery.
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 At least as meaningful and perhaps more crucial to Arendt was

 Montesquieu's discovery that the origin of power lies "in the multiple

 capacities of men for action," and that these capacities are the core of

 political life. Looking at politics metaphorically as a game and given

 that the constitution of a republic stipulates the basic rules of the game,

 namely, the division of power within it, then the legislative branch

 enacts new rules to keep the game going as contingencies arise; the

 executive branch executes these rules in its attempt to win the game

 as played at home and abroad; and the judiciary umpires or referees

 the game by exercising its judgment and, if need be, readjusting the

 balance of power in the other two branches of government. Enactment,

 execution, and exerdse are distinct political actions that in their inter-

 play generate power in a republic. Montesquieu further associates the

 principles of action in three different forms of government with three

 different political experiences: Equality, distinction, and fear. These

 principles determine, respectively, republics, monarchies, and despo-

 tisms by inspiring the actions that typify them, and in each case they

 keep the form inspired by them alive through changing circumstances.

 Forms of government are mainly of historical interest today, but, like

 Montesquieu before her, with whom she shares an extraordinarily capa-

 cious imagination, Arendt experiences them from within. Her evalua-

 tion of them, however, is not the same as his insofar as her experience
 differs from his.

 The reader will do well to remember that at the time Arendt

 wrote this lecture the unprecedented totalitarian form of government,

 of course unknown to Montesquieu, was foremost in her mind - or

 foremost with another form of government, one that has not yet been

 realized anywhere in the world. In the later half of the 1940s, as she

 was writing her magisterial study of totalitarianism, Arendt also was

 actively working for a binational, secular, federated Palestinian state.

 She worked for the establishment of a revolutionary council state, revo-

 lutionary because its power and authority would flow upward from the

 joint actions of Arabs and Jews at the lowest level of their proximity and

 common and conflicting interests, and not downward from its highest
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 legislative, executive, and judicial levels. Political equality in a council

 state would be far more demanding than occasionally enclosing oneself

 in a voting booth to cast a ballot; it would demand the active participa-

 tion of every citizen in the political process, on at least one of its many

 structural levels. A council state would be the opposite counterpart of

 the totalitarian state, just as the Greek polis was the opposite counter-

 part of ancient tyrannies. Ultimately not a council state but the Jewish

 nation-state of Israel was brought forth in a small part of the small land

 of Palestine - and the rest, as they say, is history.5

 The papers that follow the two halves of Arendt's lecture in the

 fall and winter issues of Sodai Research have been placed in one or the

 other on the sole criterion of how they best seemed to fit together in

 groups. That criterion is arbitrary in the sense that the last three papers

 in the next issue might just as well have been the first three papers

 in this one. The two issues are best considered one longish volume,

 containing all of Arendt's "The Great Tradition" and all of the papers

 selected for publication. It seems appropriate, therefore, that the intro-

 duction to the winter issue deal with the papers in both issues, as well

 as with the second half of Arendt's lecture, "Ruling and Being Ruled."

 NOTES

 1. "From poets we expect truth" (a quotation from Arendt).

 2. These manuscripts comprise "Karl Marx and the Tradition of Western

 Political Thought," six lectures in two series delivered to the facul-

 ties of Princeton University and the Institute for Advanced Studies

 in 1953, known as the "long" manuscript; "Von Hegel zu Marx," a
 German radio address broadcast in 1953; the "short" manuscript,

 which was extrapolated and in important respects changed from the

 "long" manuscript in 1954; and "Philosophy and Politics: The Problem

 of Action and Thought after the French Revolution," three lectures

 delivered at the University of Notre Dame in 1954.

 3. Arendt (2005: 4-92). It also should be noted that the first lecture in the

 Princeton series is published almost verbatim as "Tradition and the

 Modern Age" in Arendt (1968: 17-40).
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 4. This later formulation is from Between Past and Future (1968: 146).

 5. Why Arendt did not fashion "Law and Power" into an essay and publish

 it is anybody's guess. And it is only one half of one lecture - there are
 still three entire lectures to come!
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 Hannah Arendt

 The Great Tradition

 I. Law and Power

 SINCE PLATO, ALL TRADITIONAL DEFINITIONS OF THE NATURE OF THE

 various types of government have rested on two conceptual pillars:

 law and power. The differences between the various forms of govern-

 ment depended on the distribution of power, whether one single man

 or the most distinguished citizens or the people possessed the power

 to rule. The good or bad nature of each of these was judged according

 to the role played by law in the exercise of power: lawful government

 was good and lawless bad. The criterion of law, however, as a yard-

 stick for good or bad government was very early replaced, already in

 Aristotle's political philosophy, by the altogether different notion of

 interest, with the result that bad government became the exercise of

 power in the interest of the rulers, and good government the use of

 power in the interest of the ruled. The types of government, enumer-

 ated according to the power principle, did not change in either case:

 there were always the three basic forms of monarchy, aristocracy, and

 democracy and the corresponding three basic perversions of tyranny,

 oligarchy, and ochlocracy (mob-rule). Still, modern political thought

 is liable to over-emphasize and misconstrue Aristotle's conception of

 interest: dzên Vai eudzên is not yet the rule that "commands the king"

 (as Cardinal Rohan put it much later), but designates the different

 concerns of the rich and the poor with which the laws ought to deal

 according to the principle of suum cuique. Rule in the interest of all,

 therefore, is not much more than a particular interpretation of rule in

 accordance with just laws.

 Copyright © Hannah Arendt Bluecher literary Trust 2007
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 A curious equivocality concerning the relationship between law

 and power has remained hidden in these well-known clichés. Almost

 all political theorists without noticing it use two altogether different

 similes in this regard. On one side, we learn that power enforces law

 in order to bring about lawfulness; on the other, the law is conceived

 as the limitation and the boundary of power, which must never be

 overstepped. In the first case, power could conceivably be understood

 as a necessary evil, whereas in the second case this role would much
 rather fall to the function of the law, which seems to owe its existence

 to the necessity of hedging in an otherwise free and "good" force.

 Following the traditional category of means and ends, power in the

 first instance appears as an instrument to execute the law, and in the

 second instance the law appears as an instrument to hold power in

 check. One consequence of this equivocal understanding of the rela-

 tionship between law and power appears obvious at first glance. If

 power is only there to enforce and execute the law, it cannot make
 much difference whether such power resides in one man, or in a few

 people, or in all of them. There can be only one essential difference -

 the difference between lawful or constitutional government and

 lawless or tyrannical government.

 The term tyranny, therefore, from Plato onward was used not

 only for the perversion of one-man rule, but also indiscriminately for

 any lawless government, that is, any government that in its decisions

 was bound only by its own will and desires - even if these were the will

 and desires of a majority - and not also by laws that could not become

 subject to political decisions. We find the last consequence of this line

 of thought in Kant's Zum Ewigen Frieden, where he concludes that instead

 of distinguishing many forms of government, one could say that there

 are only two, namely, constitutional or lawful government, irrespec-

 tive of who or how many possess power, and domination or despotism.

 All traditional forms of government are for Kant forms of domination;

 they are despotic because they are distinguished in accordance with

 the power principle, and in them whoever possesses power possesses

 it as a "sovereign," undivided among and unchecked by others. Against

 monarchy, aristocracy, and democracy, Kant sets constitutional govern-
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 ment, where power is always checked by others and which he calls

 "republican," irrespective of all other criteria.

 But if we turn to the second simile in the relationship between

 law and power, according to which the law is seen as a hedge or wall

 surrounding powerful men who without this limitation might abuse

 their strength, the differences between traditional forms of government,

 between monarchies, aristocracies, and democracies, become all impor-

 tant. The question is now whether only one man, or the most distin-

 guished few, or the whole people should be permitted to exercise power

 within the limitations of the law. In this context, it is obvious why the

 rule of one man should be identified with tyranny or, at any rate, be the

 closest to tyranny, and why democracy should be regarded as the best

 form of government. Monarchy now comes to mean that only one man is

 free, aristocracy that freedom is granted only to the best, and democracy

 alone can be considered free government. We find the last consequence

 of this line of thought in Hegel's philosophy of History, in which world

 history is divided into three eras: the oriental despotism where only one

 was free, the ancient Greek and Roman world where some were free, and

 finally the Christian Occident in which all are free, because man as such

 is free. The most striking aspect of this ever recurring equivocality in the

 concepts of law and power is that we do not deal here simply with two

 different strands of our tradition, but that, on the contrary, almost all of

 the great political thinkers use both similes indiscriminately.

 I HAVE ENUMERATED THE FORMS OF GOVERNMENT IN THE WAY THEY Were

 formulated and defined in the tradition, whose foundation was estab-

 lished not through historical curiosity about the manifold ways of life of

 different peoples, but through Plato's search for the best form of govern-

 ment, a search that sprang from and always implied his negative attitude

 to the Athenian city-state. Ever since, the quest for the best government

 has served to conceptualize and to transform all those political experi-

 ences that found their home in the tradition of political thought, which

 nowhere else perhaps shows its comprehensiveness more impressively

 than in the astounding fact that not a single novel form of government

 has been added for 2,500 years. Neither the Roman Republic nor the
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 Roman Empire, neither the medieval kingship nor the emergence of
 the nation-state was felt to warrant a revision or addition to what was

 already familiar to Plato. Surprisingly enough in view of its tremendous

 consequences, the distinction between ruling and being ruled as a condi-

 tion for all organized society was introduced by Plato in an offhand,

 almost improvisational manner, while the concept of law assumes its

 central place as the very content of all political life only in his last trea-

 tise, the Nomoi (The laws) - which, by the way, was lost and rediscovered

 only in the fifteenth century - and there the laws are understood to be

 the visible, political translation of the ideas of the Republic.

 Yet, if in the quest for the best government the question of laws

 originally played a subordinate role, its role was always major in the

 definition of tyranny as the worst form of government. The reason for

 this early constellation lies in the specific political experience of the

 polis, which Plato as well as Aristotle could not but take for granted.

 The pre-philosophical Greek political experience had understood laws
 to be the boundaries men establish between themselves or between

 city and city. They hedged in the living space that each was entitled

 to call his own, and they were sacred as the stabilizers of the human

 condition, of the changing circumstances and movements and actions

 of men. They gave stability to a community composed of mortals, and

 therefore continually endangered in its continuity by new men born

 into it. The stability of the laws corresponds to the constant motion of

 all human affairs, a motion that can never end as long as men are born

 and die. Each new birth endangers the continuity of the polis because

 with each new birth a new world potentially comes into being. The

 laws hedge in these new beginnings and guarantee the pre-existence of

 a common world, the permanence of a continuity that transcends the

 individual lifespan of each generation, and in which each single man

 in his mortality can hope to leave a trace of permanence behind him.
 In this sense, which asserted itself with the rise of the Greek polis, the

 laws constitute the common public world outside of which, according

 to the Greeks, human life was deprived of its most essential concerns.

 The great advantage of the polis organization of public life was

 that the polis, because of the stabilizing force of its wall of law, could

 716 social research
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 impart to human affairs a solidity that human action itself, in its intrin-

 sic futility and dependence on the immortalizing praise of poets, can

 never possess. Because it surrounded itself with a permanent wall of

 law, the polis as a unity could claim to ensure that whatever happened

 or was done within it would not perish with the life of the doer or

 endurer, but live on in the memory of future generations. Its great

 merit over kingship, the reason why, mythologically speaking, the

 Greeks saw in King Theseus's founding of Athens the last and greatest

 kingly enterprise, was candidly and succinctly given by Pericles, who

 praised Athens because it did not need a Homer to leave, for better and

 for worse, "innumerable monuments" of the deeds of its sons.

 This early meaning of nomos is still present in Plato when he

 evokes Zeus as the God of boundaries at the beginning of his discourse

 on The Laws, as it was present in Heraclitus when he stated that a people

 must fight for their laws as they fight for the wall (teichos) of their city.

 Just as a city could come into being physically only after the inhab-

 itants had built a wall around it, so the political life of the citizens,

 politeuesthaU could begin only after the law had been posited and laid

 down. The fence of the law was needed for the city-state because only

 here people lived together in such a way that space itself was no longer

 a sufficient guarantee for assuring each of them his freedom of move-

 ment. So much was the positing of the law felt to be a condition of polis

 life that legislation, law making itself, was not considered a political

 activity: the lawmaker could be a man called in from the outside or, like

 Solon, someone who after laying down the law retired from public-po-

 litical life, at least for a time. So much was law thought to be something

 erected and laid down by men without any transcendent authority or

 source that pre-Socratic philosophy, when it proposed to distinguish all

 things by asking whether they owe their origin to men or are through

 themselves what they are, introduced the terms nomo and physei, by
 law or by nature. Thus, the order of the universe, the kosmos of natu-

 ral things, was differentiated from the world of human affairs, whose

 order is laid down by men since it is an order of things made and done

 by men. This distinction, too, survives in the beginning of our tradition,

 where Aristotle expressly states that political science deals with things
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 that are nomo and not physei. It is in this context that the tyrant who

 razes the boundaries of the laws destroys the political realm altogether.

 He is not a ruler but a destroyer, destroying the walls of the city, the

 pre-political condition of its existence.

 Very early, however, and even before the beginning of our tradi-

 tion, there already existed another altogether different understanding

 of law. When Pindar says: nomo basileus pantôn we may be justified to

 translate his words: "the law is the ruler of all things," and understand

 this to mean that just as the king holds together and gives order to

 whatever is begun under his leadership, so the law is an order inherent

 in the universe and governs its motion. This law is not laid down, is not

 posited by either men or gods; if it is called divine, it is so only because

 it rules even the gods. This law, obviously, could not be conceived as a

 wall or boundary erected by men. Laws derived from or nourished by

 it had a validity that was not restricted to one community, nor to the

 public realm as such, nor generally to matters that happen between men

 as distinguished from those that happen within men. The cosmic law

 was universal in every respect, applicable to all things and to every man

 in every situation and condition of life. The distinction between physei

 and nomo, between things that grow naturally and things that owe their

 existence to men, loses its relevance, because one law presides and rules

 over both. The later concept of natural law, as it was developed in Greek

 Stoicism, is clearly already indicated, but for an understanding that saw

 laws in the image offences and boundaries that hedge in, protect, and

 establish the various common worlds of the polis, the very term "natu-
 ral law" would have been a contradiction in terms, since it assumed

 that things are what they are either by nature or law, but not both.

 Of even greater importance for the tradition is that under the

 assumption that one law rules over all things moral and political, the

 private and the public realm of life are no longer clearly distinguished,

 but are both embedded in and ruled over by the eternal order of the

 universe. Men belong in this universe because, in the words of Kant, "the

 starry heaven above me" corresponds in its ordered lawful sublimity to
 "the moral law within me." This law has lost the character of limitation

 manifest in all positive law codes that contain prohibitions rather than

 718 social research
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 prescriptions, and that therefore leave everything that is not clearly

 prohibited to the free decision of those who are subject to them. The

 conflict between private and public morality, between things permit-

 ted and demanded in personal intercourse and those that are required

 by the necessities of politics, which naturally arises from the assump-

 tion of a universal law, could be decided either way: in conformity with

 the necessities of political life at the expense of private morality - as for

 instance in Hobbes who, starting from the public-political realm where

 power originates, concludes that the nature of man is that of a "power

 thirsty animal" - or, on the contrary, in conformity with the behavior of

 each man in his individual privacy, as in the instance of Kant, where the

 law within me elevates me into a universal legislator. In either case, the

 universality of one law is saved: those who obey and submit meekly to

 the laws of power are by nature power thirsty; those who obey the laws

 of the city recognize in themselves the nature of moral lawfulness.

 However, throughout our tradition the distinction between the

 cosmic law in its universal validity and the rules and prescriptions valid

 only among a clearly defined group of men was kept and their relation-

 ship seen more or less in the image that we find for the first time in

 Heraclitus: "All human laws are nourished by the one divine law; for this

 holds sway as far as it will, and suffices for all, and prevails in everything"

 (Frag. 114). It is decisive that our legal tradition always held that positive

 manmade codes of laws were not only derived from but also depended

 upon the one universally valid law as their ultimate source of authority.

 It is this same distinction and relationship that we later find between

 the ius civile and the ius naturale, between positive law and natural law
 or divine command. In each instance, the earlier notion of the law as a

 fence survives in the codes of posited laws through which the one univer-

 sal law is translated into human standards of right and wrong.

 The one universal law, or later the Command of God, is under-

 stood to be eternal and unmovable and from this eternity the positive

 manmade laws derive their relative permanence through which they

 can stabilize the ever changing affairs of men. What happens when this

 distinction between universal and positive law is no longer upheld -
 that is, when the universal law in the modern form of a law of devel-
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 opment, natural or historical, has become a law of movement which

 cannot but constantly override positive man made codes of rules and

 prescriptions - we have seen in the totalitarian forms of domination.

 There terror, as the daily execution of an ever-changing universal law

 of movement, makes all positive law in its relative permanence impos-

 sible and drives the whole community into a flood of catastrophes. This

 danger is latent wherever the old concept of a universal law is deprived

 of its eternity and, on the contrary, is combined with the modern

 concept of development as the ever-progressing motions of nature

 or history. If one considers this process from the point of view of the

 history of ideas one can easily, albeit fallaciously, come to the conclu-
 sion that totalitarian domination is not so much a break with all tradi-

 tions of Western man as the outgrowth of a philosophical "heresy" that

 culminated in Hegel and was practically applied by Darwin or Marx,

 whom Engels called the Darwin of history.
 The idea of one universal law remained more or less a concern

 of the philosophers while the jurists, even though they agreed on the

 necessity of an ultimate (and even transcendent) authority to give their

 laws legitimacy, continued to think of laws as boundaries and relations

 between people. This difference is very marked in the twofold origin of

 natural law that also and independently developed from the Roman ius

 gentium, a law erected between different peoples whose cities prescribed
 different civil laws. Here, the natural law is neither understood to

 spring from and operate within each human being nor to preside from

 above and rule supreme over all happenings in the universe, but as the

 specific channels of communication and intercourse that are necessary

 between city and city, between one legal code and another - unless one

 city wants, in Greek fashion, to live isolated against or destroy another.

 The Roman influence remained strong in the strictly legal tradition; in

 the philosophical tradition of political thought, it remained as uninflu-

 ential as other Roman experiences.

 The standards of right and wrong as they are laid down in posi-

 tive law have, as it were, two aspects: they are absolute insofar as they

 owe their existence to a universally valid law, beyond the power and

 the competence of man; but they are also mere conventions, relative

 720 social research
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 to one people and valid within limitations, insofar as they have been

 posited and framed by men. Without the first, the universally valid

 law would remain without reality in the world of men; without the

 second, the laws and regulations laid down by men would lack their

 ultimate source of authority and legitimation. Because of this relation-

 ship and its twofold aspect, the specific legality of government, which

 historically is characteristic only for the polis and the various republi-
 can forms that are derived from the it, could become, in the framework

 of the tradition, the mainstay of all bodies politic. Enforcement of law

 finally is seen as the chief duty of government and lawful government

 is considered good no matter how many people or how few share in

 and enjoy the possession of power. At the end of this tradition, we find

 Kant's political philosophy, where the concept of law has absorbed all
 others. Here the law has become the criterion for the whole realm of

 politics to the detriment of all other political experiences and possibili-

 ties. Lawfulness is the only legitimate content of human living together

 and all political activity is ultimately devised as legislation or applica-

 tion of legal prescriptions.

 We have sketched this much later development in order to arrive

 as though through a short-circuit at a position where rule and law actu-

 ally coincide; where constitutional government is no longer one among

 various possibilities to rule and act within the framework of the law, but

 a government where the laws themselves rule and the ruler only admin-

 isters and obeys the laws. This is the logical conclusion of the last stage of

 Plato's political thought as we know it from the Nomoi.

 THESE CONSIDERATIONS SEEMED NECESSARY FOR AN UNDERSTANDING

 of the last thinker who, still in the line of the great tradition, inquired

 into the nature of politics and asked the old questions about the differ-

 ent forms of government. Montesquieu, whose fame rests securely in

 the discovery of the three branches of government, the legislative, the

 executive, and the judiciary - that is, in the great discovery that power

 is not indivisible - was a political writer much rather than a systematic

 thinker. This enabled him to touch freely on and reformulate almost

 unintentionally the great problems of political thought as they had
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 come down to him, without encumbering his new insights by making

 one working whole of them, and without disturbing the inner consis-

 tency of his thought with ulterior motives of presentation. His insights

 are in substance much more "revolutionary" and at the same time

 more enduringly positive than those of Rousseau, who is his only equal

 in the weight of sheer immediate impact on the eighteenth-century

 revolutions and of intellectual influence on the political philosophy of

 the nineteenth century. His lack of systematic concern, on the other

 hand, and the loose organization of his material have made it deplor-

 ably easy to neglect both the inner consistency of his widely scattered

 thoughts and the distinct unity of his approach to all political matters,

 which separates him only slightly less from his successors than from

 his predecessors.

 Hidden beneath the discovery of three branches of govern-
 ment (which only Kant rightly understood as the decisive criterion of

 truly republican government and which only in the constitution of

 the American Republic found an adequate realization) lies a vision of

 political life in which power is completely separated from all connota-

 tions of violence. Montesquieu alone had a concept of power that lay

 absolutely outside of the traditional category of means and ends. The

 three branches of government represent for him the three main politi-

 cal activities of men: the making of laws, the executing of decisions,

 and the deciding judgment that must accompany both. Each of these

 activities engenders its own power. Power can be divided - between

 the branches of government as well as between federated states and

 between state and federal governments - because it is not one instru-

 ment to be applied to one goal. Its origins lie in the multiple capacities

 of men for action; these actions have no end as long as the body politic

 is alive; their immediate purposes are prescribed by the ever-changing

 circumstances of human and political life, which by themselves and

 because they occur within defined communities or given civilizations

 constitute a realm of public affairs arising between citizens as individu-

 als, binding together or separating them as shared or conflicting inter-
 ests. Interests in this context have no connotation of material needs or

 greeds, but constitute quite literally the inter-esse, that which is between
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 men. This in-between, common to all and therefore of concern to each,

 is the space in which political life takes place.

 Montesquieu's discovery of both the divisible nature of power

 and the three branches of government sprang from his preoccupation

 with the phenomenon of action as the central data of the whole realm

 of politics. His own inquiries led him to make a distinction between

 the nature of government, "ce qui le fait être tel," and its principle, "ce

 qui le fait agir" (L'Esprit des Lois, Book iii, chap. I). He defined the nature

 of government in only slightly changed terms - he neglects the form

 of aristocracy and states that a republic is constitutional government

 with sovereign power in the hands of the people, a monarchy a lawful

 government with sovereign power in the hands of one man, and

 tyranny a lawless rule where power is wielded by one man according to

 his arbitrary will. His more profound discovery is his insight that these

 "particular structures" need each a different "principle" to set them
 into motion, or in other words, that these structures in themselves

 are dead and do not correspond to the realities of political life and the

 experiences of acting men. As a principle of motion, Montesquieu intro-

 duced history and historical process into structures that - owing their

 existence to Greek thought - had originally been conceived as immo-

 bile. Or rather, prior to Montesquieu, the only possibility of change

 had been thought of as change for the worse, the change of perversion

 that could transform an aristocracy into an oligarchy, a democracy

 into an ochlocracy, or a monarchy into tyranny. There are of course

 many more possibilities of such perversions; it was, for instance, noted

 very early that majority rule also has a particular inclination to end in

 tyranny. Compared to Montesquieu's principle of action as the driving

 motor of change, all such perversions are of a physical, almost organic

 nature. Plato's famous prediction that even the best possible govern-

 ment could not last forever, and his accounting of its eventual doom

 through some inevitable mistakes in the choice of suitable parents for

 a desirable offspring, is only the most plausible example for a mental-

 ity that could conceive of change only in terms of ruin. Montesquieu,

 on the contrary, recognized motion as the very condition of history,
 precisely because he understood that action is the essential factor of
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 all political life. Action does not merely belong to governments, does

 not only show itself in the recorded deeds of nations, and is never

 exhausted in the process of ruling and being ruled: "On juge mal des

 choses. Üy a souvent autant de politique employée pour obtenir un petit béné-

 fice que pour obtenir la papauté" ("De la Politique" in Mélanges inédites de

 Montesquieu, 1892.) He recognizes with the tradition the permanent

 character of good government founded on lawfulness; but he sees this

 structure of laws only as the framework within which people move

 and act, as the stabilizing factor of something which by itself is alive

 and moving without necessarily developing into a prescribed direction

 of either doom or progress. He therefore does not only talk about the

 nature or essence, but also about the structure of government as that

 which in relative permanence harbors the changing circumstances
 and actions of mortal men.

 Corresponding to his three chief forms of government,
 Montesquieu distinguishes three principles "which make a community

 act": these are virtue in a republic, honor in a monarchy, and fear in

 a tyranny. These principles are not the same as psychological motives.

 They are rather the criteria according to which all public actions are

 judged and which articulate the whole of political life. As such, they are

 the same for both governments and citizens, for rulers and subjects. If

 the principle of fear inspires all actions in a tyranny, this means that the

 tyrant acts because he fears his subjects and the oppressed because they

 fear the tyrant. Just as it is the pride of a subject in a monarchy to distin-

 guish himself and be publicly honored, so it is the pride of the citizen in a

 republic not to be greater in public matters than his fellow-citizens, which

 is his "virtue." From this it does not follow that the citizens of a republic

 do not know what honor is, or that the subjects of a monarchy are not

 "virtuous," nor that all people have at all times to behave according to the

 rules of the government under which they happen to live. It only means

 that the sphere of public life is always determined by certain rules that

 are taken for granted by all who act, and that these rules are not the same

 for all forms of political bodies. If these rules are no longer valid, if the

 principles of action lose their authority so that no one any longer believes

 in virtue in a republic, or in honor in a monarchy, or if, in a tyranny,
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 the tyrant ceases to fear his subjects, or the subjects no longer fear their

 oppressor, then each of the forms of government comes to its end.

 Beneath Montesquieu's unsystematic and sometimes even casual

 observations about the relationship between the nature of govern-

 ments and their principles of action lies an even deeper insight into

 the essentials of unity in historically given civilizations. His "esprit

 generar is what unites the structure of government with its correspond-

 ing principle of action. As such, it later became the inspiring idea of

 the historical sciences as well as the philosophy of history. Herder's

 "spirit of the people" (Voïksgeist) and Hegel's "world-spirit" (Weltgeist)

 show clear traces of this ancestry. Montesquieu's original discovery is

 less metaphysical than either of those, and perhaps more fruitful for

 the political sciences. Writing in the midst of the eighteenth century,

 he was still blissfully unaware of "world history," which one hundred

 years later - in Hegel's philosophy and also in the work of the leading

 historians - will have arrogated to itself the business of world judg-

 ment: "Die Weltgeschichte ist das Weltgericht" His general unifying spirit

 is first of all a basic experience of men living and acting together,

 which expresses itself simultaneously in the laws of a country and in

 the actions of men living under this law. Virtue in this sense is based

 on "love of equality" and honor is based on "love of distinction." The

 laws of a republic are based on equality, and love of equality is the
 source from which the actions of its citizens spring; monarchical laws

 are based on distinction, so that love of distinctions inspires the public

 actions of the citizenry.

 Both distinction and equality are basic experiences of all human

 communal life. We can say with equal validity that men are distin-

 guished and different from each other by birth and that all men are

 "born equal" and are distinguished by social status only. Equality, inso-

 far as it is a political experience - as distinguished from the equality

 before God, an infinitely superior being before whom all distinctions

 and differences become negligible - has always meant that, regardless

 of existing differences, everyone is of equal value because each one

 received by nature an equal amount of strength. The fundamental expe-

 rience upon which republican laws are founded and from which the
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 actions of citizens spring is the experience of living together with, and

 being members of, a group of equally powerful men. Laws in a repub-

 lic, therefore, are not laws of distinction but of restriction; they are

 designed to restrict the strength of each citizen so that room may be left

 for the strength of his fellow citizens. The common ground of republi-

 can law and action within it is the insight that human strength is not

 primarily limited by some superior power - God or nature - but by the

 power of equals, and the joy that springs from it. Virtue as love of equal-

 ity springs from this experience of equality of power that alone guards

 men against the dread of loneliness. "One is one and all alone and ever

 more shall be so," as the old English nursery rhyme dares to indicate to

 human minds what can only be the supreme tragedy of God.

 Distinction, on which monarchies (and all hierarchical forms of

 government) are based, is no less an authentic and original political

 experience. Only through distinction can I become truly myself, this

 one, unique individual that never was before and never will be again.

 I can establish this uniqueness only by measuring myself against all

 others so that my role in public affairs will ultimately depend upon

 the extent to which I can win recognition from them. It is the great

 advantage of monarchical government that individuals, who have their

 social and political status according to the distinction they win within

 their respective walks of life, are never confronted with an undistin-

 guished and undistinguishable mass of "all others," against which the

 single man can summon up nothing but a desperate minority of one.

 It is the specific danger of governments based on equality that within

 the structure of lawfulness - in whose framework the equality of power

 receives its meaning, direction, and restriction - the powers of equals

 can cancel each other out until the exhaustion of impotence makes

 everyone ready to accept a tyrannical government. For good reasons,

 Montesquieu failed to indicate the common ground for the structure of

 lawlessness and fear as the principle of actions in tyrannies.

 - To be continued in the next issue of Sodai Research.
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 Etienne Balibar

 (Deconstructing the
 Human as Human

 Institution: A Reflection
 on the Coherence of
 Hannah Arendt's Practical

 Philosophy

 WORKS HAVE THEIR HISTORY, WHICH IS BOTH INTERNAL, MIRRORING AN

 intellectual development that sometimes can involve great shifts and

 rectifications, and external, responding to events and addressing ques-

 tions that were not fully anticipated. This seems to be particularly the

 case for someone who, claiming to look for an understanding of the

 changes that the historical present has produced, and wanting to remain

 open to the unpredictable element of politics, has given a crucial mean-

 ing to the category of the event. More than any great thinker, perhaps

 we might suggest that Arendt is one who never wrote twice the same
 book, and more than that, never wrote two successive books from the

 same point of view. She would allow herself to become transformed by

 the writing itself, and by the correspondence between the writing and

 the event, although this correspondence probably is neither straightfor-

 ward nor completely visible. It also does not mean that this historicity,

 this character of the work as a continuous, unfinished experiment of

 thought, will abolish the permanence of certain crucial questions that
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 remain the horizon of the philosophical quest, and even account for its

 apparent variations. Without further justifications I will ask permis-

 sion to borrow elements from texts that belong to different periods and

 different genres, even looking for extremely heterogeneous formula-

 tions, in order to give the problem its maximum saliency.

 A PARADOXICAL "CRITIQUE OF HUMAN RIGHTS"

 Why is there a persisting difficulty at the core of Arendt's discourse on

 human rights, at least from a philosophical point of view? It is - to put

 it first in schematic terms - because Arendt has developed one of the

 most radical critiques of the idea of an anthropological foundation of

 rights, and the classic doctrine of "human rights" as a foundation of

 the political, while pushing to the extreme the vindication of some of

 these rights as unconditional, and assimilating their neglect to a virtual
 or actual destruction of the human. So there is a first level of the diffi-

 culty that we might describe by asking the following question: How is it

 possible to reconcile a critique of the idea of basic human rights while

 at the same time locating a typical politics of human rights at the core of

 politics in general, especially democratic politics?

 The difficulty seems to be not solved but, on the contrary, rein-

 forced and aggravated, when we look at the kind of "anthropology"

 that was presented by Arendt in what arguably is her most systematic

 theoretical treatise, namely The Human Condition, published in 1958. We

 know that the term "condition" here carries a critique of speculative or

 metaphysical theories of "human nature" in a double sense: it refers to

 the fact that there is no such thing as a universal essence of the human

 inhabiting each individual person, to parody a famous Marxian formula

 that seems to be perfectly compatible here, but "only" (and in fact this

 is more, not less) a plurality of singular humans, and the "world" they

 form by relating to each other in a more or less conflictual manner. It

 also refers to the great problem addressed in the book, this time against

 the Marxian tradition, namely the "alienating" character of the rela-

 tionship between two kinds of conditions: those that concern the repro-
 duction of life, or the "natural" conditions, and those that concern the
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 construction of the public realm, or the "political" conditions. What

 seems to Arendt to have become typical of modernity is a specific form

 of alienation (not only self-alienation, but, as she insists, world-alien-

 ation), whereby the reproduction of life has become increasingly tech-

 nicized, making it possible for humans not only to view themselves as

 self-producing beings, but also to substitute this technical reproduction

 of life for the construction of the "good life," or the world of politi-

 cal interactions. The paradoxical result is that the political becomes
 reduced to its "natural" basis in the inverted form of an absolute artifi-

 ciality. This is a phenomenon of radical alienation whose counterpart

 seems to be a task of inventing a new cosmopolitics, a cosmopolitics "to

 come" (to imitate this time a Derridian formula) that will also be a liber-

 ation of humankind. It will be a reconstruction of the properly human

 that was "lost" in its history, even if we must qualify this formulation

 by recalling the many provisos added by Arendt: her warnings against

 idealizing the past, including the Greek past, and the deep pessimism

 of her forecasts concerning ongoing historical processes.

 So, to put it once again in the form of a dilemma. The "politics

 of human rights," whose idea forms the guiding thread of Arendt's prac-

 tical philosophy, connecting her analyses of the tragedies of contempo-

 rary history, and her model - not to say ideal - of the vita activa, seems

 to be squeezed between an extreme form of institutionalism, explicitly

 sharing elements with the Burkean critique of natural right theories,

 and a critique of alienation that, even in the form of a reversal of classi-

 cal metaphysical anthropologies, must involve an idea of the human as
 such.

 WHICH "CONCEPT OF THE POLITICAL"?

 Now you might say that the solution of this riddle (or this alleged
 riddle) is not so difficult, and has become clear in a good deal of
 contemporary post-Arendtian discourses: those who insist on the

 fact that human rights are not to be retrieved but are to be invented or

 created. This would be consistent with the fact that, in her simultane-

 ous critique of the classical "revolutionary" ideologies and vindica-
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 tion of the "lost treasure of revolutions," Arendt criticized the explicit

 or latent representation of revolutions as restorations of a mythical

 birthright or originary state of liberty and equality, and the represen-

 tation of "constitutions" as a mere system of guarantees for preexisting

 rights. On the contrary, she insists on the idea that revolutions and

 their "permanent" effect in the life of a republican political system

 institute what is properly human, including reciprocity or solidarity,

 and therefore do not derive from a given universal foundation but

 bring in or create universality in history. "Groundlessness" could
 and should be the philosophical name that we attach to this way of

 understanding the practical and historical character of human rights,

 reversing a certain essentialist or metaphysical foundation of politics,

 thus making it an actual practice instead of a deduction from prin-

 ciples, and thereby also manifesting its crucially contingent character. I

 completely endorse this presentation, which has become classic, but I

 believe that it remains incomplete. What is lacking is an understand-

 ing of Arendt's radicality, the reason she would associate "opposite"

 predicaments, make the institution not only a source of the posi-
 tive right but also a genuine construction of the human, and push
 the idea of a politics of human rights to the extreme point where

 "dissidence" - particularly in the modern form of civil disobedience -

 becomes the criterion of a legal institution that makes it possible to

 establish reciprocity. In other terms, the question is why Arendt is not

 a histoncist, while locating the construction of rights entirely within

 the horizon of historical life, and why, while vindicating the notions

 of power and authority, she manages to paradoxically locate a prin-

 ciple of "an-archy" at the very heart of arche itself, the authority of the

 political. We suspect that what we have called "groundlessness" is not

 only a logical position, but also a practical one, and that it involves
 a deeply antinomic element, not to say a violent combination of the

 political and the unpolitical, or a permanent recreation of the politi-

 cal out of its internal dissolution, or a practical inseparability of the

 political construction of the human and its unpolitical destruction, a

 combination that is the political itself.
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 It is in order to give these admittedly hazardous formulations a

 more explicit relationship to the writings of Arendt, and also to reach

 a more dialectical presentation of her "concept of the political" [Begriff

 des Politischen) in terms of a unity of opposites, that I want to evoke two

 specific series of arguments. Clearly, a real discussion would require,

 each time, a rather long process of readings, comparisons, and inter-

 pretations. What I am going to do, in a sense, is only to name, to give

 general names, to these arguments, and suggest where they could be

 pursued. The first argument concerns the now famous expression "the

 right to have rights," its relation to the critique of the institution of the

 nation state and what I call "Arendt's theorem" about the actual rela-

 tionship between "man" and "citizen" in the definition of basic rights.

 The second argument concerns Arendt's vindication of the Greek

 model of democracy, or rather, as she is keen to remind us in the origi-

 nal language, isonomia, which the tradition strongly distinguished from

 dèmokratia, and whose equivalent in modern political language, pass-

 ing through a classical Latin "translation" (aequum ius or aequa libertas)

 should be "equal liberty." In the end, albeit in a telegraphic manner, I

 return to the secular character of Arendt's use of antinomic or "unpoliti-

 cal" concepts of the political, which (probably no surprise to you) I asso-

 ciate with a deep legacy of tragedy, or tragic discourse, within Arendt's

 practical philosophy.

 "ARENDT'S THEOREM"

 First a few words on what I called "Arendt's theorem" and the notion of

 the "rights to have rights." It is well known that, in the last chapter of

 part II of The Origins of Totalitarianism, "The Decline of the Nation-State

 and the End of the Rights of Man," Arendt has developed a provocative

 thesis, grounded in the observation of the tragic consequences of the
 imperialist wars in terms of the creation of masses of "stateless" refu-

 gees and politically "superfluous" humans. Those humans who have

 become superfluous but are still physically there are practically deprived

 of any protection and permanently threatened with elimination. This

 is a consequence of the history of the nation-state, where belonging to
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 a community was strictly identified with the possession of a nationality

 or national citizenship. But it is also a direct refutation of the ideological

 foundation of the nation-state itself, which presented the "rights of the

 citizen" (in this case the national citizen) as a secondary construction, an

 institution of previously existing "human rights" that, in turn, provides

 the citizen's rights and the political institution - that is, the state -

 with a universalistic principle of legitimacy. As a consequence, "human

 rights" should be wider than and independent from "civil rights": they

 should provide a basis for the recognition of the dignity of human

 beings who do not belong together to the same political community,

 but "only," so to speak, to the essential community of mankind, and

 they should be protected when the national solidarity does no longer

 apply, or conflicts with another one, as in the case of war.
 But - in what Arendt calls a "bitter confirmation of Burke's

 critique" - the opposite is the case: when the citizen's rights are
 suppressed or historically destroyed for the masses, human rights are

 destroyed as well. We have here a typical reductio ad absurdum or elenchos:

 the impossibility of the consequence refutes the ideological premise.

 We should certainly not believe that Arendt's argument, which I call

 her "theorem," only has an empirical meaning. In practice, the conse-

 quences of war and imperialism contradict the universalistic claims
 of nations - something which, in contemporary terms, would call for

 compensation, for example, in the form of an internationally validated

 "humanitarian politics" - but at the level of principles, the "founda-

 tional" relationship would remain valid, as an ideal or a moral prin-

 ciple if you like. In fact, Arendt's point of view is just the opposite, and,

 which makes it all the more provocative, directly reminiscent of the

 kind of arguments developed by ancient Sophists. If the destruction

 of civil rights also destroys human rights, this is because the latter are
 based on the former, and not the reverse. And the reason is an intrinsic

 one, one that is built within the very notion of "rights": rights are not,

 or not primarily, "qualities" of individual subjects, they are qualities that

 individuals grant each other, because and whenever they form a "common

 world," in which they can be considered answerable for their actions
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 and opinions. Hence the crucial importance of the formula "the right

 to have rights" is that it is exactly what stateless people, and more gener-

 ally the excluded individuals and groups so abundant in contemporary

 societies, are deprived of, including the possibility of claiming the rights

 they are deprived of, of "petitioning" in the classic sense. This entails

 the reciprocal thesis: that the "first" right, groundless and contingent

 upon the simple existence of a political community, or rather, a commu-

 nity of political actors, a common engagement in political action, is not

 any statutory right but the basic, and in this sense absolute "right to

 have rights." A right that in modern history the nation-state in a contra-

 dictory, in fact antinomic manner, has simultaneously granted and

 suppressed alternatively, sometimes for the same people.

 To understand the full meaning of this proposition, one has to

 jump to the next section of the book and the description of the total-
 itarian state as an exterminist state. This is where Arendt will draw

 all the consequences from the fact that, in a "universalistic" ideology

 of citizenship, as it is embodied in nations, the only way of excluding

 someone from citizenship is to exclude him/her from humanity. As we

 remember, she is now dealing not only with people who find themselves

 projected outside the political realm of the state, but with the continuous

 production of outsiders within the state itself, in a process that starts with the

 deprivation of civil rights, goes on with the destruction of the individu-

 al's moral personality or the possibility of self-respect, to end in indus-

 trial mass murder, the destruction of individuality (human individuality)

 as such. This is where we understand why Arendt's institutionalism is

 not the standard version, which could be illustrated in the history of an

 idea, from Burke to Kelsen: Arendt's idea is not that only institutions

 create rights, whereas, apart from institutions, humans do not have

 specific rights, only natural qualities. Her idea is that, apart from the

 institution of the community (not in the sense of "organic" community,

 another form of naturalistic myth, but in the sense of the reciprocity of

 actions), there simply are no humans. As a consequence, Arendt does not

 suppress or relativize the association of the idea of the human with the

 idea of rights in general; on the contrary, she reinforces it. Her idea of
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 rights is indistinguishable from the construction of the human, which

 is the immanent result of the historical invention of (political) institu-

 tions. Humans simply are their rights. But - and here is the antinomic

 character - the same institutions that create rights, or better said, allow

 individuals to become human subjects by reciprocally granting rights to

 each other, also destroy these rights, and thus threaten the human. This

 is true of the nation-state, but it is also certainly true of other political

 forms in history, including the Greek city-state, whose privilege does

 not reside in being immune from this tragic contingency, but perhaps

 in being less "mystificatory," less ideological in handling it.

 ARCHE AORISTOS

 This brings me to my second argument, the one concerning isonomia. In

 a sense, "isonomia" denotes exactly this: an institution whereby individ-

 uals reciprocally grant each other rights in the public sphere, the right

 to speak, to begin with, which is perhaps the "concrete" anthropological

 figure of the "right to have rights," the right to claim rights. Both in

 The Human Condition and in On Revolution - written during the years that

 range between the Hungarian revolution against Bolshevism and the

 triple catastrophic events of the late sixties: the Vietnam War, the 1968

 student uprisings, and the Six Day War between Israel and several Arab

 countries - she would insist on the typically "sophistic" idea that it is

 not the case that social and political institutions bring inequalities and

 tyrannies where there existed a "natural" equality and freedom of men.

 She would insist on just the opposite, that the city's institutions, in the

 case of isonomia, introduce equality as equality in the public sphere,

 with respect to power and authority, and, as a consequence, freedom,

 where there previously existed only inequality and domination. They

 produce a "second nature," which is probably preceded by no actual
 nature but only a virtual, indeterminate possibility.

 But then something very strange and interesting happens, which

 you will find for example in The Human Condition (Arendt, 1998: 32),

 and also in On Revolution (Arendt, 1968: 37). The crucial Greek reference

 is not Aristotle's definition of the "citizen" in terms of reciprocity of
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 command and obedience: in Politics (III, 1277a25) Aristotle says that the

 perfect citizen is the one who successively knows how to give orders

 and take orders from others, archein te kai archesihai dunasthai It is rather

 a reference to the well-known story or myth told by Herodotus, when

 he allegedly reports a contest between Persian princes about the best

 form of government (Herodotus, Histories, III, 80-84). This story or myth

 in an amazing manner locates the "Greek" political logos on the far side

 of the friend vs enemy divide, in the "place of the Other," the Oriental,

 which also plays a crucial role in Rousseau, thus providing an inter-
 esting encounter between Arendt and her most intimate theoretical

 enemy, so to speak. According to this myth, Otanes, the prince who

 advocates isonomia, as opposed to monarchici and oligarchia, defines it as a

 political regime whose principle is neither to command or obey, neither

 to take or give orders (oute archein oute archesthai ethelô, Herodotus, III, 83,

 8). Aristotle, of course, would not have accepted this as a definition of

 the citizen, because where there are citizens, there must be an arche,

 a principle of authority, even if this principle is shared or circulates

 among all the citizens. Otanes' principle, literally speaking, is anarchic.

 This is not to say that Arendt has become an anarchist herself,

 or is confusing anarchy and democracy, but again it means that she

 wants to include a notion of antinomy within the construction of the

 political - in this case, the definition of the citizen. To disobey the law

 is not equivalent to obeying the law, but without a possibility of disobe-

 dience there is no legitimate institution of obedience - a thesis that does not

 have its foundation in the idea of human nature, but is rooted in the

 pragmatic understanding of how democratic regimes, "constitutions of

 liberty," emerge and collapse in history. From here there is a direct link

 to the essay "On Civil Disobedience," written as a contribution to the

 debates arising from the Vietnam War, and which, to note in passing, if

 reread against the background of today's wars and their constitutional

 consequences in self-proclaimed democratic countries, acquires once
 again an extraordinary relevance. Arendt's thesis is a difficult one, as

 we know, but it amounts in no way to simply framing arguments for a

 given conjunctural movement: it is provoked by the contingent events
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 of contemporary history, but it traces back their meaning to the very

 principles of republican politics.
 What Arendt calls civil disobedience is neither an individual,

 subjective objection of conscience - she speaks repeatedly of organized

 minorities, even masses - nor the fact that when a regime loses its legiti-

 macy, it is bound to face growing illegalities and insubordination: in

 a sense it is the opposite, a collective movement that, in a given situ-

 ation and with a given, limited aim, suppresses the "vertical" form of

 authority and creates a "horizontal" form of association in order to
 recreate the conditions of a "free consent" to the law. Therefore, civil

 disobedience ultimately reinforces the law and does not weaken it,

 but it is also inevitably bound to appear as "criminal" from a juridical

 point of view, which, from a classic institutionalist perspective (for

 example, a Kelsenian one), is identical with the legal state. Arendt

 would particularly insist on the element of risk involved in this prac-

 tice: not the legal risk of being punished when you violate the law or

 disobey the legal authorities, but the political risk of error, of misjudging

 the situation, of actually destroying what you intend to recreate, or to

 continue, or to begin again, namely the politeia or the "constitution of

 citizenship." Strikingly, in a terminology that perfectly encapsulates

 the idea of a contingent "politics of human rights," she speaks of the

 "dangerous liberty" (quoting Tocqueville) and the "perils of equality"

 which are inseparable from democracy. This contingency or "inde-

 terminacy" could also be expressed in Greek terms, for instance by

 retrieving Aristotle's preliminary definition of the citizen - one that he

 rapidly corrected, probably because its indeterminacy was too danger-

 ous, involving a possible oscillation between tyranny and anarchy - as

 arche aoristos, that is, the citizen as one who enjoys an indeterminate

 or "unlimited" authority, and not only in time (Aristotle, Politics, III,

 1275a32).

 BEYOND "VOLUNTARY SERVITUDE"

 Allow me one single phrase to conclude by resuming once again the

 question of the antinomic character of this politics, which I take to
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 be the same idea as the idea of a tragic "groundlessness" of rights. I

 should have tried to combine the lessons of the two arguments: the

 negative one or "Arendt's theorem," which identifies the construction

 of the human with the institution of a "right to have rights" - that is,

 with a share in a historical community, and the positive one, the idea

 that there is no political community without the inclusion of a principle

 of disobedience or dissidence within the legal frame of obedience itself,

 which radically challenges the purely legal understanding of the law, and

 refutes the sovereign tautology, "law is law," "Gesetz ist Gesetz." What is

 strange, indeed remarkable, is that the "negative" argument provides

 the institution with its only possible positive condition, and the posi-

 tive argument entirely concerns a "dialectical" inclusion of the nega-

 tive within the positivity of the law, albeit not in order to overcome it,

 rather in order to give it life.

 Instead of an abstract combination, I will be content with an

 example, but as we know this was the crucial experiment in Arendt's

 career as a political theorist involved in public debate. It is the exam-

 ple of Eichmann's trial and personality. Eichmann's absurd but also in

 a sense inevitable interpretation of the categorical imperative of the

 law is clearly the absolute opposite of the idea of "civil disobedience":

 it is the embodiment of an institutional principle of voluntary servi-

 tude, of self-annihilation of the will. But it is also the exact corollary

 of the totalitarian process of institutional destruction of the human,

 through the creation and elimination of "superfluous humans." To
 carry on this destruction, you need a system where "evil" has become

 "banal," that is, where disobedience has become impossible. To say
 that we have a choice between becoming Eichmanns or taking the
 risk of civil disobedience is a bit facile, although there are circum-
 stances in which this brutal alternative actually materializes; and to
 suppose that a society or a state where civil disobedience becomes

 officially recognized as a basic right would be immune to the danger

 of totalitarian transformation is certainly a ridiculous illusion. But as

 an ideal type, these formulations may encapsulate what Arendt's Begriff
 des Politischen hints at.
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 Christoph Menke
 The "Aporias of Human
 Rights51 and the "One
 Human Right59: Regarding
 the Coherence of Hannah

 Arendt's Argument

 IN 1949, IMMEDIATELY AFTER THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE NEWLY

 founded United Nations had adopted the Universal Declaration of

 Human Rights in December 1948, Hannah Arendt published - first in

 English and rapidly afterwards in German - a short text that was noth-

 ing less than a scathing critique of the recent attempts to reanimate the

 idea of human rights as political foundation (Arendt, 1949b).1 Arendt

 pointed to the declaration's complete conceptual confusion, which

 would "invariably [lead] to philosophically absurd and politically unre-

 alistic claims such as that each man is born with the inalienable right

 to unemployment insurance or an old age pension" (Arendt, 1949b: 34).

 This confusion corresponds to a conspicuous "lack of reality" (Arendt,

 1949b: 37) that, for Arendt, the thinker of political judgment, of the

 political as practice of judgment and of judgment as political, was
 arguably one of the gravest objections to be raised against a political
 action.

 What she objected to in her critique is the fact that recent
 attempts to reformulate human rights merely repeat, in spirit and
 in attitude, the traditional declarations formulated at the end of the
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 eighteenth century without accounting for the profound crisis that

 has befallen the idea of human rights since those rights failed in the

 face of totalitarian politics. We do not know if Hannah Arendt had the

 final version of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights at hand

 when writing her text.2 However, given the even sharper repetition

 of her critical diagnosis in the famous ninth chapter of The Origins of

 Totalitarianism, which was published two years after the essay, we have
 no indication that Arendt would have been convinced the declaration

 was an adequate response to the totalitarian challenge of human rights,

 despite the fact that the preamble proclaimed it to be an expression of

 the "outrage" of the "conscience of mankind" in view of the "barba-

 rous acts" committed by totalitarianism. In fact, Arendt rephrases her

 critique in such a way that an adequate response to the totalitarian

 challenge to human rights seemed to be by and large impossible as
 such - at least a response that would be given in the name of human

 rights. It is in her book on totalitarianism that Arendt formulates the

 "aporias of the Rights of Man"3 as a way of describing the confusing

 situation into which totalitarian politics brought human rights - not

 only the possibility of practically realizing human rights but the very

 idea of human rights itself is called into question. An aporia, however,
 is a situation with no solution.

 At first glance, there seems to be surprising agreement, even

 among authors who work with Arendt from very different angles, as to

 how we must understand her diagnosis of a crisis of human rights deep-

 ened to the point of an aporia. Giorgio Agamben concludes from this

 diagnosis that we have to abandon "decidedly, without reservation, the

 fundamental concepts through which we have so far represented the

 subjects of the political (Man, the Citizen and his rights [...])" (Agamben,

 2000: 16). Jean Cohen draws the opposite conclusion: she holds that in

 order to save the idea of human rights we need to counter the "disdain

 for universalistic argumentation" expressed in Arendt's critique of the

 declaration of human rights, and reconstruct a "moral principle (i.e., a

 universal principle of justice)" (Cohen, 1996: 183).4 Just like Agamben,

 Cohen reads Arendt's diagnosis of a crisis or even the aporia of the idea
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 of human rights as exhibiting their untenability. However, instead of

 surpassing Arendt like Agamben, she criticizes her for this diagnosis.

 The title of Arendt's essay in English asks the skeptical question:

 "The Rights of Man': What Are They?" This, however, is not the title

 she chose for the German version of the text published a little later.

 Instead of the ambivalent question that we find in the English version,

 the German version is entitled with the assertive statement Es gibt nur

 ein einziges Menschenrecht: "There Is Only One Human Right" - a state-

 ment that could almost be called defiant in view of the original title.

 The following reading seeks to show that this unexpected retitling does

 not merely have strategic reasons, as might be suggested both by the

 time and place of publication and by the choice of the medium (that

 is Jaspers' and Sternberger's), but that there rather exists a connec-
 tion between the two titles in terms of the matter at stake. We need to

 show, as much against Agamben as against Cohen, that Arendt's criti-

 cal exhibition of the aporias of human rights is 1) to be understood as

 internally linked to an alternative understanding of the idea of a human

 right - an understanding of the idea of human rights, however, whose

 premises 2) do not depend upon the traditions of the modern natural

 law or liberalism, but put into question the essential, basic presupposi-
 tions of these traditions.

 I.

 The main objection Hannah Arendt raises against the Universal

 Declaration of Human Rights (that is, against its preliminary versions)

 concerns its rather conspicuous "lack of reality" (Arendt, 1949b: 37).

 This objection is startling. What can it mean of this type of text, of a

 declaration of rights - a declaration des droits or a bill of rights - to lack

 reality or to lack realism? Does such a declaration not rather state the

 way things ought to be, not the way they really are? However, even an

 "ought" proposition must conform to reality insofar as it must be real-

 izable: it must contain a normative demand that can be fulfilled by real

 actions. Arendt's objection to the declarations of human rights, claim-

 ing that they exhibit a conspicuous lack of reality, attests to just this:
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 they are of the order of an "ought," to which no "can" corresponds: no

 capacity for action or realization.

 This objection against human rights takes up the famous "English"

 critique of their French declaration in 1789, which was first formu-

 lated by Edmund Burke and shortly afterward by Jeremy Bentham: the

 critique that human rights are "an abstraction" (Arendt, 1949b: 31). In

 order to understand both the "English" critique of human rights and the

 reasons for which Arendt takes it up for her own argument, it is impor-

 tant to emphasize how it differs from the widespread "German" vari-

 ant of a critique of human rights. According to this "German" version,

 people are "overburdened" by the demands of human rights. We have a

 motivational problem when what "ought" to be is not willed, allegedly

 because every will would require other, more "sensual" drives, which

 are thought to be structurally incommensurable with what "ought" to

 be in terms of human rights.5 When Edmund Burke calls the declara-

 tion of human rights "monstrous" and "tragicomic," or when Jeremy

 Bentham calls it "nonsense upon stilts" (Burke, 1987: 9; Bentham,

 1843: 523),6 they mean that human rights are normative demands that

 abstract from the conditions and forms of the very action by means of

 which they could be realized. Such action is political action, or to be

 more precise: it is the act(ion) of legislation. Someone only has a right

 because he or she has acquired it by means of someone else's promise,

 or by means of a contract with someone else, or, if it is to be a generally

 acknowledged right, because he or she has been endowed with it by

 means of a law: "rights," according to Bentham, can only exist due to

 legislation. Laws, however, are always only passed for particular politi-

 cal entities, that is, according to our modern understanding, for partic-

 ular nationstates. Thus, rights "as such" do not exist, because laws "as

 such" do not exist. For Arendt, this double insight - first that all rights

 depend upon laws, and second that all political legislation is inescap-

 ably tied to a certain "locale"- is the true essence of Burke's famous
 statement that he preferred "the rights of an Englishman" over those

 of the human being: "According to Burke, the rights which we enjoy

 spring 'from within the nation,' so that neither natural law, nor divine
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 command, nor any concept of mankind, such as Robespierre's 'human

 race, the sovereign of the earth,' are needed as a source of law" (Arendt,

 1949b: 31). There are no other rights than those of "an Englishman,"

 which stem "from within the [English] nation" by way of legislation;

 the "rights of human beings," thus, do not exist.

 Arendt reminds us of this English critique of the (French) decla-

 ration of human rights in order to interpret in its light the epochal

 experience that the "decline of the nation state" in the first half of the

 twentieth century meant nothing less than the "end of the rights of
 man." "The decline of the nation state" does not so much refer to a

 loss of national power of regulation, but instead to the initial erosion,

 and later complete shattering, of the principle that all inhabitants of

 a territory are also citizens of the state that legislates over this terri-

 tory (because they are all members of the same people or the same

 nation). This began to show in (predominantly European) politics vis-

 à-vis minorities, the Jewish people and refugees: "The loss of national

 rights," taking the form of discrimination, expulsion, and expatriation,

 "in all instances entailed the loss of human rights" (Arendt, 1949b: 31).

 What were called the rights of "human beings" were in fact the respec-

 tive rights of citizens, and the former were lost along with the latter.

 For Arendt, the central experience of the twentieth century is

 this crisis point: that whoever ceases to count as the citizen of a particu-

 lar state loses not only his or her civil rights in that particular state,

 but paradoxically also loses his or her human rights: "The conception

 of human rights broke down at the very moment when those who

 professed to believe in it were for the first time confronted with people

 who indeed had lost all other qualities and specific relationships, except

 that they where still human. The world found nothing sacred in the

 abstract nakedness of being human" (Arendt, 1949b: 31). It broke down

 because the "world" understood human rights in the tradition of the

 French Revolution - that is, in the sense that they can only come into

 existence through nation states, and therefore only for their respective

 members. If, however, the nation state is the only juridical authority

 that can effectively acknowledge and realize human rights, then the
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 discourse of human rights loses its significance for all those who, as

 a result of expatriation and emigration, cease to belong to any nation
 state.

 The idea of a new, explicitly universal declaration of human

 rights was decisively propelled by the recognition of this crisis that had

 been reached with the concept of human rights based on nation states.

 The consequence was the suggestion to understand human rights alto-

 gether differently: namely, io understand them as existing independent

 of national membership. Human rights are then seen as pre-national,

 as "natural" or "moral" rights that accordingly need to be realized by

 supranational or global means. Michael Ignatieff, for example, believes

 that the consequence of the crisis of human rights can only be the

 "return by the European tradition to its natural law heritage" (Ignatieff,

 2001: 4).7 The lesson, however, that Hannah Arendt draws from the

 crisis of human rights is exactly the opposite. The (proto-)totalitarian

 politics of discrimination, expulsion, and expatriation, she writes,
 "had the effect of confronting the nations of the world with an inescap-

 able and perplexing question: Whether or not there really exist such

 'human rights,' independent of all specific political status and deriving

 solely from the fact of being human" (Arendt, 1949b: 25). By way of their

 conduct, the nations of the world have given a clear, and clearly nega-

 tive, answer to this question. For them, such natural rights of human

 beings did not exist. Yet according to Arendt, this negative answer is

 not the betrayal of but rather the truth about human rights. In the eyes

 of the nations, the expulsed and the expatriated had no human rights,

 because, as Arendt argues, their human rights do indeed not exist.

 Arendt elucidates this thesis by closely looking at what the decla-

 rations of human rights really list. She shows that all the rights includ-

 ed - and they are many and "of the most heterogeneous nature and

 origin" (Arendt, 1949b: 37) - are rights not of the human being, but of

 individuals who are already members of a political entity. They are only

 "so-called Rights of Man" (Arendt, 1949b: 30), and in truth nothing but

 "formulas which were designed to solve problems within given commu-

 nities" (Arendt, 1949b: 28). If it is true that human rights are originally
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 and essentially rights to freedom, as per Georg Jellinek's famous thesis

 that the history of human rights begins with the freedom of religion,8

 then the purpose of those declared rights is actually to designate which

 claims each member of a community can justifiably raise against that

 community. The so-called declarations of human rights are therefore

 not concerned with rights with which each individual human being,

 merely as a human being, is endowed. He or she does not in fact have

 any rights, because people outside of or without any political commu-

 nity cannot be the bearers of rights. Only the members of a political

 community can be bearers of rights. Any declaration of human rights,

 therefore, implicitly presupposes that human beings are already
 members of a community. The category of "right" refers to just this:

 how people (ought to) live together. What are called "human rights" are

 in fact political principles of law. The title question of Arendt's English

 text, "The Rights of Man': What Are They?" thereby receives its first

 answer: the "so-called Rights of Man" are a distorting articulation of the

 rights of each member of a political community; of rights, thus, that

 also pertain only to each member of a political community.

 From the angle of this fundamental argument we can also under-

 stand Arendt's subsequent sharpening of her critique of the declarations

 of human rights, which she condenses to the formula of the "aporias

 of human rights." She develops the thesis that to articulate political

 principles of law in the form of "so-called human rights" is not only

 distorting, but in its consequences also proves destructive for these very

 principles of law themselves. The declarations of human rights, Arendt

 contends with reference to the French declaration, "were meant to spell

 out primary positive rights, inherent in man's nature, as distinguished

 from his political status, and as such they tried indeed to reduce poli-

 tics to nature" (Arendt, 1967: 104). However, byway of naturalization,

 which is meant to put these rights upon a palpable basis, the declara-

 tion of human rights undermines the very foundation of any juridical

 political community: the idea of equality. For "[w]e are not born equal,

 we become equal as members of a group on the strength of our deci-

 sion to guarantee ourselves mutually equal rights" (Arendt, 1949b: 33).9
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 Equality is not an attribute of people as individual natural beings, but

 an attribute of political members, and therefore the very reference to

 the natural human being destroys every claim to equal rights.

 In this lies an explanation for the powerlessness of human rights

 in the face of the totalitarian politics of exclusion and murder of minori-

 ties. Not only were the Jewish people and refugees forced to "live outside

 the common world," "thrown back on their natural givenness, on their

 mere differentiation" (Arendt, 1949b: 33) - they were also transformed

 by totalitarian politics into precisely those naked natural human beings

 to whom human rights were meant to refer. By being merely natural

 they were no longer potential bearers of rights because they were no

 longer equals. This situation remained relatively harmless for as long

 as - almost10 - all human beings were community members in one way

 or another, but it gained terrible significance at the point when there

 appeared masses of nonmembers. The declarations of human rights

 were patently unable to counter the overwhelming power of the appear-

 ance of the natural human being as essentially nonequal.

 For this reason, the declaration of human rights is an aporetic

 endeavor, demanding equal rights for something essentially nonequal:

 human beings as natural beings. There are only equal rights for political

 members, which are thus not human rights. And there are only different

 needs or claims of human beings as natural beings, and these are thus

 not human rights. The idea of human rights is a contradiction in terms.

 II.

 In this early essay Arendt is already pointing to a distinction that she

 will later bring into central focus in the distinction between a declara-

 tion des droits de l'homme and a bill ofñghts. Their difference is least of

 all one of content because both types of declarations can list the same

 rights. They differ fundamentally, however, in their understanding of

 what a "right" is:

 The American version proclaims no more than the neces-

 sity of civilized government for all mankind; the French
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 version, however, proclaims the existence of rights inde-

 pendent of and outside the body politic, and then goes on

 to equate these so-called rights, namely the rights of man

 qua man, with the rights of citizens (Arendt, 1967: 147).

 In the first sense, rights are a political construct while, in the second

 sense, they are a pre-political attribute. Only the first understanding

 of equal rights is tenable. The latter is, on the contrary, untenable - in

 the best case being itself powerless, in the worst case surrendering to

 a superior power. While a bill of rights always only applies to a specific

 and delimited political community, a declaration des droits de l'homme

 on the contrary stakes a universal claim of the rights of everyone by

 referring to human beings outside of existing communities, that is to

 the human being as "natural" being.11 This is the claim Arendt has in

 mind when she writes of "recent attempts to frame a new bill of human

 rights" that these attempts showed "that no one seems able to define

 with any assurance what these human rights, as distinguished from

 the rights of citizens, really are" (Arendt, 1949b: 26). The objection

 notes that the declarations of "human rights," contrary to what they

 claim, do not contain the rights of human beings; in fact, they also only

 contain the rights of citizens, of the members of a community. Thus,

 the declarations of human rights claim a distinction between the rights

 of members and the rights of each human being which they do indeed
 not draw.

 Arendt's critique up to this point seems to suggest that the distinc-

 tion does not even exist; that it makes no sense to speak of a right that

 is not endowed by the legislation of a community. Arendt, however,

 draws exactly the opposite conclusion from her objection: while tradi-

 tional declarations merely claim to deal with the rights of human beings

 as separate from the rights of members or citizens, they cannot main-

 tain this distinction and in fact to do this is of utmost urgency. The fail-

 ure of "recent attempts to frame a new bill of human rights" to see this

 urgency even as they continue to claim only the rights of members is

 indeed their most profound and worst "lack of reality." By always already
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 presupposing and continuing to presuppose political membership, and

 by only articulating the rights of those who are already members, these

 recent attempts remain ignorant to the profoundly disturbing chal-

 lenge posed by those many who are not members and who are growing

 in number: the expatriated, the refugees, and the stateless persons who

 neither have nor can find a community. They are the ones who really

 need rights. But what they need does not appear in the declarations of

 the "so-called Rights of Man."

 Arendt's famous expression for what these nonmembers need is

 the, or a "right to have rights" (Arendt, 1949b: 30). The rights to which

 nonmembers must have a right are those of the members of a political

 community - that is, the various definitions of the differently under-

 stood right(s) to equality. The right to have these rights, however, cannot

 be of the same order: it is not the right of members, but the right to

 membership: "a right to belong to some kind of organized community"

 (Arendt, 1949b: 30).

 We know even better than Burke that all rights materialize

 only within a given political community, that they depend

 on our fellow citizens, and on a tacit guarantee that the

 members of a community give to each other. But we also

 know that apart from all so-called human rights, which

 change according to historical and other circumstances,
 there does exist one right that does not spring "from within

 the nation" and which needs more than national guaran-

 tees: it is the right of every human being to membership in

 a political community. (Arendt, 1949b: 34)

 According to Arendt, this "right to have rights" is, as distinct

 from the "so-called Rights of Man," indeed the ("only") human right,

 "the one right without which no other can materialize" (Arendt, 1949b:

 37). In her critique of the declarations of human rights, Arendt had said

 that human rights (in the plural) do not exist. The thesis that there is

 only one human right (in the singular) does not contradict this critique,
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 but rather corresponds to it. "Critique" here does not imply a rejec-

 tion, but rather a distinction: the distinction between appearance and

 reality; between what is called "human rights" but in fact refers to the

 rights of the members of a political community, and what really is a

 human right. Only a right that does not already presuppose the status

 of membership in a political community, but has this very status as its

 object, is a real human right.

 Unfortunately, the introduction of the concept of a human right

 to membership suffers from a decisive weakness. Arendt shows convinc-

 ingly that the postulate of a human right to have rights is irrefutable

 if we no longer - as according to her judgment the "recent attempts

 to frame a new bill of human rights" still do - blink at the new chal-

 lenges resulting from totalitarian politics. At the same time, however,

 Arendt's analysis of the aporias of human rights has obfuscated whether

 and how we could not only postulate but also conceptualize such "one

 human right." Just like any other human right, this one also aims "to

 transcend" (Arendt, 1949b: 37) the levels of the respective regional or

 particular communities. Classical declarations of human rights had
 undertaken this step beyond politics as a step back into nature; Arendt

 criticized this as resulting in the fatal dissolution of the very equality

 that was to be founded upon it, since nature knows no equality. She

 concludes that "it would be a serious error to define this one right [to

 have rights], which was never even mentioned among the Rights of

 Man in the categorical framework of the eighteenth century," since "[o]

 ne of the reasons that the whole issue has become so confused today

 is that human rights are still viewed within these categories" (Arendt,

 1949b: 34). Only a mode of thinking that radically breaks with the cate-

 gories of the eighteenth century can point a way out of the contempo-

 rary confusion.

 Toward the end of her text, Arendt describes one way to avoid this

 confusion and, thereby, escape the aporias of human rights.12 Although

 seemingly confirmed by the factual development of international law

 in the decades since the writing of Arendt's essay, her suggestion does

 not, in the end, succeed in resolving the philosophical question that
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 is posed by the "right to have rights." Her solution to the aporias of

 human rights consists in conceptually treating the one human right to

 have rights structurally like the (membership) rights within a political

 community. According to this reading, the human right to have rights

 belongs to the "sphere of a law that is above the nations" - that is, to a

 new international law that no longer only regulates "the intercourse of

 sovereign nations" (Arendt, 1949b: 36), as was still the case for the one

 contemporaneous with Arendt's essay. Such a new international law

 would stipulate the "crimes against humanity" (Arendt, 1949b: 36f.) as

 one of its paragraphs, if not as its central one. Like any other law, this

 new international law could be traced to an act of legislation, but an act

 of legislation by a new legislator:

 This human right, like all other rights, can exist only

 through mutual agreement and guarantee. Transcending

 the rights of the citizen - being the right of men to citizen-

 ship - this right is the only one that can and can only be

 guaranteed by the comity of nations (Arendt, 1949b: 37).

 This "comity of nations" is based upon a historical development:

 the "emergence of mankind as political entity" (Arendt, 1949b: 36).
 This, then, is Arendt's way out of the aporia of human rights: her propo-

 sition for an understanding of the concept of human rights that makes

 no reference to the natural state of the human being. The human right

 to have rights is the fundamental right brought forth by a legally bind-

 ing - through "mutual agreement and guarantee" - international law

 that constitutes mankind as a "political entity."

 The advantage of this understanding is that it dissolves the old

 problem of how we could have a law that cannot be traced back to acts

 of legislation, the problem that was named so sharply by the "English"

 critique of human rights. Simply put, the human right to have rights

 is conceptually of the very same order as all other rights. The right to

 be a member of a regionally delimited political community and to have

 rights within that community is in itself a right that pertains to us, to
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 each individual human being, as members of an eventually universal

 and (quasi-) political community: the "political entity" of "mankind."

 The disadvantage of this understanding is that it simply turns back

 the substitution of a "historical" law by a "natural" law, which the

 traditional declarations of human rights had undertaken (see Arendt,

 1949b: 34f.). The one human right is traced back to the historical fact of

 a political entity of mankind. Thereby, however, not only does the ques-

 tion of whether this political entity of humanity already exists become

 unanswerable, so does the question of whether it can or even should
 exist.13

 And still further: Hannah Arendt's linking of the human right to

 have rights within a political community to an act of legislation of the

 political "entity" of "mankind" contradicts her own insight that it was

 precisely the historical development of such an entity that dramati-

 cally aggravated the situation of the excluded and stateless, a situation

 which these human rights were meant to counteract.

 The calamity [sc. that "millions of people [. . .] had lost and

 could not regain these rights because of the new global
 situation"] did not arise out of lack of civilization, back-

 wardness or mere tyranny, but, on the contrary, could not

 be repaired because there was no longer any "uncivilized"

 spot on earth, because, whether we like it or not, we have

 really started to live in One World. Only in a completely

 organized humanity could the loss of home and political

 status become identical with being expelled from human-

 ity altogether (Arendt, 1949b: 30).

 This argument - reminiscent of Carl Schmitt (which does not

 necessarily make it wrong) - stresses the fact that we have no guaran-

 tee whatsoever that a politically constituted humanity would not also

 commit the same acts of expatriation that are committed today by
 regionally limited political communities. If there is to be an inalien-

 able right of each human being to membership, and thus to rights,
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 it cannot merely be defined as resulting from the largely unspecified

 act of legislation of a politically constituted humanity; it is a right to

 be introduced and enforced by this act of legislation. Thus the alleged

 way out of the aporias of human rights offered by the new interna-

 tional law runs up against the very same problem that had led into

 the aporias.

 With this result, another thought in Arendt's essay gains in

 importance: the way in which she discusses the concepts of "human

 being" and "mankind" in a manner different from the two versions

 debated before. Here, these concepts designate neither a natural state

 (which does not offer any guarantee against the exclusion of people

 from the political community, because it does not offer equality), nor

 as a historically developed political entity (which fails to offer a guaran-

 tee against the exclusion of people from the political community, but

 rather increases the danger of an "expulsion from humanity"). Arendt

 provides this hint at a third possibility to understand the concept of

 human being by calling upon, albeit only in passing, a concept whose

 surprising career as a fundamental politico-legal category only began

 at the time when Arendt was writing this text: the concept of "human

 dignity" (Arendt, 1949b: 30). Arendt introduces this concept in order to

 denominate once more in yet another manner what lies prior to "all

 so-called Rights of Man": "Man, it turns out, can lose all so-called Rights

 of Man without losing his essential quality as man, his human dignity.

 Only the loss of a polity itself expels him from humanity" (Arendt,

 1949b: 30). According to this use of the term, the dignity of man consists

 in having rights as a member of a political community.14

 The final paragraph of the essay, in which Arendt mentions
 the two solutions to the aporias of human rights, begins by program-

 matically stating that "[t]he concept of human rights can become
 meaningful again if it is redefined in light of present experiences and

 circumstances" (Arendt, 1949b: 34). For a redefinition of the concept

 of human rights "in light of present experiences and circumstances"

 we need not only to find an answer to the situation of the expatri-
 ated, the stateless, and the refugees; an answer that requires consider-
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 ing the rights of members along with the right to membership. It is

 also essential for such a redefinition of the concept of human rights to

 avoid any relapse into the categories of the eighteenth century, that is,

 into the categories of "natural" rights, which, according to Arendt, the

 Universal Declaration of Human Rights fails to do. Arendt's reference to

 the concept of human dignity is meant to provide precisely this.15 The

 concept of human dignity, understood in this way, does not continue

 the naturalization of human rights, but breaks with it - without,

 however, positivistically or historically equating human rights with the

 regulations of a new, postnational, international law.

 In concluding, I would like to point out two argumentative

 moves that are fundamental for such an understanding of the concept

 of human dignity.

 First: modern natural law founded rights upon properties with

 which human beings are endowed with by nature: they are created by

 God, or they carry capacities distinctive of their species, such as reason

 or pity. Fundamental claims that every human being can lodge, such as

 the claim to property, physical inviolability, freedom of religion draw

 their justification and their force to oblige others from this. From these

 legitimate claims, which pertain to every human being as human being,

 subsequently follow claims that every human being can raise vis-à-vis

 others in the "social" sphere. Entirely different from this is Arendt's

 definition of human dignity:16 with reference to Aristotle, she defines

 the dignity of human beings by virtue of their being speaking beings,

 and that means for Arendt by virtue of their being political beings.

 Human dignity is then no natural property, which human beings are

 endowed with individually, and which subsequently would have social

 consequences, but it consists in nothing other than their politico-lin-

 guistic existence: their speaking, judging, and acting as capacities that

 they essentially have through, with, and vis-à-vis others.

 If, according to Arendt, the politico-linguistic existence of human

 beings is the content of their dignity, this also means to attribute to

 this form of existence a distinguished status: it is not just any, but the

 human form of life. Their politico-linguistic existence is the human
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 disposition: "a general characteristic of the human condition" (Arendt,

 1949b: 30). In a first move, therefore, Arendt's concept of human

 dignity introduces a concept of human nature that does not refer to the

 natural human being. For Arendt, human beings are not endowed with

 dignity when viewed as natural in distinction or even in opposition

 to their politico-linguistic existence. Rather, human dignity consists

 in the politico-linguistic human existence, because human beings are

 politico-linguistic "by nature": destined to develop a politico-linguis-

 tic existence. Each human being's right to membership in a political

 community is therefore based upon the experience of the significance

 of the politico-linguistic existence for human beings - namely, to be

 that form of their existence which is the proper human condition. Or,

 to put this the other way around: it means that each human being's

 right to membership in a political community cannot be based upon

 attributes, which are independent from the human politico-linguistic

 existence (and could in this sense be called "natural"). The foundation

 for each human being's right to membership in a political community
 cannot be found outside of or below his or her existence within such

 a community, but rather in the experience of the significance of this

 political existence, an experience that can only be made from inside

 the political existence.17

 Second, Arendt no longer refers to the nature of human beings

 in the sense of a pre-political attribute. By referring to it as the human

 disposition to being political, she distances herself from the norma-

 tive design of modern natural law. Modern natural law traces juridical

 rights back to natural rights. Both have the same form: they are subjec-

 tive rights, claims by means of which a subject can oblige others. The

 classical case for this is property: a possession is turned into property if

 it is possible to oblige others to refrain from using the respective object

 by uttering the words "this is mine" (or through an equivalent symboli-

 cal act). In the juridical sphere, subjective rights are bestowed rights.

 "Natural" rights, on the contrary, are considered to be nonbestowed

 subjective rights: they are rights that function like legal rights (as the

 capacity to oblige others), but they are rights that one "possesses" in
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 a sense naturally. We saw that Arendt shares the "English" critique,

 which holds that such nonbestowed subjective rights are "nonsense

 upon stilts" (Bentham). What follows from this is that the one human

 right, the "right to have rights," must either be also bestowed - this

 being the kernel of the formerly criticized solution to the aporias of

 human rights, namely their merging with international law - or that

 this one human right cannot be a subjective right, despite the impres-

 sion given by its formulation.

 But if that is the case, what kind of right is it supposed to be

 then? The concept of right can only be meant in an objective sense
 here: it does not define a claim, which human beings are entitled to

 raise, but it defines what is right for them. Understood in a subjective

 sense, the right to have rights implies that human beings can lodge

 a claim to membership, and are - by way of law, contract, or nature-

 entitled to do so. Understood in an objective sense, the right to have

 rights means, on the contrary, that it is right for human beings to be

 members of a political community, in which they, as members, have

 rights. The objective understanding of the right to have rights does,

 therefore, not dispute that human beings are legitimately entitled

 to - have the subjective right to - political membership. Very much to

 the contrary, the objective understanding of the right to have rights

 constitutes the subjective right to political membership, and thereby

 shows that what grounds subjective rights is not of the same structure

 as these rights themselves (such as modern natural law) had assumed.18

 The claim of each human being to political membership is instead the

 result of the conviction that political membership is the right thing for

 human beings, due to the experience that political membership is the

 (true) human condition.

 III.

 From the crisis that befell human rights after the totalitarian politics

 of exclusion, Arendt draws the consequence to understand human
 rights entirely differently from the traditional categories of "natu-

 ral" rights. This naturalization of rights is an element of the crisis
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 of human rights, if not perhaps even - following Agamben's radical-

 ization of Arendt's critique - complicit with totalitarian politics. But

 in any case, it is no solution to the crisis of human rights. Arendt's

 concept of human dignity, on the other hand, does offer a solution - a

 solution, however, that presupposes, rather than contests, the insight

 into the aporias of human rights. It shows that we can only resolve the

 crisis of human rights if the thinking of human rights is transformed

 as a whole, with all its defining elements. The conceptual mind frame

 is defined, at least at the time of Arendt's intervention, by the funda-
 mental convictions of modern natural law. The two moves Arendt

 makes (more or less implicitly) by pointing to the concept of human

 dignity show the direction that needs to be taken in order to think

 the "one human right" to have rights beyond the aporias of human

 rights. Human dignity as a concept only offers a way out of the crisis

 of human rights if, first, it introduces an entirely different anthropol-

 ogy than that of modern natural law, namely, an anthropology of a

 politico-linguistic form of life as opposed to an anthropology of quasi-

 natural human "needs" or "interests;" and if, second, the concept of

 human dignity introduces an entirely different fundamental concept

 of rights: a concept that grounds subjective rights in the experience of

 what is the right thing for human beings.

 Translated from the German by Birgit Kaiser and Kathrin Thiele.

 NOTES

 1. The German version was published in the same year in Karl Jaspers'

 and Dolf Sternberger's journal Die Wandlung.

 2. Arendt speaks of a "Bill of Rights of the United Nations" and a footnote
 in the German version refers to the "drafts of the UN-Commission"

 (Arendt, 1949a: 769).

 3. "TheAporias of the Rights ofMan" ("Die Aponen der Menschenrechte")

 is the title of the last section of chapter 9 in the German version of

 Arendt (1955). The English title speaks of "The Perplexities of the

 Rights of Man" (Arendt, 1979: 290f). To a large extent, this section
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 repeats the essay of 1949, albeit not to the letter. A significant differ-

 ence can be found in the essay's closing paragraph, which begins

 with the phrase "The concept of human rights can become meaning-

 ful again. . ." that does not appear in The Origins of Totalitarianism; see

 paragraph II below.

 4. A similar argument can be found in Benhabib (1996: 193ff ).

 5. It is in this sense that we might have to understand Arnold Gehlen's

 statement that "'mankind' is not a possible moral category for human

 beings" (Gehlen, 1986: 142).

 6. On Burke see also Menke (2006a: 153-176).

 7. For an opponent interpretation of the Universal Declaration of
 Human Rights, see the introduction to Menke and Pollmann (2007).

 8. Jellinek's text and the controversial debate around it can be found in

 Schnur (1964).

 9. "Equality [. . .] is not given to us" (Arendt, 1979: 301), "[n]either equality

 nor freedom [is] understood as a quality inherent to human nature"

 (Arendt, 1967: 23). Arendt's main argument against any naturaliza-

 tion in the realm of the political is that the idea of equality would

 thereby be abolished. For Agamben's rephrasing of Arendt's critique

 of naturalization this does not become important (see Agamben,

 1998, part III, chaps 1 and 2). At the same time, however, Agamben's

 rephrasing very appropriately points to the presupposition in
 Arendt's argument that the traditional definition of human rights as

 "natural" rights is to be understood as referring to a pre- or extra-so-

 cial condition, in which human beings appeared only in their natural

 and always differing capacities. We arrive at a different interpretation

 of the role that the concept of the "natural" plays in the context of

 classical declarations of human rights if a) we consider human rights

 according to their form, that is as being subjective rights, and b) we

 understand, with Niklas Luhmann, the "subject," that is, the bearer

 of such rights, as designating "the necessary opposite of functional

 systems," which "symbolizes human beings outside of systems with

 their claim to inclusion" (Luhmann, 1981: 98). For a corresponding

 interpretation of human rights, see also Luhmann (1993: 574f.).
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 10. While slaves in certain respects were counted still as "a part of the

 human community" (Arendt, 1949b: 30), although Aristotle denied

 them reason, the "savages" of the imperial nineteennth century were

 the first "natural" human beings in respect to whom this problem

 could have arisen (Arendt, 1949b: 32) - had they been taken seriously

 as a challenge to the concept of human rights.

 11. A bill of rights does not claim to declare the rights of each human

 being. It can, however, lodge a universal claim in other, more indirect

 ways. Different from Burke, who tied his "rights of an Englishman" to

 the presupposed quality of "being English," the American revolution,

 for example, understood the rights it declared for the newly founded

 United States of America as being valid for all other political commu-

 nities. The preamble of the American Declaration of Independence

 refers to "the separate and equal station to which the Laws of Nature

 and of Nature's God entitle them" (that is, the American people). This

 is what founds the bill of rights, and this "station" equally pertains

 to all people (Arendt, 1967: If). Although a bill of rights can thus

 always only determine the rights of the members of a community,

 these rights do not have to be the rights of members of this (particu-

 lar) community, but can be those of the members of any community.

 According to Arendt, this is how the American revolution under-

 stands universality, as opposed to the French declaration of human

 rights: the former understands its rights as exemplary for all peoples.

 And in this sense, Albrecht Wellmer speaks in reference to Arendt's

 concept of revolution of a "universalism of a human possibility" (see

 Wellmer, 1999: 139).

 12. If I am not mistaken, the solution to the aporias of human rights that

 Arendt hints at in this passage corresponds to the one that Hauke

 Brunkhorst suggests in opposition to Arendt: see Brunkhorst (1999:

 93 ff; 2002: 191f.).

 13. Arendt has stressed in various contexts that all political power has

 to be limited to territorial entities, and that all global delimitation of

 political power is to be rejected (see Birmingham, 2006: 135).

 14. This is also how Christoph Enders, with recourse to Arendt, inter-
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 prêts the reference to human dignity in para. 1, sec. 1, sent. 1 of the

 German Grundgesetz (see Enders, 1977: 501f.).

 15. The concept of human dignity thus occupies a systematic place in

 Arendt, a place at which in Agamben we find - nothing. Although

 Agamben does not speak of a right of each human being to have

 rights, he still speaks of a "(refuge) of the singular" (Agamben, 2000:

 24). It remains unanswered, however, if this is the object of a right

 and if so, how it could be accounted for.

 16. Arendt gives this definition of "the right to have rights" in the nega-

 tive, describing the loss experienced by whomever loses this sole true

 human right:

 Its loss entails the loss of the relevance of speech (and
 man, since Aristotle, was defined as a being command-
 ing the power of speech and thought), and the loss of all

 human relationship (and man, again since Aristotle, was

 called the "political animal," that is, one who by defini-
 tion lives in a community), the loss, in other words, of
 some of the most essential characteristics of human life

 (Arendt, 1949b: 30).

 Chapter 4 of Arendt's The Human Condition establishes the link between

 language and politics. It is thus evident that her concept of dignity

 has nothing in common with the one linked to the Renaissance; the

 latter locates human dignity in the freedom of the human "to get

 what he wishes and to be what he wills" (Pico della Mirandola, 1990:

 7-11) - a freedom that equates humans with angels, or even with the

 gods, and is thus apolitical.

 17. Due to its dependence on experience, this discourse of the "human

 disposition" does not imply any essentialism, as Peg Birmingham has

 elaborated in Brimingham (2006).

 18. The book on totalitarianism contains a passage that had not been
 included in the essay version of the text, but which can be under-
 stood in the above sense:
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 Before this [i.e., the "deprivation of a place in the world

 which makes opinions significant and actions effective"],

 what we must call a "human right" today would have been

 thought of as a general characteristic of the human condi-

 tion which no tyrant could take away (Arendt,1979: 296f.).

 For a clear articulation of the problem of the grounding of subjec-

 tive rights that Arendt raises see Michelman (1996: 200-208). Another

 problem follows from this, which is how Arendt's reference to the

 concept of human dignity has to be understood: the ground of subjec-

 tive rights cannot itself take the form of subjective rights. At the same

 time, it needs to be defined in such a way that it can be a ground of,

 and thus a ground for, subjective rights. This remains unresolved in

 Arendt's suggestion of the concept of human dignity (for this argu-

 ment cf. Menke, 2006b).
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 Peg Birmingham
 The An-Archic Event of

 Natality and the "Right to
 Have Rights"

 DOES ARENDT'S THOUGHT, WHICH SHE SELF-DESCRIBES AS "POST-

 metaphysical" and therefore without substantive ground, provide any

 normative basis for the "right to have rights" - that is, for a universal

 right to belong to a political space?* In other words, while it is the case

 that rights are granted de facto on the basis of mutual recognition of

 the claim to right, by what right does Arendt make this claim? Still

 further, while it is the case that human rights claims need intersubjec-
 tive confirmation and validation, on what basis does this confirmation

 and validation occur? To raise the Kantian question: "questiae juris - by

 what right?" Does Arendt's thought permit us to move from the de facto

 claim of right to the de jure universal basis for such a claim?

 To begin to answer the question "questiae juris - by what right?" it

 is important to look at the task Arendt sets for herself in the preface to

 the first edition of Origins of Totalitarianism. At the conclusion of the pref-

 ace, Arendt writes that "anti-Semitism (and not merely the hatred of

 Jews), imperialism (not merely conquest), totalitarianism (not merely

 dictatorship) - one after the other, one more brutally than the other,

 have demonstrated that human dignity needs a new guarantee which

 can be found only in a new political principle, in a new law on earth,

 whose validity this time must comprehend the whole of humanity
 while its power must remain strictly limited, rooted in and controlled

 by newly defined territorial entities" (Arendt, 1951: xi).1 At the very
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 beginning of her seminal work, Arendt calls for a universal principle

 of humanity that will provide a new guarantee of human dignity. The

 reason Arendt gives for the need for such a principle is given at the

 conclusion of Origins in her analysis of totalitarianism and the unprec-

 edented reality of the death camps. In a passage in which she provides a

 kind of genealogy that proceeds from the mass manufacture of corpses

 to the historical and political preparation of living corpses, to the politi-

 cal disintegration that made hundreds of thousands of human beings

 homeless, stateless, and outlawed, she concludes by stating: "This . . .

 could only happen because the Rights of Man, which had never been

 philosophically established but merely formulated, which had never

 been politically secured but merely proclaimed, have, in their tradi-

 tional form, lost all validity (Arendt, 1951: 446).

 It is clear that Arendt places the responsibility of the death camps

 squarely at the feet of a philosophically invalid and politically impotent

 notion of human rights. Her preface indicates that to establish phil-

 osophically and secure politically human rights requires a new prin-

 ciple of humanity. The question is whether Arendt herself is able to

 provide such a principle given that her own thinking is self-described

 as "post-metaphysical." I submit that Arendt does not flinch from the

 task. In a passage immediately following her discussion of the "right

 to have rights," she writes: "Man of the twentieth century has become

 just as emancipated from nature as eighteenth-century man was from

 history. History and nature have become equally alien to us, namely, in

 the sense that the essence of man can no longer be comprehended in

 terms of either category. On the other hand, humanity, which for the

 eighteenth century, in Kantian terminology was no more than a regu-

 lative idea, has today become an inescapable fact. This new situation

 in which 'humanity' has in effect assumed the role formerly ascribed

 to nature or history would mean in this context that the right to have

 rights or the right of every individual to belong to humanity should be

 guaranteed by humanity itself. It is by no means certain whether it is

 possible" (Arendt, 1951: 298). The hands of God are closed. The rational-

 ity of nature, the self-evidence of reason and the progress of history
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 have given way to the death camps and holes of oblivion, leaving us

 facing nothing but ourselves. For Arendt, humanity itself must guaran-

 tee the right to have rights, or the right of every individual to belong to

 humanity.

 While Arendt appeals to humanity to guarantee the right to have

 rights, she is by no means idolatrous when making this appeal. Here I

 am responding especially to Michael Ignatieff 's claim that any attempt

 to ground human rights in a universal notion of humanity is to fall

 into idolatry. Certainly, there is perhaps no thinker prior to Arendt who

 faced so soberly the human capacity for evil. Evil, she argues in 1945,

 is the intellectual problem of the postwar Europe. In her 1954 essay,

 "Concern with Politics in Recent European Thought," she claims that

 facing our capacity for evil is the condition for modern political theory.

 While agreeing with the Greeks that philosophy begins with wonder at

 what is, Arendt harbors no nostalgia for recovering the Greek experi-

 ence. Instead, she claims that whereas the Greek experience of wonder

 was rooted in the experience of beauty, the experience of wonder today

 is rooted in the experience of horror at what humans are capable.

 Speechless horror, not beauty, marks the contemporary experience of

 wonder and is the condition for thinking the political today.
 Arendt is not at all enchanted, but at the same time she refuses

 simply to abandon the idea of humanity. Indeed, she argues that such

 abandonment is impossible insofar as the idea of humanity "which for

 all preceding generations was no more than a concept or an ideal, has

 become something of an urgent reality" (Arendt, 1962: 82). In "Organized

 Guilt and Responsibility," she goes farther, arguing for its political neces-

 sity: "In political terms, the idea of humanity, excluding no people and

 assigning a monopoly of guilt to no one, is the only guarantee that one

 'superior race' after another may not feel obligated to follow the 'natu-

 ral law' of the right, of the powerful, and exterminate 'inferior races'. . ."

 (Arendt, 1994: 131). For all the horror at the very heart of human rela-

 tions, and despite rejecting a metaphysical notion of human nature,

 Arendt remains a humanist. And, as an earlier passage makes clear, for

 Arendt humanity itself most now assume the role formerly ascribed to
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 nature, history, or God. Against the Enlightenment, Arendt disavows

 the goodness of human nature, insisting on our very real capacity for

 evil. Against Igantieff, Arendt claims that when it comes to articulating

 humanity, we can move beyond faith without falling into idolatry.

 THE AN-ARCHIC PRINCIPLE OF HUMANITY

 For Arendt, humanity's guarantee lies not in any notion of a proper

 end, but in its beginning. For Arendt, the event of natality is the arche

 in the double etymological sense of origin and rule. Further, it is the

 unpredictable, anarchic origin that carries its rule or principle within

 it. As she points out, "What saves the act of beginning from its own arbi-

 trariness is that it carries its own principle within itself or, to be more

 precise, that beginning and principle, prindpium and principle, are not

 only related to each other, but are coeval" (Arendt, 1963: 212). Arendt

 goes on to argue: "For the Greek word for beginning is arche, and arche

 means both beginning and principle" (Arendt, 1963: 212). My claim is

 that Arendt locates the principle of humanity that grounds the "right

 to have rights" in this an-archic event of natality. Moreover, the prin-

 ciple (arche) of this event is double: the principle of publicness and the

 principle of givenness. Arendt is very explicit that the event of natality

 is an ontologica! event. In The Human Condition, she writes: "The miracle

 that saves the world, the realm of human affairs, from its normal 'natu-

 ral' ruin is ultimately the fact of natality, in which the faculty of action

 is ontologically rooted" (Arendt, 1958: 246; emphasis mine). At the same

 time, she is equally insistent that this ontological event is not meta-

 physical; it is not the origin of anything like human nature. Indeed, this

 event has the character of a "startling unexpectedness." Natality, she

 argues, is the condition for human existence, but it can never "explain

 what we are or answer the question of who we are for the simple reason

 that [it] can never condition us absolutely" (Arendt, 1958: 246). The
 "who" does not possess an enduring, fixed nature, but is instead inher-

 ently marked by contingency and unpredictability. Arendt' s ontology,
 therefore, does not describe an immutable order of essences; it does not

 seek enduring truths upon which to ground both thought and action; it
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 does not posit a metaphysical notion of human nature or subjectivity in

 which human rights are inalienably inscribed. Instead, it is rooted in an

 event that provides the arche and prindpium of human action. By articu-

 lating this prindpium, Arendt does not give us an ontological politics;

 rather, she provides an ontological foundation for human rights.

 Recognizing Arendt's debt to Montesquieu is essential in grasp-

 ing the ontological status of the principium at work in the event of

 natality, especially in clarifying the distinction I am claiming between

 an "ontological foundation of the political" and an "ontological poli-

 tics." Arendt is most interested in Montesquieu's discovery that
 "each form of government has its own innate principle which sets it

 into motion and guides all its actions" (Arendt, 1994: 331). As is well

 known, Montesquieu argues in Spini of the Laws that the form of a

 government is always animated by a spirit or ethos that animates the

 various institutions and laws of a particular form of government. He

 understands the spirit or ethos as an affection or passion that provides

 the prindple of action within a particular regime. What interests Arendt

 is Montesquieu's claim that political principles are different from the

 laws that order a particular political space. Laws, she argues, establish

 limits or boundaries that circumscribe and stabilize action. Principles,

 on the other hand, are sources of action and motion, providing the
 "common ground in which the laws are rooted and from which the

 actions of citizens spring." Describing these principles, she states:

 "Hedged in by law and power, and occasionally overwhelming them, lie

 the origin of motion and action" (Arendt, 1994: 335). In her later essay,

 "What is Freedom?" Arendt further develops her notion of a principle

 of action. Here she argues that principles of action are not inherent

 in the self, nor do they prescribe particular goals. Principles of action

 "map out certain directions"; they orient action without prescribing

 it. Arendt insists that principles must be enacted and "become fully

 manifest in the performing act itself" (Arendt, 1977: 152). This means

 that principles are neither concrete nor abstract; they do not prescribe

 anything in particular, while at the same time they are always on view

 in the action itself. Moreover, unlike motives, which are always particu-
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 lar, "the validity of a principle is always universal and is not bound to

 any particular person or to any particular group" (Arendt, 1977: 152).

 Through the activity itself, a principle of action is always embedded in

 history, while at the same time it transcends any particular historical

 moment or action. Finally, Arendt argues that "the principle of action

 can be repeated time and again, it is inexhaustible" (Arendt, 1977: 152).

 The principle's inexhaustibility describes the way in which it can never

 be fully realizable in any particular concrete action. In other words, the

 principle's inexhaustibility renders futile any and all attempts to real-

 ize it once and for all in a particular political program or agenda.

 I want to argue that for Arendt the prindpium of the archaic event

 of natality is double: the principle of initium and the principle of given-

 ness. Arendt's notion of natality owes a large debt to Augustine. Indeed,

 Arendt's debt to Augustine's insight that the event of natality carries

 it with the promise of beginning is well known. The final optimistic

 words of the otherwise deeply pessimistic Origins of Totalitarianism are

 those of Augustine's: "'Initium ut esset homo creatus est - that a beginning

 be made man was created' said Augustine. This beginning is guaranteed

 by each new birth; it is indeed every man." (Arendt, 1951: 479).

 THE DOUBLE PRINCIPLE OF NATALITY

 Certainly "natality" understood in terms of initium provides the arche

 for Arendt's subsequent work, informing her key political concepts of

 action, freedom, and power. There is, however, an earlier reference in

 The Origins of Totalitarianism to Augustine's understanding of natality, a

 reference, I submit, Arendt never fully develops but which points to

 another dimension of the event of natality and to a second principle,

 inseparable from the principle of initium, also at work in the "rights to

 have rights." This earlier reference occurs in part two of The Origins of

 Totalitarianism at the conclusion of her analysis of imperialism, which
 ends with an examination of the decline of the nation state and human

 rights. In the very last pages of this analysis, Arendt describes those

 stateless refugees (including herself) who, having lost their political

 status as citizens also lost any and all recourse to human rights. It is in
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 the context of the loss of human rights that Arendt refers to Augustine.

 I quote the text at length:

 The human being who has lost his place in a community,

 his political status in the struggle of his time, and the legal

 personality which makes his actions and part of his destiny

 a consistent whole, is left with those qualities which usually

 can become articulate only in the sphere of private life and

 must remain unqualified, mere existence in all matters of

 public concern. This mere existence, that is, all that which

 is mysteriously given us by birth and which include the

 shape of our bodies and the talents of our minds, can be

 adequately dealt with only by the unpredictable hazards of

 friendship and sympathy, or by the great and incalculable

 grace of love, which says with Augustine, "Volo ut sis (I want

 you to be)" without being able to give any particular reason

 for such supreme and unsurpassable affirmation (Arendt,

 1951: 301).

 Here Arendt points approvingly to the Augustinian insight that

 the event of natality is also about that which is given - indeed, mysteri-

 ously given - and which cannot be changed. While she argues that this

 sphere is usually articulated only in the private sphere, Arendt does not

 dismiss givenness from the concerns of the public space; instead, she

 argues that it must remain "unqualified, mere existence in all matters

 of all public concern." In still other words, she insists that givenness

 continue to loom, without qualification, in the public space. And here

 is where we can begin to think the political status of the refugee, that

 is, the one who unqualifiedly has the right to belong to a political space

 without the further requirement of some political identity.

 Whereas Arendt argues in The Human Condition that it is the politi-

 cal space with its lawful borders that holds violence at bay, in the above

 passage she is arguing that the political space itself that has a tendency to

 destroy that which it cannot change or act upon: "The more highly devel-
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 oped a civilization, the more accomplished the world it has produced, the

 more at home men feel within the human artifice - the more they will

 resent everything they have not produced, everything that is merely and

 mysteriously given them" (Arendt, 1951: 301). Let us not forget that these

 remarks on the political destruction of the alien come at the very conclu-

 sion of a long reflection on European imperialism, an analysis in which

 Arendt describes how the Enlightenment ideal of a universal humanity

 failed completely when European imperialists met with horror Africans

 whom they viewed as alien and other than themselves. This leads Arendt
 to conclude that the "scramble for Africa" reflected the dark and destruc-

 tive heart of European politics itself, a darkness and destructiveness that

 was subsequently unleashed on Europe itself and those "alien" peoples

 in its midst. And let us also not forget that these remarks on the tendency

 of Western politics to destroy the "disturbing miracle of the given" (the

 alien) come at the very end of her analysis of the decline of the nation-

 state and the rights of man, suggesting that her earlier reference to the

 "subterranean stream of Western history [that] has finally come to the

 surface and usurped the dignity of our tradition" might very well be the

 stream of Western political thought that could not recognize the dignity

 ofthat which is other, alien, different. In other words, Arendt suggests

 that it is the disregard of the givenness of human existence that fuels

 imperialism and, paradoxically, leads to the demise of the modern politi-

 cal space, including its notion of human rights. Finally, let us not forget

 that Arendt arrives at thought of the "disturbing miracle of the given" in

 her status as a refugee, an "unqualified" alien who is left with only her

 mere existence as a human being and who, as a consequence, must flee
 for her life.

 This is all to say that Arendt is well aware of an originary violence

 at the very heart of the Western political space, an exclusionary violence

 that dismisses the given, the realm of unqualified mere existence, from

 the boundaries of the political. As Arendt's analysis of Conrad's Heart

 of Darkness suggests, this original violence haunts the Western politi-

 cal space as it continues to do violence in the name of the political
 on that unqualified mere existence that is denied entry at its borders.
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 Indeed, Arendt's analysis of the racialization of the modern political

 space suggests that this originary violence so haunts the Western politi-

 cal space, is so consubstantial with Western politics, that the modern

 nation state constituted through the sovereign homogeneous power

 of a "people" reduces some of its members to unqualified, mere exis-

 tences. It does so in order to expel them not simply from state borders,

 but from the face of the earth altogether. Genocide, she predicts in

 1963, will continue to be the dominant political violence of the contem-

 porary world.

 Just as Arendt explicitly criticizes sovereignty from the point of

 view of initium with its inherent capacity for power and action, so too

 she criticizes sovereignty from the principle of givenness, with its uncon-

 ditional demand of the affirmation of the donation of unqualified singu-

 larity. While the initium calls into question any claim to sovereignty,

 because it must always be said in the plural, the principle of givenness

 thwarts any claim to sovereignty (particularly state sovereignty) because

 it is that which is always outside any identity (including national iden-

 tity) that could argue for hegemony over unqualified existence. Here

 another sense of the "right to have rights" emerges: the right of given-

 ness, unqualified mere existence, to appear and to belong to a political

 space. This is Agamben's point when he argues that unqualified singu-

 larity is something that state sovereignty has never been able to recog-
 nize: "The state, as Alain Badiou has shown, is not founded on a social

 bond, of which it would be the expression, but rather on the dissolution,

 the unbinding it prohibits. For the State, therefore, what is important

 is never the singularity as such, but only its inclusion in some identity

 (whatever identity), but the possibility of the whatever itself being taken

 up without an identity is a threat the State cannot come to terms with"

 (Agamben, 1998: 65). It is this singularity without identity that Arendt

 is thinking of when she thinks the "given," that which Western politics

 has never embraced and welcomed into its midst. This givenness, in
 other words, has been the principal enemy of the state.

 Arendt makes this point in her essay "The Jew as Refugee," point-

 ing out that the Jew must loyally cling to some national existence or
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 other because, "if we should start telling the truth that we are nothing

 but Jews, it would mean that we expose ourselves to the fate of human

 beings who, unprotected by any specific law or political convention,

 are nothing but human beings. I can hardly imagine an attitude more

 dangerous" (Arendt, 1978: 65). The danger is "bare murder," which

 Arendt distinguishes from "murder" as a crime that must be punished.

 Speaking of those who are nothing but naked human beings, Arendt

 asserts that "today, the truth has come home: there is no protection in

 heaven or earth against bare murder, and a man can be driven at any

 moment from the retreats and broad places once open to all" (Arendt,

 1978: 90). Jews could be killed by the state without committing murder

 because they had been reduced to a mere unqualified human being and

 as such were excluded from the human world altogether.

 This last explains Arendt's elliptical passages in her dissertation

 on Augustine's belief (credere) in the neighbor and her insistence on

 loving the isolation of the neighbor. For a thinker usually associated

 with plurality, this is puzzling, even contradictory, unless we keep

 in mind her emphasis on the political importance of genesis estin: the

 genesis of existence as such. Of affirming the isolation of the neighbor,

 Arendt writes: "This interdependence shows in the mutual give and

 take in which people live together. The attitude of individuals toward

 each other is characterized here by belief (credere), as distinguished

 from all real or potential knowledge. We comprehend all history, that

 is, all human and temporal acts, by believing- which means by trust-

 ing, but never by understanding. This belief in the other is the belief

 that he will prove himself in our common future. Yet this belief that

 arises from our mutual interdependence precedes any possible proof"

 (Arendt, 1996: 101). The other can never prove himself or herself in our

 common future because no proof or justification can be given. And yet

 there remains belief in the other, a mutual interdependence that can

 never be justified. Arendt calls this the "indirect community" of plural

 yet isolated individuals: "Love extends to all people in the dvitas Dei,

 just as interdependence extended equally to all in the dvitas terrena.

 This love makes human relations definite and explicit. Coming from
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 the thought of one's own danger that is experienced in conscience in

 God's presence, that is, in absolute isolation, this love . . . also thrusts the

 other person into absolute isolation. Thus love does not turn to human-

 kind but to the individual, albeit every individual. In the community

 of the new society the human race as such is not in danger, but every
 individual is."

 Here Arendt echoes the thought that she will develop in Origins

 of Totalitarianism and The Jew as Pariäh: it is not the human race that is

 in danger, but every individual in it. (Indeed, to view the humanity as

 a "race" is for Arendt precisely the problem of a "biopolitics," which

 seeks to qualify zoe in all sorts of ways, especially race.) Eveiy individ-

 ual as such, as unqualified existent, without representable identity, as

 isolated existence, is in danger in a political state characterized by its

 inability to recognize the murder of those who are "nothing but human

 beings." Those who are "nothing but human beings" are those who
 live without recognizable identity; they live in the desert, in isolation.

 This is each of us in our unqualified givenness; our unqualified given-

 ness makes each person a stranger: "for every single person needs to be

 reconciled to a world into which he was born a stranger and in which,

 to the extent of his distinct uniqueness, he always remains a stranger"

 (Arendt, 1994: 308).

 The isolation of each individual is the inherent strangeness of

 each unique individual. Arendt, the thinker of plurality, thus argues:

 "Love of neighbor leaves the lover himself in absolute isolation and

 the world remains a desert for man's isolated existence. It is in compli-

 ance with the commandant to love one's neighbor that this isolation

 is realized and not destroyed" (Arendt, 1996: 94). There is something

 prescient in Arendt's emphasis on this aspect of Augustine's thought

 just before she is forced as a refugee to flee for her life. She writes these

 words just prior to those events in which the world becomes liter-

 ally for her a desert, and every attempt is made to destroy her isola-

 tion as a mere human being. It is as if already in her dissertation on

 Augustine, completed in 1929, she has an uncanny understanding that

 this commandment to love the neighbor in his or her isolation, in his
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 or her unqualified uniqueness, was about to be violated in the most

 unimaginable ways. It is if she understood that the state she was living

 in was about to undertake the final insurrection against this law of can-

 tas: to love the neighbor in his or her unqualified existence.

 To summarize, I want to suggest that the "right to have rights"

 is "grounded" in the original stratification of the anarchic, unpredict-

 able event of natality in which two different prindpia emerge without

 coincidence: the principia of beginning (initium) and the principia of

 givenness. Each of these prindpia give rise to a different relation: the

 first is a relation to plurality, the second to uniqueness and singularity.

 The first is a relation to a common world constituted through the inter-

 esse that both holds together and separates the plurality characteristic

 of a public space. The second is a relation of disjunction between the

 unique appearance of the singular and this plurality. The stratification

 of the originary event of natality complicates and renders impossible

 the attempt at establishing an identity out of this plurality. This is why
 Arendt insists that the "common" be understood as the "sameness of

 utter diversity." This is due to the alterity at the very heart of plurality.

 This "paradox" that marks the originary event of natality means that

 plurality cannot be reduced to a "numerical multiplicity"; it cannot be

 thinkable as a closed identity; it is irreducible to a totality. There is no

 natal community. Again, the originary event of natality contains this

 paradox within itself: the alterity that marks the prindpium of givenness

 emerges with the prindpium of initium characteristic of plurality that

 together provides the an-archaic ground for the right to have rights.

 In conclusion, and returning to the question raised at the outset

 of this essay, namely, questiae juris, I suggest that Arendt's "right to have

 rights" provides the normative foundation to Etienne Balibar's claim of

 a "universal right to politics" (Balibar, 2002: 6). For Balibar, the univer-

 sal right to politics is not made on the basis of an external, unilateral

 decision, or by a higher grace, but only reciprocally, by mutual recogni-

 tion. To a certain extent, I agree: the de facto achievement of equal rights

 is based on a mutual granting of equal rights. But on the basis of what

 is this demand for mutual recognition based? Again, questiae juris! Here
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 a prior question must be answered. I am calling this prior question the

 ontological question not because it is a matter of human nature, or the

 question of a transcendental authority, but because it is a question that

 addresses the rightful appearance of the human being as such. The "as

 such" may be another way of articulating what Balibar calls the "part of

 no part," the irreducible presence of rightful appearance itself. On the

 basis of the rightful appearance of the human being as such, the mutual

 recognition and granting of equal rights is a political imperative.

 NOTES

 * I am indebted to both Seyla Benhabib and Etienne Balibar for sharpen-

 ing this question in my own work. Professor Benhabib raises this ques-

 tion to me in a footnote to her American Philosophical Association

 presidential address, "On the Status of Human Rights," (December,

 2006). Professor Balibar raised a similar question in his response to my

 paper at the international conference "Hidden Tradition, Untimely

 Actuality: Hannah Arendt, 1906-2006," held in Berlin, October 2006.

 1. For a fuller discussion of this argument see my book, Birmingham

 (2006).
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 Ingeborg Nordmann
 The Human Condition:
 More Than a Guide to

 Practical Philosophy

 THOUGHT THAT SETS OUT ON A PATH THAT LACKS THE RAILING OF

 tradition exposes itself to the danger that tradition will repeatedly

 catch up with it. Arendt's The Human Condition serves as a paradigmatic

 example, since anthropological and existentialistic interpretations

 practically dance across its pages. Although Arendt works with philo-

 sophical concepts she does not do so in order to revive them, but rather

 in order to tease them apart and reconfigure them in new ways. This

 results in multilayered figures of thought that Arendt named crystal-

 lizations in her portrait of Walter Benjamin.

 The image of a crystal as a timeless overlay of multiple historical

 moments does not, however, point solely to Benjamin. Bergson provides

 us with an essential cue as well, when he describes the perpetual

 process of the birth of time as an act of splitting: "Thus each moment of

 our life contains two aspects, it is both actual and virtual, perception on

 the one hand, recollection on the other. It splits at the very moment of

 its arrival" (Bergson, 1928: 123). We can further draw connecting lines

 from Bergson to the different conceptions of time held by Nietzsche

 and Heidegger, where time is no longer represented as linear move-

 ment, but through interrelations of continuity and rupture.

 Hannah Arendt's excursive method of connecting (Verknüpfung)

 signals that she does not enter into the depth of a text in order to follow

 its various dendritic pathways as closely as possible, but rather in order
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 to choose and detach from it fragments of thought in finely measured

 intervals, which she then interpolates into a thought-structure that
 is assembled like a multitextured surface. Those who call Arendt's

 montages "associative," however, miss her principle of construction,

 which artfully joints visible and hidden layers of meaning, as Barbara

 Hahn illustrates with memorable examples in her recently published

 book Hannah Arendt: Leidenschaften, Menschen und Bücher (2005). Not a

 single note may be dropped from this polyphony lest its complex

 message be reduced to simplistic mappings. The message lies not only

 in the repetition and reworking of themes, concepts and images, but

 also in the manner of their connection, or, as Benjamin would say - in

 their reciprocal illumination and annotation. To this polyphony, to this

 point and counterpoint that constitutes The Human Condition and assigns

 roles to Aristotle, Kant, Nietzsche, and Heidegger, I would like to add

 further philosophers who are present on the stage of Arendt's thinking

 without always being explicitly named, and who provide nuances for

 Arendt's text and add changes in meaning that I can only allude to here.

 I am referring to Kierkegaard, Bergson, Husserl, and Benjamin.

 Which roles do they really play, these philosophical actors
 Arendt calls onto the stage of her thinking, when the play staged by her

 concerns the end of philosophy, philosophy that - according to her crit-

 icism - was never willing to locate the very space where the political

 originates? Jacques Taminiaux demonstrated in subtle ways that Arendt

 reads Aristotle differently than Heidegger does, and Dana Villa pointed

 our attention to shifting alliances in which Arendt sometimes thinks

 with Aristotle and Kant against Heidegger, sometimes with Heidegger

 against Aristotle and Kant. Julia Kristeva reminded us of the fact that

 both Aristotle's poetry and Greek tragedy provided building blocks for

 Arendt's project of acting by narrating since we live in the presence of

 tragedy as long as we judge and act. All three of these authors agree that

 Heidegger's readings of Aristotle's distinctions between poiesis and

 praxis paved the way for Arendt's theory of political action, something

 particularly true for Heidegger's claim that there is nothing that can

 limit the aletheiian function of phronesis. This thought builds a bridge
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 to a comment made by Aristotle in Book II of the Politics, where he criti-

 cizes Plato's Republic and insists that the polis is by its nature plural and

 that it would perish if understood in analogy to the family or a single

 individual. That implies, as Jacques Taminiaux explicates, that aletheia

 applies to unlimited matters in all their variability and diversity as well.

 Arendt's reading of Heidegger cannot, however, be solely explained in

 reference to Aristotle. Instead, Arendt and Heidegger are simultane-

 ously close and far apart in complex ways.

 BEFORE HEIDEGGER TURNED TO PLATO HE BEGAN, IN THE PHILOSOPHICAL

 questioning that was to prepare the second part of Being and Time,

 with a critique of Aristotle. He reads Aristotle in order to criticize him

 and only the immanent critique prepares the transition to Plato. The

 destructuring of Aristotle contains a crucial shift in emphasis concern-

 ing the ideological binding of all human activity consistently found

 in Aristotle. Heidegger inverts the relationship between definiteness

 and indefiniteness, with indefiniteness now being assigned a higher

 ranking. Being has always the meaning of "the indeterminateness of

 openness" and understanding is "the immediate perceiving of Being in

 its impending indeterminateness" (Figal, 1992: 84-85).

 Arendt, albeit in a different context, also began to criticize
 the ideological determinateness of human existence - where even

 chance is "an educated fellow" - within the framework of her biography

 of Rahel Varnhagen (Arendt, 1997 [1958]). She writes in the segments

 finished before her escape to Paris about the two lives of Rahel: the

 official one in the salon, where conversations take place in a sphere of

 indiscriminateness, unimpeded by reality, where all can be discussed

 with all; and the secret life that cannot be talked about, her Jewish
 origins. Arendt follows RaheFs various attempts to be acknowledged as

 a member of society through love and marriage. Rahel, whose conceal-

 ment of her Jewish origins led to indeterminateness, finds determinate-

 ness through the very failure of her endeavors, since the paradigm of

 a rejected woman can be assimilated into the canon of society's self-
 image. Rahel achieves determinateness through the gaze of others but
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 that determinateness is porous, allowing the hidden life to leave traces

 of indeterminateness within it. Thus Rahel's existence becomes a para-

 dox in which despair and playful aplomb merge with each other in

 haunting ways: "The dual phantasm of frivolously playful aloofness and

 despairing isolation enabled her to see the contour of her life so clearly

 and yet it was so un-interpretable at the same time."1

 Arendt encounters this despairing and simultaneously clairvoy-

 ant stance in the person of another rebel as well - namely Kierkegaard,

 who takes the apones of his existence as the measure for his thinking.

 Kierkegaard does not want to be somebody determined. But if indeter-

 minateness shall be retained by a writer, whose "writing is always the

 product of a specific person, of someone with a name, publicly and so to

 speak as witness to his own namelessness," then his name has to hide

 behind many pseudonyms. "And so it is that one pseudonym follows

 on the heels of another and that hardly any two of Kierkegaard's works

 appeared under the same name."2

 For Kierkegaard the capacity to expose oneself implies not only

 that one accepts the apories of one's existence but also that one does

 not give in to the compulsion to identify with something or someone.

 Kierkegaard is neither a theologian nor a philosopher; he is, according

 to the yardstick of his own thinking, undiscoverable. He is that which

 he placed under the category of exception, the exception to general

 daily life. Rahel Varnhagen is an exception as well, and she is not an

 exception because she is "by nature exceptional," but instead because

 "it had pleased life to make an example especially of her." The term
 life, in this context, does not refer to human existence in general, but

 to a specific life, namely that of a Jewess who takes the promises of

 Enlightenment at their word and who comes to grief because of soci-

 ety's mechanisms of social exclusion.

 It was only by means of this intrepid demand for human rights

 that society's hypocrisy could be unmasked and that the actual, heinous

 reality of discrimination and ostracism could visibly emerge. Arendt

 finds a hair fissure in all of Rahel's efforts to capture a place in society

 by creating substitute worlds, be it via reflection, via the intimacy of
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 personal conversations, or via the aesthetic existence of a letter writer.

 She interprets this fissure as Rahel's peculiar hesitation to arrange

 her life in accord with society's concessions, which eventually leads

 to the insight that one cannot achieve integration into a society that is

 anti-Semitic to its very core. This, however, then rescinds the notion of

 opposition between exception and rule, still so unambiguously held by

 Kierkegaard. Arendt demonstrates that the identity of the anti-Semitic

 society is only achieved by means of the Jewish exception. The excep-

 tion is a constitutive condition for the functioning of the rule. Thus it

 no longer suffices to be an individual exception in order to combat anti-

 Semitism. What is needed instead is a political perspective, and Arendt

 calls this connecting of politics and life-as-an-outsider Pariah.

 The Pariah is often rashly considered to be a Zionist concept.

 Although Arendt's commitment at the time bestows a note of resolute-

 ness upon her presentation, it does not necessarily disambiguate the

 term Pariah. It is a continuation of what Arendt deciphered earlier as

 Rahel's aporetic quality of thought, namely, that there is an indissolu-

 ble foreignness that has the purpose of solving contradictions not by

 means of a forced equilibrium, but rather by recognizing them, think-

 ing against them, discovering moments in which the world of certain-

 ties can be thwarted. Kierkegaard, not Zionism, was the godfather to

 this investigative flair that exposes every last hiding place of society's

 homogenizing attempts.

 Arendt shares with Kierkegaard the vehement dislike of self-

 congratulatory and culturally snobbish acquiescence, the voluntary
 move toward homogeneity with its air of entitlement/The fact that she

 did not only enter into opposition to the Nazi regime just because she

 was persecuted but also because the world of subjects was so deeply
 repugnant to her, remains among her significant experiences for which

 Kierkegaard provided a language. Arendt undertakes with her Rahel

 biography neither a purely educational project nor a romantic one

 through a potential aesthetizisation of the outsider. The relationship
 between determinateness and indeterminateness cannot be resolved

 in either direction. The Jewish condition of exile confronts us with the
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 reality that something alien and different exists that cannot be grasped

 by means of synthesis, and the situation anticipates an unshackled

 thinking that lies in attention to the Other without returning in affir-
 mation to the Self.

 Arendt has a positive relationship with everything that exists on

 the "outside" of knowledge and self-awareness, and she starts a thought

 experiment with Rahel's "strangeness is good" that is meant to elude

 completely a logical and identity-theoretical substantiation. The incom-

 parable exceptionality Arendt posits against all coeval diagnoses of

 being-strange-at-home (Freud's theory of the unconscious, Heidegger's

 unsettledness in the familiar) incurred Karl Jaspers' more seismo-
 graphic than theoretically pointed remark that the book generates a

 sense that a person could really not quite live if that person is Jewish.

 Arendt's answer, in turn, speaks to a strangeness that obviously cannot

 be grasped within Jaspers's scope of experience. It was especially under

 conditions of societal assimilation and emancipation within a state that

 Jews could not live.

 Arendt's answer would be misinterpreted if one read it as a pure

 sociocultural sensitivity toward the constraints encountered by those

 in her environment who were completely integrated. Instead, her

 answer contains a complex thought: criticism of any form of advance

 determination, be it ontologically, socially, or historically defined, a

 determination that is awarded the power to make a final judgment.

 Rahel's groundlessness is inconceivable as a realm of being. This can be

 gathered from the way Rahel's biography is presented as well. Although

 the external sequence of the chapters seemingly reproduces the histori-

 cal progression of the different phases of Rahel's life, the fable, in truth,

 pursues a more complex strategy. The structure of the connecting is

 that of remembrance. Rahel's return to her origins (the last chapter

 covers Rahel's eventual decision to admit to her Jewish existence, so

 that the beginning and the end of her life converge with each other)

 can now be read not as a story about a destiny that unfolds as it was

 meant to, but rather as a story in which the inexorable passing of time

 is interrupted through an act of rupture. By reading her life against the
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 grain, Rahel once again becomes the one she used to be. Arendt repeats

 Rahel's story by relating the remembrance of the narrative to her own

 questions. Thus we can interpret the choice of biography as a vote for

 the partial and the contingent, neither of which would have a claim

 towards representation within an ontology. On the other hand, in her

 presentation Arendt expands the biographical beyond the borders of

 its class by reading the Heidegger of the turn against Heidegger the

 ontological scholar.

 Arendt's reflection on the possibilities of individual existence at

 the margins of society and history, possibilities that are not analytically

 defined by either, can be linked to Heidegger's attempt to transcend

 the limits of the Aristotelian realm of thought. My thesis is that both

 Heidegger and Arendt were not content with an immanent critique of

 Aristotle, but reached the conclusion, each in his or her own way, that

 Aristotle's practical philosophy could not be developed. Heidegger's

 destructuring of Aristotle starts with a new conceptualization of tempo-

 rality that includes a fundamental distinction between the experience

 of time in everyday existence, which is oriented towards the future, and

 philosophical comprehension, which is oriented toward the present.
 There are no limits to philosophy's ability to bring that which is absent

 into the present but for daily life the experience of indeterminateness
 remains orientated toward determinateness.

 This does not go so far as to claim a philosophizing able to unfold

 unchecked beyond the boundaries of the world of the They and that of

 free-floating concepts. The path to a further differentiation between

 philosophy and action, however, has been cut off by the fact that the

 present is put under the auspices of philosophy and that philosophy

 achieves its own time within the realm of poetic possibilities, so that

 Arendt can claim correctly that thinking and acting have become one

 and the same for Heidegger. Heidegger awards phronesis no further

 differentiation and thus all those aspects which have become impor-

 tant for Arendt - plurality, the provisional, the fragmentary, measure,

 and balance - remain neglected. However, Heidegger's unusually subtle

 considerations regarding the language of thought and poetry provide
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 Arendt with numerous suggestions about how to think through possi-

 ble ties linking philosophy to the "between" realm of judgment and
 action.

 ARENDT, DURING HER WRITING OF THE HUMAN CONDITION, DID NOT

 forget the conclusion of her biography: that the aporetic condition of

 Rahel Varnhagen's life, her groundlessness, should also be interpreted

 as resistance against society's demands for a fixed identity. We often

 find descriptions of Arendt as a docile disciple of Aristotle who undoes

 Heidegger's treason of favoring Plato but who, as usual, exaggerates

 the Aristotelian separation of poiesis and praxis when she excludes the

 entire intentional realm of purposes, interests, and goals.

 I would like to comment briefly on whether and in what way
 Arendt addresses Aristotle in further texts of her works before I turn

 to The Human Condition. It is a peculiar fact that phronesis is mentioned

 only in the fragments of her planned introduction to politics found in

 the writings she left behind. It does not at all appear in the Denktagebuch.

 Instead we find reflections on Kant's judgment. What dominates the

 writing is a critical examination of Aristotle's explication on the subjec-

 tivation of the political within the concept of the loon politikon. It is

 safe to assume that Aristotle's phronesis would have found sufficient

 appreciation in the planned book on judgment, but only in its role as a

 precursor for Kant's concept of judgment.

 It is a striking phenomenon in The Human Condition that Arendt, in

 order to free action and phronesis from the grasp of poiesis and in order

 to emphasize the specific energy associated with action and its alethei-

 ian consequences that reveal an unmediated worldview, does not rely

 solely on Aristotle. Instead, she calls forth additional witnesses, namely

 Homer and Thucydides, in particular the funeral speech of Pericles -

 Pericles because he demonstrated most clearly that the polis is the true

 space of remembrance, and Homer, because he had the remarkable gift

 "to see the same thing first from two opposing sides and then from all

 sides - an ability (. . .) unique in antiquity, and whose passioante inten-

 sity is unexcelled even in our own time" (Arendt, 2005: 167). Aristotle's
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 thought, supported by Homer, that "for what appears to all, this we

 call Being" (Arendt, 1989 [1958]: 199) can now be read as an insight

 into the political that contains the notion of plurality and freedom in

 equal measure. "[IJnsight into a political issue means nothing other

 than the greatest possible overview of all the possible standpoints and

 viewpoints from which an issue can be seen and judged. (. . .) In the case

 of the polis, the political man, given the characteristic excellence that

 distinguished him, was at the same time the freest man: for thanks to

 the insight that enabled him to consider all standpoints, he enjoyed the

 greatest freedom of movement" (Arendt, 2005: 168f).

 Phronesis is, on the one hand, the space of remembrance that

 guarantees continuity and is constantly renewed through the telling

 of stories. Aristotle himself stated: phronesis does not forget. On the

 other hand, phronesis conveys "the greatest freedom of movement"

 due to its ability to form representations of the positions held by
 everyone else. There are serious reasons to believe that Arendt did

 not think the concept of phronesis could be expanded, despite her
 empathetic words of affirmation for Aristotle's phronesis. For one,

 Aristotle does not succeed in keeping action and fabrication continu-

 ously separate from each other, so that the good life can occasionally

 be read like a practical guide for the installation of virtue, as if that

 were possible.

 Second, Arendt felt great skepticism toward the project of prac-

 tical philosophy and offered no in-depth interpretation for either the

 Nicomacean Ethics or the relevant writings of Kant.3 Her considerations

 regarding action were meant to be more than practical philosophy.

 In practical philosophy the transition from theory to praxis remains

 oriented toward the imperative of reason and logical consistency: logic

 is "basically the only possibility that enables a crossover from the theo-

 retical into the practical"(Arendt, 2002, vol. 1: 204). Logic forces a cross-

 over that does not exist in real life. In human affairs one is not logically

 followed by two, and then two by three. The relationship between
 Self-Plurality cannot be considered along genealogical lines. The world

 always precedes the Self. Thus Arendt's search for a capability that
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 remains independent of such constraints continues. What she has in

 mind is a common world separate from common sense, which lost its

 binding capacity in the wake of totalitarian regimes. This common

 world relies not, like phronesis, on acts of reproductive imagination,

 acts that are conforming to given norms and rules of behavior, but is

 based instead on productive imagination, the independent creative

 imagination (317).

 arendt's considerations regarding productive imagination,

 found in The Human Condition and in the essay "Freedom and Politics,"

 move away from Aristotle's phronesis as well as from a possible conver-

 gence with a concept of aesthetic praxis in the spirit of Nietzsche:

 acting should be considered a skill like playing the flute. The concept of

 virtuosity, despite being detached from a means-end-relation, remains

 under the spell of subjective sovereignty. If we would apply Nietzsche's

 credo to Arendt, that in the end only aesthetics justify philosophy, we

 would virtually disguise what is unique in her turn to Kant's concept of

 judgment, a turn particularly inspired by Heidegger's interpretations
 of Kant.

 Heidegger presented an anti-rationalistic reading of Kant in the

 famous dispute with Cassirer and Carnap in Davos, in which he demon-

 strated that Kant's Critique of Pure Reason was not epistemology but the

 first delineation of the problem of the foundations of metaphysics. His

 interpretation of Kant suggested that metaphysics can only be anchored

 in an analysis of the limits of human reason, which, in contrast to divine

 reason, is dependent on sense-perception. Both sense-perception and
 reason share a common root: transcendental imagination.

 In his essay on "Kant and the Problem of Metaphysics," which

 belongs at the side of his critique of Aristotle and his planning of the

 second part of Being and Time, Heidegger developed an interpretation of

 Kant's transcendental schemata as pure concepts that at the same time

 are images - an interpretation that is considered "brilliant" (Hoffe,
 1988: 112) to this day. We find an enthusiastic echo in Arendt's differ-

 ent notes on Kant, when she proclaims: the role played by imagination
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 for our cognitive faculties is "perhaps the greatest discovery Kant made

 in his Critique of Pure Reason" (Arendt, 1982: 80) and the schematism

 chapter lies at its very core.

 Heidegger, shortly after, qualifies his interpretation of Kant as

 too daring, and turns to the allegory of the cave as the seminal idea

 that transforms Dasein into a philosophical category. Hannah Arendt,

 however, uses the concept of imagination as cornerstone for a project

 that can no longer be viewed as practical philosophy, a project which

 parts ways with phronesis, and which, rather than taking up the aloof

 position of a historian engaged in retroactive judgment, develops a new

 concept of understanding during action (verstehendes Handeln).

 Kant's position that intuition (and not logic as Aristotle claimed)

 is the organon of knowledge implies a complex interaction between

 intuition and understanding on an a priori level. Imagination is the

 shared root of both sensibility and understanding, and it is simultane-

 ously the force that provides the connection between the two. The way

 that this is accomplished by imagination is "by providing an image for

 a concept." Kant calls this image, which is forever out of reach for the

 senses and only available to the mind's eye, schema.

 Arendt takes Kant's notion one step further when she posits an

 ambiguity in the idea of a schema that cannot be resolved: "Though

 it exists in thought only, it is a kind of 'image'; it is not a product of

 thought, nor is it given to sensibility; and least of all is it the product

 of an abstraction from sensibly given data. It is something beyond or

 between thought and sensibility" (Arendt, 1982: 82).

 This "between" consists of perceiving something general within

 the particular. Arendt finds in the Critique of Judgment a corollary to

 the notion of schema in the example, which bestows judgment with

 exemplary validity. General validity is not enforced by a rule, but is

 just another expression for communicability, a term that contains at

 its root both the notion of a commonly shared world and the ability

 to communicate with each other. Thinking in images, however, does

 not equal judging, just as we cannot equate judgment with something

 that pleases us in our immediate perception. Only when imagination
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 "prepared it so that I can reflect on it," only then are we allowed to call

 it judging: "Only what touches, affects, one in representation, when

 one can no longer be affected by immediate presence," that and only

 that can be judged "to be right or wrong" (Arendt, 1982: 67).

 Arendt's renewed turn toward understanding during action is

 thus not a concession to empiricism but a creation of complex thought-

 configurations of proximity and distance that tie in with the critical

 differentiations found by Kant and Husserl. The real political meaning

 of imagination lies in the concept of representation, the calling into

 mind that which is no longer present while not abandoning distance

 that has to be accepted and endured: "Since it is not self-contained

 reason but only imagination which makes it possible to think from

 the standpoint of everyone else, it is not reason but imagination which

 creates the bond between people. Self-Sense, reason, which exists based
 on I-Think, stands in contrast to World-Sense, which exists as common

 sense (passive) and imagination (active) of others" (Arendt, 2002, Vol. 1:

 570).

 This capacity moves increasingly toward the center of Arendt's

 thinking regarding the nature of totalitarian evil. Eichmann's compli-

 ant and careerist activity as executor of the final solution has its roots in

 "the refusal to judge: lack of imagination, of having present before your

 eyes and taking into account the others whom you must represent."4

 According to Arendt, the desert that destroys the political does

 not grow within a human being but between people. Her thought

 experiment concerns the question of how acting and judging can be

 thought of from the perspective of the world "to which we belong, as

 far as we are plural, from which we are eternally alienated, as far as we

 are also singular, and whose plurality is the only means to define us in

 our singularity" (Arendt, 2002, Vol. 1: 539). She answers this question

 by turning to conceptual elements that are on their way to traverse the

 "between," which enable distance as well as bridge distances: the imag-

 ination, which makes the absent present; the schema, which shows the

 general in the particular; the metaphor, which builds bridges between

 the sensible and the abstract and converts thoughts into appearances;
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 and judgment, which can assess the particular without subsuming it to

 a general rule. All these capacities are characterized by their flexibility

 unfolding in the spaces between sensibility and conceptualization and

 pave the way toward a thinking open to crossovers.

 AT THIS POINT LET US AGAIN TAKE A LOOK AT ARENDT'S DISTINCTION

 between poiesis and praxis in The Human Condition. The provisions of

 practical philosophy aim at the exact conditions required for praxis to

 succeed. The question, What do we have to do so that praxis can succeed?

 is really moot given the contingencies of human action. Nonetheless,

 it is posed, and it calls upon the evidence of practical givens, namely

 that we only begin to act in the presence of intentions, goals, ideas of

 goodness, or justice. What is it that The Human Condition conveys if it

 does not want to develop a positive program of desirable action? Which

 theoretical value can we assign to the pure concept of action, a concept

 that derives meaning and purpose from itself?

 Perhaps we can find an answer by looking at the different aporias

 that Arendt mobilizes in support of the question of why the political

 project rarely succeeds, something underlined by the fact that we can

 find but two success stories in all of history. The first aporia is seated

 in the center of action itself: the purity and originality of action, which

 Arendt shows to have inexhaustible and infinitely diverse energy due

 to the phenomenon of natality associated with human beings, is simul-

 taneously the source of boundlessness and unpredictability.

 The second aporia consists of the peculiar distinction between

 action and work (fabrication), which separates as well as connects these

 two. Fabrication, which constantly overshadows action due to its inher-

 ent means-end logic, is at the same time the indispensable condition

 to help the political to achieve permanence. There is a deep correspon-

 dence between action and fabrication with regard to permanence,
 something Paul Ricoeur stated with great clarity: that the political itself

 is a concept that has transhistorical traits despite the historical condi-

 tions of its origins and despite its fragility. Thus action and fabrication

 are parts of an indivisible and aporetic constellation.
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 The third aporia is that of life. It appears in form of a dual concept

 of life in Arendt's writings. For one, thinking and action are, as she

 expresses it with a nod to Bergson's élan vitale, "pure being alive," which

 "creates its own tension, which stretches a human life and challenges

 it, and without which one would basically collapse with boredom."5

 A concept of life, on the other hand, that glorifies the unadulterated

 dynamic of the life process offers a paradigm for the destruction of the

 world by dragging all that which constitutes the world into a process of

 absorption and consumption.

 All of Arendt's categories are entwined with aporetic tendencies

 and that invites the question of whether one has to consider the origi-

 nality of action not just in a purely phenomenological fashion. Does

 The Human Condition truly offer a valid program for a political process

 that guarantees the right action? Or is its goal to protect the capacity

 to enable and prevent action simultaneously from aporetic paralysis, a

 paralysis that would lead to inaction or mere spectatorship or the ideo-

 logical overshadowing by fabrication and labor?

 If Arendt refuses to use a language that describes success in terms

 of virtuosity, it is in order to point to the trap that inevitably awaits

 those who display an absolute sense of certainty about the parameters

 of appropriate praxis. This trap leads to one's being dragged close to

 the object-like identity of fabrication and the subsequent extinguish-

 ing of one's own light: that of being a distinct entity among others. If

 the political cannot be treated like a distinct and graspable entity, if

 it threatens to disappear or is constantly about to arrive, if action is

 dependent on circumstances that we cannot control, then we are deal-

 ing with a phenomenon that cannot be understood entirely on phenom-

 enological grounds. Arendt opens up the discourse about the political

 by relating it to overdetermination, without which it cannot become

 real but which does not guarantee the arrival of reality, for which she

 announces no new representative concept and which can be grasped in

 its entirety only after the fact in the act of retelling history. In this sense

 her studies of Kant, begun while working on the life of the Mind, were

 not meant to fill in the gaps, nor did they signal a reinstatement of the
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 subject as constitutive central figure. Categories are sent on their way
 to new transitions and differentiations.

 She only hints at the role played by the triad of thinking, imagi-

 nation, and judgment. The role of thought is entirely negative; all it can

 do is prevent complicity in evil. Under extreme conditions, however,

 thinking trumps experience in public situations. The sentence "It is
 easier to act than to think under dictatorial conditions," found in The

 Human Condition, now stands corrected. The interaction between imagi-

 nation and judgment, in contrast, already experiences a shift in the
 direction of "otherness."

 A note in the Denktagebuch on the relationship between proximity

 and distance allows inferences about the possible direction Arendt's

 thinking concerning the issue of judgment might have taken. Arendt,

 in her book The Origins of Totalitarianism, already mentioned the danger

 that an increasing closeness between nations will lead to a growing
 inability of the individual to take responsibility. The stranger gets too

 close for comfort without the protection of distance. Arendt, in the

 Deriktagebuch, cites in this context a sentence by Heidegger: "das Selbe ist

 nicht das Einerlei des Gleichen, sondern das Einzige im Verschiedenen

 und das verborgene Nahe im Fremden [the same is not the monotony

 of the conforming, but the unique within the realm of the different

 and the hidden near within the strange]," to which she remarks: "This

 should be the starting point for a new concept of identity, which could

 preserve the horror, the original fear of mankind as well as the accep-

 tance of mankind's necessity. We can tolerate nearness (the common)

 only because it is hidden in the strange and presents itself as strange.

 We can tolerate strangeness only because it hides what is near, is a
 harbinger of common."6

 According to Arendt, we cannot regard the dialogue between
 different cultures as just an Enlightenment project of dismantling
 prejudices and idiosyncrasies but rather as a multiplying of distances

 that constitute the space that allows us to approach and then again
 to withdraw. This multiplying of distances correlates with different

 modes of judgment, which could include everything from idiosyncrasy
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 as a pre-form of judgment up to the assessments of a historian. Arendt,

 in reflecting on the later Heidegger's concept of "letting the being of

 beings be," (Gelassenheit) describes how she envisions an understanding

 of distance that does not lead to cutting offdialogue: the withdrawal into

 distance is not abandonment and demarcation of borders, but instead a

 gift offered to let the Other be in his Otherness and affirm him in it. In

 Arendt's delineations of political action and judgment this Otherness is

 neither pegged as an invariable distance nor understood as a closeness

 that can be eventually achieved through understanding. The Otherness
 that remains is bound into a network of relations between different,

 specific regions of the "between," regions that adjoin from their vari-

 ous positions of difference and that uphold the nontransparent and the

 unpredictable in the fabric of human relationships.

 HANNAH ARENDT'S COMMON-SENSE PHENOMENOLOGY WORKS WITH a

 multirelational approach that no longer permits categorization by means

 of general principles. This should not be understood as a kind of relativ-

 ism, following the example of Nietzsche, though. Within certain limits,

 Kant's categorical imperative remains valid. Arendt proposes, with the

 Marx of the German Ideology, that the categorical imperative is "untouch-

 able" as "the perfect rule for the powerless individual" (Arendt, 2002,

 Vol. 1: 821), "for whom it is no longer possible to take responsibility for

 the world" (818). In addition, Kant's "Copernican turning," anchored in

 the freedom from purposes with regard to practical reason, invites the

 possibility of progressing from the responsibility that humans have for

 themselves to a responsibility that extends to others.

 This, however, can only succeed "if we can derive an ethics of

 power from the concept of judgment"(818). In view of the highest danger

 that freedom faces in modernity, Arendt offers a way of thinking that

 frees itself from the necessity of having to choose between opposites

 only. Instead she offers open thought-constellations in which different

 traditions encounter each other and which, to seize Benjamin's sugges-

 tion once more, reciprocally illuminate each other. Thus judgment,

 though the "political capacity par excellence," is not stylized to serve
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 as deus ex machina either. It opens up new differentiations and thus

 new spaces for thinking by the very implication that the connections

 to other capabilities of the mind are not broken off, but are constituted

 differently and more precisely.

 The pure concept of the political, which is repeatedly misunder-

 stood as a maxim for action, can be given back its complexity by means

 of reciprocal illumination with judgment, a complexity immanent to

 the concept if it is not just read through Heidegger's lens. The thesis

 that Arendt is dependent on Heidegger's Ursprungsphilosophie (Seyla

 Benhabib), a thesis that prevents any further thought, could then be

 replaced with the differentiated inquiry about the origins of the politi-
 cal. This differentiation could assimilate correlates to Husserl's ideas

 of Epoche and Stiftungsereignis as well as Benjamin's antiteleological

 concept of remembrance. Much more so than previously assumed,
 Husserl's exacting and diverse inquiry into the issues, which was not

 meant as a set method but as a way to open up new approaches to view

 these issues, influenced Arendt's way of questioning prevailing opin-

 ions about the political as well as her increasingly differentiated view

 of the phenomena.

 The representation of the polis is not a simple return to the
 beginning. Arendt's query shows itself to be a complex analysis of an

 event onto which discontinuous acts deposited layers of forgetting and

 decomposition of its original meaning, but also deposited layers of
 reconstruction. Neither should we overlook affinities with Benjamin's

 concept of remembrance that is posited against the unfolding of
 history. These influences led Arendt to an idea about origin, an idea

 that had never been conceived like this before: "that origin can never

 become entirely a thing of the past."7 What is represented is not what

 has happened before, but a retrospectively created present. Distance
 is indelibly carved into this retrospective continuance, which owes its

 existence to the destruction of the original context from which it was

 torn. It is this very distance that produces timeliness, which is more

 substantial than the present. Hannah Arendt talks about a "haunting

 timeliness" that irritates all current identity.
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 While judgment is the most flexible skill with which to react

 to unpredictable events under specific circumstances, it is the task of

 representing the pure idea of the political to engage in resistance against
 the maelstrom of actual events and to maintain distance in order to

 defend the independence of judgment as well as the authenticity of

 the political. This happens on the extemporal path of thinking - with

 the help of imagination, which "does not need to be led by temporal

 association" (Arendt, 1982: 80). The work with thought fragments and

 thought experiments, the emphasis on randomness and chance, which

 constitute the rescuing function of criticism, show that Arendt was no

 longer willing to choose a certain path out of the crisis that had been

 caused by the "break in tradition," that is, the path that provided a

 railing of fidelity toward the principles of tradition. Not that that rail-

 ing would not hold up under normal circumstances, where reliance
 on habits and traditional values are a matter of course. It is only when
 this world breaks down that it becomes evident that that which was

 possible to develop during calm times is different from the realism and

 presence of mind required by turbulent times.

 - Translated from the German by Friderike Heuer.

 NOTES

 1. Weissberg (1997: 163); translation slightly changed.

 2. Hannah Arendt, "Sören Kierkegard," in Frankfurter Zeitung und

 Hanäelsblatt, 29. 1. 1932; English translation by Robert and Rita Kimber

 in Arendt (1994: 44-49; 48).

 3. Arendt, in her lecture "Some Questions of Moral Philosophy" (1965),

 edited by Jerome Kohn in 2003 and published in German in 2006

 under the title Über das Böse (On Evil), summarizes once more all of

 the critical arguments offered against Kant's practical philosophy,

 which, in contrast to the Critique of Judgment, contained no elements

 that would be able to pave the way out of the crisis. Arendt had real-
 ized after the moral breakdown under totalitarianism that no one

 could say any longer that moral conduct is a matter of course. A
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 return to the good old values of tradition, pretending that they, like

 sleeping beauty, had survived the catastrophe without being harmed,

 was no longer possible. Arendt's stance can be linked to the criti-

 cal self-image of Kant, who had never claimed that he had made an

 axiomatic discovery concerning moral philosophy. Rather, he under-

 stood his practical philosophy as a "compass" that corresponds to the

 rational structure of the mind. Arendt faces a decisive problem here,

 namely that Kant promotes the Self as the ultimate standard, while

 for her the Self, as a critical arbiter of conscience, constitutes politi-

 cally simply a "borderline phenomenon." Its only effect is a negative

 one: all it can do is prevent the individual from partaking in the most

 horrid crimes, but it does not provide alternative impulses toward

 action. "If we consider morality in more than its negative aspect,"
 Arendt concludes, "then we shall have to consider human conduct in

 terms which Kant thought appropriate only for aesthetic conduct,"

 because this is the only sphere of human life where Kant considered

 "men in the plural, as living in a community." Cf. Hannah Arendt,

 "Some Questions of Moral Philosophy," in Arendt (2003: 49-146; 142).

 Arendt, in contrast to Nietzsche, does not completely abolish Kant's

 moral self. It remains valid "within certain limits," although here as

 well it is hard to overlook Arendt's skepticism. The call for moral

 principles is always heard only by those who "find moral proposi-

 tions self-evident" (78). This would not be a threatening phenomenon

 during normal times. During times of crisis, however, the absence

 of reliability of established norms and rules becomes quite appar-

 ent. What remains important for Kant's moral self, then, are not the

 norms and rules, but the "stop and think" that primarily constitutes

 the moral self, and as far as the mental dialogue is able to activate at

 least some elements of plurality, it can be the starting point for build-

 ing a bridge towards political action.

 4. Hannah Arendt in her lecture course "Basic Moral Propositions"

 (1966), quoted here from Ronald Beiner's "Interpretive Essay," in
 Arendt (1982: 112).

 5. Arendt, Vita activa oder Vom tätigen Leben (1981: 184). This quote from
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 § 26 of her book cannot be found in The Human Condition. Arendt has

 extended this paragraph, entitled "The Frailty of Human Affairs,"

 when translating The Human Condition into German.

 6. Arendt (2002, Vol. 1: 65). Heidegger's quote is from a manuscript, "Der

 Weg: Der Gang durch Sein und Zeit" (The Way: The Walk through

 Being and Time), written in 1946-1947. Publication of the manuscript

 is planned for a future volume of the Heidegger Gesamtausgabe.

 7. Arendt, "Understanding and Politics," in Arendt (1994: 321).
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 Ursula Ludz

 Arendt's Observations

 and Thoughts on Ethical
 Questions

 HANNAH ARENDT WROTE THAT AFTER AUSCHWITZ "THE PROBLEM

 of evil will be the fundamental question of postwar intellectual life in

 Europe," just as death became the fundamental question after World

 War I (Arendt, 1994b: 134).* The extent to which this assertion went

 against the grain of the dominant philosophical discipline of "ethics"

 can be judged by a recently published book by Wilhelm Vossenkuhl

 (2006), professor of philosophy at the University of Munich, entitled

 The Possibility of the Good: Ethics in the 21st Century. The first sentence reads:

 "All questions of ethics are accompanied by two closely related ques-

 tions: what is the good, and how is it possible to achieve the good in

 the context of a good life" (Vossenkuhl, 2006; translations in this paper

 from the German for which no English editions were available are the

 author's). No mention of the evil here, not even in the index. As is widely

 known, Arendt was concerned little with the interests of professional

 philosophers. She had her own agenda, and this agenda with regard to

 ethics or moral philosophy is the subject of this essay.

 I

 It was in 1944-1945, in a review of Denis de Rougemont's book The
 Devil's Share in Partisan Review, that Arendt expressed her belief that

 after Auschwitz the question of evil would become fundamental
 (Arendt, 1994b). However, she did not immediately write a book or an
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 essay on evil, nor did she focus on the theme of "moral" as opposed

 to "immoral" behavior. Nevertheless, evil as a subject remained in

 her mind, which is evident from the fact that in June 1950 she began

 her Denktagebuch (Thought Journal) with a moral-philosophical reflec-

 tion on forgiveness, revenge, and reconciliation: "Radical evil is what

 should not have happened, i.e., what one cannot reconcile with

 something for which one cannot take responsibility, because its conse-

 quences are unforeseeable and because, given these consequences,
 there is no penalty that would be adequate. This does not mean that

 every evil must be punished; but it must be punishable, even if one

 chooses to be conciliatory or is able to disregard it" (Arendt, 2002: 5). A

 similar thought is found in the "Concluding Remarks" to The Origins of
 Totalitarianism, which Arendt wrote almost at the same time. There she

 does not use the expression "radical evil," but rather "absolute evil."

 Yet, in both cases she does not elaborate on the concept of evil. In retro-

 spect, one can say that it was important to her to put down that this evil,

 radical or absolute, "could no longer be understood and explained by

 the evil motives of self-interest, greed, covetousness, resentment, lust

 for power, and cowardice" (Arendt, 1951: 433), and thus was "unpunish-

 able" and "unforgivable." But at the time she did not follow up on the

 topic. It is one of the "trains of thought" (in Margaret Canovan's phrase)

 that she abandoned for several years.

 The situation changed when she wrote her report on the Eichmann

 trial more than ten years later.1 She subtitled the book "A Report on the

 Banality of Evil," but she did so spontaneously, and may not have ascer-

 tained what she was doing. On December 29, 1963, she wrote to Karl

 Jaspers2 that her husband, Heinrich Blücher, once had said that evil is

 a "surface phenomenon," that this remark came to her mind when she

 was in Jerusalem, and that this recollection "gave rise to the subtitle"

 (Young-Bruehl, 1999). Some weeks earlier, in a letter to Mary McCarthy,

 she explains that the book presents a "faithful description of a phenome-

 non" and that from this phenomenon "many conclusions can be drawn,"

 the most general being "the banality of evil'" (Arendt and McCarthy,

 1995: 152).
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 The "idea" that came to Arendt' s mind in Jerusalem or the
 "conclusion" that she referred to in her letter to Mary McCarthy was

 far-reaching, not only for the critical reception of the book in vari-

 ous countries, with which Arendt had to cope, but also with regard to

 Arendt's intellectual biography. Apparently, at a certain point in time,

 she decided to enter into a dialogue with herself on the question of

 evil. Later, she made this clear to the public, first, in 1971, in her essay

 "Thinking and Moral Considerations" (Arendt, 1971; republished in
 Arendt, 2003c), and then, in 1973, in the "Introduction" to her Gifford

 lecture on thinking (Arendt, 1978, vol. 1). She wrote that she had posed

 to herself a question which she derived from Kant: having made this

 concept - the banality of evil - her "own," what right did she have to

 "use" it (Arendt, 2003c: 161; 1978, vol. 1: 5). The question prompted her

 to dig deeper into the "moral problem."

 An important landmark on Arendt's trail of thought is the lecture

 entitled "Some Questions of Moral Philosophy," which she gave at the

 New School for Social Research in 1965 and shortly thereafter at the

 University of Chicago.3 In a letter to Karl Jaspers (February 19, 1966),

 she characterizes this lecture as one concerning "basic questions of

 ethics," and she indicated to Jaspers that she was scared of this endeavor.

 Provoked by the stormy debates on Eichmann in Jerusalem and her coin-

 age of the "banality of evil," as well as by questions German journalists

 posed to her on the occasion of the publication of the book's German

 edition in 1964,4 she now approached the moral problem that had "lain
 dormant," as she states in the 1965 lecture. She also offers a reason

 why this had been so: the moral position "was concealed by something

 about which it is indeed . . . difficult to speak and with which it is almost

 impossible to come to terms - the horror itself in its naked monstros-

 ity" (Arendt, 2003b: 55).

 II

 Arendt's lecture begins with references to a phenomenon that else-
 where she characterizes as the "break in tradition." She does not

 explicitly use the expression, but it is implicit in a Churchill quota-
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 tion that she also noted in her Deriktagebuch that same year.5 In her own

 words, she summarizes: "We - at least the older ones among us - have

 witnessed the total collapse of all established moral standards in public

 and private life during the nineteen-thirties and -forties, not only ... in

 Hitler's Germany, but also in Stalin's Russia" (Arendt, 2003b: 52). The

 statement is followed by observations concerning differences between

 Hitler's Germany and Stalin's Russia. With regard to Germany, Arendt

 notes "that the Nazi doctrine did not remain with the German people,

 that Hitler's criminal morality was changed back again at a moment's

 notice, at the moment 'history' had given the notice of defeat. Hence

 we must say that we witnessed the total collapse of a 'moral' order not

 once but twice, and this sudden return to 'morality,' contrary to what

 is often complacently assumed, can only reinforce our doubts" (Arendt,

 2003b: 54f).

 According to Arendt, some general questions arise from this state

 of affairs, and they need to be put on the "agenda." Arendt mentions

 the fact that no longer can one claim that morality is self-understood.

 When this was the case, at times "every sane person" knew what was

 right and what was wrong. The one who did wrong knew what he did

 was wrong. He was "in contradiction with himself" and had to "despise

 himself" for what he did. Taking the lead of Kant's thought of "self-

 contempt," Arendt formulates two general observations. First, "moral

 conduct . . . seems to depend primarily on the intercourse of man with

 himself" (Arendt, 2003b: 67). She considers Kant in this respect to be

 rooted in the tradition of Socrates. Second, she points out that "moral

 conduct has nothing to do with obedience to any law given from the

 outside- be it the law of God or the laws of men" (Arendt, 2003b: 68).

 This realm of thought involves the I as lawmaker. Arendt emphasizes

 the "rebellious aspect of Kant's teachings" and, following this observa-

 tion, introduces will and conscience as agents of morality. In addition,

 she says that "the tradition of moral philosophy. . . is agreed on one

 point from Socrates to Kant and ... to the present, . . . that it is impos-

 sible for man to do wicked things deliberately, to want evil for evil's

 sake" (Arendt, 2003b: 72). In other words, this means that the evil that
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 is unforgivable and unpunishable, which appeared in the world with

 Auschwitz, could not be found in traditional moral philosophy.

 For Arendt, the only exception was Jesus. The Bible reports that

 he spoke of people who "cause disgraceful offences," that is, skandala,

 meaning that it would be better had the doer "never been born." Here

 Arendt: "But Jesus does not tell us what the nature is of these scan-

 dalous offences: we feel the truth of his words, but cannot pin them

 down" (Arendt, 2003b: 73f). Leaving aside the question whether or not

 Arendt's statement is theologically correct, the following observation

 is decisive for her conception of evil as it confronts us after the break

 in tradition: "The real evil is what causes us speechless horror, when

 all we can say is: This should never have happened" (Arendt, 2003b:

 75). Therefore, we search in vain in Arendt's lecture to find the exact

 criteria for "banal" or "radical" evil.6 But it is clear that by "banal" she

 does not mean "everyday-like"; that for her evil is not "demonic;" and

 that the murderer who has no motives is incomparably more dreadful

 than any "normal" murderer; that Eichmann is someone "exceedingly
 worse."7

 Ill

 This rough outline of the first of Arendt's four lectures on "Some

 Questions of Moral Philosophy" should be sufficient to demonstrate

 that she approaches what she calls "the basic questions of ethics" in

 her own way. Her point of departure is the same as in her political

 philosophy, or political theory, namely, the assessment that the thread

 of tradition is broken. After that, in her political philosophy, she puts

 "occidental philosophy" under close scrutiny, the best testimony of

 which is the famous quotation from the letter she wrote to Karl Jaspers

 on March 4, 1951: "I suspect that philosophy is not altogether innocent

 in this fine how-to-do. . . . Perhaps in the sense that Western philos-

 ophy has never had a clear concept of what constitutes the political,

 and couldn't have one, because, by necessity, it spoke of man the indi-

 vidual and dealt with the fact of plurality tangentially" (Arendt, 1992:

 166). With regard to moral philosophy, as a division of philosophy,
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 she states in her 1965 lecture that it "has not stood the test of time"

 (Arendt, 2003b: 75). She asserts that the basic view of all moral philoso-

 phy that there exists a difference between right and wrong, which is an

 absolute any man endowed with reason can make, has become invalid.

 Arendt writes: "Our own experiences seem to affirm that the original

 names of these matters (mores and ethos), which imply that there are

 but manners, customs, and habits, may in a sense be more adequate. .

 . ." (Arendt, 2003b: 75). Nazi morality succeeded in replacing the Fifth

 Commandment "Thou shalt not kill" rather easily by the command-
 ment "Thou shalt kill." In other words, the idea of mores, from which

 the term "morals" derives, seems to be more adequate than moral

 philosophers have thought when they began with the assumption that

 there exists a difference between right and wrong and that it is abso-

 lute. The exception, according to Arendt, is Nietzsche.

 Here we can notice thinking patterns in Arendt that we know from

 her dealing with political phenomena: returning to the original mean-

 ing of words, thinking along the banister of concepts; we also encounter

 a similar procedure of destruction. At the same time, this means that

 she looks for crystallizations of the tradition that may point the way to

 develop new concepts. Arendt finds such a crystallization or element

 of the tradition with regard to moral questions to be inherent in Jesus'

 doctrine of skandala. Nevertheless, as in her political philosophy, Arendt

 takes care not to demonstrate clearly outlined ways, which is evident

 in an exchange of letters with Hermann Meier-Cronemeyer, then a
 doctoral candidate at the University of Cologne. Meier-Cronemeyer had

 asked Arendt questions after reading a review of Eichmann in Jerusalem,

 and Arendt admits in her response (letter of July 18, 1963)8 that "it really

 is important to me to 'create the foundations of a new political moral-

 ity/" She takes the phrase "foundations of a new political morality" from

 Meier-Cronemeyer's letter and adds: "although out of modesty I never

 did say so explicitly." Probably it was not just or not only modesty that

 kept her from formulating such a clear statement. It may also have been

 due to her lifelong fear of being trapped. As she confided to the German

 writer Uwe Johnson (letter of July 6, 1970), she considered being quoted
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 already as "kind of being robbed of freedom" (Arendt and Johnson, 2004:

 39). Be this as it may, we search in vain for details or proposals about

 how to attain a new political morality. Even at the end of the lecture

 on moral philosophy, there is nothing more than some bare factual

 description or, more precisely, something which Arendt would probably

 call "a faithful description of a phenomenon," as in the letter to Mary

 McCarthy, or which she might have qualified to be a "factual truth," in

 line with her essay "Truth and Politics" (1967).

 Those final sentences read: "Out of the unwillingness or inability

 to choose one's examples and one's company, and out of the unwilling-

 ness or inability to relate to others through judgment, arise the real

 skandala, the real stumbling blocks which human powers can't remove

 because they were not caused by human and humanly understandable

 motives. Therein lies the horror and, at the same time, the banality of

 evil" (Arendt, 2003b: 146).

 IV

 What are the main features of a moral philosophy derived from Arendt's

 lecture? I want to stress three interrelated points, although in so doing I

 will be suggesting a systematic structure not found in Arendt's lecture.

 As edited by Jerome Kohn from the manuscripts, the lecture consists of

 several individual pieces, and it is difficult to recognize an overall struc-

 ture because the trains of thought are elements of a self-dialogue. Only

 if we take into consideration the fact that some years later she began

 her project called The life of the Mind does a certain structural context
 become visible.

 The main characteristics of moral philosophy, as Arendt envi-

 sions it, are evident in the following statement: all moral propositions
 "take as their standard the Self and hence the intercourse of man with

 himself" (Arendt, 2003b: 76). In this context, Arendt refers to three

 major propositions. The first, by Socrates: "It is better to suffer wrong

 than to do wrong." The second, by Jesus: "Love thy neighbor as thyself."

 The third, by Kant: "Act in such a way that the maxim of your action can

 become a general law for all intelligible beings."
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 All moral propositions claim to be true. They cannot be proven;

 nevertheless, they are self-evident, and they are compelling. From this

 follows that they do not need to be put in the form of "thou shalt" or

 "thou shalt not." Arendt demonstrates that Kant's categorical impera-

 tive could as well be a "categorical statement" like the one by Socrates.
 She summarizes: "Behind the 'thou shalt/ 'thou shalt not,' stands an

 'or else,' the threat of a sanction enforced by an avenging God or by

 the consent of the community, or by conscience, which is the threat of

 the self-punishment which we commonly call repentance. In the case

 of Kant, conscience threatens you with self-contempt; in the case of

 Socrates . . . with self-contradiction. And those who fear self-contempt

 or self-contradiction are . . . those who live with themselves; they

 find moral propositions self-evident, they don't need the obligation"

 (Arendt, 2003b: lit).
 Further, there is the distinction that Arendt draws between

 Socratic and Christian morality that is characteristic of her moral think-

 ing. Socratic morality does not tell people what they should do, but

 what they should not do. It focuses on the idea of being one with oneself

 and emphasizes "the condition of not being at odds with ourselves even

 though this might mean to be at odds with the whole world" (Arendt,

 2003b: 122). In setting suffering wrong above doing wrong, Socratic

 morality prevents action. It is the morality of a thinking man, coming

 into play particularly in situations of exception, in times of crisis when,

 being at odds with the whole world, not acting becomes a moral deed

 in an action-obsessed world. Incidentally, this thought also is found in

 "Personal Responsibility Under Dictatorship," an essay Arendt wrote at

 about the same time (Arendt, 1964).

 Socratic morality is opposed to Christian ethics. While the former

 can be related to the human faculty of judging, the latter is "based on

 the faculty of the will, puts the accent entirely on performing, on doing

 good" (Arendt, 2003b: 123). It is the morality of a man of action. Its last

 criterion is selflessness: "Thy left hand must not know what thy right

 hand does" (Arendt, 2003b: 123). However, according to Arendt, the
 realm of the Self, which is basic to this moral philosophy, is abandoned
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 if evil is defined as skandalon, for then the criterion becomes "the perfor-

 mance and the consequences of the deed at large," and "the agent is an

 offender to the world order as such" (Arendt, 2003b: 125). In general,

 however, it should be accepted that the morality of action also is based

 on thinking. In her Denktagebuch, Arendt writes in 1969: "It is plain

 nonsense to expect moral behavior of somebody who cannot think. Not

 to think, for example not to imagine how I would feel if something I

 did to somebody else would be done to me - that is 'the evil/ (Do as you

 would be done by.)" (Arendt, 2002: 740).

 "Not to think - that is 'the evil:'" In this formula, the third major

 characteristic of Arendt' s perceptions concerning moral philosophy can

 be recognized. She says that evil, under the conditions of skanäälon, is

 not caused by "human or humanly understandable motives." However,

 by what exactly it is caused she does not say; here too, refusing to tie

 herself down. But she leaves an answer hanging in the air, pointing to

 the fact that this kind of evil has to do with the inability to think, with

 "thoughtlessness," as in Eichmann; that something must be wrong on
 an existential level.

 The characteristics of Arendt's moral philosophy stressed here

 should be sufficient to provide an idea of the depth into which Arendt

 leads us in her lecture "Some Questions of Moral Philosophy." But this
 does not exhaust the ramifications. Here, as in almost all of Arendt's

 writings, we find as by-products small masterpieces of observation and

 reflection. For example, her deliberations on thinking and remember-

 ing with the upshot: there is no remembering without thinking, or,

 in a superb interpretation of Nietzsche, the presentation of the will

 by distinguishing its "commanding function" and its "function as

 arbiter";9 or thoughts on the loneliness of the one who does good. All

 of these sidetracks cannot be explored here. There is only one thing I

 want to point out in addition. The 1965 lecture not only evidences how

 intensely Arendt tackled the question of evil after she had adopted the

 formula "banality of evil": it also gives a hint of Arendt's late work. If

 one reads this lecture in view of the posthumous publication The Life of

 the Mind, one will detect that the basic structure of vita contemplativa is
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 already set out. Thinking, willing, judging - all these human faculties
 are referred to.10

 V

 In The Life of the Mind, Arendt returned to her "first amour" (philosophy),

 as she once wrote,11 not in the sense that now she would have become

 a philosopher again (this she was throughout her life), but in the sense

 that she followed the tradition of occidental philosophy and dealt with
 the individual, the I, the Self- a tradition that she had discarded in her

 earlier criticism. Now, she concentrated on man in the singular, rather

 than on men in the plural, as in her political philosophy.

 To a certain extent, she also made up with her colleagues of
 "Ethics." In the lecture, she devotes her attention not only to evildo-

 ers, but also to those individuals who did good and acted right in dark

 times. And in general, she made it clear (as, for example, in the Gaus

 interview) that she bases her thought on "trust in people. . . a trust -
 which is difficult to formulate but fundamental - in what is human in

 all people" (Arendt, 1994a: 23).

 In Arendt's "return" to philosophy, some interpreters see a

 manifestation of an "open conflict" in her thought, the latest being

 Otto Kallscheuer, in his postface to a new German edition of Seyla
 Benhabib's book on Arendt's reluctant modernism (Kallscheuer, 2006:

 375). In my view, this seems to be an external argument that overlooks

 the immanent consistency of Arendt's thinking. For the purpose of my

 argument, this immanent consistency may be put as follows. Although

 in politics Arendt concerns herself with the acting We, it is the think-

 ing I on which she bases both her political and her moral philosophy.

 From politics, the realm of the We, the moral is excluded, as is the

 social, but thinking is not. On the contrary, aside from the fulfillment

 of basic social needs, thinking, the realm of the I, is the condition for

 man's "second birth," that is, his appearing and acting in the "free

 air" of public spaces. An individual thus equipped has a good chance
 of resisting all sorts of totalitarian rule, even if a public space in the

 proper sense does not apply to this form of government. However, in a
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 republic with its public spaces, people who act together to deliberate

 and to shape a common world - that is, who make use of their faculty

 of reason - must get involved in thinking, in exercises of thought.

 In Kant's and Lessing's terms, to which Arendt likes to refer in these

 matters, men must practice Selbstdenken (self-thinking) and An-der-

 Stelle-jedes-andern-Denken (representative thinking), both of which in

 Arendt's understanding display elements of plurality.12 It is thinking

 thus "defined" that is the prerequisite of a "new moral philosophy"

 as Arendt seems to have envisioned it, in parallel with her political

 philosophy.

 NOTES

 * This paper was presented at an international conference, Der Sinn

 von Politik ist Freiheit, organized by the Hermann-Cohen Akademie

 and the Friedrich-Ebert-Stiftung, Berlin, November 2-5, 2006. At the

 conference, speakers were given 20-30 minutes for their talks, and

 this shaped the format of my paper. When translating, reviewing, and

 footnoting it for publication, I did not change that format, although

 the topic would deserve a more elaborate presentation. But I hope

 that the format as it is will be sufficient for my argument. I thank

 Gary Ulmen for putting my translation into readable English.

 1. First published in The New Yorker (February/March, 1963) and shortly

 thereafter as a book: Eichmann in Jerusalem: A Report on the Banality of

 Evil. New York: Viking Press, 1963.

 2. This letter was thought to be lost, which is why it is not included in

 the Arendt-Jaspers correspondence (Arendt and Jaspers, 1992). But in

 1999, it could be reconstructed for the most part from notes Elisabeth

 Young-Bruehl had taken when she was researching her biography of

 Hannah Arendt (Young-Bruehl, 1999).

 3. Published from the scripts located among Arendt's papers at the

 Library of Congress in Arendt (2003b).

 4. In September 1964, Arendt visited Germany on a promotional tour

 for the German edition of her book, Eichmann in Jerusalem, which had

 been translated under her supervision. Among her activities on that
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 trip were: the television interview with Günter Gaus, the English

 translation of which was published under the title "'What Remains?

 The Language Remains: A Conversation with Günter Gaus" (Arendt,

 1994a: 1-23); and the thus far unpublished radio interview with

 Joachim C. Fest a few days after the Gaus interview. The transcript of

 the latter will first be published in German in the third issue of the

 Internet journal HannahArendt.net later this year.

 5. Churchill, according to Arendt (2002: 638): "Scarcely anything mate-

 rial or established, which I was brought up to believe was permanent

 and vital, has lasted. Everything I was sure or taught to be sure was

 impossible, has happened." A reference for this quote is not given.

 6. Only once, as far as I know, did Arendt pin down three Merkmale (crite-

 ria) of radical evil (See Arendt, 2002: 128). But promptly, she set limits

 to this approach: "They represent psychological symptoms," she

 notes, "not the real purpose and not the nature of radical evil."

 7. See Hannah Arendt in the interview with Joachim C. Fest (cf. note 4):

 "Wenn ich sage: 'Das ist doch kein typischer Mörder,' dann meine
 ich doch nicht, dass er was Besseres ist. Sondern was ich meine ist,

 dass er etwas unendlich viel Schlimmeres ist, obwohl er gar keine

 eigentlich - was wir nennen - »verbrecherischen Instinkte' [hat]."

 8. The Hannah Arendt Papers. Library of Congress, General
 Correspondence, Folder "Ma-Mh, 1974-75 and undated."

 9. Partly identical with chapter 14 of the second volume of The Life of the

 Mind: "Nietzsche's repudiation of the Will."

 10. From this point of view, it is not surprising that Ronald Beiner quotes

 from the lectures of 1965 and 1966 extensively in his "Interpretive

 Essay" to Arendt's lectures on Kant's political philosophy, from which

 he reconstructs the third volume of The Life of the Mind that Arendt was

 unable to complete (see Arendt, 1982: 106 ff.).

 11. Letter to Fr. Pierre Riches, August 21, 1974; cf. The Hannah Arendt

 Papers. Library of Congress, Special Correspondence Series C, Folder

 "Loyola University, Chicago, 1955-1974."

 12. See for a Kant reference, Arendt (1982: 70-72); for a Lessing refer-

 ence, Arendt (n.d.: 8-11).
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 George Kateb
 Existential Values in
 Arendt's Treatment of Evil

 and Morality

 EXISTENTIAL VALUES DOMINATE HANNAH ARENDT'S POLITICAL THEORY.*

 The result is that morality often ends up either subordinate in impor-

 tance to existential values or sidelined by them. Morality must struggle

 to be heard. Most famously, her espousal of political action grows not

 out of moral concern, but out of her existential values, which politi-

 cal action is intended to serve. But the story does not end there. The

 existential values present in Arendt's writings that I consider are the

 two that I believe (with some encouragement from Arendt) constitute

 human dignity: human status and human stature. Human dignity for

 Arendt rests on human uniqueness, the human difference from the

 rest of nature. The salient element of Arendt's concept of human status

 is not being animal-like, the salient element of Arendt's concept of

 stature is the creative and audacious use of freedom in thought, art, and

 action. I do not quite mean to say that Arendt is a philosopher of exis-

 tentialism, properly speaking, though she has noteworthy affinities to

 it, especially to some of its French variants.

 Although my explicit discussion of The Human Condition, which is

 her most extended treatment of existential values, is concentrated in

 the last pages of this paper, that book is always in the background of

 my discussion.

 HANNAH ARENDT'S UNDERSTANDING OF POLITICAL EVIL IS HARD TO

 match. The depth of her understanding, however, does not stop her
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 from condemning such evil with a force that is also hard to match. The

 more she perceives, the more unforgiving she grows. She has no doubt

 as to what evil is and why certain political phenomena should be called

 by that name, the worst of all names. Is there anyone more trustwor-

 thy in illuminating this darkness and guiding people's response to it?

 I doubt it. Yet I think that it is fair to say that thinking about morality

 is not congenial to her talent. One might expect that one who writes

 so powerfully about evil would publish a general view of all kinds and

 degrees of wrongdoing, and at least by implication, right conduct.

 Even if political evil is in some respects discontinuous with, say, either

 oppression or injustice, even if evil is qualitatively different and not

 only worse in intensity of inflicted suffering, isn't it a bit odd that a great

 theorist of evil showed such a reluctance to publish more extensively

 on the general subject of morality and immorality? She seems suspi-

 cious of morality, as if she had an allergy to it. Perhaps evil blots out all

 other phenomena of wrongdoing? Are they only to be taken as inevi-

 table and as posing no great philosophical mystery or even perplexity?

 Another possibility, which I take more seriously, is that Arendt believes

 that too much attention to morality would dilute adherence to existen-

 tial values, which I believe to be her deepest commitment.

 Thanks to the splendid editorial labors of Jerome Kohn, to whom

 any student of Arendt's work owes a tremendous debt, Arendt's rela-

 tionship to morality, and the connection of morality to evil, become

 much fuller. The volume he put together, Responsibility and Judgment

 (2003), with a fine introduction, helps us see Arendt's hardest thinking

 about morality and immorality in themselves, and in relation to evil.

 The main text is "Some Questions of Moral Philosophy" (1965), but the

 full version of "Personal Responsibility Under Dictatorship" (1964) and

 several other items, including the hitherto unpublished presentation

 at the American Philosophical Association, "Collective Responsibility"

 (1968), also enhance our knowledge of what Arendt thought about the

 general subject of morality and its relation to evil. I do not say that in

 these texts Arendt gives us a fully worked-out view of morality; much

 less that the view that appears is free of difficulties. But we can now
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 make a better sense of Arendt's moral thinking; and just by that, we

 can, I believe, make something more of Arendt's thought as a whole.

 In this paper, I first sketch Arendt's conception of morality and
 its connection to evil. In the next section I address Arendt's character-

 ization of evil. I go on to examine Arendt's treatment of the proper

 moral response to evil, either when the response is violent and carried

 out by groups or individuals or when it is nonviolent and carried out by

 particular individuals. In the last section I turn to the familiar theme

 of the place of morality in politics when politics is free of evil, if not of

 smaller kinds of wrongdoing. I do not think there is a paradox in hating

 evil while remaining suspicious of morality. It all depends on what one

 means by morality. Arendt offers a case that is worth serious study. But

 her case has its unsettling aspects. And as always, her sensitivity to phil-

 osophical difficulty is so great that her ideas are full of qualifications,
 and more than that, she sometimes turns on herself and seems to coun-

 tenance what she had elsewhere criticized. Reading Arendt is always an

 adventure. Trying to prepare a short commentary on any aspect of her

 work requires making a few matters more explicit than she does, while

 omitting more than a few details that are enriching to the student but

 that do not fit easily into anyone's scheme.

 Before turning to our first theme, Arendt's conception of moral-

 ity and its relationship to evil, I would like to mention some comments

 that Arendt made in one of the few personal accounts that appear in the

 works that she published or intended for publication. Perhaps Arendt's

 comparative reticence about morality becomes more comprehensible
 when we attend to these comments, which seem to reflect Arendt's

 lifelong disposition.

 Early in the full version of "Personal Responsibility Under
 Dictatorship," Arendt tries to explain "how uncomfortable most of us

 are when confronted with moral issues" (Arendt, 2003d: 22). She then

 says that her early intellectual formation "occurred in an atmosphere

 where nobody paid much attention to moral questions" (22). We could

 add that her doctoral dissertation was a treatise not in moral philoso-

 phy, but in moral psychology and even more in those existential ques-
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 tions that are a large part of philosophical anthropology. Insistence on

 moral rectitude "would have appeared to me as Philistine" (22). Moral

 rectitude did not therefore figure decisively in the common evalua-

 tion of any person. The reigning attitude in her circles when she was

 a young woman was that "moral conduct is a matter of course" (22).

 That is to say, people knew what moral behavior was, and mostly prac-

 ticed it unremarkably. But the events starting in 1933 and lasting until

 1945 changed all that, because "monstrosities no one believed possible

 at the beginning" manifested themselves (23). (Arendt does not speak

 of the protracted horrors of World War I, as if the horrors were not

 monstrosities; but weren't they?). Thus Arendt went from - what shall

 we call it? - a tacit and untested moral sense to an initially "speechless

 horror" (Arendt, 2003e: 56) that was in some part moral in nature, but

 that usual ideas of morality could not begin to address. She says that

 it took many people 20 years (since the end of World War II) "to come

 to terms with what happened" (23). She complains that she had "so
 little mental or conceptual preparation for moral issues. . . . We had

 to learn everything from scratch," and learn without the assistance of

 moral categories and general rules that had no relevance to evil (25).

 Worst of all, it will turn out, as Arendt's analysis proceeds, especially in

 "Some Questions of Moral Philosophy," that totalitarian evil could not

 have sustained itself as a system of atrocious crimes against humanity

 unless large numbers of people were in some sense moral. Morality,

 in its most customary meaning, facilitated totalitarian evil and always

 facilitates any evil.

 I go through these comments by Arendt because they may help
 elucidate the reasons for the lack of sustained theoretical interest in

 moral issues - apart from her lectures, "Some Questions" - despite her

 steady attention to evil. Immorality is one thing, and evil absolutely

 another. Evil is so different that even words like villainy and wick-

 edness are not adequate to it; they fit extreme immorality, not evil

 (Arendt, 2003e: 74; 2003f: 188). She nonetheless lectured extensively

 on moral philosophy in the mid-1960s, and established a connection
 between evil and the proper immediate domestic response to it, which
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 was moral conduct (nothing more) in one particular sense of moral.

 (Violent response to it is another distinct but related moral matter.) Yet

 she did not publish the lectures.

 We can also make a more general point: were it not for the occur-

 rence of political evil in the form of totalitarianism, Arendt might never

 have interrupted the flow of her primary and most profound concerns,

 which were not moral at all, but, loosely and broadly speaking, exis-

 tential. It is roughly true that Arendt does not find moral conduct

 existentially interesting except when it requires a distinctive human

 capacity like thinking or judging, or a trait like courage, or an expres-

 sion of selflessness, all of which testify to human stature. It is a major

 fact of life that what is properly called immorality causes suffering, but

 suffering is not in itself an existentially interesting fact. All creatures

 suffer. The virtues and vices were originally defined by classical antiq-

 uity as assertive political traits, not ameliorative private ones (Arendt,

 2003b: 151). As for love and friendship, about both of which Arendt

 writes so powerfully, they are not in the moral sphere. Even her inter-

 est in totalitarian evil, as I will later suggest, is also finally existential

 more than it is moral. To anticipate: the horror of totalitarianism was

 human degradation, the victims' loss of human status - what she calls

 dehumanization - more than the physical and psychological suffering

 that effected the degradation. Morality is about suffering, but there are

 existential considerations that matter for Arendt more than suffering

 as such. On the one hand, evil is discontinuous with immorality; on
 the other, moral values can claim no superiority to existential values.

 Morality is confined.

 LET US NOW TURN TO ARENDT'S CONCEPTION OF MORALITY AND

 morality's relationship to evil. I concentrate first on what she means by

 morality. One thing to notice is that Arendt works with the assumption

 that the moral agent is always the individual, whether the agent acts as

 an individual in private life or an officeholder in political life, or as one

 who thinks that he is a mere "cog" (Arendt, 2003d: 31), or is a follower,

 or an uncommitted but dutiful cooperator. Without elaborating, she
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 says in "Some Questions," that "Legal and moral issues are by no means

 the same, but they have in common that they deal with persons, and

 not with systems or organizations" (57). She wants to block such defen-

 sive maneuvers as an agent's appeal to superior orders or acts of state,

 both of which work to exonerate individuals from responsibility for the

 evil (or other wrong) they do as participants or dutiful, non-resistant

 cooperators.

 Incidentally, I think that she nonetheless favors the "double stan-

 dard of morality" that the state allows itself by the doctrine of reason

 of state (Arendt, 2003b: 154). She approvingly cites more than once

 Machiavelli's advice that the prince must learn how not to be good (essere

 non buono), while denying (not merely ignoring) that Machiavelli's addi-

 tional advice is that the prince must know how to do the worst sorts of

 wrong (male), which is usually translated as evil because of the extrem-

 ism of Machiavelli's examples (Arendt, 2003e: 80; Machiavelli's two

 pieces of advice are in The Prince, chaps 15, 18). To be sure, Machiavelli

 says that his second piece of advice merely repeats the first. In any
 event, I am not sure how her acceptance of reason of state goes with

 her rejection of the inward innocence of impersonal role-behavior.

 Only persons, then, not reified abstractions, can be held respon-

 sible, even when their behavior is free of any self-conscious will to do or

 allow evil or other wrong. They are responsible when they go through

 the motions of their work or just go along. From the start, people are

 responsible for the organizations they join at any level, or allow to
 continue and flourish, and for the policies that ensue. There may of

 course be other conceptual reasons for Arendt's refusal to adopt "the

 moral viewpoint" when assessing "systems or organizations" (57), but

 for her one conceptual reason could not be that the deeds of organized

 groups are impersonal and hence beyond the individual agent's or the

 philosopher's judgments of right and wrong.

 What does Arendt mean by morality? She means more than one

 thing, but does not systematically sort the several meanings that figure

 in her work. I have found the following meanings. The two most impor-

 tant are first, morality as mores, as the conventions of right and wrong
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 conduct that are acknowledged and practiced in a given society. Mores

 change with time, even though they are "solidified through tradition";

 and they are valid only "on the ground of agreements" (Arendt, 1958a:

 245). We should add, however, that there are conventions common to

 many societies. One of those common conventions is the basic defini-

 tion of justice: preserve each in what is rightfully his or hers. Justice is

 primordially an avoidance of injustice as improper dispossession. I am

 not sure that Arendt ever discusses this notion, though her arguments

 need it. I think that she just assumes it. That means that some part of

 the content of the morality of mores usually includes primordial and

 common justice, even if dedication to it is unreasoned and shallow. The

 natural home of mores, of routine morality, is everyday life, but people

 carry their mores into their public engagements. On the matter of

 mores, therefore, Arendt establishes no sharp line between private and

 public. The "intrusion of [personal] criminality into the public realm" is

 always possible (Arendt, 2003d: 24).

 The second major meaning of morality is contained in the

 Socratic precept that is found in the Gorgias: it is better for the person

 to suffer wrong than to do it to another person. Although Arendt does

 not fill out the precept, we can do so with the help of the Crito and Book

 I of the Republic: not only is it better for the person to suffer wrong than

 to initiate it, but it is also better for the person to suffer wrong without

 retaliation than to suffer wrong and then retaliate against the wrong-

 doer. Arendt thinks that the Socratic precept is definitive of morality.

 It silently governs the everyday life of the truly moral person, and it

 may also have political applications in unusual circumstances. But as

 we shall see, her view of this precept does not rule out self-defense or
 defense of others.

 Other meanings of morality found in Arendt's work include the

 following. There are the moral commandments of God as revealed to

 Moses in the Jewish scriptures. These commandments give no reasons

 for their content and imply no order of importance among them. But

 the commandments are absolute because they come from God; they
 are not to be doubted or quarreled with. Does Arendt believe in the
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 existence of the divine source of the moral commandments? She seems

 to say both yes and no. Then, there is the selfless morality of Christian

 goodness as taught by Jesus in the gospels. Actually, Christian good-

 ness, a kind of love, goes beyond morality and even supererogation.

 What comes from love, as Nietzsche says (with Jesus in mind), occurs

 beyond good and evil (Nietzsche, 1966, section 153, 90). Last, there is the

 morality that authentic political action engenders from its own nature

 and needs, the morality internal to politics and practiced by individuals

 committed to the political life. As we all know, promise-keeping and

 forgiveness define this morality for Arendt.

 In sum, Arendt takes up in varying extent five versions of moral-

 ity: mores, Socratic morality, God's commandments, the teachings of

 Jesus, and the morality of authentic politics. Let us notice again that

 evil as embodied in murderous totalitarianism necessarily offends

 every version of morality that Arendt discusses, except the morality of

 mores, which it offends only contingently; it also obviously offends the

 primordial notion that dispossession is to be avoided. But nonetheless,

 evil is not merely immorality.

 How does Arendt regard violent resistance (massive or not) to

 evil, but also to tyranny, despotism, and dictatorship? If it is moral,

 under what version of morality does it go? That is, is the use of violence

 in resistance to evil or to something lesser, like oppression or injustice,

 a moral activity of some kind? When people act to avoid or resist being

 improperly or even cruelly dispossessed, are they acting morally? Is

 there any morally significant difference between acting violently to

 preserve ourselves and acting violently for the sake of preserving
 others when we are otherwise safe? I will take up some of these ques-

 tions more fully later. Here I would just say that Arendt thinks that

 violence is not always simply immoral; it can be morally allowed or

 justified, but its use is - so far as I can tell - not in itself purely moral

 or just, even in cases of literal personal self-preservation. However,
 she seems to consider retribution a moral act. Retribution is right, but

 self-preservation is not right or wrong, just allowable. This is a rather

 awkward position, isn't it?
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 I know of no way of aligning Arendt's views of self-preservation,

 resistance for others, and retribution, and then incorporating them

 into any of the versions of morality she takes up. These views must

 derive from or bear some relation to the indispensable maxim that each

 person is by right to be preserved in his or her own. Leaving aside resis-

 tance for the sake of others, I think that Arendt often relies on a tacit

 and certainly untheorized notion of a right of self-preservation, violent

 where need be, that persons have against all those who are trying to

 dispossess them of their basic human rights, to destroy or oppress

 them. Even Socrates did not lay down his weapons on the battlefield.

 The five kinds of morality that Arendt discusses do not exhaust

 the field of morality; nor are they quite sufficient for her, I believe,

 when she attempts to deal with all the questions in moral philosophy
 that concern her.

 In passing, I wish to mention Arendt's occasionally voiced moral

 skepticism. Here and there in her work, Arendt appears to express

 some sympathy for the view that without belief in God, morality has

 no foundation. In periods of widespread unbelief, morality is therefore

 subjective. In addition, the very activity of thinking, which may develop

 conscience and hence help to inoculate a person against wrongdoing

 and complicity with evil, may also move in the opposite direction by

 tending to erode moral certainty. She says that "conventions, the rules

 and standards by which we usually live, don't stand up too well under

 examination" (Arendt, 2003e: 104). Furthermore, Arendt sometimes

 conflates moral skepticism and the abdication of morality (in the form

 of the hitherto prevailing morality of mores) by millions of people. In

 Origins, she says, for example, that when a society gives "silent consent"

 as "hundreds of thousands" of people are rendered homeless and state-

 less, and "millions" are made "economically superfluous" by unem-
 ployment, amidst political disintegration, the only conclusion is that

 "this . . . could only happen because the Rights of Man, which had never

 been philosophically established but merely formulated, which had

 never been politically secured but merely proclaimed, have, in their

 traditional form, lost all validity" (Arendt, 1958b: 447). Rights are thus
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 both philosophically uncertain and in many circumstances politically

 ineffective; but I do not think that Arendt means that they often prove

 ineffective mainly because they are philosophically uncertain.

 I will not explore Arendt's skeptical moments; I will only empha-
 size the fact that she has no doubt as to what evil is. It seems to me,

 however, that if you are sure what evil is, it would be odd, if not

 impossible, to be unsure about what immorality (in various kinds and

 degrees) is, even if you think that evil is discontinuous with immoral-

 ity. I also think that she was not too deeply troubled philosophically

 by the wish to validate morality. She says that for truly moral people,

 the content of morality, understood as Socratic morality, is self-evident,

 even though its practice is never routine (Arendt, 2003e: 77-78). Then

 again, most people are not truly moral and no philosophical argument

 will persuade them to be moral. It is not that everyman is a self-ag-

 grandizing Callicles, but that everyman is only everyman, given over to

 conformity and self-love.

 A part of her conception of morality is her view of the space

 that morality fills. It is, in brief, the field of the "not at all horrible"

 (Arendt, 2003d: 23). From the perspective of reflection on evil, moral

 issues look like "harmless side issues" in comparison (Arendt, 2003e:

 56). (We should notice, however, that she is bemused by the thought

 that many people feel that any wrongdoing short of the worst policies

 of totalitarianism does not have much weight [Arendt, 2003c: 266].) She

 says there is "a distinction between transgressions, such as those we are

 confronted with daily and with which we know how to come to terms or

 how to get rid of either through punishment or forgiveness, and those

 offenses where all we can say is This should never have happened'"

 (Arendt, 2003e: 109). Evil is what should never have happened, whereas

 immorality is woven into life and hence irremovably woven into that

 for which we should feel gratitude.

 Even more severely, Arendt says that "the invocation of allegedly

 moral principles for matters of everyday conduct is usually a fraud"

 (Arendt, 2003e: 104). Arendt is averse to seeing a moral issue impli-
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 cated in every choice or act as people lead their lives. She is almost

 as far removed from modern consequentialism as it is possible to be.

 Temperamentally, experientially, and theoretically, Arendt keeps her

 distance from morality (in all the senses she specifies) for the most

 part. Yet when evil becomes the subject, morality in the two meanings

 of mores and Socratic morality makes a vivid appearance in Arendt's

 thinking. We turn now to the nature of evil as Arendt conceptualizes

 it. What is especially noteworthy is that morality in the sense of mores

 can allow evil to flourish, while both Socratic morality and the quasi-

 morality of allowable violence define resistance to evil. Thus, one kind

 of morality facilitates doing evil, other kinds battle against it. That is

 the main part of Arendt's complex story.

 arendt's most concentrated discussion of the nature of evil

 is in what originally was the last section of the last chapter of The Origins

 of Totalitarianism and retained in the second edition (chapter 12, section

 3). Responsibility and Judgment fills out some aspects of this discussion.

 What is evil? The evil that especially concerns Arendt is totalitarian

 evil as manifested in death and slave-labor camps. Arendt defines totali-

 tarian evil as "the crimes which men can neither punish nor forgive"

 (Arendt, 1958b: 459; see also Arendt, 1958a: 241). Thus when Arendt
 refers to some atrocious individual act like murder as evil, the fullness of

 her definition - unpunishable and unforgivable crime - is not present.

 Wickedness or villainy, in private or public life, is evil, but not absolute

 evil, because it can be either punished or forgiven, at least in principle.

 Still, we should notice that when she deals at length with Socrates, as
 the hero of moral awareness and hence of the refusal to become an

 instrument of serious wrongdoing, she is working with someone who

 opposed tyranny, both oligarchic and democratic, not totalitarianism.
 Nonetheless, Socrates is the model for one kind of resistance to totali-

 tarian evil. Let it be added: he is the model for individual nonviolent

 resistance. Totalitarianism is not in its essential motivation and prac-

 tices a system equivalent to the historically familiar forms of arbitrary
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 or repressive systems like tyranny, despotism, or dictatorship, but, in

 Arendt's account, the moral person's resistance is of the same nature

 under all these systems. The historically familiar forms of wrongful

 government could be said to have done particular acts that were evil,

 but not evil in the same full sense of absolute evil represented by the

 system of totalitarian extermination.

 Arendt refers to the unforgivable sin, the irremovable stumbling

 block, the skandalon that Jesus talks about, and about which he says it

 were better for the perpetrator "that a millstone were hanged about

 his neck and he cast into the sea" (Matthew 18:6, for example; Arendt,

 2003d: 109). By these words, Jesus condemns without mercy the sin of

 causing young ones to sin or stumble. It were better for the perpetrator

 that he had never been born. Arendt seems to run together this sin with

 the unforgivable blasphemy against the Holy Ghost (Matthew 12:31-32;

 other gospels). Be that as it may, she is intent on making unforgivable

 the evil whereby "the fact of existence itself" is destroyed (Arendt,

 1958a: 442). Some transgressions come about to be forgiven; others

 must be legally punished when they violate the order of society. Murder

 itself, the worst form of immorality, is, however, only a "limited evil"

 (442). She says that, after all, the murderer "still moves within the realm

 of life and death familiar to us"; she adds rather shockingly and quite

 by the way that the man whom the murderer slays "has to die anyway"

 (442). The inference one can make from this reckless phrase is that the

 fact of premature violent death is less important than the victim's exis-

 tential condition at the time of death: degraded or undegraded.

 Although totalitarian extermination is murder, it is more than

 murder. What makes it unpunishable and unforgivable murder -
 absolute evil? Perhaps it is the scale of murder - murder in the millions
 that transforms the crime of murder into absolute evil? However, she

 does not seem to think that the numbers of the dead reach to the heart

 of the matter, as someone enclosed within a theory of morality might.

 No, the most important point is not reached "by counting the many

 millions of victims." The fact is that "extermination of whole peoples
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 had happened before in antiquity, as well as in modern colonization"

 (Arendt, 2003d: 42; compare Arendt, 1964: 288). (Again, she does not

 mention the mass casualties of either world war.)

 In differentiating the evil of totalitarian extermination, she says

 that what is crucial is that mass murder not only took place within

 a legal framework but that it was animated by the command "Thou

 shalt kill,' not thy enemy but innocent people who were not even

 potentially dangerous, and not for any reason of necessity but, on
 the contrary, even against all military and other utilitarian consider-

 ations" (Arendt, 200d: 42). Indeed, "Hitler believed he needed a war as

 a smokescreen for his nonmilitary killing operations" (42). The imme-

 morial highest necessity was simply a pretext. These features help to

 make the evil of Nazi and perhaps Stalinist mass murders unpunish-

 able and unforgivable.
 The initiation and command of such atrocities cannot be attrib-

 uted to the vices of greed, envy, resentment, and vengeance that drive

 villainy and wickedness. The motivation seems not human, as if real

 evil, absolute evil, could not come from human beings but only from

 some force more than human that inhabited and goaded human beings.

 As we know, however, Arendt produces a great theory of the mentality

 of initiative and command that relies on the notion of compelling the

 world to conform to a fiction, to a construction of the possessed imagi-

 nation. It is the uncontrolled passion, as it were aesthetic, for an all-em-

 bracing fiction, also known as an ideology, that supplies the motivation

 of leaders and initiators, which is only human, for absolute evil.
 But there is more to Arendt's account of the nature of evil. Death

 is the endpoint, but on the way to physical death, there is degradation -

 the degradation that results from the daily slow torture in the camps.

 The degrading or dehumanizing effects of this torture account in large

 part for Arendt's speechless horror at evil. Degradation is the destruc-
 tion of existential values; this destruction matters more to her than

 her moral wish that people not suffer so terribly or die violently before

 their time. More terrible than pain or death is what extreme pain and
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 fear of immediate death can and usually do make of people. They die

 before they die.

 The application of the word "existential" is mine, but the thought

 is Arendt's. Let us remember that she says that totalitarian evil destroys

 "the fact of existence itself" by destroying what is distinctively human

 about its victims' existence. A crime against humanity is a crime,

 above all, against the humanity, the humanness, the human status,
 of the victims. The crime is absolute: it makes human beings into the

 semblance of human beings; it is of a more terrible nature than the

 worst immorality. There is nothing more condemnable than systemati-

 cally effacing human status as a matter of policy; this is the ultimate

 reason for calling totalitarianism absolute evil.

 When human status is effaced as a result of continuous suffering,

 the cost is not only moral - that is, in the suffering endured. In any life,

 there are many irreparable losses, but the existential loss, the deliber-

 ately inflicted loss of the principal human qualities, while one is still

 alive, is beyond reckoning. I believe that Arendt lends substance to the

 view that the status component of human dignity is not exclusively a

 moral idea, but also an existential one. On the other hand, her concep-

 tualization of the stature component is closer to standard. It is not in

 itself a moral idea, even if in some versions, like that of J. S. Mill, it must

 be morally circumscribed.

 In some recent theories, the state's respect for fundamental

 human rights is seen as an acknowledgment of the existential signifi-

 cance of the status component. Arendt is thus not alone in attributing

 existential worth to a morally valuable practice. Certainly, acknowledg-

 ment of rights serves to protect persons from injustice and oppression,

 both of which deny human dignity by inflicting needless and often atro-

 cious suffering. The theoretical defense of rights is thus in large part a

 moral defense because human status is in large part a moral idea. Yet

 even in these theories, fundamental human rights have been defended

 not only as barriers to injustice and oppression but also for two other
 reasons of human status that are existential in nature. First, just by
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 helping to avoid or reduce state-inflicted injustice and oppression,

 respect for rights, at the same time, testifies to the official recognition

 that human beings are not mere animals or things to be used as the

 state wishes, or, even worse, as useless objects to be thrown away, or as

 sacrificial straw dogs, or as a poisonous ingredient to be extruded forc-

 ibly from the system. Instead, all human beings are ends in themselves.

 Second, rights create opportunities for persons to lead their lives on

 their own terms without having to anticipate punishment for doing

 so. Recognized rights, again, reduce the load of suffering in society. At

 the same time, however, the idea of rights as the creation of opportuni-

 ties for action honors agency, which is not a mere animal capacity for

 instinctive purposive action, but an invaluable and distinctively human

 attribute. In this regard, too, the idea of rights is not solely a moral

 idea, but also an existential one. To be sure, moral agency is one main

 manifestation of human agency, but even moral agency has an existen-

 tial significance that simply comes from being one of the forms that a

 unique human capacity takes.

 What distinguishes Arendt from other theorists of rights, then, is

 that she seems to give more importance than others do to the existen-

 tial importance of rights than to the moral importance. Recognition of

 rights is a tribute to the human essence. When rights are recognized,

 the state renounces the will to turn people into instruments or invidi-

 ously categorize them, and also the will to cripple human agency. For

 her, both of these existential implications of rights matter more than

 the moral achievement of reducing suffering for the sake of reducing

 suffering.

 In general, existential values matter for Arendt more than
 moral ones - if we are allowed to think that these two sets of values

 are commensurable and hence able to be ranked. When the subject
 changes from the injustice and oppression inherent in the state's fail-

 ure to recognize rights to the evil of totalitarianism, the same pattern

 holds. That is why I contend that in Arendt's analysis, the deepest evil

 of the totalitarian systematic destruction of rights is existential, not
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 moral. Obliterated existential values matter more than savagely violated

 moral values. Furthermore, Arendt holds that the existential values

 that define human stature and are intrinsic to authentic politics - and

 authentic politics is the sector of the vita activa where existential values

 are realized to the highest degree - matter greatly more than the moral

 values that such politics may achieve or the moral costs it may exact.

 She gives little attention to the moral circumscription of authentic poli-

 tics by the harm principle.

 What, then, is the extreme point of the evil of degradation that

 is inflicted by totalitarianism? It is to be in the condition of "living

 corpses" (Arendt, 1958b: 447, 451). Arendt says that in the slave and

 death camps the "juridical person" of each victim is killed while the

 victim is still alive (447) and that "the next decisive step ... is the

 murder of the moral person in man" (451). The human status is bound

 up with recognition of the juridical and moral capacities in every
 individual. The system of society-wide terror also subjects the whole

 population to something like a condition of living corpses; that is, the

 system achieves a significant degree of destruction of the juridical

 person and the moral person in each member. But the camps are an
 intensification of the condition of the whole totalitarian society and

 therefore serve as a kind of laboratory for its intentionally murderous

 total domination. Outside the camps, the camp system can be repro-

 duced "only imperfectly" (456). When both the juridical person and the

 moral person are destroyed through the horror of camp conditions,

 there is no person, no personhood, no human status left - "being a

 person as distinguished from being merely human" (Arendt, 2003e:
 95). Arendt also speaks of the "killing of man's individuality" (Arendt,

 1958b: 454), defined as anything that distinguishes one man from
 another (457) or as the individual's "uniqueness" or "unique iden-
 tity" (453). Thus, both the common human status and the unique self-

 hood of each are effaced. No human spontaneity remains - the power

 that allows human beings to "begin something new out of his own

 resources" (453). (Notice the similarity in wording to Arendt's idea of
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 authentic political action as exemplifying natality, the ability to begin

 something new.) "Nothing then remains but ghastly marionettes with

 human faces, which [notice: which, not who] all behave like the dog in

 Pavlov's experiments" (455).

 As bad a horror as any, Arendt thinks, is the destruction of the

 will to harm the guards, even by a futile gesture; there were no sponta-

 neous massacres of the guards in the moment of liberation. To endure

 degradation without resistance is not anything like preferring to suffer

 wrong than to do it. In David Rousset's formulation, "Nothing is more

 terrible than these processions of human beings going like dummies to

 their death" (Arendt, 1958b: 455; 1964: 12). The inmates became only

 natural; in a formulation Arendt uses earlier in Origins about African

 natives, "they behaved like a part of nature" (Arendt, 1958b: 192) and

 hence became interchangeable like "beasts" (455). Such a condition of

 naturalness in human beings is "highly unnatural" (455). To become
 merely natural, a docile creature of instincts and reflexes, is the total

 loss of human status; it is the ultimate degradation, the last step in
 dehumanization.

 It is right to insist that Arendt is not blaming the victims. She

 says in a climactic passage: "When a man is faced with the alternative

 of betraying and thus murdering his friends or of sending his wife and
 children ... to their death; when even suicide would mean the immedi-

 ate murder of his own family - how is he to decide?" (452). Subjected

 to such treatment, (almost) everyone would become what most of the

 inmates of the camps became. But she wants us to know that though

 suffering matters in itself, the effects of suffering on human status

 matter apart from the suffering and must be perceived unblinkingly.

 Arendt's powers of articulation are brilliant. She knows that

 silence would be more truthful than brilliance, which may feed pruri-

 ence; but she overcame her speechless horror in order to enhance

 our understanding. Aware of the limits of any inquiry into the subject

 of totalitarian evil, she says that "the truth, the whole truth" about

 Auschwitz cannot yet appear, if ever. "No generality- and what is truth
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 if it is not general? - can as yet dam up the chaotic flood of senseless

 atrocities . . ." (Arendt, 2003a: 255). In Bernd Naumann's book on the

 1965 trial of some of the SS men posted at Auschwitz, the reader will

 find, she says, "moments of truth," which are anecdotes. These anec-

 dotes "tell in utter brevity what it was all about" (Arendt, 2003a: 255).

 But Arendt does more than tell anecdotes. She produces a general anal-

 ysis of totalitarian evil that has not been equaled.

 How does evil enter the world? Arendt's proposal is that the

 initiative is taken by a small group that is possessed by a fiction, by

 an ideology, that recognizes no boundaries on the ambition to realize

 it. But how does evil take hold? By means of the very morality of the

 mass of citizens. The reason is that, much of the time, morality is for

 most people nothing different from conformity to mores and hence

 they can comply with any command or practice, and do so with an easy

 or good - that is, unactivated - conscience. They casually think they are

 doing the right thing, no matter how wrong it is or would have been

 once thought - by them - to be. (Just think of the overnight conver-

 sion of decent neighbors into ethnic cleansers.) By mores, Arendt does

 not mean what Nietzsche means by the phrase Sittlichkeit der Sitte: the

 habits of custom so deeply and painfully ingrained as to become second

 nature (see Genealogy of Morals, Essay 2, section 2; also Daybreak,
 Book 1, section 9), but rather a set of prescriptions that are not more

 seriously regarded than table manners (Arendt, 2003d: 43). Socially

 accepted modes of conduct "could be exchanged for another set with

 no more trouble than it would take to change the table manners of a

 whole people" (43). Mores are mimesis and have no inwardness.

 The terrible irony is that unthinking conformity joined to unex-

 amined self-preferment (self-love) suffices to produce in normal people

 an everyday version of the loss of human status endured in the death

 camps. The practice of pseudo-morality not only sustains the systematic

 dehumanization of victims, it turns its practitioners by painless degra-

 dation into pseudo-human creatures. Chosen normality is a hideous

 parody of atrocious victimization and in certain circumstances facili-
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 tates the atrocious victimization of others. In Kant's sense of radical

 evil as being at the human root - which is not Arendt's sense, as she

 makes clear (Arendt, 1958b: 459) - the radical evil of the masses makes

 possible the absolute evil of the death camps. If the relation of persons

 to what counts for them as moral conduct is merely social, there is

 little of personhood left, little genuine agency, except the daily reenact-

 ment of the choice not to choose. Not needing the pressure of totali-

 tarian terror to conform, human beings appear as a matter of course

 close to indifferent as to what the content of morality. The morality of

 mores is not real morality and can therefore transform itself from the

 conformity that keeps normal society going into the conformity that

 allows and even encourages the ideological passions of a comparative

 few to create a whole system of evil. Eichmann' s banality is an active

 and highly placed example of the morality of mores.

 There is one more awful irony that Arendt barely touches on,

 and that is the coexistence in many persons of the ability to treat their

 family, friends, and associates who are all seen as like them with affec-

 tion and thoughtful decency, while officially or unofficially cooperating

 with the atrocious victimization of a group of others who are desig-

 nated as enemies or even as subhuman. In Thoreau's Journal, there is an

 excellent passage on this human tendency to compartmentalization as

 illustrated in his slave society at the time of the Mexican War (Thoreau,

 1984: 262-263). He saw admirable private decency coexist in the same

 persons with mechanically obedient service to public wrongdoing.

 Arendt says that "the true moral issue" of the Nazi crimes did not

 arise with the behavior of the Nazis, "but of those who only 'coordi-

 nated' themselves and did not act out of conviction" (Arendt, 2003e: 54).

 If the mass of people had cared only about the most elementary justice,

 these policies, which explode all categories of immorality, could not

 have been carried out. The general point is that, at all times and every-

 where, unless morality is a commitment, it can degenerate into mores,

 merely social behavior, and thus turn into the path of least resistance,

 which is one of the greatest sources of the strength of recurrent evil.
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 Arendt's suspicion of morality is actually a conviction that people who

 say they are moral are only conformists who love themselves. It is no

 wonder that a steady motif in Arendt's writings is a detestation of the

 politics (and economics) of self-interest.

 I NOW TURN TO ARENDT'S VIEWS ON THE PROPER RESISTANCE TO EVIL

 and to the place of morality in it. We must discuss Arendt's idea of

 genuine morality, which is Socratic, as a proper form of resistance

 to totalitarian evil (Part A), and then notice again some remarks,
 not systematized, on the morality of violence in resistance to such

 evil (Part B).

 PARTA

 Evil as a system issues from the readiness of the many to abandon
 one set of mores (acted on as if it were the sole content of morality)

 for another set, but resistance to evil includes the practice of genuine

 morality, and even more, the exertions of vigilant citizens to prevent it.

 It is clear that Arendt believes in resisting evil. Although she admires

 Jesus of Nazareth enormously, she nowhere accepts his admonition
 "resist not evil" (Matthew, 5:39), either in private or public life. She

 cannot move beyond good and evil. To be sure, the evil that Jesus had in

 mind is not crimes against humanity; but his precept has been usually

 read to demand nonresistance even to serious oppression or injustice,

 as by Paul and Augustine. In contrast, Arendt believes in resistance; it

 is a large part of the politics she praises, and it includes not only resis-

 tance to totalitarian evil, but civil disobedience and also, though in a

 qualified way, violent revolution when systems or particular policies

 are oppressive or unjust.

 It is important to notice first that Arendt gives a sympathetic

 statement of what she calls the "political answer" to Socratic morality.

 "'What is important in the world is that there be no wrong; suffering

 wrong and doing wrong are equally bad.' Never mind who suffers it;

 your duty is to prevent it" (Arendt, 2003b: 153). Arendt wants a world
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 where sincere everyday morality is, in the good sense of the expression,

 a matter of course. (Perhaps her whole theory of authentic politics rests

 on the assumption of a society in which most people do not commit

 serious crimes and also in which a fortiori the problem of evil in the full

 sense, evil as a protracted policy of torture-filled extermination, never

 arises. I will return to this matter in the last section of the paper.)

 Arendt does not specify in this context what deeds the preven-

 tion of the spread of suffering would take, but we know from Origins

 that widespread economic misery and political deracination after

 World War I demanded a moral response that they failed to receive. The

 elementary notion of morality as preserving each person in his or her

 own, unmentioned by Arendt, is the version of morality at issue here.

 More primordially, a moral response can be triggered by what she calls

 in her book on Eichmann the "animal pity by which all normal men

 are affected in the presence of suffering" (Arendt, 1964: 106). (Is this

 the one good word about pity she ever says?) This is perhaps more reli-

 able than any deliberation, which is too rare. It may also be the case,

 however, that the same mental process by means of which some people
 come to act as individuals who resist evil is also at work when some

 aroused persons act as real citizens to prevent or ameliorate conditions

 of terrible misfortune in the name of elementary morality. Be that as it

 may, in Arendt's reflections, evil gives Socratic morality its undesired

 chance to appear and then makes its appearance urgent. Yet there are

 existential purposes served by genuine morality, not only moral ones. I

 mean that certain admirable human capacities and traits of character,

 which give testimony to the human stature, are displayed by those who

 resist evil as individuals. This is not to say that those who resist do so

 deliberately for the sake of the human stature. Indeed, they often do so
 for the sake of the human status of others. But the observer will take in

 the significance of resistance for the human stature.

 Now, the subject of resistance to evil involves not the camp
 inmates, but, first, nonviolent individuals on the outside but still within

 societies under totalitarian control, and second, nations prepared to
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 resist evil with armed might. Arendt's treatment of individuals who

 resist occupies many pages of "Some Questions" and other writings,

 while she makes only some suggestive remarks about massive violent

 resistance. I do not chide her for the latter brevity: no thinker can

 attend to everything.

 Let us begin with her consideration of individuals who resist

 nonviolently. A reader might think that this phenomenon is dwarfed

 in importance by the organized efforts of armed forces. Why devote so

 much attention to a heroic but minor moral phenomenon? Perhaps the

 answer is that a minor moral phenomenon is a significant existential

 one. On the moral response of individuals, "Some Questions" contains

 a perceptive analysis of Kant's contribution to thought about genuine

 morality and the role of the first statement of the categorical imperative

 in it (e.g., 2003e: 60-72). Arendt does not drive the point home, but we

 are free to make it. Kantian morality, whatever Kant's own theoretical

 position on the morality of resistance to any authority, may lead a small

 number of people to resist on the grounds that it is morally imperative

 for everyone around them to do so. The fact that most people do not

 resist, but actually cooperate or go along, makes no personal difference

 to the true moral agent, for whom we could say, though Arendt does

 not, that the problem of the moral free rider is hopelessly beside the

 point. Yet there is one problem here, and that is that resistance is a

 highly dangerous act; it could lead to the agent's torture and death.

 Does Kantian morality require self-sacrifice? Yes and no. It seems

 that Kant incorporates extreme self-sacrifice into the first statement

 of the categorical imperative; he may also allow conscripted self-sac-

 rifice on the part of soldiers as a matter of civic duty. Yet he also says

 that when one drowning person violently shoves another off a plank,

 he has done something against the moral law that is nonetheless not

 to be punished by the penal law; in such circumstances no one can
 be expected to defer to another, and it is uncertain whether any jury

 would ever convict (Kant, 1991: 60). (Cicero's nearly hilarious discus-

 sion is the source of the example of one plank and two drowning men,
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 OnDuties, Book 3, section 23.) The question of the extent of self-sacrifice

 in genuine morality will stay with us. Arendt's remark that "it is obvi-

 ously not everybody's business to be a saint or hero" is not quite her

 definitive judgment (Arendt, 2003d: 34). But the truth is that only a few
 are able to be either one.

 I think that Arendt's discussion in "Some Questions" comes into

 its own when, forsaking Kant for a while, she takes up Socrates (not for

 the first or last time in her body of work). Her account of Socrates is

 continuously instructive and instructively restless. To repeat: although

 Socrates did not know about totalitarianism, he experienced tyranny.

 Arendt employs his resistance to tyranny as a model for individual resis-

 tance to a system that is immeasurably worse than tyranny.

 In the background of Socratic morality is the commitment to

 begin thinking about morality by asking, what do I owe? This is the

 question that dominates not only the Platonized Socrates in the Crito,

 the Gorgias and the Republic, but also, I believe, the "real" Socrates as he is

 presented in the Apology of Socrates. Other interlocutors in the dialogues

 appear to begin with the question, What is owed to me? I will think

 of what I owe others only if I am forced to. The social contract tradi-

 tion, perhaps even the ambiguous Rawls, also begins with or eventually

 adopts an egocentric perspective, but requires everyone, as an equal to

 all others, not only to ask what is owed to me, but to acknowledge that

 I owe the same to others. What do we owe each other? To preserve each

 person in his or her own rights is the common answer. The egocentric

 perspective is implored to become at least narrowly moral, not merely

 prudential: to treat others rightly for their sake, but to treat them ill

 if they do not treat me right. But the truly moral person thinks first of
 what he owes others, whether or not others treat him as he is owed.

 Arendt does not explore this background, though her judgment is that

 genuine morality is Socratic morality. She goes directly to the guiding

 precept, taken from the Gorgias (469c) that it is better [for the agent]

 to suffer wrong than to do it, though as Socrates says, he would prefer

 neither to suffer wrong (or injustice) nor to do it.
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 In the Gorgias, the precept emerges in a political context, and is

 intended to answer the question whether it is desirable or undesirable

 for a person to be a tyrant. Socrates does not want to possess the tyrant's

 power to do wrong with an apparent if perhaps temporary impunity;

 if he had to choose, he would prefer to suffer at a tyrant's hands than

 to be a tyrant himself. But the precept suits everyday life as well or

 better. The full force of the precept comes into play when a third party

 is involved. The paradigmatic act of Socratic political morality occurs in

 404 B.C., when Socrates refuses an order by the Thirty [tyrants] issued

 to him and four others to apprehend and deliver Leon of Salamis to

 them. Leon was innocent of any crime; the Thirty wanted to spread

 complicity in their guilt as bloody usurpers. Socrates refused to obey

 and went home (Apology, 32c-d). He refused, that is to say, to help make

 a third party suffer wrong and accepted for himself the risk of suffering

 wrong instead; he refused to cooperate with the evil of destroying an

 innocent life. He put others ahead of himself when forced by circum-

 stances to do so. He sided with the weak against the strong when he

 could have joined the strong or stayed on their good side. That is what

 genuine morality is: you treat people rightly, no matter how you imag-

 ine they would treat you if the roles were reversed. Arendt assumes

 these details, but I think they must be spelled out in order to highlight

 the great demands that genuine morality makes on people.
 When it comes to individual acts of resistance to Nazi evil, the

 Socratic precept would change a bit. It would read: I would rather suffer

 wrong (because it is better for me) than allow evil to go uncontested.

 Unlike Socrates, I am not asked to be a direct agent of evil and also

 unlike him I can remain in comparative safety by doing nothing. But

 I would still feel as if I were an agent of evil even if I only went along

 and did nothing positive to support the policies of evil. I suppose that a

 model act would be to harbor a persecuted person. A close but not exact

 model is Thoreau's civil refusal to pay the head tax in his state in 1846;

 even closer is his involvement in sending escaped slaves to freedom

 in Canada, after 1850, when new fugitive-slave laws made potentially
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 all citizens active agents of evil. (It was then that Thoreau's thoughts

 turned to violence against the institution of slavery, not just helping

 escaped slaves to flee.) In a crisis, if you want to count yourself as moral,

 you put victims or potential victims of atrocious policy ahead of your-

 self. You may risk torture or death, but your aim is to suffer only if there

 is no alternative. There is a steady hope that one can get away with the

 dangerous act for the sake of oneself, but also of course to perform
 future acts of resistance.

 The question remains, however, whether Socratic morality
 teaches that one must die (or risk some terrible fate like torture or

 permanent imprisonment or impoverished exile) rather than assist or

 otherwise countenance evil policies. Social contract theory, at its most

 consistent and hence most morally (not politically) radical, insists that

 one can never be morally obliged to sacrifice one's life for others or

 for any purpose. But does that hold for Socratic morality? How much

 self-sacrifice is required by the Socratic precept that it is better to suffer

 wrong than to do it? Is it really better for me to die than do one gravely

 wrong deed - call it evil - when compelled by the fear of a dire penalty

 (leave aside whether it is better for others)? If I do such a wrong deed,

 am I so impaired by it that I am thereafter forever doomed to repeat it

 or forever unable to do the right thing in difficult circumstances? Isn't
 such a view fanatical?

 Suppose you could save another person's life by calmly giving
 your own in exchange (again, leave aside the possibility of saving more

 than one life by giving your own). I think that this would be a case of

 martyrdom. Arendt does not discuss this situation; in any case she is

 not theorizing martyrdom. The example has the oddity of allowing a

 fellow-sufferer, an equal to oneself, to accept one's martyrdom while

 not imagining the possibility of rejecting it, much less thinking of
 becoming a martyr in turn for someone else. Socrates is a hypotheti-

 cal martyr when he says that he would never give up philosophizing

 on state command, even if he had to die many times (Apology, 29c-30c).

 In his actual and purely political acts of dissent and noncompliance,
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 he did believe that he was courting the danger of being imprisoned or

 put to death in opposing the mass trial of the admirals after the battle

 of Arginusae (406 B.C.), or the danger of death in refusing to join the

 group that the Thirty ordered to seize Leon. He insists that "there is

 no man who could make me consent to commit an unjust act from

 the fear of death, but that I would perish at once rather than give way"

 (Apology, 32a: 38). This seems to indicate that Socratic morality entails

 the readiness to endure the ultimate self-sacrifice. If martyrdom is like

 saintliness, moral heroism, in contrast, consists of incurring the risk

 of death for the sake of avoiding becoming the agent of evil or grave

 wrongdoing. (Socrates compares himself to Achilles. Isn't that a bit odd,

 unless displaying courage matters more to the agent or observer than

 any cause?) Jesus said, "Greater love hath no man than this, that a man

 lay down his life for his friends" (John 15:13). But the context indicates

 martyrdom rather than heroism: the friends are joined in a godly cause

 that rises above any moral relation, including samaritanism, between

 ordinary friends or towards strangers.

 Genuine morality shows greatness when it confronts evil, but can

 morality, to be genuine, require the ultimate self-sacrifice? Whatever

 Socrates thought, what does Arendt think? I have already quoted Arendt

 to the effect that not everyone can be a saint or hero. Other philosophers

 (for example, J. O. Urmson in his influential paper of 1958, "Saints and

 Heroes") define acting like a saint or hero as supererogation - as doing

 more than morality requires. Does the extraordinary quality of evil

 demand a commensurately extraordinary response, if that response is
 to count as moral at all? I do not think that Arendt intends a version of

 Socratic morality that is as radical as Socrates' own. Her model is the

 person who when confronting evil takes chances but who also takes

 every precaution to get away with it; the person acts in secret and picks

 his occasions for bravery with some caution; presumably most of those

 who performed acts of non-violent resistance or noncompliance in the

 name of morality survived. Often the moral act was simply not to join

 in: a parsimonious negative morality that did not always exact a terri-
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 ble cost. Arendt more than once says that some of the worst deeds were

 done by volunteers, who had a choice not to do them. The strange fact

 is that people expect all conscripted soldiers to risk death and many

 of them to die, yet do not expect individuals, acting on their own, to

 be self-sacrificing. There are role-duties, however, that do or once did

 incorporate self-sacrifice in civilian as well as military life: think of

 mothers sacrificing their lives for near-term fetuses; parents for their

 young children; firefighters and police officers for us all. But our inter-

 est here is in the place of Socratic self-sacrifice in political resistance.

 On this theme, it is obvious that my remarks are not satisfactory. I

 cannot improve them.

 Let us turn to another aspect of Socratic morality. Most of the

 time, as I have said, Arendt indicates that Socratic morality has only

 "negative" qualities: it is abstention from participation in acts of evil or

 qualitatively smaller wrongdoing "even though they are done by every-

 body around you" (Arendt, 2003e: 106). It turns out that Arendt does not

 consistently describe Socratic morality as entirely negative, as avoiding

 harming others when one is under pressure to harm them. After all,

 resistance to totalitarian evil by individuals was marked by positive acts

 of charity (for example, harboring the persecuted) - to leave aside acts

 of violence, which can never be acts of Socratic morality.

 Furthermore, she says, the qualities of Socratic morality are
 "marginal," suited only to "borderline situations . . . times of crisis

 and emergency," when "Socratic morality . . . has revealed itself as the

 only working morality" (Arendt, 2003e: 106). But in a remarkable state-

 ment that is casually introduced, Arendt seems prepared to convert the

 exceptional temporary condition into a normal condition that stretches

 over long periods of time. She says, "When standards are no longer

 valid anyhow - as in Athens in the last third of the fifth century and

 in the fourth century, or in Europe in the last third of the nineteenth

 century and in the twentieth century - nothing is left but the example

 of Socrates" (106). What does this statement mean? We could read it as

 saying that there are whole historical periods in which evil atrocious
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 policies - but not evil in the full Nazi or Stalinist sense - are regularly

 and systematically enacted, and that therefore the political expression

 of Socratic morality was much more than marginal in theoretical impor-

 tance, though scarcely present in actuality. Socratic morality would have

 been necessary throughout the most glorious period of ancient Athens;

 and it is therefore in our time and perhaps indefinitely into the future a

 permanent necessity. This is not to say that individual acts of abstention

 from wrongdoing or risky charitable undertakings are by themselves

 adequate to combat evil - they never were. But their example can inspire

 some scattered noncompliance or a large-scale refusal to cooperate with

 evil or wrongdoing. These acts dramatize moral urgency.

 Arendt breaks effortlessly with many of her published reproaches

 of those who seek to inject serious moral considerations into concerted

 political action- including those reproaches found in her great essay,

 "Civil Disobedience" (1970) - when she celebrates the moral passion of

 students, who acted as individuals but in concert, in On Violence (1970)

 and "Thoughts on Politics and Revolution" (1970).

 The next question is, What motivates those who are moral in
 the manner of Socrates? For one thing, it is certainty about what evil

 or lesser wrongdoing (say, injustice) is. Socrates is explicit. He says

 that though he has no wisdom, certainly no knowledge about the
 afterlife, he does "know very well that it is evil and disgraceful to

 do an unjust act. ... I will never do what I know to be evil" (Apology,

 29b: 35). Knowledge might supply its own motivational impetus. But

 Arendt inclines to the view that Socrates had doubts about every-

 thing, including the most elementary notions of right and wrong. He

 believed, she suggests, that thinking was an endless process of revi-

 sion (Arendt, 2003d: 86). But I do not see how her argument about
 the relation between thinking and moral considerations could hold

 together unless the one who was given over to the activity of think-

 ing was sustained in moral conduct by an invincible conviction that

 some things can never be rightly done and that, positively, some right

 things had to be done. To anticipate: if I am always "thinking matters
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 through by myself" (Arendt, 2003e: 279) and I therefore choose to have

 to live with myself, I must, to begin with, have a more or less settled

 idea of what is evil and what is not, what is wrong and what is right.

 (Naturally, the emphasis is on evil and wrong, but not to the total
 exclusion of positive charity.) I must know in advance what actions
 would force me to shun myself and hence what other actions would

 prepare me to feel, even if I could not do so with a whole heart like

 Socrates, that I would rather die than do some things or abstain from

 doing other things (Arendt, 2003b: 156). Why would it be so awful to

 live with oneself as an imagined accomplice of evil if I believed that

 thinking about evil always landed me in an aporia, if I believed that I

 did not know what evil is, or had only a hesitant hunch? Such a picture

 lacks psychological plausibility. Just like Arendt, Socrates knew what

 was so wrong that noncompliance with it was called for.

 I do not wish to take issue with the overall conception that Arendt

 elaborates. The quintessential moral disposition is to prefer suffering

 wrong to allowing or doing wrong - especially when one stands a better

 chance of avoiding suffering by doing nothing to resist evil. One cannot

 choose oneself without qualification and still be moral. But if, instead,

 one thinks; that is, if "I speak with myself about whatever happens

 to concern me," one is much less likely to do evil or allow it to go on

 unresisted (Arendt, 2003e: 95-96). By making thinking - the continu-

 ous activity of going over what one has done, is doing, or contemplates

 doing, which is also necessarily the continuous activity of interpret-

 ing oneself and others and interpreting the situation in which we have

 found or find ourselves - the source of a kind of secular conscience,

 Arendt has illuminated the meaning of genuine morality.

 This is not the place to go into all the difficulties inherent in the

 notion of the silent dialogue between me and myself. Whatever it is, it

 is not the relationship between the self and the Socratic inner "voice,"

 which does not converse but only issues infrequent prohibitions. One

 trouble stands out and deserves a quick mention. I refer to the origin

 of the dialogue. Isn't it the case that much of the content of thinking
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 emerges unbidden into the mind and often not fully shaped? After

 it emerges, the active power of the mind cannot help but notice the

 content and may choose to respond to it and shape it. Arendt's metaphor

 of internal dialogue may hide the continuous interplay of active and

 passive by making the participants two identical and active speakers in

 the present, as if every thought triggered another one in response. But

 I may misunderstand. Or, we can follow Mary McCarthy's lead, when

 she put it this way at Arendt's funeral: "In the agon of consciousness,"

 there are "always two, the one who says and the one who replies or

 questions" (Arendt and McCarthy, 1995: 392),

 Arendt appears disposed to explain the Socratic preference for

 suffering wrong over doing it exclusively by what she considers a concern

 for the self of the agent rather than a concern for the political world

 (like that of good citizens) or even a concern for those others who are

 suffering evil (like that of good secularists or Christians). In an interest-

 ing formulation, she says that "it is not a question of loving myself as

 I love others" when I act morally. Concern for the self is thus not self-

 love. Who could accuse Socrates of loving himself, or perhaps even of

 liking himself, in the usual sense of these phrases? Nonetheless, Arendt

 makes the imperatives of living with oneself in the mode of "unend-

 ing" thinking - is there any regular mode of living with oneself except

 thinking? - the sole reason that people are prepared to practice Socratic

 morality when the emergency arises. She makes it clear that the self

 that is the object of concern is "not so much this entity of I-am-I (Richard

 III)" (Arendt, 2003e, editor's note, n. 12, 279). It is not, we might say,

 either the active ego or the distinctive personality. It is the self divided

 into two speakers who take turns in speaking and listening in dialogue,

 not one part that only speaks and one part that only listens. It is invis-

 ible and inaudible verbal self-division. Yet something is missing. Arendt

 is not explicit on the nature of the desiring or emotional self behind

 the process of thinking that wants passionately not to have to bear the

 lacerating burden of harboring the recollection that one has done evil

 or allowed it unresistingly.
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 Arendt says, "A good conscience does not exist except as the

 absence of a bad one" (Arendt, 2003e: 161). If nothing simply hedonist

 lies behind the desire to avoid self-laceration, Arendt's still maintains

 that self-regardingness of a refined sort does - a fierce avoidance of self-

 contempt and even of self-loathing. She goes to the extreme of saying

 that for the moral agent "the argument would not be that the world

 would be better off without the murder being done, but the unwilling-

 ness to live with an assassin" (Arendt, 2003b: 156). I do not doubt that

 these feelings may have a place. What I find untenable is the attempt to

 locate the exclusive motivation for genuine morality in concern for the

 self, no matter how much proper self-concern rises above self-interest

 and selfishness. Just as strong doubts about what evil is are incompat-

 ible with Socratic morality, so is exclusive concern with how one lives

 harmoniously with oneself. When Socrates acted, he adopted without

 hesitation the determination to be guided by the question, What do I

 owe? Benefits to his soul from right conduct follow from that deter-

 mination much more than they inspire it. In fact, concern with the

 benefits to oneself of acting rightly seems like a rationalization meant

 to persuade interlocutors who are either moral skeptics or, more likely,

 egocentrics who start with the wrong question, which is what is owed

 to them. Socrates cared about others (and not only about the condition

 of their souls). How could the Socratic primacy of the question of what I

 owe others go with the primacy of concern for one's soul?

 I want to work, however, against what I just said. I may have been

 misled in the past by my own moralizing preoccupations in saying that

 Arendt writes as if concern for the self is a sign of an imperfect char-

 acter. I mean, first, that Arendt herself, whatever her readers may feel,

 does not find in a proper concern for the self any degree of moral fault.

 Second, if she prizes existential values more than moral ones, proper

 concern for oneself is more praiseworthy than moral concern for the

 suffering of others. Last, her commitment to the existential values

 lodged in authentic politics may be just as deep as or deeper than her

 commitment to concern for the freedom and worldliness of the city.
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 Her theory of political action in the polis, after all, is permeated by

 more concern for the self of the political actor than for the well-being

 of the city. At least, that is how I read The Human Condition. For all these

 reasons, I now doubt my previous and long-standing supposition that

 Arendt intends even gently to impeach Socratic morality by tracing it

 to a moral person's concern for the self- as long as such concern is not

 just another, although subtle, manifestation of self-interest.

 To reinforce this view, I propose that it is symptomatic of Arendt's

 uncomfortable orientation to even the best morality that she sees

 Socrates as purely nonmoral in his passion for thinking and claims that

 for him the "moral by-product of thought is in itself of secondary impor-

 tance" (Arendt, 2003e: 107, 123). Doesn't this remark make his aversion

 to wrongdoing merely incidental to his passion to think? I believe this

 judgment may actually reverse Socrates' commitments. He was a seeker

 of wisdom about how to live. To say that this gadfly "does not examine

 things to improve either himself or others" is, I am afraid, wide of the

 mark. Sometimes, even when Arendt writes most admiringly about

 morality, she still shows reluctance to admit that there is or could be

 a moral germ to philosophical thinking. Nietzsche was only too happy

 to make the point in order to shake up the mystique of philosophy

 (Nietzsche, 1966, part 1, section 6); apparently Arendt thinks too well of

 the philosopher who was the founder of genuine morality to encourage

 us to believe that his driving passion could be moral.

 We may have to think, then, that Socratic concern for the self

 accounts in part for Arendt's admiration of morality, so that the preven-

 tion or relief of suffering is "secondary" for her, just as she claims (I

 think mistakenly) that it was for Socrates. She goes too far, I think, in

 seeing concern for the self as the only cause of moral action against

 evil, but her view is part of her larger effort of eliciting existential value

 from genuine moral conduct.

 Notice the existential values, all of them aspects that display

 human stature, that crop up in her discourse on genuine morality.

 Just as her deepest concern with regard to evil is existential (human
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 beings lose their human status as victims of evil or as its conformist

 facilitators), so her deepest reason to admire those who are genuinely

 moral is existential (they demonstrate human stature). Thinking itself,

 which makes genuine morality possible, is the highest human activ-

 ity, or at least as high as any. It matters apart from morality because it

 testifies to what human beings alone are capable of. Morality is there-

 fore intimately linked with an inestimably valuable nonmoral activity.

 She gives an eloquent defense of the view that Kant "puts the duties

 man has to himself ahead of the duties to others" (Arendt, 2003e: 67).

 This concern with the self evinces "self-respect," not self-love and not

 even "the love of some neighbor." She claims that what is involved is

 "human dignity and even human pride" (67). Such pride - what I call an

 awareness of the need to demonstrate human stature - "goes against

 the grain of Christian ethics" (68). Kant makes duties to oneself part

 of morality. I infer that Arendt thinks that one way we have of praising

 genuine morality is to see that it is allied with a sense of human dignity,

 which in its two components is not primarily for her a moral idea but
 an existential one.

 The activity of thinking and certain praiseworthy qualities,
 including concern for one's integrity, are only secondarily moral, but

 of the highest existential significance. There is another quality of exis-

 tential significance, and that is courage. I think that it stands above all

 other traits of character in Arendt's estimation. She recurrently calls

 courage the highest virtue. There are kinds of courage; it can be physi-

 cal, moral, or intellectual. They may (but need not) sustain or intensify

 one another. Heroic courage is most of the time physical. Arendt shows

 special respect for "the willingness to suffer," which she thinks can

 demonstrate the "authenticity" of one's moral position (Arendt, 2003b:

 156). It is not that a willingness to suffer may be demanded as a neces-

 sary means to a moral end; rather, a willingness to suffer gives evidence

 of one's serious commitment to one's moral position and spreads
 respect for it and for oneself in the eyes of others. In sum, genuine

 moral activity is in the eyes of the observer, whatever it may be in the
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 eyes of the agent, an existential accomplishment, not only a contribu-

 tion to the prevention, reduction, or elimination of evil (whose greatest

 harm is itself existential). Morality can help to show what human beings

 distinctively are, what they are made of, what they are capable of, what

 they can be proud of. In the form of individual resistance to evil, but

 also resistance to smaller wrong, moral agents can create memorable,

 perhaps immortal, examples of political action.

 PARTB

 Here we must briefly discuss Arendt's view of the morality of violent

 resistance to evil, especially when the resistance is massive. Socratic or

 genuine morality is only one element of resistance. In general, nonvio-

 lence cannot possibly defeat absolute evil, though it might occasion-

 ally defeat oppression or, more often, injustice. Those who organize

 and lead a system of exterminationist evil are never open to the sort

 of persuasion that scattered or conceited individuals, who act nonvio-

 lently and are prepared to suffer rather than obey or cooperate, can

 sometimes exercise on opponents who inflict oppression or injustice

 and who (like, say, the British in India eventually) are open to persua-

 sion (Arendt, 2003b: 152). Only armed and organized forces can sustain

 the major effort of resistance. When it comes to resisting evil, Socratic

 morality is more important existentially than it is practically. For all
 that, I think that Arendt inclines to the view that, as I have indicated,

 when it comes to violent resistance, by individuals or movements or

 societies, the issue is not perhaps what morality requires but rather

 what it merely permits. Although "violence always needs justification,"

 it can be "justifiable" (Arendt, 1972b: 174, 151). But if violence can be

 justifiable, she says that "it never will be legitimate" (Arendt, 1972b:

 151) - a most radically individualistic assertion, indeed. Two things that

 make violence justifiable are rightful self-defense (which is no mere self-

 interest) and the defense of human dignity against ferocious assaults.
 Evil, totalitarian or other, will be and should be resisted. But

 Arendt mentions in a slightly opaque passage, with apparent approval,
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 "the Greek [tragedians'] version of the Christian insight that every

 resisting of the evil done in the world necessarily entails some impli-

 cation in evil. . . ." (Arendt, 2003b: 152). Orestes killed his mother to

 avenge her murder of his father. Arendt's view may be that the use of

 violence in a good cause is not simply evil or unequivocally immoral,

 on the one hand, or purely moral, on the other. This is not say that

 she would ever have called it the lesser [and necessary] evil - an idea

 she finds repugnant because she is haunted by the thought that Jewish

 leaders were allowed to try to save the lives of some of their own people

 by choosing others to die. The choosers themselves were killed at last.

 She is happy to learn that the Talmud says never surrender one man for

 the safety of the whole community or allow one woman to be ravished

 for the sake of all women (Arendt, 2003d: 36). She adds that, politically,

 "the weakness of the argument [in defense of dong the lesser evil] has

 always been that those who choose the lesser evil forget very quickly

 that they chose evil" (Arendt, 2003d: 36).

 I am afraid, however, that Arendt does not give a fair hearing to

 the argument for doing the lesser and necessary evil. It may be that the

 Jewish leaders were wrong to do the work of the Nazis. But that case is

 not paradigmatic of the lesser and necessary evil, and neither is Orestes'

 vengeance. On the other hand, political actors, especially when they use

 violence (but not only then), regularly claim that they do a lesser evil to

 prevent a greater evil and hence that they do the necessary evil. There

 is no political life without this calculation, despite the frequency of its

 disingenuous invocation. And if you say, as Arendt does, that resisting

 evil implicates the agent in evil, you are then committing yourself, I

 think, to accept the calculation of greater and lesser evil; namely, to do

 or allow the lesser evil when it is the only way of preventing or reduc-

 ing or ending the greater evil.

 The lesser but necessary evil is, by definition, still evil, but it is

 not pure evil, and ideally it is stamped with reluctance and regret. At

 the same time, the doctrine of the lesser evil rarely lends itself to a

 clear and straightforward application and its use is not likely to be free
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 of consequences that make the act or policy more morally lamenta-

 ble than it was originally foreseen to be. Furthermore, to compare the

 relative importance of means and ends is not easy; it assumes a hierar-

 chy of values. For example, how do we show that an amount of death

 and suffering is allowable when it is required to achieve an end like

 constitutional freedom or national sovereignty or honor? Historically,

 peoples are almost unanimous in the mistake of never giving morality

 supremacy over all other ends. Arendt is scarcely alone in subordinating

 morality. Or the perplexities inherent in the notion of the incommen-

 surability of values disparage the very idea of according comparative

 weight to various values. The idea of the lesser evil is more acceptable

 when the evils compared are of the same kind: numbers of avoidable

 deaths and extent of suffering that occur in a given condition as against

 deaths and suffering that would occur, in speculation, if there were

 resistance rather than acceptance. But no matter how hard we try, we

 can never be entirely persuaded or persuasive to others that the evil

 we do is strictly necessary and actually lesser, not even when we defeat

 aggressors or punish criminals, perhaps.

 The conceptual trouble is compounded when the strict limits
 that Arendt sets on violence make it suitable only to the domestic

 politics of none vil and even good political systems; or to an individ-

 ual faced with an immediate threat to his life (Arendt, 1972b: 151).

 (She unequivocally sides with Billy Budd as the murderer of Claggart

 [Arendt, 1972b: 161] in contrast to her earlier ambivalence in On
 Revolution.) She says that violence as a method of concerted action can

 remain rational only if it pursues the short-term goals of an aggrieved

 group (Arendt, 1972b: 176). But the use of violence against the Axis

 powers was not at the behest of short-term goals or for the sake of

 preserving lives, in the first instance. That the Allies committed evil

 in defeating evil Arendt does not deny. She believed that the American

 use of atomic weapons was a crime of war. But if the Allies did evil

 to destroy greater evil - even leaving aside the use of atomic weap-
 ons and other mass destruction of civilian life - then we must say
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 that they thought they were practicing the doctrine of the lesser and

 necessary evil; and we surely do not have to say that they fought a just

 war - there is no such thing because killing people is never an act of

 justice; only that their good cause - the destruction of absolute evil -

 allowed them to use justifiable violence. How can the use of so much

 violence ever be called just, even if all of it was necessary? Necessity

 does not transmute evil into good. But some of it was surplus violence,

 unnecessary evil of an incalculable weight and used in part for ends
 other than destroying absolute evil. Officials tend to have more than

 one purpose, and to do more harm or inflict more pain on adversar-

 ies than they have to. The good results of a total effort do not excuse
 or even extenuate incalculable evil incidental or more central to

 that effort. Of course, I do not speak for pacifists when I say that the

 Allies fought, on balance, a morally allowable war; but pacifism is not

 needed to hold that the conduct of the war was so gravely impure
 morally that it should leave a residue of indelible shame.

 The subject of war tends to muffle Arendt's critical powers, even

 though here and there she produces an invaluable insight. The horror

 of war - it is estimated that many more civilians died in World War II

 than combatants- occupies little of her theoretical attention. She does

 not like to moralize about war because, as she says in her laudatory
 introduction to J. Glenn Gray's splendid and quite existential book,
 The Warriors, his work gives voice to the "inevitable conclusions of the

 soldier's basic credo - that life is not the highest good" (Gray, 1970: xiv).

 This echoes her own existential, nonmoral (or antimoral) sentiment
 about the subordinate importance of the sheer and unadmirable value

 of staying alive that is expressed elsewhere in her writing.

 WE NOW TURN TO THE LAST MAIN ASPECT OF ARENDT'S THOUGHT ABOUT

 morality. When evil is not systematically present, what role does

 Arendt give morality in political life? This question covers a wide range:

 Arendt's view of past and present constitutional politics; her under-

 standing of the harm intrinsic to tyranny, despotism, and dictatorship;
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 and her idea of authentic politics. There is too much to discuss at any

 length. What I say is sketchy.

 Where evil is absent, Arendt's writings touch on moral issues,

 but do not say a great deal. It should come as no surprise when I
 express my belief that the most salient kinds of judgment, whether

 in praise or condemnation, that Arendt makes of the various nonevil

 forms of government that she considers, are existential (and sometimes

 aesthetic) rather than moral. The following points stand out.

 On constitutional politics, her judgment is unreservedly
 favorable. She never speaks of the rule of law without reverence.
 Furthermore, whatever net impression of reserve about the United

 States Constitution that On Revolution may leave, her praise for it in the

 early 1970s is unstinting. In 1973, she exonerates the Constitution of

 responsibility for the "loss of revolutionary spirit" (Arendt, 1973: 2).

 She would blame the loss of the revolutionary tradition on the failure

 of Americans to continue to regard the Constitution as "sacred" (3). In

 1975, the year of her death, she says that "the American institutions of

 liberty . . . have survived longer than any comparable glories in history . . .

 they survive splendidly in thought to illuminate the thinking and

 doing of men in darker times" (Arendt, 2003c: 260). Indeed, 200 years

 of liberty "have earned Herodotus' 'due meed of glory'" (Arendt,
 2003c: 260).

 This praise is of course moral in part. The Constitution has
 provided a framework for a decent and unoppressed life for many

 people. Although the political system under the Constitution has
 inflicted pain on millions, it has promoted happiness for other, perhaps

 more, millions. (Forgive the absurdity of this utilitarian calculation.)

 But Arendt is so averse to the encouragement of self-interest that she

 never says a good word for the daily stuff of politics engendered by

 the system of representative government under the Constitution. Nor

 could the political project of social democracy - greater socioeconomic

 equality- win her favor. It is for the most part yet another specimen

 of the politics of self-interest and hence of the instrumentalization of
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 politics. I also do not think that she ever abandoned the idea that repre-

 sentation establishes political passivity, which does not cripple human

 agency but does deprive it of its political relevance. For her, political

 passivity is, when freely accepted, a kind of human diminishment.

 If the US Constitution is morally praiseworthy, it must remain

 existentially deficient. To be sure, the enumerated rights protect human

 dignity; but we have seen that from Arendt's perspective, dignity (in its

 two components) is more an existential concept than it is a moral one:

 guaranteed rights help to spare people injustice and oppression, but

 what matters the most is that they spare people, at the extreme, degra-

 dation. Rights also give people the standing (status) to enter political

 life and show by their agency what they are made of (their stature). (In

 general, good laws are rules that direct the "great game of the world"

 for those who are willing to play by the rules (Arendt, 1972b: 193, n.

 11). But the only American political episode after the Constitution that

 Arendt ever celebrates is the student movement of the 1960s, which

 demonstrated the underlying capacity of Americans for at least an

 episode of authentic politics. This showed what it means to accept your

 rights and use them to act politically. She praises the moral motivation

 of the students in the 1960s if only to ward off the possible imputa-

 tion of group self-interest. But the movement mattered existentially at

 least as much as it mattered morally - not only to her, but also, it must

 be said, to the participants. In sum, although the common inclination,

 which I share, is to praise the Constitution for mainly moral reasons,

 Arendt goes beyond them.

 In regard to unfree politics, the systems of tyranny, despotism,

 and dictatorship, Arendt does not spend much time on the moral cost,

 the cost of increased suffering of the people who endure them. I do not

 mean that she is indifferent to the moral critique. Rather, the power-

 ful impression that her condemnation of unfree politics leaves is that

 what counts more than the moral fact of suffering is the existential

 fact that people are denied a regular chance to be political. If represen-

 tative government diminishes people with their consent (what could
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 be worse?), systems of unfree politics impose an involuntary and even

 more thorough diminishment (not the same as totalitarian degradation)

 on the people. On the one hand, repression and arbitrariness block the

 emergence of the safety and self-confidence needed for assertive citi-

 zenship; on the other hand, the public "space" that provides the setting

 and the opportunities for citizenship is closed off. People are domesti-

 cated: they are made tame, and fit only for domestic and other private

 relations. All these effects assault human dignity and thereby affront

 the highest existential values. The worst effect is popular acceptance or

 unbitter resignation to their condition, whether in poverty or compar-

 ative sufficiency. The existential miracle occurs when people rise up

 against unfreedom, and in their insurgency, practice, if only for a time,

 authentic politics, with as little violence as possible. In the twinkling

 of an eye, rebels lose their impotence and discover the power of acting

 in concert. In Arendt's theory, rebellion against unfreedom sometimes

 appears as the supreme existential expression of the vita activa.

 What of the place of morality in authentic politics? Arendt just

 presupposes, I think, a generally law-abiding people, even though in

 the tangle of human relations, "trespassing is an everyday occurrence"

 (Arendt, 1958a: 240). Beyond that, she is so undisposed to think about
 moral issues when evil is absent that she is driven to the effort of devis-

 ing a morality that is internal to politics, that grows out of the nature

 and the needs of authentic politics. She will not suffer the dependence

 of politics on something external to itself or the dependence of action

 on a logic that is not political. Is it possible that morality would be
 for her the most alien or obnoxious external consideration? Nothing

 is more insidiously harmful to genuine politics than genuine moral-

 ity, whether Socratic or Christian. If politics is authentic, it does not

 occasion the need for real morality, except in untypical circumstances.

 (Arendt of course does not defend - but she barely mentions - the long

 career of Athenian imperialism.) Most important, the spirit of genuine

 morality, whether Socratic or Christian, is fundamentally hostile to the

 world-centered, world-loving spirit of authentic politics.
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 How successful is the effort that Arendt makes in The Human

 Condition (1958) to devise a morality internal to politics? She gives two

 necessary elements: forgiving, which is the "readiness to forgive and be

 forgiven" (Arendt, 1958a: 245), and promise-keeping, which rests simply

 on the principle of the Roman legal system, pacta sunt servanda, and

 applies as a matter of course (Arendt, 1958a: 243). Both moral elements

 belong to Arendt' s idea of authentic politics because they facilitate

 and stabilize the life of speech and action. But they hardly constitute a

 full political morality, even for a small and insular city. When deemed

 necessary and sufficient, they make up at best only a code for a small

 band of roving confederates who search the world for adventures, or

 for a group of insurgents in the early period of their movement; or,

 more conventionally, a code for many kinds of close and voluntary asso-

 ciations. These two elements, however, are not adequate to govern all

 the ties among a body of citizens, much less to guide the dealings of a

 city or country toward enemies or friends. A morality internal to poli-

 tics action must be attentive to a fuller range of the internal relations of

 the participants; it must also be mindful not only of internal relations

 but of the effects of political action on outsiders.

 Despite its shortcomings, Arendt's writing is unusually interest-

 ing on forgiveness and its limits and is all the more interesting when

 we recall her view that absolute evil is unforgivable. Let us notice that

 the readiness to be forgiven is part of the concept of forgiving, as if to

 say that it is no less difficult to accept forgiveness than it is to grant it.

 Her phenomenology of forgiving is sublime for face-to-face relations,

 where "constant mutual release" liberates everyone from the cycle of

 receiving wrong and seeking retaliation for it (Arendt, 1958a: 240). I

 think that forgiving wrong and accepting forgiveness is Arendt's own

 version of the highest element of morality in all contexts, not only the

 political. It is closer to Christianity than to the Socratic precept that it

 is better to suffer wrong than to do it. Thus, at least one aspect of the

 Christian ethos is, at least at first sight, integral to Arendt's theory of

 authentic politics, while Socratic morality almost never is.
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 Yet, she acknowledges that forgiving "has always been deemed

 unrealistic and inadmissible in the public realm" (Arendt, 1958a:

 243). That leaves promise-keeping to do the whole work of a moral-

 ity tailored to politics. To keep political promises means to respect

 agreements, covenants, treaties, and (I think) social contracts like the

 American Constitution. Perhaps a large part of a citizen's allegiance is

 to this principle of consent; perhaps a significant part of a theory of

 the content of political action is lodged in the enterprise of defending a

 free constitution. But of course there are other kinds of political action

 besides preserving a constitution, and they require more morality than

 promise-keeping.

 It would be better not to moralize too much the internal morality

 of authentic politics. Forgiving and promise-keeping are virtues, and

 like the virtues in many conceptions, especially the classical ones, they

 matter as much for what they show that human beings are capable

 of- because of either cultivation or self-overcoming - as for anything

 else. Both forgiving and promise-keeping are kinds of self-extension;
 neither is routine; both are difficult and unnatural; both reveal individ-

 ual identity; neither is only a means but also an end in itself; neither is

 egocentric or narrowly self-interested. They manifest human dignity. It

 is as if authentic politics existed for the sake of forgiving and promise-

 keeping as much as they exist for its sake. The two virtues (and other

 political virtues) matter existentially, not only morally, just like the

 authentic politics they make possible now and then, in those moments

 when a better world appears - only to vanish.

 THE HUMAN CONDITION IS THE CULMINATION OF ARENDT'S EXISTENTIAL

 outlook. But the outlook precedes it and continues after it. Arendt's

 work is always existential, whatever else it may be. Her fundamental
 commitment is to human status and stature: the absence of anything

 that degrades or diminishes, and the positive presence of individuality

 and initiative in resistance or creativity. Her deepest hatred of totalitar-

 ian evil is not moral but existential. Her deepest admiration for political

 action is not political but existential. To put it slightly differently: The
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 Origins of Totalitarianism is existential in its horror; The Human Condition is

 existential in its affirmation.

 NOTES

 * I wish to acknowledge the help of Sharon Cameron, Jeremy Waldron,

 and James P. Young.
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 Peter Eli Gordon

 The Concept of the
 Apolitical: German Jewish
 Thought and Weimar
 Political Theology

 INTRODUCTION: WEIMAR POLITICAL THEOLOGY

 RECENT YEARS HAVE SEEN CONSIDERABLE DEBATE OVER THE CONCERNS

 of political theology and the question as to how the concepts and cate-

 gories that inform political association may have derived historically

 from, or logically depend upon, prior concepts of religion. Debates over

 this question are partly normative: Does politics require theology, in the

 sense that theological concepts furnish the only possible warrant for

 our political commitments? Or, by contrast, does politics only come

 into its own if theology is dismissed? But the debate is also historical: Did

 politics only emerge as a transformation or worldly application ("secular-

 ization" in the precise sense) of terms originally operative in a theologi-

 cal context (as Karl Lowith claimed)? Or does politics, especially in its

 modern form, only claim its legitimacy by virtue of its attempt (as Hans

 Blumenberg argued) to place modernity itself on entirely new founda-

 tions? These debates may seem especially urgent today given the resur-

 gence of political movements, both East and West, that claim to derive

 their legitimacy from religious principles: Christian, Jewish, Hindu, and
 Islamic. But for intellectual reasons alone it seems worthwhile to revisit

 some of the foundational debates out of which the current discussion

 of political theology was born.1
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 It is difficult to isolate one discrete historical moment since the

 attendant themes have an ancient lineage that stretches at least as far

 back as Saint Augustine's reflections on the harmony or potential strife

 between the earthly city and the city of God. It is well known, however,

 that political theology underwent a dramatic resurgence of attention

 in Weimar Germany in the years following World War One. In those

 debates certain names recur with great frequency: Carl Schmitt, Leo

 Strauss, Franz Rosenzweig, Ernst Bloch, Ernst Kantorowicz.2 But in the

 specific context of Weimar political theology one name is almost never

 heard: Hannah Arendt. The question I would like to pose in this paper

 is admittedly strange because its form is negative: Why does Arendt's

 conception of political life not conform to the terms of political theo-

 logical debate? The beginnings of an answer - and a beginning is all I

 can attempt here - can only be found by revisiting some of the politi-

 cal-theological alternatives that appeared on the scene during Arendt's

 formative years in Weimar Germany.

 LEO STRAUSS AND THE THEOLOGICO-POLITICAL

 PROBLEM

 In 1962 the political philosopher Leo Strauss, now living in Hyde Park

 on the flanks of the University of Chicago, drafted a new preface to the

 English translation of his 1930 book, Die Religionskritik Spinozas. The pref-

 ace begins by naming what Strauss considered the central problem of

 modern philosophy: "This study on Spinoza's Theologico-political Treatise

 was written during the years 1925-28 in Germany," Strauss writes. "The

 author was a young Jew born and raised in Germany who found himself

 in the grip of the theologico-political predicament" (Strauss, 1965: 1).

 Just what was the theologico-political predicament? While the

 details or possible merits of Straussian doctrine will not be my focus

 here, a general characterization seems crucial especially if we wish
 better to understand the general history of German-Jewish thought

 over the last century.3 For present purposes, we should first recall
 that Strauss himself was born in 1899, just seven years before Hannah

 Arendt, whose centennial we honored this past year. Both were German
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 Jews steeped in classical and modern philosophy. And both found in

 Martin Heidegger an early inspiration for their own work, though it

 must also be noted that their initial phase of enthusiasm soon turned to

 disenchantment when Heidegger, like so many of his German contem-

 poraries, moved to embrace National Socialism. Disenfranchised by
 their native government, both eventually sought refuge in the United

 States - Strauss in 1937, Arendt in 1941 - where they took up teaching

 positions, at the University of Chicago and the New School for Social

 Research, and laid the foundations for two of the most enduring schools

 of political thought. A comparative study of these two German-Jewish

 refugees and their impact upon the understanding of politics in North

 America would no doubt prove instructive. Here let me note only that

 upon the most essential point the disagreement between them was

 profound: what Strauss termed the "theological-political predicament"

 appears to have left virtually no imprint upon Arendt's thinking.

 This absence sets Arendt apart not only from Strauss but also

 many others in the larger milieu of interwar German and Jewish philos-

 ophy. Within that stream it is striking to note just how many Weimar

 intellectuals were preoccupied by the relation between politics and reli-

 gion. No doubt one formulation was provided by Carl Schmitt, whose

 1922 essay Political Theology introduced the slogan that "[a]ll consequen-

 tial political concepts are secularized theological concepts" (Schmitt,

 2005: 36). Schmitt's dictum implied a consonance between politics and

 theology; hence, according to his renovation of absolutist principles

 (traceable to Hobbes and Bodin), there must always be a sovereign
 even within a modern and secular legal framework whose decision is

 absolute for any "exception." Just as a religious miracle serves as the

 ultimate authorization for the Gospels, an exception is the anomaly
 (literally, that which cannot be subsumed under law) which confirms

 the legal order. It followed for Schmitt that in a sense all politics is still

 theological and incorrigibly so (Schmitt, 1985).

 Altogether different was Strauss's views on the theological-politi-

 cal predicament. The term itself suggests not continuity but a rupture - a

 conflict or near-incommensurability - between two radically distinct
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 modes of experience. The basic thought is that while theology is open

 to revelation and therefore grants the human being's dependency upon

 a nonhuman source of moral-political instruction, modern philosophy

 as it developed with Hobbes and Spinoza dispenses with any external

 supports and declares reason's independent capacity for building a just
 human order. On Strauss's view this conflict has remained unresolved

 throughout the philosophical modernity of the West. Modern philos-

 ophy claims to abjure all faith. Yet insofar as it places its own faith

 in reason alone, modern philosophy thereby must merely presume

 without being able to prove the impossibility of revelation. Modern

 philosophy cannot refute theology, nor can theology refute philosophy.

 The situation of religion is likewise perturbed: modern theology has

 retreated from its prior office as the source of moral-political instruc-

 tion and has become instead a merely decorative pendant to human

 culture, or at most, a merely private experience without bearing on

 the social world. Modern philosophy, meanwhile, radicalizes its own

 task of dissolvent criticism, a task first born in its historical antipa-

 thy to all supposedly mythical notions of religious consolation. But in

 the single-minded exercise of unconstrained criticism it is eventually

 forced toward the nihilistic conclusion that human life has no security

 whatsoever and our moral-political principles no foundation besides

 arbitrary human decision. Thus on Strauss's view, the conflict between

 reason and revelation has ended in a practical stalemate and normative

 crisis (Strauss, 1965, esp. 74-5).

 Much of this argument is familiar. Far less understood is Strauss's

 suggestion that the crisis between revelation and philosophy was most

 pronounced in modern Jewish philosophy, especially the modern Jewish

 philosophy that came to fruition in the Weimar era. It is instructive to

 recall that Strauss dedicated his study of Spinoza to Franz Rosenzweig,

 who had died in the winter of 1929 just prior to the book's publica-

 tion and shortly before the economic and political crisis that culmi-

 nated in the dissolution of the Weimar republic. The life and work of

 Franz Rosenzweig was for many years in eclipse; but thanks especially

 to the efforts of recent scholars in Germany, Israel, and North America,
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 he is recognized today as the last of the great German-Jewish reli-

 gious philosophers.4 For Strauss, who knew him personally and even

 taught at Frankfurt's Jüdisches Lehrhaus, Rosenzweig represented the

 final and most dramatic attempt to surmount the theological-political

 predicament by drafting a new and more cooperative synthesis between

 philosophy and revelation. This synthesis - which Rosenzweig termed

 "the new thinking" - gained a great many adherents from within the

 German-Jewish world and it proved especially attractive to the younger

 generation of Weimar intellectuals who were close contemporaries to

 Strauss, Arendt, and many others. If we wish better to appreciate both

 the Straussian conception of political-theological conflict and Arendt's

 alternative conception of non-theological politics, it is instructive to look

 more closely into the explicitly "apolitical" terms of Weimar Jewish

 theology as Rosenzweig conceived it.

 JUDAISM, POLITICS, UTOPIA

 Rosenzweig's 1921 masterpiece, The Star of Redemption [Der Stern der

 Erlösung] was a powerful inspiration to Strauss and it has an impor-

 tant if sometimes misunderstood place in the canon of modern politi-

 cal theology.5 First composed on military stationary posted from the

 Eastern front, is perhaps best characterized as an exercise in existen-

 tial theology. The entire span of philosophy from Parmenides to Hegel

 stands condemned of denying the finitude and mortality of individual

 human life. It seeks after concepts and essences beyond the bounds

 of worldly experience rather than honoring what Rosenzweig called

 "the earthly path of revelation" (Erdenweg der Offenbarung) (Rosenzweig,

 1984: 155).

 Rosenzweig was not an orthodox Jew but an acculturated
 German of Jewish faith. He was steeped in the literature of Goethe
 and the music of Beethoven: as a student of Friedrich Meinecke he had

 previously authored a massive study of Hegel's political thought. Yet

 although he abandoned the constraints of the university and dedicated

 the remainder of his short life to Jewish renewal, his single most endur-

 ing contribution to modern Jewish philosophy bears a strong resem-
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 blance to the systems of German Idealism. Structurally, and according

 to a self-proclaimed logic, it begins by shattering the cosmos into its

 three fundamental constituents - world, human being, and God - and

 then attempts in stepwise fashion to reconstruct the unified religious

 experience of being-in-the-world by describing the temporal commerce

 among its elements. The resounding conclusion of the book is that

 redemption must be sought not through otherworldly transcendence
 but instead within the bounds of human life.

 Rosenzweig summarized his book as a "system of philosophy"

 (Rosenzweig, 1984: 140). And he insisted it should not be received as

 exclusively Jewish in character since it devotes nearly equal attention

 alongside Judaism to Christianity and Islam. But the Star is nonethe-

 less of special significance for its unusual portrait of the Jewish condi-
 tion.

 That the Jewish condition as Rosenzweig describes it is simply

 "outside of history" as many have suggested is an enormous under-

 statement. The Star presents the Jewish people as uniquely equipped

 to live in a condition of perpetual peace: their collective life, punc-

 tuated by the liturgical calendar, obeys a cyclical temporality, and
 knows neither progress nor ruin. Placing their complete faith in
 God and their hopes upon the future, they anticipate the "not-yet"

 of the messianic kingdom with such devotion that their lives are

 wholly emptied of present historical meaning. The Jewish people,
 writes Rosenzweig, "lebt in seiner eignen Erlösung:" it "lives in its own

 redemption" (Rosenzweig, 1993: 364 [SE]; 1985: 328 [E]).6 In a certain
 sense, it does not live in history at all, though it does live in time. But,

 Rosenzweig continues, "the meaning of its life in time in that the
 years come and go, one after the other as a sequence of waiting, or

 perhaps wandering, but not of growth. . . . Eternity is just this: that

 time no longer has a right to a place between the present moment
 and consummation, and that the whole future is to be grasped today" And

 so, "the eternal people must forget the world's growth, must cease to think of

 it," and it must instead, "look upon the world, its own world, as complete"

 Furthermore, Rosenzweig explains, "The Jew finds in his people
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 the perfect fusion [Eingehn] of the world of his own, and to achieve
 this fusion himself, he need not sacrifice even the smallest sense of

 his particularity [seiner Eigenart]1' (Rosenzweig, 1993: 365 [SE]; 1985:

 329 [E]).

 In this portrait of the Jewish condition, there is much that is

 remarkable and much that might be disputed. Let me note only two

 features. First, there is its negative background, or what one might

 call the disenchanted vision of politics. "War and Revolution," writes

 Rosenzweig, "are the only reality known to the state." The state can

 therefore "never lay down the sword." The state must "brandish it again

 and at every instant" so as "to cut the Gordian knot of the nation's life,

 that contradiction between the past and future which the nation fails

 to resolve in its natural being. . ." (Rosenzweig, 1993: 371 [SE]; 1985:

 334 [E]). The peculiar suggestion is that nation-states cannot help but

 engage in struggle, since they can imagine no other persistence save

 that of military victory. For the nations of the world, Rosenzweig writes,

 "the idea of election is really that of a love for one's own people, mixed

 with the bittersweet premonition that at some distant future date it

 will no longer exist." And this gives to the conduct of war a peculiar

 cast, since what is at stake in war is the people's very existence: "The

 more seriously a people has consummated in itself the identification

 of salus and fides, of its own existence," and "its own sense of the world,

 the more enigmatic [rätselhafter] appears to it the possibility which war

 discloses to it: the possibility of decline [die Möglichkeit des Untergangs]"

 (Rosenzweig, 1993: 366 [SE]; 1985: 330 [E]).

 It is perhaps unsurprising that Rosenzweig esteemed Oswald

 Spengler "the greatest philosopher of history since Hegel." But in
 Rosenzweig's own historical vision, the inevitability of political decline

 does not lead to pessimism. Instead, military victory seems the only

 solution to a nation-state's disappearance, and so "war begins to occupy

 the central place in its life, [rückt ihm der Kñeg in den Mittelpunkt seines

 Lebens.]" Here, Rosenzweig explains, "there arises the peculiar notion of

 the 'Holy War,'" of "war as a religious act, which for the Jews was war

 against the "'seven nations' of Canaan," and was to be sharply distin-
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 guished from war against a "very distant" people, i.e., a war conducted

 according to the normal rules of state-conflict. However, for the
 Christian era and the nations of the world, this distinction vanishes.

 "Holy War and political war which in Jewish law were constitution-

 ally distinguished, are here blended in one." For in keeping with the

 spirit of Christianity, which admits of no boundaries, there are for it no

 "very distant" peoples. For the nations of the world, "precisely because

 they are not really God's people," and because "they are still only in the

 process of so becoming" this distinction is unintelligible. "They simply

 cannot know how far war is holy war, and in how far merely a secular

 war. But in any case they know that God's will somehow realizes itself

 in the military fortunes of their state. Somehow - it remains enigmatic

 how. . . . Only war . . . decides this." The consequence is a compulsion to

 absolutize political struggle as the sole ground of identity.7 Accordingly,

 for the nations of the world, not only some war, but all war as such

 is seen as holy war - a Glaubenskrieg. All war is regarded as a war unto

 death; that is, all war is an existential war that proves and does not

 merely preserve the life of the nation.

 Rosenzweig's vision of stateconduct owed more than a little to

 the philosophy of Hobbes, for whom nature and war were identical. If

 followed, however, that The Star can sustain only the most attenuated

 hope for the realization of peace through history, and it must seek true

 peace elsewhere than history, in a rarefied and supernatural existence.

 The Star thus introduced a second principle, which offers a glimpse of

 redemption beyond the vale of disenchantment. But this second prin-

 ciple found its realization only in the Jews. As illustration, consider the

 following section of the book, entitled "World Peace":

 As against the life of the nations of the world, constantly

 involved in a holy war, the Jewish people has left its holy war

 behind in its mythical antiquity. Hence, whatever wars it

 experiences are purely political wars. But since the concept

 of a holy war is engrained in it, it cannot take these wars

 seriously [so kann es sie nicht . . . ernst nehmen] as against the
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 peoples of antiquity, to whom such a concept was alien. In

 the whole Christian world [which is the modern world], the

 Jew is actually the sole human being who cannot take war

 seriously [and, therefore] this makes him the only genuine

 pacifist. [It follows that] he experiences the perfection of

 community in his spiritual year [and remains apart from]

 the worldly measurement of time [weltliche Zeitrechnung]

 which is accepted as the principle common to the world

 at large. [The Jew alone] does not wait for world history

 to unroll its long course to let him gain what he feels he

 already possesses in the circuit of every year: the event

 [Ereignis] of the "immediacy [of God] in the perfect commu-

 nity of all with God [die Unmittelbarkeit aller Einzelnen zu Gott

 in der vollkommenen Gemeinschaft Aller mit Gott] (Rosenzweig,

 1993: 368 [SE]; 1985: 331 [E]).

 At the core of Rosenzweig' s philosophy we find the striking juxta-

 position of two principles:

 1) First, politics presents a spectacle of mere violence and ruin. The

 nation-state is that political being for which its very being is always

 at issue. Since it is prone to corruption and decline, it is always

 on the verge of vanishing into nothingness. It therefore stakes its

 very existence in war and cannot help but indulge the fantasy that

 martial victory will be a sign of divine election. All politics is falsely

 construed as theological politics.

 2) Yet, second, in Judaism we find the embodiment of eternal peace.

 The Jewish collective is a nonpolitical being, an essence for which

 its existence is always at issue but eternally assured. As the beloved

 of God, the Jewish nation enjoys the gift of authentic election: it

 experiences God as proximity and with an "immediacy" that sets it

 apart from its historical surroundings. It is unlike all other nations

 in that it can sustain within its bounds a mode of temporality that

 anticipates the end of history and is distinct from the temporality
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 of the world. "The Jewish people," writes Rosenzweig, "has already

 reached the goal toward which the nations are still moving"

 (Rosenzweig, 1993: 368-9 [SE]; 1985: 331-2 [E]). It alone bears within

 itself "that inner unity of faith and life which, while Augustine

 may ascribe it to the Church in the form of the unity between fides

 and salus, is still no more than a dream to the nations within the

 Church" (Rosenzweig, 1993: [SE]; 1985: 331-2 [E]).

 These are the two defining principles of Rosenzweig's political

 theology, juxtaposed, starkly distinct, perhaps even incommensurable.

 But they are both necessary, since the second gains its very meaning in

 contrast to the first. As Rosenzweig explains, the Jewish nation alone,

 since it already possesses that unity, can exist, as it were, "outside of

 the world for which that unity remains only a dream." It lives in a

 condition of "eternal peace" but "outside of a time agitated by war."

 Because "it has reached the goal which it anticipates in hope, it cannot

 belong to the procession of those who approach that goal through the

 labor of centuries. For the Jewish soul, which lives "replete with the

 vision granted by hope," "the labor, the deed, and the struggle for the

 sake of the world has died off." The holiness of the Jewish nation "inca-

 pacitates it from devotion to a still-unholy world" (Rosenzweig, 1993:

 368 [SE]; 1985: 332 [E]).

 Rosenzweig's portrait of the Jewish condition is admittedly both

 mystifying and unfamiliar. We are far more accustomed to looking

 upon Judaism as a religion immersed in historical time. The Hebrew

 Bible is a record of ongoing struggle, politically between the Jewish

 people and their neighbors, and theologically between the Jewish
 people and God. Both of these struggles assume the form of a narra-

 tive that unfolds through history. And the driving assumption of this

 entire narrative is that history is a theater for the realization on earth

 of divine justice. This assumption emerges to prominence in the story

 of Exodus, and it is presented with great rhetorical force in the books

 of the prophets. Of course, the rabbis later developed a doctrine of exile

 as a condition of watchful passivity - a life without action, a life of
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 patient expectation for the messianic age. But Rosenzweig made exile

 constitutive without apparent qualification: the Jews are in their very

 being, he argues, unheimlich, or not-at-home. In this sense, exile ceased

 to be a moment in the Jewish religious narrative. In fact, Rosenzweig is

 tempted to look upon any concession to theological history as a denial

 of genuine theology. He feared it will lead to historicism, a mode of

 thinking which contextualizes and thereby destroys the actuality and

 immediacy of biblical revelation. Consequently, for Rosenzweig history

 is evacuated of genuinely theological significance, and against the
 traditional understanding of the Jews as a people bound to God who

 acts within history Rosenzweig asserts the modernist vision of history

 as void of redemptive significance, and casts the Jewish devotion to God

 as a suprahistorical condition of complete inaction. "The Jewish people"

 writes Rosenzweig, "must deny itself active and full participation in the

 life of the world with its daily, conclusive solving of all contradictions,

 since any such recognition in the contradictions of today would render

 it untrue to that ultimate resolution" to which it has pledged itself as

 the unique and holy community. But for Rosenzweig history is violence

 and death. The Jewish people, therefore, precisely "in order to keep

 unharmed the vision of the ultimate community," "must deny itself

 the satisfaction which the peoples of the world constantly enjoy in the

 functioning of their state" (Rosenzweig, 1993: 368-9 [SE]; 1985: 332 [E]).

 The structure of Rosenzweig' s argument therefore led him to

 imagine the stark contrast between historical danger and religious
 safety. The historical world is one of Hobbesian disorder, while the

 Jewish religious world is the preserve-in-time of the peace that other

 nations seek in history, but that will only come to them with histo-

 ry's end. Of course, it was only natural that those living in danger
 would resent those who live in safety. "The true eternity of the eter-

 nal people," wrote Rosenzweig, "must always be alien and vexing to

 the state, and to the history of the world." But this resentment only

 validated the Jews' retreat from politics. It is true that Rosenzweig
 conceived a marginal role for nation-state violence in the progress
 toward peace. "In the epochs of world history," he wrote, "the state
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 wields its sharp sword and carves hours of eternity in the bark of the

 growing tree of life." But it carved only upon the bark of this tree, and

 the carvings are mere hours. By contrast, "the eternal people, untrou-

 bled and untouched [unbekümmert und unberührt], year after year adds

 ring upon ring to the stem of its eternal life" (Rosenzweig, 1993: 371-2

 [SE]; 1985: 334-5 [E]).

 It is worth noting that Rosenzweig did not believe this was in any

 sense an easy condition for the Jews to endure. What is truly signifi-

 cant about their apolitical existence is that on Rosenzweig's view it

 left the Jews in a predicament not of radical insularity, but of radical

 exposure: they were prone to both resentment and persecution, and,

 because of this exposure, they must discipline themselves to sustain a

 truth all other nations deny. This qualification is of immense signifi-

 cance, since it underscores the discipline that is required to sustain

 one's apolitical faith despite all the currents of political change. As I

 suggested earlier, Rosenzweig believed that redemption for the Jews

 is not a political achievement. But it was nonetheless a practice in

 the midst of political history. It was a mode of life, of ritual and liturgy,

 that informs a distinctive temporal existence and thereby permits

 the community to draw back from history without ever effecting a

 metaphysical departure. It is an attitude of political indifference, an

 attitude taken toward historical life by human beings who are them-

 selves historical in a deeper sense, since their existence, too, is in life

 and time. Their distinctive charge, however, is the remain calm in the
 midst of the disorder:

 The power of world history breaks against this quiet life

 which looks to neither side. [An diesem stillen, ganz seiten-

 blicklosen Leben bricht sich die Macht der Weltgeschichte.] World

 history may claim, again and again, that its newest eternity

 is the true eternal. But, over and against all such claims, we

 see the calm and silent image of our existence [das ruhige,

 stumme Bild unsres Daseins] (Rosenzweig, 1993: 371-2 [SE];

 1985: 334-5 [E]).
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 This concludes my summary of The Star and its image of Jewish

 life. Whether this portrait can ultimately be harmonized with tradi-

 tional Judaism or whether it stands in starkest contradiction to
 Judaism's most basic principles is not a question I want to pursue here.

 Instead, I would like only to note that The Star furnishes a vivid illustra-
 tion of the contrast between revelation and reason that Strauss later

 called the "theologico-political predicament." The contrast implies

 that political and religious norms are deeply and perhaps incorrigibly

 opposed. In the ongoing effort by historians, political theorists, and

 philosophers to pay homage to the vanished world of German Jewry
 before the Holocaust, there is an understandable desire to elevate them

 to a status of moral perfection and to assign our protagonists in retro-

 spect only those values we consider most humane. Yet the truth about

 Rosenzweig's philosophy is that it denies to Jews any deep responsibil-

 ity for the broader world. The charge of Jewish life is to announce peace

 to the nations, not through action but through inaction. The spirit of

 utopia, which Rosenzweig, like Ernst Bloch, Walter Benjamin, and

 so many other German Jews of his generation was seeking in Jewish

 sources, was in Rosenzweig's philosophy not a utopia of politics, but a

 utopia without politics.

 THE REPRISAL OF STOICISM IN WEIMAR THOUGHT

 It may seem uncontroversial to rank Rosenzweig among the most

 important thinkers in the Jewish tradition of modernist political theol-

 ogy. One may be prompted to ask, however, whether Rosenzweig's
 account of the Jewish condition can actually be harmonized with the

 more ancient impulse toward political responsibility that seems so

 central to the Jewish historical narrative and the tradition of Jewish

 political and ethical reasoning articulated by the prophets and in the

 Talmud. Whether it can or cannot would be a matter for theologians

 more confident than this author about the proper definitions of the

 Jewish tradition. But it should perhaps come as no surprise that much

 of what Rosenzweig ascribed to Judaism in particular in fact bears a

 striking resemblance to certain principles in Hellenistic philosophy -
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 especially to the ideal of self-possession and freedom from disturbance

 first articulated by the ancient Stoics.

 The comparison will hardly seem exotic or adventitious once we

 consider that Rosenzweig developed his own concept of the "apoliti-

 cal" precisely in that moment of theological and political crisis at the

 beginning of the twentieth century when so many philosophers and

 social theorists across Central Europe were seized by the new mood

 of political disenchantment and a new longing for redemption from

 the staid principles of bourgeois liberalism. This new tenor in both

 philosophy and politics was not confined to only one end of the politi-

 cal spectrum and its practical-political consequences were not always

 readily apparent. Indeed, many of these thinkers came to believe that

 because all prior metaphysical foundations for the political realm
 were destroyed, the only proper response was a wholesale withdrawal

 from the political as such. It was in this context that there devel-

 oped in internar political philosophy a phenomenon that is perhaps
 best described as a reprisal of Stoicism. Max Weber believed that an

 unblinking recognition of the value-relativism and cosmic emptiness

 of the modern condition demanded of the sociologist a certain kind

 of personal and intellectual fortitude, a refusal to embrace any of the

 political ideologies on offer, and, significantly, the strength to resist

 the consolations of religion as well. Martin Heidegger claimed that

 humanity is constitutively in flight from the recognition of its own

 fallenness and that only a courageous confrontation with one's being-

 toward-death can bring the individual into his authentic "resolute-
 ness" and thereby save him from his immersion in the public world

 of chatter (the word Gerede was borrowed from Kierkegaard, whose

 philosophy enjoyed a new fashion at this time). Carl Schmitts theory

 of sovereignty, too, a decisionism grounded in "nothingness," reflects

 the larger neo-Stoic pattern of thought with its characteristic constrast

 between individual self-possession and public disorder. And a similar

 contrast can be found in the writings of the young Leo Strauss, whose

 nascent political theory was born from the political traumas of the
 Weimar Republic.
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 Let us recall that Strauss, who did so much to champion the return

 to classical political philosophy in the later twentieth century, dedicated

 his 1930 Spinoza's Critique of Religion, to the memory Franz Rosenzweig.

 It is therefore surprising to find in the first chapter that Strauss traces

 the origins of a critique of religion not to Jewish sources but to the Stoic

 and Epicurean ideal of tranquility. Cleanthes the Stoic, Strauss writes,

 believed that religion is born from fear of calamity, such as lighten-

 ing, earthquakes, comets, and so forth. And Lucretius believed we can

 be freed of fear if we trace such phenomena to their natural causes.

 According to Strauss, ataraxia is therefore the ancient foundation for

 modern atheism. It is "originally defined by opposition to religion,"

 since religion is opposed for the sake of human peace of mind. But,

 between the ancient ideal and its modern expression, Strauss argues,

 the Stoic ideal of tranquility underwent a strange metamorphosis: the

 calm once located in the contemplation of nature is now extinguished,

 so ataraxia for the modernist is merely strength in the face of nothing-

 ness. This was the moral lesson embedded, for example, in Heidegger's

 1929 lecture "Was ist Metaphysik." And although Strauss declared himself

 an unremitting opponent of such nihilistic currents, his work shares

 with Weimar political theology the deeper assumption - that politics

 and philosophy stand incorrigibly opposed and that the political is a

 realm of danger necessarily subordinate to philosophical insight or reli-

 gious-metaphysical knowledge. Indeed, it is this distinction that char-

 acterizes so many of the exponents of Weimar-era political theology.

 But we must not neglect to notice its defining paradox: that this tradi-

 tion of political theology rests upon a profound apoliticism, animated

 by the reality of, or at least the memory of, religion.

 ARENDT AND THE CRITIQUE OF APOLITICISM

 How are we to assess this inheritance today? A possible attraction of

 this philosophy is that it allows us to sustain in thought a momentary

 detachment from all claims to sovereignty. The Hebraic conviction that

 only God is sovereign becomes the liberal conviction that all worldly

 monarchs should be regarded with suspicion. The apolitical concept
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 of utopia would therefore seem a precondition for political resistance.

 One danger of this philosophy, however, is that all of the important

 distinctions we are customarily required to make within political real-

 ity - between political justice and injustice, between just and unjust

 war - are rendered null and void from the Jewish point of view. We

 lose sight of what Michael Walzer has called "the moral reality of war,"

 since that moral reality is supplanted by the cold realism that tells us

 to abandon all hope, since war is a truth beyond differential judgment.

 Rosenzweig's theological hope, in other words, appears to have as its

 precondition the thoroughgoing collapse of hope in politics.8

 When Rosenzweig died in 1929, he did not know that, for
 Germany and for its Jewish population, as for all of Europe, the possi-

 bility of sustaining a moral distinction between just and unjust war
 would remain one of the most irresistible of historical responsibilities.

 Rosenzweig, however, drafted an apolitical theology that sees in poli-

 tics only ruin and seeks redemption wholly otherwise than politics. It

 is unclear, however, whether this sort of redemption is really a solution

 to political nihilism or merely presupposes its validity.

 To be sure, there are many ways to insist upon the priority of

 the "apolitical." Not all of them appeal - overtly, at least - to theologi-

 cal images of an apolitical utopia. The Weimar-era turn against poli-
 tics could also manifest itself as a mandarin retreat into "culture"

 (for example, Thomas Mann's conservative manifesto of 1918,
 Betrachtungen eines Unpolitischen) or high-aestheticism (the George-

 Kreis), not to mention the paradoxically "antipolitical" character of
 National Socialism itself, which Peter Viereck memorably if somewhat

 tendentiously termed "metapolitics" (Viereck, 1941). But one could

 argue that such modes of Utopian antipolitics share a common root
 in the need to establish distinctions (Kultur and Zivilisation; Kunst and

 Alltag; Freund and Feind) all of which recapitulate, and (if we believe

 Durkheim) preserve the logic of, the ancient distinction between
 sacred and profane. And in this logic lies the strange contradiction,

 that Weimar political theology first emerged out of a profound fear of,

 and contempt for, politics.
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 To this apolitical inheritance Arendt's political theory offers a

 dramatic alternative. No doubt her response to Weimar political theol-

 ogy drew its greatest inspiration from Heidegger and his so-called
 destruction of "onto-theology": the metaphysical doctrine that ascribed

 both the highest reality and the highest good to a supersensible entity

 (such as God, Platonic Forms, and so forth). In her introductory remarks

 to The life of the Mind she explained in a Heideggerian vein that, after

 Nietzsche's proclamation of the "death of God" it was no longer possi-

 ble to sustain the metaphysical subordination of sensory to supersen-

 sory truths: "What is 'dead' is not only the localization of such 'eternal

 truths' but also the distinction itself" (Arendt, 1977: 10; quoted in

 Villa, 2001: 283). But whereas Heidegger turned away from publicity as

 a sphere dominated by the anonymity of social conformity and onto-

 logical "forgetting," Arendt developed a distinctively nonmetaphysical

 account of the public world. As many critics as diverse as Leo Strauss and

 Jacques Derrida have observed, Heidegger's own distinction between

 social inauthenticity and authentic "being-one's-Self " unwittingly reca-

 pitulates the metaphysics of higher and lower orders his philosophy

 was supposed to vanquish.9 Arendt's theory of the political (notwith-

 standing its troublesome features, such as the notorious subordination

 of labor to speech) seems to have emerged from her conscious rejection

 of any such quasi-theological distinctions.

 The beginnings of this recognition can be discovered as early

 as Arendt's 1929 dissertation on Saint Augustine's concept of love,

 which issues in the frustrated conclusion that neighborly love (caritas)

 for Augustine is never wholly accepted since however necessary it may

 be for the earthly city, the love of one's neighbor is never "for his own

 sake" since it remains "a mere passage for the direct relation to God

 himself" (Arendt, 1996: 111). Here one can already discern the begin-

 nings of Arendt's turn away from the doctrines of theological imme-

 diacy and Stoic withdrawal that so captivated her contemporaries, both

 Jewish and Christian. An unqualified devotion to the human inhabit-

 ants of "this world" seemed to demand the eclipse of theological love

 and its correlative principle that there is a higher "knowledge" to
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 which worldly affairs remain subordinate. With this conclusion, Arendt

 could not accept the cardinal distinction of Weimar political theology

 between the City of God and the City of Man. For what distinguished

 Arendt from Strauss was her cardinal belief that politics could only come

 into its own once it abandoned the philosophical search for eternal veri-

 ties and embraced without regret the realm of doxa and appearance.

 With the end of onto-theology - thus Arendt from a 1954 lecture - "the

 philosopher left behind him the claim to being 'wise' and knowing
 eternal standards for the perishable affairs of the City of Man." Far from

 regarding this condition as a tragedy, however, Arendt welcomed the

 collapse of religion and its entire metaphysical structure as an absolute

 prerequisite for authentic political action.10

 It is not surprising that so much of Arendt' s mature politi-

 cal theory- especially The Human Condition- articulates a vigorous

 protest against the philosophical-theological traditions (both Stoic and

 Christian) that elevated "apolitia" to a privileged ranking as the only

 precinct from which to behold metaphysical absolutes. As Arendt

 explained, "the philosopher's experience of the eternal . . . can occur

 only outside the realm of human affairs." It followed that, since "to die

 is the same as to 'cease to be among men,'" then "experience of the

 eternal is a kind of death" (Arendt, 1958: 20). The paradoxical insight

 that governs Arendt's rejoinder to political theology is that if God is

 truly dead then so, too, is the authoritative philosopher who claims to

 speak of divine truths. Politics is alive only when "the eternal" ceases to

 have political meaning.

 A similar argument runs through the somewhat earlier manu-

 script first drafted in 1954 and published posthumously under the
 title "Philosophy and Politics" (Arendt, 1990). It would not be wrong to

 consider this lecture a key to Arendt's political theory overall. Here again

 one encounters the distinction (familiar to both Rosenzweig and Strauss)

 between religious-philosophical certitude and public life. But the order

 of priority is now reversed. The public realm is no longer judged from

 the perspective of the unworldly philosopher (for which Plato serves

 as archtype) whose business is the contemplation of "eternal things."
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 Instead, Arendt insists that the political is necessarily and properly a

 space of opinion (doxa) and the proper mode of political discourse is

 persuasion rather than metaphysical knowledge. The Platonist wrongly

 expects that eternal truths be somehow manifest in politics and when

 they do not he is tempted to condemn politics as a space of darkness and

 ignorance, the shadow world of the cave. But this conclusion follows

 only if one shares the Straussian expectation that politics be infused

 with religious-philosophical insight. Nothing is more characteristic of

 Arendt's antimetaphysical manner of thinking about public life than

 her rejection of this guiding premise of political theology:

 Absolute truth, which would be the same for all men and

 therefore unrelated, independent of each man's existence,

 cannot exist for mortals. For mortals the important thing

 is to make doxa truthful, to see in every doxa truth and to

 speak in such a way that the truth of one's opinion reveals
 itself to oneself and to others. On this level, the Socratic

 "I know that I do not know" means no more than: I know

 that I do not have the truth for everybody, I cannot know

 the other fellow's truth except by asking him and thereby

 learning his doxa, which reveals itself to him in distinction

 from all others (Arendt, 1990: 85).

 To the question - "by what higher measure is politics to be judged?" -

 Arendt's response was to insist that this was a question mal posée in so

 far as we should instead come to recognize the modern polis as a space

 of appearances with its own wholly secular norms of justice - norms,

 that is, no longer contrasted to an ostensibly higher theologico-philo-

 sophical reality. Feeling no need to invoke the voice of God, Arendt was

 content to say that "conscience" was itself a wholly mundane phenom-

 enon generated in and through human relations:

 For the problem of conscience, in a purely secular context,

 without faith in an all-knowing and all-caring God who
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 will pass a final judgment on life on earth, this question

 is indeed decisive. It is the question whether conscience

 can exist in a secular society and play a role in secular poli-

 tics. And it is also the question whether morality as such

 has an earthly reality. Socrates' answer is contained in his

 frequently reported advice: "Be as you would like to appear

 to others," that is, appear to yourself as you would want to

 appear if seen by others" (Arendt, 1990: 87).

 One might be tempted to conclude that Arendt considered the voice of

 conscience as a secular analogue to the "voice of God." But we should

 take care to acknowledge that her political theory aims to emancipate

 politics as a space of appearances and to deny vigorously its need for

 any and all metaphysical supports.

 The legacy of Weimar political theology as articulated by Strauss

 (and Rosenzweig, though his influence on Strauss is only infrequently

 noted) continues to exert a powerful hold on modern political theory,

 and especially so in recent years. But it is rare that readers of Arendt's

 political theory recognize how consciously and consistently she rejected

 the political-theological legacy of her German-Jewish contemporaries.

 Strauss feared that when humanity was faced with a loss of normative

 foundation, the inevitable consequence would be political nihilism.

 But this fear, as Arendt recognized, was born from the expectation that

 politics requires an absolute ground. And this expectation itself, Arendt

 implied, is only intelligible as an inheritance of religion.

 It is only given this theological background that the disappoint-

 ment of theological certitude is experienced as a cosmic trauma: the

 revelation that God is dead. Among Arendt's most salutary insights was

 that political theology only holds us in its grip if we bring to politics an

 expectation of metaphysical or "eternal" peace of a sort that worldly

 politics seems forever unable to satisfy. That such hopes have a power-

 ful history- from Augustine's city of God to Rosenzweig's redeemed

 community - seems undeniable. And Strauss, notwithstanding his

 personal atheism, persisted in speaking of a theologico-political predica-
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 ment only because he believed philosophers strive through reason for

 the same sort of foundational certitude as religious believers receive

 from divine instruction. For Arendt, however, the political could only

 come into its own if it denied the possibility of political appeals to abso-

 lute certainty. To follow Arendt in this precept would seem to require

 that we dissolve the theologico-political predicament by leaving behind

 the theological requirement of absolute standards upon which it
 depends. But we can only do so if we come to accept - without fear - a

 public world without metaphysical revelation. And only then can we at

 last embrace what Arendt called the political as the highest realization
 of the human condition.

 NOTES

 l.For the original debate over secularization, see Lowith (1957) and

 Blumenberg (1985); for an important criticism see Barash (1998:

 69-82) and Lazier (2003: 619-637).

 2. On the general meaning of political theology, see, inter alia, Taubes

 (1993), Voegelin (1996), and de Vries and Sullivan (2006).

 3. For a general account see Meier (2006), Smith (2007), and Zuckert and

 Zuckert (2006).

 4. Of recent work on Rosenzweig, see Batnitzky (2000), Santner (2001),

 Moyn (2006), and Gordon (2003).

 5. For a lucid summary of Rosenzweig' s place in the tradition of modern

 political theology, see Lilla (2007). For Rosenzweig' s relation to Strauss

 see Sheppard (2007) and Batnitzky (2006).

 6. Rosenzweig, Der Stern der Erlösung. 4th ed. (Frankfurt am Main:

 Suhrkamp Verlag, 1993) (hereafter SE); in English as: The Star of

 Redemption. Trans. William Hallo (Notre Dame: University of Notre

 Dame Press, 1985) (hereafter E).

 7. Santner (2001) explores this compulsion book on Rosenzweig and
 psychoanalysis.

 8. See Walzer (1977), esp. part I: "The Moral Reality of War."

 9. Arendt's theory of politics might be characterized as a political comple-

 tion of Heideggerian "destruction." But this inheritance was hardly
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 uncritical, and any attempt to portray Arendt as a student wholly

 captive to Heidegger's "spell" drastically underplays her philosophi-

 cal revolt against her teacher's metaphysical "unworldliness." Cf.

 Wolin (2001). For a balanced appraisal of Arendt's debts to and criti-

 cism of Heideger, see Villa (1996).

 10. On this point also see the insightful comparison in Villa (2001:

 246-298).
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 Michael P. Steinberg
 Hannah Arendt and the

 Cultural Style of the
 German Jews

 BETWEEN BERLIN AND VIENNA

 In October 1943, in New York, halfway through her 18-year trajectory

 as a stateless person but already as a master of idiomatic, polemical

 English, Hannah Arendt composed a withering review of a popular
 memoir written by a fellow émigré thinker. The book was Die Welt von

 Gestern (The World of Yesterday). The author: Stefan Zweig, born in Vienna

 in 1881 and recently a suicide in his place of exile - Petropolis, Brazil.

 The famous biographer and storyteller had attracted significant atten-

 tion in the double Liebestod he staged along with his second wife. That

 attention peaked with the publication of his suicide note, in which he

 declared his inability to live outside the bounds of his native language.

 Arendt, who could so easily have sympathized with Zweig's predic-

 ament, instead turned on him with surging venom. The fact that he

 pinned his existence to his native language did not move her. Arendt's

 own bilinguality was a function of both linguistic and emotional prow-

 ess. She held onto German even as she mastered English. After all, she

 told a German interviewer in 1964, it was not the language that went

 crazy (see Arendt, 2000). Zweig's attachment to his native language was,

 for Arendt, a symptom of his regressive sentimentality, the emotion

 that governed his sense of the world in general. He had never under-
 stood the world he lived in, she wrote, and, moreover, he showed no

 understanding for the past he now brought to life with inflamed nostal-
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 già in The World of Yesterday. He confuseci political dignity with personal

 and social privilege; such had been his own undoing. In his writing, he

 confused the aesthetic and aestheticizing claims of Habsburg Vienna

 with social and political reality. He took his models from the stage and

 thought that the world of the Burgtheater carried a revival of demo-

 cratic Athens: the rebirth of the polis that had once produced the art of

 tragedy, the polis that in fact lodged at the core of Arendt's own norma-

 tive political philosophy. But the theatrical world of fin de siècle Vienna

 that Zweig compared to Athens, Arendt asserted, was in fact its oppo-

 site. It was - and here is her most devastating punch line - Hollywood.

 Zweig, wrote Arendt,

 overlooked the fact that the Athenians attended the theatre

 for the sake of the play, its mythological content and the

 grandeur of its language, through which they hoped to
 become the masters of their passions and molders of their

 national destiny. The Viennese went to the theatre exclu-

 sively for the actors. . . . The star system, as the cinema

 later perfected it, was completely forecast in Vienna. What

 was in the making there was not a classical renaissance but

 Hollywood (Arendt, 1978a: 117).

 All Schein (appearance), she would have said were she still writing as a

 German philosopher, and no Sein (being).

 Arnold Schoenberg expressed this tension in his theoretical writ-

 ings as that between idea and style. On stage he personified it in the

 opposing protagonists Moses and Aaron. The young Berlin-born artist
 and memoirist Charlotte Salomon built her life's work around the same

 tension, choice or decision: Leben? Oder Theater?, which became the

 title and theme of her Singspiel, consisting of some 800 gouache paint-

 ings with text and musical references recounting her life and the life

 and milieu of a privileged Jewish family in Weimar and early National

 Socialist Berlin (see Steinberg, 2007, esp. chap. 5; see also Steinberg and

 Bohm-Duchen, 2006).
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 Not that Arendt (or Schoenberg, or Salomon) was hostile to the

 theatrical. In fact, the political sphere she strove throughout her career

 to defend and restore depended upon on the performative abilities of

 its participant speakers. But Arendt's theatricality is that of the speech

 act, not of the stage in a literal sense, where- pace performance stud-

 ies - original utterances and originary deeds are not primarily at stake.

 (Indeed, they were less thinkable as such before the theatrical innova-
 tions of the 1950s and 1960s, in which the conventions and boundar-

 ies of the proscenium, or fourth wall, were increasingly destabilized).

 Arendt versus Zweig thus amounts to a strong distinction (if not neces-

 sarily a clean opposition) between acting in the world and acting
 onstage, between performativity and performance, between reason and

 representation. Representation, in this usage, refers to the repetition of

 a prior authority and not the communication of interests, as in demo-

 cratic political representation. In baroque visual culture, the image and

 authority of God is represented on earth through art and architecture

 as well as through royal power. In the world of words, the text or script

 becomes the a priori body to be represented, the point where, at least

 etymologically, author and authority converge.

 Arendt versus Zweig replays the cultural enmity of Berlin versus

 Vienna in all these refractions, giving voice and person to a Central

 European cultural fissure that travels far and wide into the émigré expe-

 rience and remains too regularly overlooked in all of its venues by schol-

 ars of Central Europe. The distinction is especially elusive to American

 scholars, who often remain insufficiently sensitive both to the cultural

 differences between northern and southern Central Europe, and to the

 survival of religiously marked cultural differences.
 Berlin versus Vienna inherits the chasms between Protestantism

 and Catholicism, largely secularized but rarely benign, between the
 primacy of the text and the primacy of the image, between the word

 and the stage. These attitudes and differences surface with special
 urgency when carried by the Jews: the Protestant Jews, we might call

 them, in their disdain for the cultural tastes of the Catholic Jews. In this

 context it becomes crucial to assert that these cultural and ideological
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 possessions have nothing to do with "assimilation," but with intricate

 patterns of learned, lived multicultural experiences as well as ideolo-

 gies. They remain valid and often intensify with the experiences of the

 émigrés. In German-Jewish New York, as an old insiders' joke upholds,

 the Frankfurt Jews look down on the Berlin Jews; the Berlin Jews look

 down on everyone else, and both harbor a special contempt for the

 Viennese. And the Viennese (of whom more below) harbor a special

 contempt for themselves. I have lived in Vienna all my life, wrote the

 elderly Sigmund Freud, and have never come across a new idea here.

 Hannah Arendt was an émigré from the northern German world

 and from the German language. In cultural as well as geographical

 terms, she was an émigré from Prussia. Born in Hanover, reared in

 Koenigsberg, educated in Heidelberg, she identified with Berlin and

 its claim to cosmopolitanism. She therefore became a cosmopolitan
 thinker from Berlin, a metropolis whose generosity and arrogance

 (much like New York's) has resided at least since the 1870s in its self-

 perception as the center of the world. But Arendt also did battle with

 her fellow Berliners, especially when they seemed to abandon their
 Berlin-trained worldliness.

 In a famous exchange from 1963 between Arendt and fellow
 Berliner Gershom Scholem, a severe rift emerges between these two

 cultural semblables whose temperaments would seem much closer than
 those of a Berliner and a Viennese. Arendt and Scholem knew each other

 personally, but certainly not well, through meetings in Germany and in

 Paris (the latter in 1935), and through their mutual interest in Walter

 Benjamin. They differed increasingly and bitterly over their under-

 standings of Jewish identity, modernity, and Zionism, the divide emerg-

 ing with the publication of Arendt's 1944 essay "Zionism Reconsidered"

 and Scholem's response in a personal letter of January 1946. Arendt

 wrote in the aftermath of the meeting of the American branch of the

 World Zionist Organization in October 1944, and specifically of their

 unanimous call for a "free and democratic Jewish commonwealth . .

 . [which] shall embrace the whole of Palestine" (Arendt, 1978b: 131).

 She judged this turn of events an accommodation with "extremists"
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 and "a deadly blow to those Jewish parties in Palestine itself who have

 tirelessly preached the necessity of an understanding between the Arab

 and the Jewish peoples," understanding it as an extreme nationalism,

 aggravated by injustices in Palestine and "the terrible catastrophes in

 Europe."

 Scholem told Arendt that her essay had disappointed and embit-

 tered him (Scholem, 2002: 330). "I am a nationalist," he asserted, who

 believes "in what can be called, in human terms, the Eternity' of anti-

 Semitism." He does not "give a rap about the problem of the state,"

 Scholem continued, therefore declaring himself ready to vote either

 for partition or for a binational [Jewish-Arab] state, an assertion borne

 out by his long-lived accommodationist position. Scholem concluded

 by citing Martin Buber (a thinker for whom he had expressed only

 contempt as a younger man), and expressing the hope for Arendt's
 redemption and "return."

 This split over the very legitimacy of nationalism deepened as

 a result of the better known and more public rift between Arendt and

 Scholem that followed on the publication of Arendt's book, Eichmann in

 Jerusalem: A Report on the Banality of Evil. In a letter in June 1963, Scholem

 invoked the principle of "Ahabaih Israel: 'Love of the Jewish people . . .'

 In you, dear Hannah, as in so many intellectuals who came from the

 German Left, I find little trace of this." Arendt responded, a month later:

 I am not one of the 'intellectuals who came from the

 German Left.' .... If I can be said to "have come from

 anywhere," it was from the tradition of German philoso-

 phy. . . .

 I have always regarded my Jewishness as one of the indis-

 putable factual data of my life, and have never had the
 wish to change or disclaim facts of this kind. There is such

 a thing as a basic gratitude for everything that is as it is; for

 what has been given and was not, could not be made . . .

 To come to the point: let me begin, going on from what

 I have just stated, with what you call "love of the Jewish
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 people" . . . You are quite right - I am not moved by any

 love' of this sort, and for two reasons: I have never in my

 life loved' any people or collective - neither the German

 people, nor the French, nor the American, nor the working

 class or anything ofthat sort. I indeed love only my friends

 and the only kind of love I know of and believe in is the love

 of persons. Secondly, this 'love of the Jews' would appear to

 me, since I am myself Jewish, as something rather suspect.

 I cannot love myself or anything which I know is part and

 parcel of my own person" (Arendt, 1978c: 245-49).

 Scholem embraces the meaning and value of identity within and

 beyond Judaism and Zionism, while Arendt disavows them. The posi-
 tion that Arendt works out in these remarks should be understood as a

 political one, indeed as the basic orientation of a liberal political philos-

 ophy that remains suspicious, above all, of Weltanschauungen or other

 totalizing constructions.

 Scholem had been in search of a Weltanschauung from the time of

 his early participation in Jewish youth movements. In an incisive essay

 called "Gershom Scholem as a German Jew," the historian George Mosse

 (himself born in Berlin in 1918 to a powerful Jewish family, the owners

 of the Berliner Tageblatt), wrote that the attraction to a "mystical total-

 ity" held the constant center of Scholem's Zionism. Moreoever, "the

 esoteric, the interest in mysticism, could best grow on German soil,

 where both were closely connected to the revival of nationalism during

 the last decades of the nineteenth century. Had Scholem been born and

 worked in England or France, for example, such approaches to Judaism

 would not have been so readily at hand" (Mosse, 1993a: 180).

 Arendt invokes the category of Weltanschauung in her correspon-

 dence with Scholem, using nationalism and imperialism as examples.

 Along with anti-Semitism, these are the historical constellations through

 which she organized her massive Origins of Totalitarianism (1951). In this

 political orientation and specifically in its formulation through issues

 pertaining to Judaism - both historical and her own- Arendt's think-
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 ing shows substantial affinity with Freud's, though she had no apparent

 interest in his work . Indeed, Arendt seems to have had so little interest

 in Freud that she felt no compunction to account for her lack of inter-

 est. Her philosophical training and her political concerns kept their

 distance from the life of the mind according to psychoanalysis. Here she

 remained part of a disciplinary as well as a north German fraternity that

 included her friend Hans Jonas and her antagonist Leo Strauss. The ethic

 of responsibility that they brought to bear on the political world, and

 subsequently on political philosophy, had no truck with the unconscious,

 whether individual or cultural, and no room for the possibility that the

 subject of freedom (to indulge in a Hegelian spin) might not be a master

 in his own house (to cite an Oedipal cliché). But in Arendt's case the

 parallels with Freud are ultimately more significant than the differences,

 and they account, in my view, to a great extent for the generosity of her

 thinking, in marked comparison to that of Leo Strauss. Freud also explic-

 itly rejected the notion of a Weltanschauung, defined in his terms as "an

 intellectual construction which solves all the problems of our existence

 uniformly on the basis of one overriding hypothesis, which, accordingly,

 leaves no question unanswered and in which everything that interests us

 finds its fixed place" (see Freud, 1965: 139). For Freud, history (whether

 collective or personal) was too massive to be bridled by ideology. Ideology

 instrumentalizes the past - event, phenomenon, or text.

 Leo Strauss has been canonized by his American followers as
 an antihistoricist, a position he no doubt claimed but also one that he

 argued and analyzed with much more subtlety, anxiety, and inconsis-

 tency than his legacy allows. For his followers, the point was precisely

 to instrumentalize the past, to find a teaching, a use-value, in canonic

 thinkers of the past. Thus the past becomes a library, to be consulted by

 modern thinkers who have been liberated from its grasp. There is no

 allowance for Nachträglichkeit (deferred action or effect; sometimes the

 return of the repressed). Strauss himself, always more interesting, more

 complicated, and more self-admittedly conflicted than his followers, did
 not hesitate to historicize his own intellectual formation in the context

 of German arguments and anxieties of the 1920s. Thus, in his 1962 pref-
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 ace to the English-language edition of Spinoza's Critique of Religion, a work

 that began as his dissertation in 1925-28, Strauss discussed the intel-

 lectual world that generated his own thinking as it did that of Arendt

 and Scholem. Much Nachtraeglichkeit informed the youthful work, as the

 older Strauss recollects forthrightly.

 "The author," Strauss himself recalled in 1962, "was a young Jew

 born and raised in Germany who found himself in the grip of the theo-

 logico-political predicament" (Strauss, 1962: 1). This predicament was

 defined by Carl Schmitt and Franz Rosenzweig, the prophets of young

 Weimar intellectuals and recognized as such by many, including Walter

 Benjamin. Schmitt and Rosenzweig both pursued the resacralization of

 Western thinking away from the weakness of secularization, rational-

 ization, and other faces of modernity. In recalling their power, Strauss

 simultaneously works through and acts out, symptomatically, their
 recurrent effect on him. He immediately calls the Weimar Republic

 weak: the "sorry spectacle of justice without a sword" - a Schmittian

 position if ever there was one. The first edition, in 1930, had been dedi-

 cated to Franz Rosenzweig, who died in 1929. Strauss recalls him in

 1962 as the major critic, along with his own teacher, Hermann Cohen,

 of Spinoza's critique of religion - in other words, of Spinoza's theory

 of secularity. Spinoza had been the hero of German Jewish secular-

 ity since F. H. Jacobi "outed" G. E. Lessing as a Spinozan following a

 portentous conversation between them in 1780.2 Strauss' abiding
 loyalty to Rosenzweig and his "new thinking," however, depends less
 on the resacralization of the world than it does on its de-historicization.

 For Rosenzweig, asserts Strauss, "the Jewish people is the ahistorical

 people" (Strauss, 1962: 14). Revelation trumps history, but anti-histori-

 cism may be good enough on its own.

 What Rosenzweig "meant," writes Strauss, is that "Cohen was a

 more profound thinker than Spinoza because unlike Spinoza he did
 not take for granted the philosophic detachment or freedom from
 the tradition of his own people; that detachment is 'unnatural,' not

 primary, but the outcome of a liberation from the primary attach-
 ment, of an alienation, a break, a betrayal" (Strauss, 1962: 24). Written
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 in 1962, these words may in fact have been written - consciously or

 not - against Hannah Arendt. They echo the terms of Gershom
 Scholem's attack on the author of Eichmann in Jerusalem, cited earlier.

 For Arendt and Freud, the "givenness" of the past insures its

 Nachtraeglichkeit and its intractability. Thus for Freud as for Arendt,

 history constitutes a materiality that must be worked through as the

 cost of subjectivity. History and culture fill what is articulated as the

 unconscious for Freud, the givenness of the world for Arendt.

 That said, it should be noted that the single mention of Freud

 in Elisabeth Young-Bruehl's intellectual biography of Hannah Arendt

 concerns the ironic conferrai of the 1967 Sigmund Freud Prize by the

 Deutsche Akademie ftier Sprache und Dichtung (Young-Bruehl, 1982:

 392). The award was for excellence in German prose, and it pleased
 her immensely, just as Freud's 1930 Goethe Prize had been his favorite

 honor. In Arendt's case, however, as she wrote to the society's general

 secretary, German style had withstood exile for over 30 years: "It wasn't

 the German language that went crazy" (Young-Bruehl, 1982: 3; for an

 English translation of the interview, see Arendt, 2000). In the letters to

 Scholem, cited above, she persisted, to his clear annoyance, in address-

 ing him as Gerhard, not Gershom, and in one such letter, with the same

 mischief, she praised the émigré scholar Kurt Blumenfeld for refusing

 to change his name in Israeli immigration, to the outrage, at the time,

 of David Ben-Gurion. The attachments are not to Germany, certainly

 not to nationalism, but to the past and its presence, or rather its pres-

 entness. The presence of the past, consciously experienced, resembles

 but does not coincide with the return of the repressed.

 Two years before she went to Jerusalem to cover the Eichmann

 trial for The New Yorker, Arendt had accepted the Lessing Prize of (and in)

 the Free City of Hamburg. The published version of her address on that

 occasion, "On Humanity in Dark Times," emerges as a double allegory,

 in which Lessing stands for Arendt and the troubled Enlightenment

 for the multiply more troubled twentieth century. Through this alle-

 gorical investment, Arendt develops with unique clarity and force
 her lexicon of the worldly, the political, and their individual enact-
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 ments through the experience of friendship. "The world lies between

 people," she asserts, thus attaching worldly values directly to politics,

 and paving the way for the definition of friendship itself as a political

 commitment (Arendt, 1968: 4). Lessing's theory and practice of friend-

 ship, which he enacted personally in his well-known friendship with

 Moses Mendelssohn and which he argued allegorically by portraying

 Mendelssohn as Nathan the Wise, marked him as "a completely politi-

 cal person." Lessing's politics, and Arendt's, insists "that truth can exist

 only where it is humanized by discourse" (Arendt, 1968: 30).

 The commitment to the world and the worldly stands apart

 from being at home in the world, "[f]or Lessing never felt at home in

 the world as it then existed and probably never wanted to, and still

 after his own fashion he always remained committed to it" (Arendt,

 1968: 5). The "dark times" that give the essay its title (as well as the

 collection into which it was placed) Arendt characterizes as periods

 in which "the public realm has been obscured," in which survival and

 self-interest form the limits of political commitment, and the world

 itself is understood as "only a façade behind which people could
 conceal themselves." Bonds of humanity are then recovered through

 friendship: "Lessing considered friendship - which is as selective as

 compassion is egalitarian- to be the central phenomenon in which
 alone true humanity can prove itself" (Arendt, 1968: 11-12).3

 The selectivity involved in friendship, its differentiation from

 compassion, marks the presence of the world- the outside world,
 without areas or categories of exclusion - as a third entity in the

 dual or dialogical structure of friendship. Here Arendt posits Lessing

 against Rousseau, for whom fraternity and compassion were values
 in themselves, markers of a community and communitarianism
 that would override an insistence on ethics as a condition for friend-

 ship. And here, contrary to the reader's assumption or expectation
 that Arendt will connect both compassion (Mitleid) and Rousseau to
 a Christian context, she in fact turns to the Jews for a political and

 historical example: "Humanity in the form of fraternity invariably

 appears historically among persecuted peoples and enslaved groups;
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 and in eighteenth-century Europe it must have been quite natural to

 detect it among the Jews, who then were newcomers in literary circles.

 This kind of humanity is the great privilege of pariah peoples." Here

 Arendt inhabits her most controversial and most critical position,

 her critique of the favoring of house over world: "And worldlessness,

 alas, is always a form of barbarism" (Arendt, 1968: 13). In this context,

 Lessing prized friendship over love; "he wanted to be the friend of

 many men, but no man's brother" (Arendt, 1968: 25, 30).

 The politics of friendship is a literal enterprise for Arendt as for

 Lessing; friendship exists in the dialogue between two persons who
 share a commitment to the world. But the same commitment informs

 thinking itself as a form of political commitment. Arendt thus cites

 "Lessing's famous Selbstäeriken," thinking for oneself, as a component

 in this worldly nexus: "For Lessing, thought does not arise out of the
 individual and is not the manifestation of a self. Rather, the individu-

 al - whom Lessing would say was created for action, not ratiocination -

 elects such thought because he discovers in thinking another mode of

 moving in the world in freedom" (Arendt, 1968: 8-9).

 Arendt' s insistence on the autonomy of the political realm is a

 defense of human action as a process of disclosure. As an ethic and an

 aesthetic, Arendt's principle of disclosure is related to the performa-

 tive, and to the theatrical in the mode of Lessing, the theater of the

 word that he introduced in Hamburg and theorized in his Hamburgische

 Dramaturgie. It takes clear and furious distance from the theatrical-

 ity of the Burgtheater and of "the world of yesterday." Through these

 dramatic metaphors, Berlin disavows Vienna (even when "Berlin" has

 relocated to New York), and the polis refuses the Imperium.

 BETWEEN DISCLOSURE AND THEATRICALITY

 In this context, so potently inhabited by cultural, regional styles, and

 specifically by the Jewish-Protestant continuum that emerges from

 the northern German Enlightenment and its legacies and remains so

 persistently ignored by the readers and historians of that tradition, it

 behooves us to consider carefully the cultural and ideological inflec-
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 tions of terms such as theatricality, performance, and its attendant
 modes of action.

 In this vein I would offer a historian's friendly amendment to

 Dana Villa's persuasive reading of Arendt's theory of political action.

 Villa understands Arendtian political action - the participation in the

 life of the polis - as performative action. He finds the most cogent

 precedent in Nietzsche's view that there is no external foundation or

 justification of the acting self. In Nietzsche's words: "there is no such

 substratum; there is no 'being' behind doing, effecting, becoming; the

 'doer' is merely a fiction added to the deed - the deed is everything"

 (Nietzsche, 1974b, Book I, sec. 13; cited in Villa, 1996: 86). Nietzsche's

 own source here (unmentioned by Villa) is almost certainly Goethe's

 line, from Faust, Part 1: "Am Anfang war die Tat" - In the beginning was

 the deed - which is in turn a riff on the Gospel according to John: Am

 Anfang was das Wort: In the beginning was the word. Like virtually every-

 one else mentioned in this essay, Nietzsche built part of his house on a

 foundation set by Goethe. Moreover, the fact that God was dead did not

 prevent him from thinking like a good Protestant.

 From Nietzsche, Villa argues, Arendt developed an aesthetic
 view of life and action, conceived as "a strategic response" both to

 the unacceptability of a Platonic insistence on transcendent truths
 and values as well as to the nihilistic logic the Platonic valuation sets

 in motion. The hope is the rescue of the "possibility of meaning in

 a nihilistic age." The achievement of meaning is the mark of style
 in the contemporary world; on this point, Villa cites The Gay Science:

 "One thing is needful - to 'give style' to one's character - a great and

 rare art!" (Nietzsche, 1974a, sec. 290; cited in Villa 1996: 91). Like
 Nietzsche, Arendt "opts for a performative conception of the self and

 a more action-friendly, theatrical conception of the public realm"

 (Villa, 1996: 87, 89). In this sense we are faced with a potential inver-

 sion or a hypothetical defense of Schein over Sein, the pair of categories

 I invoked earlier in the context of Arendt's rejection of Zweig. The

 disclosive character of political action is a function of Schein (appear-

 ance) and a dismissal of any prior or fundamental dimension of Sein
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 (being), which might claim foundational or authoritative status. It
 remains all the more crucial, then, to understand disclosure and

 action as originary, or, in another word, as presentational and self-

 presentational, and not as representational (that is, not as a repeti-

 tion of a prior authority).

 In this manner, the theatrical realm of political action differenti-

 ates itself from the culture of the Burgtheater that Arendt so despises.

 Political action, or perhaps rather activity, amounts to a mode of disclo-
 sure, disclosure of the self as a function of action and of the basic char-

 acter of the polis itself. That is, performative action is originary action

 in some important way. We cannot do without some conception of
 authenticity here as a way of steering clear of a performance under-

 stood as the acting out of a preconceived script or practice, but it is also

 essential that we develop this required conception while steering clear

 of the claims of an ontological authenticity. Doing is not preempted

 by being. Disclosure is thus simultaneous with becoming. "Men show

 who they are" though political action and at the same time that they

 become who they are.

 Arendt developed her conception of the political in the same

 years that J. L. Austin developed his distinction between performative

 and constative speech acts (Austin, 1955). The parallel (again, not cited

 by Villa) may not be immanent but it remains nonetheless instructive

 and perhaps even necessary. For Austin, a performative speech act
 does what it says, as in "I promise." The action is originary; it cannot

 be a repetition or a quotation of someone else's words. Yet a significant

 complication presents itself. Thus, in a famous example, the words "I

 pronounce you husband and wife" cannot be uttered by an actor, but

 only by a figure authorized to say the words in a performative way. The

 confusion of these modes of speech - call them the performative and the

 conventionally theatrical - can have dire consequences. James Johnson

 has recounted the sad, true story of the unknown actor who was sent to

 the guillotine during the worst days of the Terror in Bordeaux in 1794

 after uttering the words "Vive le Roi!" on stage. "But, it was my role!"

 were apparently his last, supplicant words (Johnson, 1995).
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 The authoritative enablement behind performative speech
 is thus one aspect of those cultural enablements and conditions of

 speech that begin with language itself. Politically, their most impor-

 tant aspect is ideology: false consciousness, the tyranny of received

 ideas - the ventriloquizing of clichés as if they were originary thoughts
 and statements. Arendt's lack of interest in unconscious motivations

 and formations accompanies, perhaps, her lack of concern with the

 psychological function of ideology, as distinct from their general
 definitions, with which she is of course profoundly concerned.
 Conceivably, her urgent and longstanding concern with totalitarian

 states led her to minimize this issue as a luxury of free societies, a

 mode of self-induced tutelage.

 The slippage of language, speech, and meaning making into
 ideology and commodity formed a central concern of philosophy and

 poetry in the Central European fin de siècle, from the pioneers of the

 philosophy of language (Fritz Mauthner and Ludwig Wittgenstein
 before all others) to the highly self-conscious poetics and aesthetics

 of the young Hugo von Hoftnannsthal. The Bohemian-born, Berlin-

 based Mauthner published his three-volume Beitraege zu einer Kritik der

 Sprache in 1901-02. During these years he served as chief theater critic

 of the Berliner Tageblatt, the city's leading liberal newspaper (owned by

 the Mosse family, as mentioned earlier). That the pioneer of language

 philosophy operated by day as a theater critic is more than parentheti-

 cal, but not ironic, in the context of my argument. In a section called

 of the Beitraege called "Silence" (Das Schweigen), Mauthner impugns the

 authority of language as follows:

 Zum Hasse, zum höhnischen Lachen bringt uns die

 Sprache durch die ihr innewohnende Frechheit. Sie hat
 uns frech verraten; jetzt kennen wir sie. Und in den lichten

 Augenblicken dieser furchtbaren Einsicht toben wir gegen

 die Sprache wie gegen den nächsten Menschen, der uns um

 unseren Glauben, um unsere Liebe, um unsere Hoffnung

 betrogen hat.
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 Through its immanent arrogance, language leads us to
 hatred, to mocking laughter. It has arrogantly betrayed us;
 we can now return the favor. And in the lucid moments of

 this fruitful insight we rage against language as we would

 against any man who has robbed us of faith, love, and hope

 (Mauthner, n.d.).

 Some 35 years ago, Allan Janik and Stephen Toulmin asserted the

 importance of Mauthner' s work in the emergence of early twentieth-

 century language philosophy in general, and in the unfolding of Ludwig

 Wittgenstein's early work specifically. Their book, Wittgenstein's Vienna,

 argued that Vienna, more than Cambridge, provided the cultural and

 ideological context of Wittgenstein's work, which was in turn moti-

 vated by concerns more ethical and social than analytical or formalist.

 Mauthner's position was nominalist and skeptical with regard to what he

 called the "reification" of language. As Janik and Toulmin point out, the

 logical extension of Mauthner's nominalism was the view that language

 itself be understood as "a reified abstraction" (Janik and Toulmin, 1973:

 126). What appears to have disappeared from the realm of possibility is

 the Lessingian (and Arendtian) understanding of language as discourse,

 as a function of human (political) exchange. Thus the epistemological

 and social-political anxiety of the fin-de-siècle involves the loss of the

 middle ground between abstraction and the material world - the middle

 ground that Arendt, after Lessing, calls the worldly or the political.

 Fin-de-siècle language philosophy filled the dossiers of the poets

 as well the philosophers. With a similar anxiety and a similar diagno-

 sis, Hugo von Hofmannsthal's drama Elektra (1904, after Sophocles)

 surveyed the crash of the House of Atreus through a series of dysfunc-

 tional dialogues that unfold as synecdoches of social and political break-

 down. Noncommunication culminates in the literal nonrecognition
 between the degraded Elektra, daughter of the slain Agamemnon, and

 her brother Orestes, who returns from exile to avenge their father's

 murder. The vengeance involves matricide, and the result of the passage

 a l'acte is catastrophe rather than restoration.
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 Best known among Hofmannsthal's poetic interventions in
 the philosophy of language is his "Letter of Lord Chandos" (1901), a

 fictional epistle to Francis Bacon from a melancholy epistemologist

 who confesses a collapse of confidence in language and writing. The

 message may be sincere, but Hofmannsthal's text remains (as its
 author surely realized) a multilayered baroque costume play, and thus

 an act of homage to precisely those practices and conceits that are
 under attack.

 The Chandos paradox reveals both the two sides of theatricality

 and the two sides of the fin-de-siècle attack on language. Only language

 can save language, and perhaps only theatricality can save theatrical-

 ity. But in both cases the intellectual and political animus mounts a

 critique of ideology, and a critique of the ritualized theatricality that

 defined the political culture of late Habsburg Austria.

 "Decorativity" and "gelatine-democracy" were the phrases
 coined to describe late Habsburg Austria by its most trenchant cultural

 analyst, Hermann Broch. Broch was both philosopher and poet. Arendt

 called him "a poet in spite of himself." The analytical acumen of his

 historical, critical study Hugo von Hofmannsthal and his Time (1947), from

 which the neologisms above are taken, may support her point. Broch's

 study opens with an invective echoing Arendt's attack on Zweig, writ-

 ten several years earlier:

 The essential character of a period can generally be deci-

 phered from its architectural façade, and in the case of
 the second half of the nineteenth century, the period of

 Hofrnannsthars birth, that façade is certainly one of the

 most wretched in world history. This was the period of

 eclecticism, of false Baroque, false Renaissance, false
 Gothic. Wherever in that era Western man determined the

 style of life, that style tended toward bourgeois constric-

 tion and bourgeois pomp, to a solidity that signified suffo-

 cation just as much as security. If ever poverty was masked

 by wealth, it was here (Broch, 1984: 33).
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 Broch had studied philosophy at the University of Vienna but had

 abandoned the field out of disappointment with the way the reigning

 mode of logical positivism abjured the investigation of problems of

 ethics. (In this context, Janik and Toulmin's work can be understood

 to strive to rescue Wittgenstein from this same reduced purview.) In

 this long essay, Broch' s analysis functions powerfully as the antidote to

 Stefan Zweig's. Broch and Arendt were close friends, and their published

 correspondence points to a wealth of conversation around the writing

 of the Hofinannsthal study (Arendt and Broch, 1996).

 In a letter to Arendt of October 10, 1947, Broch wrote about the

 Hofinannsthal project in the context of his distinction between the exis-

 tential and the essential: "the essentialist is in fact nothing other than

 the Ur-language, the Ur-Association which creates new language from

 within every language." The German is key to the passage's texture

 and its own performance of original thinking and citation: "Denn das

 Essentialistische ist eben nichts anderes als die Ur-Vokäbel, die Ur-Assoziation,

 die innerhalb jeder Sprache stets neue Sprache schafft." The final phrase is in

 content, word choices, and rhythm a clear riff on Mephisto's self-de-

 scription (in Goethe's Faust Part 1) as "der Geist der stets das Boese will und

 stets das Gute schafft" (the spirit that always wills evil and always creates

 good") (Arendt and Broch, 1996: 57-60).

 To make his language effective, Broch continues, Hofinannsthal

 needed "the concreteness of the actor." Moreover, he required the
 Untermalung - literally, the "under-painting" - of music. He was there-

 fore a librettist more than a playwright. Indeed, Broch probably knew
 that Hofinannsthal solicited from Richard Strauss the music that would

 transform Elektra from a play into an opera, thereby inaugurating one

 of the most successful partnerships in operatic history. Broch's observa-

 tion might return us to Arendt's dismissal of "Hollywood" as the coup

 de grace in her dispatch of Stefan Zweig. She may have been too blunt.

 The history of émigré Hollywood is filled with examples of directors

 (Sirk and Wilder), composers (Korngold and Waxman) and others who
 found a new version of the Viennese theater-world, and also the kind of

 double edge that allowed them both to obey the system and impugn it
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 from within, to perform the possibility - here in Lynne Joyrich's formu-

 lation - "that deep involvement in mediated culture need not mean

 thoughtless conformity."4

 Arendt is of course aware of the vulnerability of discourse, disclo-

 sure, and political action to the power of ideology. She knows that a

 politician's statement such as "I believe in freedom," to say nothing of

 "We will liberate Iraq," must be listened to and parsed carefully. This is

 the issue behind her adherence to Lessing's Enlightenment, in which

 the quality of political discourse and conversation trumps the validity

 of basic principles or claims. In other words the ethical and political

 viability of a speech act is a function of its embeddedness in the world.

 In all cases, the drive is to create a viable political and discursive reality

 that is as conscious and as immune as possible to the repetition and

 the performance of ideology and unquestioned authority. And in this

 context the category and value of theatricality must be treated carefully

 and with substantial suspicion.

 The Arendtian recuperation of Lessing's Enlightenment of disclo-

 sure is not an easy task. Indeed, the weight of ideology may make it

 impossible. In The Origins of Totalitarianism, Arendt attempted a history of

 such component ideologies. Indeed, the coherence of her account of the

 nineteenth century and its foci on nationalism, imperialism, and anti-

 Semitism may combine and cohere in terms of a history of ideology.

 The nineteenth-century damage to the politics of disclosure has

 received alternative historicizations, most of which are complementary

 to Arendt's. The best known is perhaps Juergen Habermas's Structural

 Transformation of the Public Sphere, which finds at mid-century a transpo-

 sition from a politics of discursive (and material) exchange to one of

 consumption. The historian George Mosse, who spent the second half

 or his long career understanding the cultural and ideological origins

 of fascism and Nazism (contra Arendt, he resisted the umbrella term

 "totalitarianism"), collected the impoverishment of discursive politics

 under the general syndrome of "bourgeois respectability."5

 Since his analysis is class-based, Mosse understands the ideology

 of respectability as a pan-European phenomenon, though he makes
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 important distinctions between its Protestant and Catholic carriers and

 enablers. Thus the Protestant religious revival of the late eigtheenth and

 early nineteenth centuries "returned to Protestantism a moral fervor"

 in which "behavior was an expression of inner piety" (Mosse, 1985: 5).

 Prisoners of northern Protestant respectability projected their fantasies

 on the Catholic south, but Catholic Europe constructed its own version

 of the same ideology (Mosse, 1985: 20). Respectability's success, Mosse

 argues, emerged nonetheless from its partnership with nationalism.

 As Emilio Gentile has recently pointed out, Mosse opposed
 Arendt's view of the benefits to some (not to the Jews) of nineteenth-

 centuiy nationalism as she laid them out in The Origins of Totalitarianism

 (Part 1: Anti-Semitism). Mosse's multifaceted rejection of national-

 ism as the most generative and the most toxic of modern ideologies

 led him to reject the view of nationalism as a principle of protec-
 tion. Arendt argued that the European Jews could be excluded from

 a nationalist umbrella and could therefore not count (without or
 before Zionism) on the protection of a nation. This understanding had

 informed and defined Arendt's own Zionism in the 1930s. In The Ori&ns

 of Totalitarianism, Arendt described Zionism as "the only political answer

 Jews have ever found to anti-Semitism." And in an evocation of Edmund

 Burke that amounts to a surprisingly Burkean moment in her own

 argument, Arendt asserted that the principle of the "rights of men"

 did the Jews no good in the nineteenth century when they were faced

 with the monster of anti-Semitism, while the principle of "the rights of

 Englishmen," had it covered the European Jews, and as Zionism insisted

 that it would, would have done more good (Arendt, 1968: 120, 175-6;

 see Gentile, 2007: 54-55).

 Mosse's general rejection of nationalism as a normative princi-
 ple may have led him to misread Arendt's argument as a normative

 endorsement of nationalism, in some general sense, as an ideal type.
 But Arendt's invocation of nationalism and indeed her own limited

 Burkeanism are both defined by and limited to historical contingency.

 If nationalism governs, then inclusion (of the Jews) must come accord-

 ing to what is allowed by a national or nationalist paradigm. The same
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 might be said of her Zionism, without diminution of its importance or

 of her own conviction. In the context of Jewish politics and Arendt's

 own political trajectory, the pragmatic result might be described as

 a Zionism of contingency. A Zionism of contingency need not reflect

 ambivalence or lack of political commitment; rather, it submits its

 immanent nationalism to the measure of political necessity, rather

 than holding it up as a virtue in itself.

 Moreover, such a position has swift political results. In the 1930s,
 the Zionism of Arendt and Scholem alike coincided with the Zionism

 of the B'rit Shalom movement, whose model for the development of

 society and political institutions in Palestine was bicultural and bina-

 tional (Jewish and Arab). Shmuel Hugo Bergman, possibly the move-

 ment's best known spokesman, referred to this argument as "the last
 flicker of a humanist nationalist flame, at a moment when national-

 ism became amongst all the nations an anti-humanist movement." This

 discourse was promoted largely by German speaking intellectuals in
 Palestine. In Steven Aschheim's recent summary: "From an early stage

 of Zionist settlement they devoted themselves to the cause of Arab-

 Jewish understanding and advocated a binational, common state or
 federative solution to the emerging conflict. . . ." Throughout, and to

 the chagrin of others within their camp, they identified this issue as

 the central moral and political challenge to Zionism. Bergman under-

 stood his own binational and bicultural proclivity as a repetition with

 difference of his upbringing in binational, bicultural Prague. "We took

 Prague into our hearts as a bridge city and assumed the function of

 trying to overcome the antagonisms. It is probably no coincidence that

 Bohemian Jews were the carriers of the Brit-Shalom ideas. That, it seems

 to me, is the teaching that we should pass on to our descendants" (cited

 in Aschheim, 2007:6, 7, 13). There is no reason, however, to confuse

 meaning with cause in the context of this kind of affinity. For Arendt,

 Scholem, and Mosse, the multicultural principle that Bergman associ-

 ated with Prague may have signified as a cosmopolitan principle associ-

 ated with Berlin. Of the three, only Scholem maintained his Zionism
 as a nationalism defensible on it own, ideal, normative terms. Arendt's
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 Zionism and defense of nationalism was limited to her sense of politi-

 cal realism in the shadow of an increasingly threatening nineteenth-

 century illiberalism.

 In this case, Arendt's intransigent style may have led her to a

 greater degree of political flexibility than that achieved or exhibited by

 Mosse's more flexible tone. Mosse accused Arendt of being not cosmo-

 politan enough. But cosmopolitanism, like discourse itself, requires a

 dialogical condition. Arendt's nineteenth century (much like Mosse's)

 is an increasingly dark place, where there is little room for the prin-

 ciples of the Lessingian enlightenment. The politics of disclosure are

 disabled where discourse cannot evolve - in a room, society, or century

 where no one is listening.

 NOTES

 1. A remark made by Walter Laqueur from the floor during the confer-

 ence "New Paths in German and German Jewish Cultural History,"

 Schloss Elmau, Germany, July 2004.

 2. Spinoza's profession was lensmaking, which in itself becomes a

 potent metaphor for the mediation between vision and (non-) trans-

 parency, a key metaphor in the return to Spinoza in the late or post-

 Enlightenment. The metaphor also guides George Eliot's invocation

 of Spinoza via the character of Mordecai in Daniel Deronda; see chap-
 ter 3.

 3. Arendt's discussion of respect in The Human Condition provides a close

 corollary: "Respect, not unlike the Aristotelian philiapolitike, is a kind

 of 'friendship' without intimacy and without closeness; it is a regard

 for the person from the distance which the space of the world puts

 between us, and this regard is independent of qualities which we may

 admire or of achievements which we may highly esteem" (Arendt,

 1959: 218).

 4. On the work and legacy of Douglas Sirk with reference to this duality,

 see Joyrich (2004: 210); see also the bibliography (212).

 5. See Mosse (1985, esp. 1-22 and 181-91). See also Mosse (1993b). For

 an account of the emergence of "respectability" in Mosse's evolving
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 history of cultural ideology, see the new intellectual biography by

 Emilio Gentile (2007). See also Aschheim (2007).
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 Martine Leibovici

 Arendt's Rahel Varnhagen:
 A New Kind of Narration in

 the Impasses of German-
 Jewish Assimilation and

 Existenzphilosophie

 ON THE PROBLEM OF GERMAN-JEWISH ASSIMILATION EXEMPLIFIED IN THE

 life of Ràhel Varnhagen (see Grunenberg, 2003: 34). That was the first

 title in Hannah Arendt's mind when, circa 1929 in Berlin, she began

 writing the book that would be published in 1957 under the English

 title Rahel Varnhagen: The Life of a Jewess.1 Before fleeing to the United

 States, she was able to complete the book in Paris, adding the last two

 chapters while there, and the manuscript was saved thanks to Käte
 Fürst's escape to Palestine before the outbreak of the war. An immi-

 grant in America, Arendt feared the book had been lost, so she wrote

 to Kurt Blumenfeld, asking him to call Käte Fürst to find out what had

 happened to it. The manuscript was finally returned to her in New York

 in 1945. Hermann Broch and Karl Jaspers read it then; both tried in vain

 to have it published. Not until seven years later did the opportunity for

 publication finally arise through the offices of the Leo Baeck Institute,

 at which Arendt had been an early associate, a relationship that contin-
 ued until 1963.

 When Hermann Broch read Arendt's manuscript in 1947, he
 wrote the following to her: "Es ist ein neuer Typ von Biographie [. . .] die
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 abstrakte Biographie f. . .] alles ist textilisch: ein Gobelin" [It is a new kind of

 biography ... an abstract biography . . . it's all woven: a Gobelin tapes-

 try] (Broch, [12/14/1947] 1996: 65). The term textilisch is very interesting

 here. It reminds us of Penelope's web, one of Arendt's favorite meta-

 phors for describing trains of thought. Moreover, could Broch have

 been thinking of Pallas Athena, the goddess of weaving, the figure who,

 according to Barbara Hahn, stands at the dawn of a story that began in

 the mid-eighteenth century and ended with World War II? It is the

 metaphor for the fighting and thinking woman, which constitutes an

 oxymoron when associated, as it is in Paul Celan's poem, with the word

 Jüdin: die Jüdin Pallas Athene. A number of Jewish women invented a

 singular way of entering into German culture; singular in that no tradi-

 tion in Judaism or in Germany had shown them the way. One of the

 first, Rahel Varnhagen, who mentioned the goddess in her letters, was

 called "the German Pallas Athena," while being recognized as a Jewess.

 "Wenn eine Jüdin die deutsche Pallas Athena sein kann, wird konträres verklam-

 mert" [If a Jewess can be the German Pallas Athena, opposites will have

 been clamped together], writes Barbara Hahn, and her description

 of the specificity Arendt uses in telling Rahel's story recalls a weav-

 ing. Rahel Varnhagen never wrote a book, only letters and a diary, in

 which she unsystematically mixed narration and reflection, political

 and philosophical thoughts. Arendt's biography is true to heterogene-

 ity of this kind: her biographical writing offers no synthesis, jumping

 from systematic representations to individual experiences, and then

 to historical events or even social context (Hahn, 2002: 17, 208-209;

 see also Nordmann, 1994 on the specificity of Arendt's biographical

 writing).

 Nevertheless, Broch's use of the word abstrakt (abstract) is not

 necessarily a compliment. It is intended not only to designate a phil-

 osophical deformation, but also to say that Arendt omits details that
 could interest the reader:

 Ich will nicht nur wissen, wer mit wem geschlafen hat, sondern

 will auch Adresse und Datum: was Sie machen ist abstrakte

 Pornographie [I want not only to know who slept with whom
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 but also the address and date. What you've done is abstract

 pornography] (Broch, [12/14/1947] 1996: 66).

 Such a critique is all the more interesting as Arendt, while answer-

 ing to Jaspers's early objections from 1930, wrote to him that she had

 chosen the genre of biography precisely because she could not say what
 she wanted to in abstracto:

 What this all really adds up to - fate, being exposed, what

 life means - I can't really say in the abstract (and I realize

 that in trying to write about it here). Perhaps all I can try to

 do is illustrate it with examples, and that is precisely why

 I want to write a biography (Arendt-Jaspers, [3/24/1930]

 1992: 12).

 In abstracto means philosophic: more precisely, within the frames

 of Existenzphilosophie (existential philosophy), be they Heidegger's or

 Jaspers's. Two things are noteworthy here: 1) the kind of biography that

 Arendt wrote; and 2) the very fact that she chose - despite Heidegger's

 well known contempt for it - the biographical genre.

 In order to give an account of those two things, one has to arrive

 at an understanding of what it is in the frames of Existenzphilosophie

 that prevents expression of the predicament of Rahel's existence
 and makes biography the more appropriate genre in her case. That

 predicament is related to the problem of the German-Jewish assimila-

 tion, which continues to accompany Arendt, like background music,

 in the 1950s, although she believes that there is no longer a reason

 to write about Jews, particularly on German Jews, because German
 Judaism itself no longer exists. In 1957 she wrote to Kurt Blumenfeld,

 who once opened her eyes to the impasses of the assimilation, that

 although many other things were on her mind - such as the publica-

 tion of The Human Condition, for instance - she could not stop think-

 ing about the phenomenon of the German Jews: "Mir lässt die Sache

 keine Ruhe" [A thing that leaves me no rest] (Arendt, [8/2/1956] 1995:

 154). Arendt always considered the German-Jewish problem from the
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 Zionist critique's point of view, which remained "basically justified"

 (Arendt-Jaspers, [9/7/1952] 1992: 197, n. 8), whereas Rahel Varnhagen

 seemed quite alien to her when she had to reread it in preparation for

 publication. Nevertheless, this does not mean that she agreed with
 the usual narratives of the German-Jewish history, be they Zionist or
 not.

 That is why she looked for a new way of telling the story of Rahel

 Varnhagen's life, of expressing the link between what one might call a

 sociopolitical context (die deutsch-jüdische Assimilation) and an individual

 life (das Leben der Rahel Varnhagen). In the first title Arendt considered

 for the biography, mentioned in her early letter to Jaspers, this link

 is expressed by the word exemplifiziert. In the first case, a problem is

 exemplifiziert] in the second, it is a concept (Schicksal, Expmiertheit). Thus,

 while her early, abandoned title reveals Arendt's effort to apply a

 general analysis to a single life, the notion of exemplarity, reworked

 from Kant's Critique of Judgment, begins with a singularity and reaches

 toward a kind of universality. Arendt dealt with exemplarity in her later

 writings. However, in order to let Rahel Varnhagen's originality appear,

 it is, in my view, necessary to set aside any assumptions that Arendt's

 book is a veiled autobiography.

 ARENDT'S QUESTIONS ABOUT HER PRESENT

 In the preface she wrote in 1956, Arendt first presented Rahel Varnhagen

 in negative terms: it is not a book about Rahel, nor is it about her posi-

 tion in the era of Romanticism, nor about the significance of her salon

 for social history, etc. The only positive thing Arendt writes about her

 intention is that "What interested me solely was to narrate the story of

 Rahel's life as she herself might have told it." This sentence is frequently

 understood to mean that Arendt, in narrating Rahel's life, was telling

 her own story, as if Rahel Varnhagen: The Life of a Jewess was a veiled version

 of Arendt's autobiography. But the preface openly opposes any external

 interpretation, objecting to any point of view that would "assume to

 know more than Rahel herself" (Arendt, 1997: 81, 83) by taking the

 sociological approach Arendt had already criticized in the same terms

 in her early essay on Karl Mannheim (Arendt, [1930] 1994).2
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 In order to achieve the narrative voice Arendt sought, one must

 adopt the other's point of view - that is, imagine the world as it might

 appear to that person. Liliane Weissberg is right to remind us that

 "'visiting' is a central concept in Arendt's political theory" (Weissberg,

 quoted in Arendt, 1997: 16). But visiting does not necessarily imply
 our identification with the other or the telling of our own story while

 telling the other's story. Rather, it presupposes friendship, a space of

 dialogue where differences are preserved. That is exactly how Arendt

 qualifies Rahel: "my very closest woman friend, unfortunately dead

 100 years now" (Arendt [8/12/1936], 2000: 10). The book is dedicated
 to Anne Mendelssohn-Weil, Arendt's closest female friend since 1921,

 who discovered Karl Varnhagen's Buch des Andenkens [Book of Memories]

 and gave it to Arendt.

 Thus, if I sometimes judge another person's self-interpretation, it

 is not because I know the direction history would take simply because

 I exist later. I myself am not the voice of the judgment of history. The

 question is rather, considering the other's present (not his or her
 future), how did he or she respond to it? How did he or she perceive

 the present? To what part of it was he or she blind, that is, what did he

 or she prefer not to see? Certainly my own experience is not sufficient:

 I have to know something about that past present, and the source of

 my knowledge is the historical and sociological culture.3 Nevertheless,

 my experience guides me, in two ways, to ask this or that question. No

 doubt my own experience includes my love affairs, and these certainly

 direct a number of my trains of thought. I do not deny that it is inter-

 esting to investigate the extent to which Arendt is projecting her own

 passions and pains when she describes Rahel Varnhagen's relationship

 to Count Finckenstein or to Karl Varnhagen.4 But if we try to relate

 to Arendt in the way that she relates to Rahel Varnhagen, avoiding

 "modern indiscretion," we can still imagine what questions she might

 have been posing about her own present when she decided to focus

 her study of Romanticism on Rahel Varnhagen's life, starting with the

 Zionist critique of the assimilation perspective.

 Around 1930, Arendt began to take the rise of anti-Semitism in

 Germany seriously, despite the promises of emancipation - and it is
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 true that the Weimar Republic was the first in Germany to grant equal

 rights to Jews as well as to women. Inspired by Zionism, she tried to

 trace the phenomenon back to the situation of Jews in modernity since

 the eighteenth century, to the terms under which emancipation had

 then been established.5 That situation entailed another series of ques-

 tions about the inadequacy of German Jews' responses. To answer such

 questions, one must to understand how the story began.

 There are several obstacles to such an understanding. One is typi-

 cally Jewish:

 We Jews are inclined to have an inverted historical perspec-

 tive. The more distantly removed events are from the pres-

 ent, the more sharply, clearly and accurately they appear.

 Such an inversion of historical perspective means that in

 our political conscience we do not want to take the respon-

 sibility for the immediate past (Arendt [1946], 2007c: 313).

 The traditional biblical narrative cannot tell the story of the

 immediate past - that is, the history of Jewish assimilation. But assimi-

 lationist Jews (Hermann Cohen, for instance) also fail to do so, because

 they record that history as one of harmony, as if German and Jewish

 cultures were close enough to supplement one another without tension

 or contradiction. The Zionist narrative does the opposite: the natures

 of Gentile and Jewish peoples are seen as foreign to one another, the

 first eternally hostile to the other.6 Another obstacle can be found
 within German culture: a kind of Hegelianism or Fichteanism to which

 Jaspers was adhering in a way when he spoke in 1933 of Germany's
 "historical-political destiny" as capable of being hospitable enough to

 welcome Jews, provided that the word "German" is understood in an

 ethical universalistic sense (Arendt-Jaspers [1/3/1933], 1992: 18). In her

 response, Arendt rejects any concept of political-historical destiny, any

 narrative unifying the different trajectories and masking the plurality

 of origins, the manyness of beginnings. One cannot speak of a common

 political-historical destiny shared between Jews and Germans, only
 of the accidental meeting of two histories: "I know only too well how
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 late and how fragmentary the Jews' participation in that destiny has

 been, how much by chance they entered into what was then a foreign

 history" (Arendt-Jaspers [1/6/1933], 1992: 18-19).

 More: within German Jewry itself, there is a key distinction that

 one must take into account, the difference between "the few families

 that have been in Germany for generations now" and "the immigrant

 stream from the east for whom the process of assimilation keeps going

 on." A new kind of narration is needed to tell such a complicated story.

 For Jaspers, the answer is probably easy: "Germany in its old glory

 is your past." But for Arendt, "my Germany can hardly be expressed

 in one phrase." Trying to say it calls for going through dominant
 unilateral discourses "whether it is that of Zionism, the assimilation-

 ists, or the anti-Semites" because they "obscure the true problem of

 the situation" (Arendt-Jaspers [1/6/1933], 1992: 18-19). Thus the auto-

 biographical element in Arendt's questioning, as she looked back at

 Rahel Varnhagen's life, could be: As a German Jew, where do I come

 from? What were the conditions in which my great-grandparents were

 admitted into German history? How did they interpret such an histori-

 cal novelty? And if, from Arendt's point of view, no narrative is really

 appropriate, we shall see now that this is because the philosophical
 discourse is not appropriate either.

 BODENLOSIGKEIT AND EXISTENZPHILOSOPHIE

 Let us return to Jaspers's early objections to Rahel Varnhagen. They are

 objections that he would repeat in more or less the same terms 20 years

 later. In his view, Arendt was constructing an illegitimate notion -

 "Jewish existence" - as if she wanted to base Rahel's existence upon
 something external to it. As a result, she objectified that existence,

 enclosing it within a destiny and denying it its freedom, which Jaspers

 defines as the possibility "being rooted in itself" (Arendt-Jaspers
 [3/20/1930], 1992: 10]. To understand this objection, it is necessary to

 recall the Jaspersian meaning of Existenz, which he distinguishes from

 Dasein. Dasein is the empirical existence - the network of objective
 communications, the legal, political, cultural, and economical order

 without which human life would be merely animal. Experiencing our
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 limits, confronting our necessary failure within the world is conceived

 of as the first moment of philosophizing. Philosophizing - rather than

 philosophy - is an act or a leap of transcendency, starting not from an

 intellectual consideration, but from the experience of boundary situa-

 tions like guilt, conflict, or death. Then the individual confronts him-

 or herself with his or her own possibilities, with which he or she can

 freely engage. In Jaspers' terms, the individual jumps to that which is
 the most fundamental in him- or herself, the source from which free-

 dom springs. However, coming to terms with boundary situations

 presupposes that the empirical given is not a Grund [ground] but a

 Boden [foundation], stable enough to be shaken by such a movement of

 transcendence (for a precise presentation of Jaspers's philosophy, see

 Dufrenne and Ricoeur, 1949.).

 In 1952, Jaspers follows the same pattern. According to him,

 Arendt's point of view is too narrow; it reduces Rahel's life to Jewishness,

 considered in a psycho-sociological way. Jewishness does not belong to

 Existenz but to Dasein. According to him, "das jüdische Dasein" is noth-

 ing else but one occasion inter alia in which one experiences univer-

 sal boundary situations, such as failure in Rahel Varnhagen's case. One

 can only do her justice by considering Jewishness as a moment to be

 sublated (aufgehoben) in order to allow the universal significance of her

 experience to appear. For all these reasons, Rahel Varnhagen: The Life of a

 Jewess is in Jaspers's mainly of autobiographical interest: as a stage in

 its author's existence, on her way to her own "clarity and liberation"

 (Arendt-Jaspers [8/23/1952], 1992: 192).

 Arendt had already responded to the protest against objectifica-

 tion in 1930, saying that hers was not of a psycho-sociological nature,

 but rested on Rahel's self-objectification "that is not a reflective or

 retrospective one, but rather from the very outset a mode of 'experi-

 encing,' of learning" (Arendt-Jaspers [3/24/1930], 1992: 32). Ingeborg

 Nordmann rightly notices that, even if Rahel Varnhagen must be consid-

 ered a response to Being and Time, the concept of self-objectification is

 true to Heidegger's will to go beyond the subject-object opposition at the

 center of modern science: the Dasein is a Being-in-the-world (Nordmann,

 1994: 32). The world is not the Dasein's object; the Dasein is always/
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 already thrown into the world, engaged in it, oriented toward it. But

 rather than singling out the formal characteristics of Rahel's Being-in-

 the-World (Schicksal, Exponiertheit) here, Arendt relates it to Rahel's own

 life, which must be recounted in association with its historical context.

 Drawing such a link does not amount to lightening from outside the

 difficulties and self-interpretations of the individual. On the contrary,

 Arendt attempts to find out how some persons "lived their life, how they

 moved in the world and how they were affected by historical time," and

 all those hows shed illumination "over the time span that was given

 them on earth" (Arendt, 1983a: vii, ix). Moreover, it is remarkable that,

 in her response to Jaspers, Arendt avoids the Existenz/Dasein vocabulary,

 and speaks of "Jewish experience" (Arendt-Jaspers, [9/7/1952] 1992) - as

 if she were setting aside the distinction between the empirical (Dasein)

 and the transcendent (Existenz). But she also sets aside the Heideggerian

 distinction between the ontic and the ontological.

 Certainly, Heidegger departs from the other existence philoso-

 phies by not using the term Existenz - he retains only Dasein, which
 itself is divided into unauthentic and authentic one. Nevertheless, his

 conception of the passage from unauthenticity to authenticity also

 presupposes something like a Boden, which has to be solid enough
 to withstand shaking. One of the fundamental characteristics of the

 Being-in-the-world is familiarity, be it Environment (Umwelt) or With-

 world (Mitwelt). With-world is the world of equipment, the world of

 Things-at-hand. Let us add that no individual item of equipment makes

 sense in itself; it must always first belong to an "equipment structure,"

 in such a way that any individual item refers to others. This means that

 using a tool presupposes its relationship to a totality, even if the totality

 never shows itself as such. Implicitly, the Dasein is quasi-immersed in a

 world experienced as a significant whole, which is understood in the

 way of evidence. The same kind of remarks could be made in relation

 to the With-world, in the analysis of the dictatorship of the They. Of

 course, this realm is the realm of unauthenticity, in which the Dasein

 is lost as a Self, because everything is viewed from the point of view of

 Them. Achieving authenticity means revealing the true aim indicated

 by the Dasein's temporal orientation, the essence of which is masked by
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 the different aims which interest the Dasein in the world. "The primary
 "what-for" is a for-the-sake-of-which. But the for-the-sake-of-which

 always concerns the being of Dasein, which is essentially concerned

 about this being itself in its being" (Heidegger [1953], 1996:78).

 The revelation of the Dasein" s being reverses the order of what

 occurs first. From an ontic point of view, the world is experienced as

 a place of certainty or of reassurance of ourselves: belonging to this or

 that culture, we implicitly know how to use things, we know how to

 behave - like everybody does in society - which means that we implic-

 itly know the codes; we are at home. Experiencing courageously the

 Angst before death, the Heideggerrian fear without concrete reasons,

 will reveal that, from an ontological point of view, the Dasein is not
 at home in the world, the world must be neanticized to let the Dasein

 face its "ownmost possibility." Then, what appeared at first glance as

 fundamental (the ontic realm) will be understood as secondary from

 an existential point of view ("Not-being-at-home must be conceived exis-

 tentially ana ontologically as the more primordial phenomenon" (Heidegger

 [1953], 1996: 177; original emphasis). As I do not want to discuss the

 problem of Heidegger's Sein-zum-Tod philosophy here (on that point, see

 Abensour, 2006: 115-150), I will only remark that there is no need for

 something special to happen in the world in order to experience the

 Angst before death. As Heidegger writes: "This threat can actically go

 along with complete security and self-sufficiency of the everyday way of

 taking care of things. Angst can arise in the most harmless situations"

 (Heidegger, [1953] 1996: 177).
 In other words, the Environment never loses its character of famil-

 iarity, protection, and obviousness. When the Dasein is tired of being

 courageous and selfish, it always can get some rest within the familiar-

 ity of the Environment, even if it is misleading in relation to its truth.

 One can notice, with Jacques Derrida commenting on Heidegger's Letter

 on Humanism, that the metaphors of proximity, the values of shelter, of

 simple and immediate presence, also characterize the way Heidegger
 talks about the desistieren [Ek-sisting] of the Dasein. Interpreting the

 meaning of Being occurs through what Derrida calls "the metaphorical

 insistence" (Derrida, 1972: 157). He borrows his metaphors from the
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 ontic realm to express ontological problems, and the choice of meta-

 phors is highly significant.

 From Arendt's point of view, the question could be: How can
 someone who does not own the codes of the Environment, who does

 not feel such reassuring familiarity, reach his or her true self? Is that not

 a quest reserved to people for whom the Boden is solid enough to with-

 stand shaking? What happens to someone who, like Rahel Varnhagen,

 is bodenlos [foundationless]? For her, Judaism is not a Boden anymore:

 she is, as Arendt writes to Jaspers, "separated from Judaism" (Arendt-

 Jaspers [3/24/1930], 1997: 11). But neither does she belong to German

 society. She is in-between. Neither the traditional frame of Judaism nor

 the social frames of German society can serve as supports for her. "No

 tradition," Arendt writes, "has transmitted anything to her; her exis-

 tence was not foreseen in any nation's history" (Arendt, 1997: 109).

 WHO IS RAHEL VARNHAGEN? BIOGRAPHY AND THE

 BREAK OF TRADITIONS

 One of the most interesting traits of the Dasein's openness toward

 the world is that it is always coloured by feeling. The world is always

 opened to one in a definite mood (Stimmung): weariness, sadness, happi-

 ness, etc. For Arendt, Rahel's fundamental Boderilosigkeit [foundationle-

 sness] is related to a major feeling in her life: shame of being born a Jew.

 Such a feeling, deeply experienced by the individual, could of course

 also be interpreted in a Jaspersian way as an experience that confronts

 the individual with a universal boundary-situation. Then, "being born

 a Jew" should be sublated toward shame in general. But according to

 Arendt, one cannot immediately generalize such a shame by bracket-

 ing its quality as "being born a Jew" because that quality conveys no

 meaning outside of a specific historical situation. How then, can such

 a sense be expressed without sociologizing or applying a model from

 the outside? This can be illustrated by a scene recounted by Rahel Levin

 in an early letter, written in Yiddish in Hebrew script. As a young girl,

 she made her first journey to Breslau "to those inescapable provin-

 cial Jewish relations" and she watched "out of 'curiosity' a marriage
 according to the Jewish rites. She was welcome to the affair 'as if the
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 Grand Sultan were entering a long neglected seraglio.' And she added

 promptly: 'This made me ashamed'" (Arendt, 1997 [1957]: 250).

 Rahel is not ashamed of her kinship with those oriental Jews, yet

 she is doubly ashamed of the slavish respect with which they welcome

 their rich relatives from Berlin, and of the patronizing attitude of the

 rich toward their poor relatives. In other words, in a single instant,

 Rahel refuses to be part of the social relationships being established

 between the Jewish people and their new notables: not the traditional

 students of Jewish law, but the wealthy privileged Jews who had been

 given permission by Friedrich II to live in Berlin. They were wealthy,

 but unlike the nineteenth-century Jews they had not mastered "the

 trick of obtaining both wealth and culture." Rahel's source of shame is

 her identification with the oriental Jews. Whereas she was the daugh-

 ter of "a dealer of precious stones who had made a fortune," it is as

 though she were the one who humiliated herself by welcoming the rich

 relatives as the Grand Sultan (Arendt, 1997 [1957]: 87).

 This salutary shame could not find any political expression: it

 remained enclosed within Rahel's subjectivity. The immediate result

 was that she ceded not only "her solidarity with the tiny group of

 Prussian 'exception Jews' from which she sprang," but also her "affilia-

 tion to the dark mass of the people" (Arendt, 1997 [1957]: 251). This very

 relationship between the notables and the poor, the naïve pride of the

 rich enjoying their poor relatives' admiration, was precisely the symbol

 of the continuance of the link between them. From that point on, Rahel

 is thrown into life as a pure individual, without model or tradition. Far

 from setting her free, this individualization enchains her: henceforth,

 her origins (the world of the poor and the world of the rich Jews) are

 an object of shame to her. Those origins will haunt her for the rest of

 her life, and will contribute to invalidating any position she acquires in

 society as soon as she attains it.

 Arendt later wrote in The Human Condition, "Who somebody is or

 was we can know only by knowing the story of which he is himself the

 hero" (Arendt, 1958: 186). This applies to Rahel Levin: through Arendt' s

 narration, the person who is Rahel is "a schlemihl or a Jew." This appear-

 ance is woven within the context, which is like a specific stage: "Without
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 a stage-set," Arendt writes, "man cannot live" (Arendt, 1997: 100, 251).

 But in Rahel's case it is not so simple because, as Arendt wrote in her

 response to Jaspers, "I still believe today that under the conditions of

 social assimilation and political emancipation the Jews could not 'live'"

 (Arendt-Jaspers [9/7/1952], 1997: 198). Indeed, one of the main impasses

 associated with theories of Jewish emancipation was that Jews could be

 emancipated only if they confessed their inferiority. At the same time,

 as Jews, they would have to prove how exceptional and human they

 were: "Jews who heard the strange compliment that they were excep-

 tions [. . .] knew quite well that it was this very ambiguity - that they

 were Jews and yet presumably not like Jews - which opened the door of

 society to them" (Arendt, 1966: 56).

 Thus, who Rahel really is could not appear publicly. By telling her

 story however, Arendt allows Rahel's particular way of being a Jew to

 emerge; she gives her a space to appear in, a stage. The more Rahel tried

 to escape Judaism, and the more she became ambitious for herself,

 the more typically Jewish her fate turned out to be, the

 more illuminating she demonstrates to the observer - and

 finally to herself as well - all that a Jew could undertake

 without ceasing to be a Jew. She had walked down all the

 roads that could lead her into the alien world, and upon all
 these roads she has left her track, had converted them into

 Jewish roads, pariah roads (Arendt, 1997: 255).

 Biography, life story, makes those new Jewish roads appear.
 Arendt is the "observer" - later she will speak of a "spectator" - who

 recollects fragments of Rahel's own self-interpretation and relates
 them less to ontological structures than to the specificity of a historical

 situation. Conversely, the historical situation is seen through the prism
 of an individual life.

 In this, Arendt parts with Heidegger. Let me briefly refer to Jacques

 Taminiaux's La fille de Thrace et le penseur professionne (1992). According to

 Heidegger, the right question about the Dasein is not What it is (idem),

 but Who it is (ipse). To make his way toward the Self, Heidegger proceeds
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 through a series of reductions, the most important being the reduction

 of language. The understanding of the Dasein' s "ownmost possibility" -

 death as the possibility of its impossibility - is a special kind of sight

 (Sicht) that Heidegger calls a self-transparency (Durchsichtiglcdt). According

 to Jacques Taminiaux, such a sight is aneu logo, deprived of language.

 There is no more interpretation, with its endless movement of meaning.

 At that point, one stops telling stories about the Self: the revelation of the

 Self is given through the act of philosophizing. For Heidegger there is no

 individualization other than a speculative one (Taminiaux, 1992: 77-114).

 The way Arendt builds her Life of a Jewess, the notion of Who somebody

 is, his or her absolute singularity, is retained. And though the biographi-

 cal genre may be required here, this does not entail adhering to chron-

 ological order. The extraordinary edition of Rahel Varrihagen by Liliane

 Weissberg makes us aware how Arendt builds her chapters by collecting

 fragments from different periods of Rahel's life. For instance, in the first

 chapter, corresponding to 1771-1795, she makes RaheFs feeling of her

 "infamous birth" appear through fragments of letters from 1793, 1793

 or 1804. There Rahel is a woman whose openness to the world is mainly

 felt through that kind of emotion and who calls herself a shlemihl It

 shows through the surface at different moments and lends them a simi-

 lar tonality. But never does the Who reveal itself by transcending either

 the empirical given or temporality. If someone's life presupposes a unity,

 that unity is heard only through temporality and dispersion. Who some-

 body is, is not a being but a way of being, maybe a tone, or a way of acting

 that requires an observer to be collected.

 Historical errors can certainly be found in Rahel Varrihagen. For

 instance, in the scene in which Rahel is confronted with her relatives in

 Breslau, the latter are poor. But Liliane Weissberg informs us that "Rahel's

 relative in Breslau, her 'uncle' Lippman, was indeed very wealthy" (ed.

 note, Arendt, 1997: 364). Still, this is not so important, in that it does not

 change the fact that the relatives in Breslau, even though they are rich
 themselves, consider their visitors from Berlin as the Grand Sultan. More

 generally, a biography is always written after the events it retells, and

 the writing spectator, with his or her own concerns, determines who its
 hero is.
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 With regard to Rahel Varnhagen, Barbara Hahn examines the

 term "salon," which was used by a number of biographers until the

 1930s to refer to the place where she welcomed her friends. Rahel
 herself, however, did not use the word "salon," speaking instead of her

 "society" (Gesellschaft) or unser Kreiss (Hahn, 2002: 76). In fact, the salon is

 a myth, a wishful image of a common life shared by Jews and Germans.

 Around 1930, the term "garret" (Dachstube) appears, and Arendt prob-

 ably adopted it from Bertha Badt-Strauss. Although the "garret" will be

 the main topos after 1980, Arendt's terminology is unique. Whereas

 the salon aimed to bring Rahel - and the other "salonnardes" - closer

 to aristocracy, the garret rather fit in with the idea that "the Jewish

 salons in Berlin provided a social area outside of society, and Rahel's

 garret room in its turn stood outside the conventions and customs of

 even the Jewish salons" (Arendt, 1997: 127; quoted in Hahn, 2002: 82).

 In any case, the garret is an image, just as the salon is. On a factual level,

 how is it possible, Hahn asks, that 20 people could sit and have tea,

 listen to the piano, in a small garret under the roof? Furthermore, such

 an image leads Arendt to ignore the fact that Rahel's room was in the

 same building as the Levin family, or the same floor as her mother's and

 sister's bedrooms and those of the servants. Rahel was very close to her

 family and, according to Hahn, it was the whole family who welcomed
 the friends.

 Certainly the kind of biography Arendt writes does not resemble

 the usual historical biography. Arendt's Rahel is a stylization stressing

 some points, disregarding others. To the extent that Who someone

 is depends on the person receiving his or her revelations, the Who is

 never enclosed in that revelation: as is the case with any story, a life

 story should be told and retold (Arendt, 1983b: 97). Furthermore, even

 if a biography is essentially the story of a particular life, Arendt is also

 searching for a way of opening it to a kind of universality. From her first

 title Arendt had been taking that path: there the relationship between

 the general problem and the singular life is called Exemplifizierung. At

 the end of her last work, Arendt will use Kant's Critique of Judgment to

 express exemplarity, but then the general will be reached from the

 particular and not the other way around: "the example is the particular
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 that contains in itself, or is supposed to contain, a concept or a general

 rule." Through it we can "see in the particular what is valid for more

 than one case" (Arendt, 1982: 83-85).7 That way, particulars are made

 communicable; they can be transmitted. In the Critique of Judgment, Kant

 refers to the notion of exemplary validity to understand the kind of

 universality involved in aesthetic judgments. Beauty can only be made

 sensible through examples, which are analogous to the schemes of

 imagination with regard to experience and cognition.

 Arendt transfers exemplarity to the consideration of lives. This

 does not mean she returns to the romantic idea of making a work of art

 out of one's life.8 Rather, it is through the narration of a single recounted

 life, that a kind of concept- an empirical concept, in Kant's terms - can

 be grasped. For instance, telling Achilles' life lets the concept of cour-

 age appear, and there would have been no possibility of perceiving any

 courage if nobody had told the story of Achilles' life. However, exem-

 plarity does not concern only morality but also "most concepts in the

 historical and political science." Bonapartism could not be understood

 without telling the story of Napoleon Bonaparte. Those who can relate

 to or identify with such an example are not only his contemporaries,

 "who possess the particular experience of Napoleon," but also "the
 heirs of this particular historical tradition" (Arendt, 1982: 84-85).

 In that sense, Rahel Varnhagen's exemplarity is twofold: as
 Achilles does for courage, Rahel's life indicates what Exponiertheit or

 Schicksal can be. Arendt could already understand that from Berlin, but

 she was not able to put a name to the other side of Rahel's exemplarity

 until she got to Paris, where reading Bernard Lazare gave her the notion

 of pariah as distinguished from the parvenu. From Rahel Varnhagen's

 life story there emerges a figure as a form of individuality that drew

 itself out of the world's predicaments in which that individuality had

 to live his or her life. Rahel herself had not drawn such a figure, but

 her experiences were gathered by Heine who, in addition to Kafka,
 Bernard Lazare, and Chaplin, invented one of the four versions of the

 pariah, "The schlemiel and Lord of dreams." Heine kept faith with what

 Rahel Varnhagen entrusted to him.9 Then a new and hidden tradition

 began: thanks to the narration of lives lived in similar conditions, other
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 people, perceiving the figure emerging from the narration itself, were

 able to recognize the predicaments and questions they had to face in
 their own situations. Indeed, in this form of communication there lies

 an indication of universality: evolved out of the personal experience of

 "Jewish poets, writers, and artists," the concept of pariah is created as

 a human type and it is "of supreme importance for the evaluation of

 mankind in our day" (Arendt, 2007b)

 NOTES

 1. In German: Über das Problem des deutsch-jüdischen Assimilation, exem-

 plifiziert an dem Leben derRähel Varnhagen (see Grunenberg, 2003: 34).

 One can read the whole story of the endless negotiations about the

 title of the book between Arendt and the different publishers, that

 is, "the acculturation of a book," in Weissberg' s introduction to Rahel

 Varnhagen (in Arendt, 1997: 41-54).

 2. In "Philosophy and sociology" Arendt's argument against sociology

 also concerns psychoanalysis, and she repeats it in her 1956 preface.

 But Arendt's misunderstanding of psychoanalysis calls for much

 deeper elaboration than is possible here.

 3. Arendt finds much of her historical knowledge about the story of Jews

 in the eighteenth century in Selma Stern's Der preussische Staat und

 die Juden (Arendt, 2007: 276). Selma Stern appears in Barbara Hahn's

 book (Hahn, 2002: 173-182), together with Paula Winkler, Else Croner,

 Gertrud Kantorowicz, Margarete Susman, Rosa Luxemburg, Bertha
 Badt-Strauss, Elizabeth Blochmann, and Hannah Arendt herself.

 4. Julia Kristeva, for instance, considers Rahel Varnhagen an indirect

 narration of Arendt's disappointed love for Heidegger. Thus, writ-

 ing, in Kristeva's view, offered Arendt a way to sublimate her inner

 conflicts - one woman allowed to think and act by entering into

 another woman's life as if it were her own (Kristeva, 1999).

 5. Arendt deals with the question in "Antisemitism" (1938-39) in
 Arendt (2007a), and in "Antisemitism," the first part of The Origins of

 Totalitañanism (Arendt, 1966).

 6. "[. . .] in the complete lack of a historical viewpoint - Zionists certainly

 accept the inheritance handed down by the assimilationists, but turn
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 it upside down. Where the latter imagined they had become like the

 German people, the former responds: No, as antisemitism proves, we

 are totally foreign to and despised by that other people on the basis of

 an inalterable substance" ("Antisemitism," 2007a: 55).

 7. 1 do not touch on the problem of Arendt transforming Kant's univer-

 sality into generality here. On that point, see Revault d'Allonnes
 (1991).

 8. "To live life as if it were a work of art [. . .] was the great error that

 Rahel shared with her contemporaries" (Arendt, 1997: 81).

 9. "No philanthropic list, no cheers, no condescension, to mixed soci-

 ety, no new hymn book, no bourgeois star, nothing, nothing, could

 ever placate me

 cally, incisively, extremely jestingly, always musically, provokingly

 or charmingly; you will say it all very soon. But as you do, the text

 from my old, offended heart will still have to remain yours." Arendt

 finishes her book with that quotation from one of Rahel's letters to

 Heine (Arendt, 1997: 259).
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 Anne-Marie Roviello
 The Hidden Violence of

 Totalitarianism: The Loss
 of the Groundwork of the

 World

 IN THE ORIGINS OF TOTALITARIANISM, HANNAH ARENDT MAKES THE

 following unexpected statement: totalitarian violence "is expressed

 much more frighteningly in the organization of its followers than in

 the physical liquidation of its opponents" (Arendt, 1979: 364). We under-

 stand at once that totalitarian organization is far more than just on the

 outside, no matter how systematic. It is the organization of chaos, both
 outside and inside individuals.

 Of course, Arendt's intention is not to deny the radical physical
 violence of totalitarianism. Her aim is to understand the distinctive

 features of totalitarian terror: the terrifying component specific to totali-

 tarianism is the terror engendered by the radical metamorphosis of a

 habitable world into a fictitious world; a world of stable shapelessness

 and established instability ("movement for movement's sake"), a world

 unhinged, turned upside down where the monstrous and the absurd

 are the rule; a world characterized not just by arbitrariness, but by
 absolute coherence within this arbitrariness.

 The real world no longer obeys its own elementary laws, and
 correlatively, the human beings encountered in this world also seem

 to have cut themselves off from elementary common sense concern-

 ing the distinction between truth and falsehood, and good and evil;

 they even seem to have lost the ability to wonder about the meaning of

 these distinctions. Instead of sharing with one another their experience
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 of the radical meaninglessness of the "functioning reality," instead of

 making it an inter-est, they themselves participate in the enterprise of

 covering up this no-sense with an ideo-logical Super-sense. The collapse

 of the groundwork of the world at the same time as the radical attack on

 the human bond that accompanies it, the withdrawal of other human

 beings beyond the reach of human communication, lead to the indi-

 vidual's inner collapse. Radical alienation from the world and radical

 alienation from oneself go hand in hand.

 In order to fully understand the importance of what Arendt

 is describing, we should compare this first moment of the analysis

 with another assertion that seems just as paradoxical and that is also

 in The Origins of Totalitarianism: noting totalitarianism's contempt for

 facts and reality, Arendt remarks that the propaganda of totalitarian

 movements is "invariably as frank as it is mendacious" (Arendt, 1979: 307).

 Totalitarian propaganda is mendacious by its very frankness. Not even

 seeking to hide the realities that refute it, it is ineffective from the

 standpoint of the obvious; on the other hand, it is formidably efficient

 from the very fact ofthat ineffectiveness, for it destabilizes judgment

 and clouds all the issues that would make for an assured, sensible

 judgment.
 Totalitarian propaganda does not just lie about the aims and real

 actions of totalitarian movements or regimes: it also gives itself the

 organization required to change the real world and make it "true" to its

 assertions, though they be utterly absurd and utterly monstrous.
 The formidable effectiveness of the violence of the totalitarian

 lie is at least twofold: the totalitarian lie is no longer there to hide a

 reality that remains intact behind it, it is a kind of "factual lie" that

 "rests precisely on the elimination ofthat reality which either unmasks

 the liar or forces him to live up to his pretense" (Arendt, 1979: 384). By
 means of this basic, radical violence, and the immediate translation of

 propaganda lies into a functioning reality (Arendt, 1979: 364), propa-

 ganda and organization force people into acting according to the rules

 of a fictitious world, and thereby actively denying themselves, by denying

 their spontaneous opening to the world.
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 Through totalitarian organization the natural bonds of solidar-

 ity and communication are broken; they are replaced by distrust and

 informing. Thus certain social or national categories of people are only

 partially destroyed, as occurred under Stalinism, for the objective is

 not so much to wipe out a specific category - even if some categories

 are the first to be ostracized and wiped out - by exterminating its every

 member, but to destroy the spontaneous human bonds that make up

 the cohesion of these human groups. The objective is to pervert human

 plurality into a mass of fragmented individuals, to suppress the common
 world and substitute it with alienation from the world, from others,

 and from oneself.

 From then on, everything is blurred for the outside observer who

 would still like to distinguish between adherence to the regime out
 of conviction and submission through terror, organization, and indoc-

 trination. The issue of knowing whether this enthusiasm is forced or

 sincere loses much of its pertinence.

 Let us keep this important point in mind when we pass judgment

 too rapidly on the "fanaticism" of Islamic crowds streaming down the

 streets of Teheran or any other totalitarian theocracy.

 This world, which is not "simply" barbaric but unhinged, is
 strangely alarming; but it is the human beings themselves who are

 unhinged; particularly in welcoming the barbarity of the surrounding

 world without seeming affected by it. Even in their dreams, the impas-

 sive faces and expressionless voices of close relations as well as distant

 acquaintances pursue the victims not only of Nazism and Stalinism,

 but also of Maoism, Pol Pot, the Afghanistan of the Taliban, and the Iran

 of the ayatollahs.

 The feeling of a very alarming uncanniness (Unheimlichkeit) in

 the world, and the correlative loss of the reliability of fellow humans

 encountered in this world - sometimes very close relations who have

 themselves become unheimlich - replaces the experience in the world

 that allows for an autonomous judgment of it. This alarming uncan-,

 niness produces a subtle but continuous disintegration of the "two-in-

 one" that makes up the inner space of the individual, a disintegration
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 that can attain a level of madness devastating to the self and to what
 remains of the world.

 The last stage of this disintegration is the withdrawal of the

 victims themselves behind the same façade of impassivity.

 Unselfishness to the point of self-sacrifice is the radicalized

 expression of the radical loss of contact of the self with the self.

 Arendt sees the monstrous self-abnegation of the famous Moscow

 trials - during which the defendants, out of conviction, supported being

 sentenced to death for crimes they did not commit - as the extreme

 expression of a self-negation that affects the very psychological and

 moral integrity of individuals and that is conditioned on the destruc-

 tion of human plurality in its most elementary dimensions: resisting

 the accusations brought against them would have required, on the part

 of the Moscow defendants "great confidence in the existence of fellow

 human beings - relatives or friends or neighbors - who will never
 believe 'the story'" (Arendt, 1979: 353). However, this community of

 meaning, the common requirement for meaning, in this case the shar-

 ing through speech of the radical no-sense of what is happening to us,

 this elementary requirement for psychological and ethical freedom is

 precisely what the organization and the propaganda set out to destroy.

 Former victims of Maoist camps tell us that the first prisoners to

 die were those who knew themselves to be abandoned by their rela-

 tives. Bettelheim makes the same comment: the camp prisoners who

 felt abandoned by the entire world were the first to die.

 Thus an elementary requirement for resisting unjust suffering

 appears to be the knowledge that other human beings exist who are
 likely to recognize the sense of radical injustice being made to the
 victims and are liable to suffer from their suffering.

 As we know, Arendt is describing the experience of desolation

 (Boderilosigeit) the loss of ground, the fundamental experience of human

 beings subjected to totalitarianism: the ground of the real gives way

 and with it the ability to judge and act in an autonomous manner; but

 even more deeply, the individual's sense of self, the feeling of being a

 self, gives way. In losing the groundwork of the world, the individual
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 loses his own inner groundwork. Arendt' s analysis is meant to reveal

 the radical existential violence done in this way to the basic require-

 ments of people's humaneness. This is a kind of attack not just on a

 fundamental human right, but on the very precondition of all funda-

 mental freedoms and human rights.

 Arendt also says, "Man can force himself almost as violently as he is

 forced by some outside power" (Arendt, 1979: 470; italics added). That is
 the other fundamental dimension of totalitarianism's hidden violence;

 it can be violence done by oneself against oneself at the same time

 as against others, the radical wrenching away from one's own inner

 groundwork.

 The totalitarian lie is a kind of perversion, to the extent that it

 forces individuals to participate actively, on the front line, indeed with enthu-

 siasm, in the mendacious destruction of the very requirements of their

 existence, including when their own lives are at stake. In driving them

 to lie themselves, not about some reality that remains exterior to them,

 but on the essential things of their existence, in compelling individuals

 to be the main agents in their own disintegration, totalitarian terror

 completes the work of disintegration.

 Propaganda being drummed out relentlessly, occupying, sensu

 militari the entire space of public discourse, but also, too often, of

 private discourse, this harassment and the state of permanent vigi-

 lance in which it thrusts individuals, destroys the last refuge as well:

 the miniature plural space that is the "two-in-one" that makes up the
 intimate counsel of individuals.

 The ultimate stage of this psychological violence is to ban speech:

 it is specifically prohibited to talk about this violence, recount it, or

 make it into an object of inter-est and thereby dissipate part of the diffuse

 terror it engenders. The hammering of propaganda is accompanied by a
 law of absolute silence on the "real" future of totalitarian lies. Thus, in

 Nazi Germany, it was strictly forbidden, under penalty of serious repri-

 sals, to spread "rumors" about the camps.

 It is easy to understand the perverse power of the ban on talk-

 ing, the ban on communicating the evil taking place right near us,
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 brought about by us, or happening to us. The perversion of totalitar-

 ian indoctrination reaches its ultimate goal when individuals submit

 to the obligation of describing the evil inflicted on them, and/or which

 they are inflicting, as a good, as the supreme good, and have to do so

 publicly and solemnly. Therein lies the ultimate expression of the (self-)

 destructive violence of the personality in totalitarian regimes. Because

 the possibility of communicating with oneself and others, and because

 the tendency of others to be concerned and stimulate further concern

 about the evil being done in the world - the evil befalling us, as well

 as the evil we are involved in - are not just a therapeutic extra for the

 individual but a constituent dimension of personality, this totalitarian

 omertà is much more than just a means of disinformation. It is not

 just a silence about (wrong)doings, it is an integral part and fundamen-

 tal dimension of these wrongdoings, for it produces a subtle disintegra-

 tion of personality, not only the persons who inflict the wrongdoings

 and those who assist them, but also in those people who are subjected
 to them. It becomes a fundamental dimension of life in totalitarian

 regimes.

 Total domination is also total domination over space and time.

 Organized chaos destroys the experience of the self as continu-

 ous in time. Perverting the power of anticipation, without which no

 freedom is possible, substituting the unpredictability of events with

 the unpredictability of absolute arbitrariness, totalitarian organiza-

 tion paralyzes freedom or forces it to anticipate the only future still

 possible: that of its own terror to come. Individuals rapidly learn to live
 without a future.

 Arendt remarks that both Hitler and Stalin were sticklers for

 details.

 This manifests itself by an over-determination of objects, of

 gestures, of the most humdrum, insignificant situations, and by a
 correlative destruction of the stability of meanings in the surround-

 ing world. It begins with small details, and then grows until nothing

 escapes the totalitarian super-sense.

 In a toyshop, a child's ball bears a swastika. By its mere presence,
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 even though buying a ball without a swastika is not expressly forbid-

 den, a father who just wants to buy a ball for his son is forced to choose

 between a gesture of "treason," of resistance, and a gesture of voluntary

 submission and acquiescence to everything that the swastika repre-
 sents.

 In Ahmadinedjad's Iran, the young faithful are not allowed to

 run in the streets or in stairways of their universities, because running

 produces an anti-Islamic movement of the buttocks. Under the Taliban,

 there was a ban on the whistling of teakettles.

 It is no longer just a question of self-censorship, but of imposing

 a permanent self-control on the smallest gestures, the smallest, most

 natural movements of the body. In Iran and in the Afghanistan of the

 Taliban, it is also forbidden to laugh in public.

 The most familiar objects end up becoming suspicious precisely

 because they are familiar. Human beings are thrust in a situation of

 perverse harassment where just as they are about to open up to the world

 with an affect of trust, that affect is transformed into its opposite.

 The situation could be described as one of permanent ambush.

 "We've lost the idea of tranquillity. When there's a lull all of a sudden

 it terrifies us" (Khadra, 2004: 35-36). As Dominique Linhardt says about

 terrorism, "life is attacked in the very doings that usually guarantee it"

 (Linhardt, 2006: 73).

 I would like to mention a final aspect of totalitarianism's hidden

 violence: making the horror unreal. Three conditions can be noted. The

 first is to make the victim himself carry out the horror, as though he

 subscribed to it. The second is to bring each person, even the victim

 himself, to be absent from the situation, to repress the part of his being

 that is affected by the situation. Radical violence for the victims who no

 longer receive from their own anesthetized selves the testimony of the

 radical evil inflicted on them. The horror turns into a nightmare, into

 the unreality of the nightmare, uncontrollable, if only in an imaginary

 way. And third: it is forbidden to speak of the horror.Everyone knows

 about the camps, everyone knows dreadful things go on in them, even

 if they don't all know exactly what: rumors are spread, but they can
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 never be made into the subject of genuine exchanges. The sharing of

 the meaning of this no-sense being impossible, the no-sense remains,

 but it loses its solid presence; it floats around individuals and inside

 them like an unheimlich (uncannily alarming) water in which they floun-
 der about in vain.

 The ultimate stage of totalitarianism's hidden violence: individu-

 als become unreliable, alarming, unheimlich to themselves.

 - Translated from the French by Catherine Temerson.

 REFERENCES

 Arendt, Hannah. The Origins of Totalitarianism. Orlando, Fla.: Harcourt Brace

 and Company, 1979.

 Khadra, Yasmina. The Swallows of Kabul. Trans. John Cullen. New York:
 Anchor, 2004.

 Linhardt, Dominique. "Dans l'espace du soupçon." Esprit: Terrorisme et

 contre-terrorisme, la guerre perpétuelle? (août-septembre 2006): 70-80.
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 Pierre Pachet

 The Authority of Poets in
 a World without Authority

 HANNAH ARENDT MADE THE ASSERTION FORCEFULLY AND WITH QUIET

 self-confidence, most explicitly in her article "What is Authority?":

 "In the modern world authority has disappeared almost to the vanish-

 ing point" (Arendt, 1968: 104). I make note of the "almost." However,

 the texts she devoted to poets - I am thinking of Bertolt Brecht and

 Wystan Auden (who had ties between them, as Auden collaborated

 with Brecht in 1946 and later translated his play The Rise and Fall of the

 City ofMahagonny) - these texts, brimming with fervor, show that she

 regarded poets as having not just an exceptional gift, a "divine gift,"

 but, by virtue of this gift, a kind of authority that holds true for every-

 one. It is to this particular kind of authority in the modern world that I
 should like to call attention.

 Arendt believed in poetry (diction, echoes, rhythms, rhymes).

 Elisabeth Young-Bruehl, who quotes and translates several of Arendt' s

 poems, tells us Arendt started writing poems when she was 17 years

 old, dark poems that seem to seek consolation, through rhythms and
 recurrent resonances, for loss and for those moments that had been

 so dark in her life and in the world. They also seek elucidation and the

 solace elucidation provides (Young-Bruehl, 1982: 478-489).

 Did her poems provide it? That is uncertain. But she continued to

 expect solace from poetry, a kind of salvation. And not just for herself,

 but for everyone.

 Arendt was eager to familiarize herself with the culture of the

 English-speaking world, especially through its poetry; and thanks to the
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 poet Randall Jarrell, she came to know Auden's poems, and the poetry

 of Emily Dickinson and Yeats. She liked Auden's poetry (Young-Bruehl,

 1982: 191). When later she met him she thought highly of him, but said it

 was too late in their lives for him to become her intimate friend (Arendt,

 2007: 294). Nevertheless, when he proposed to her after the death of her

 husband, Heinrich Bluecher, in the hope that she would take care of him,

 she was not outraged; she understood Auden's misery as a betrayed lover

 and aging homosexual. She turned him down, but she was moved, seeing

 this as an instance of the pain caused by unrequited love.

 Arendt liked poets (just as she liked narrators); she quoted them,

 drew on them (Char, Kafka), praised them (Auden, Jarrell, Brecht - the

 latter with extraordinary lenience).

 Auden in turn read Arendt with enthusiasm, particularly The

 Human Condition, a book in which he was delighted to find elements of his

 own thought. (He wrote a review of it, "Thinking What We Are Doing,"

 published in Encounter in June 1959) (see Young-Bruehl, 1982: 371, 526

 n.132). A surprising parallel can indeed be made between Auden's and

 Arendt's thinking, for Auden is both a poet and a profound and lucid essay-

 ist (see his collected essays titled The Dyer's Hand), a thinker, indeed a politi-

 cal thinker (which is also why he was so important to Joseph Brodsky, for

 example). The meeting of minds is particularly striking, for instance, in

 their common belief that in the contemporary world the public arena has

 disappeared as a place where a man's actions reveal what he is, a theme

 that one might have thought of as specifically Arendtian. In one of his apho-

 ristic poems ("Shorts"), Auden gave memorable form to this obliteration of

 the distinction, to the blurring that violently projects public life into the

 intimacy of private life. Arendt quoted the poem several times: "Private

 faces in public places / Are wiser and nicer / Than public faces in private

 places" (Auden, 1966: 43). The end of the poem forcefully evokes, without

 explicitly denouncing it, the public exposure of the faces of private indi-

 viduals and the totalitarian intrusion of the tyrant's face - whether adored

 or hated, but having become intimate - in the heart of the home. But this

 applies to tradition too, and leads us progressively to our theme.
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 Both Arendt and Auden feel that tradition, in our world, has

 lost its classical value. Auden, in "The Poet & The City," diagnoses a

 profound change in the meaning of the word "tradition": "It no longer

 means a way of working handed down from one generation to the next;
 a sense of tradition now means a consciousness of the whole of the

 past as present, yet at the same time as a structured whole the parts

 of which are related in terms of before and after." At that point, "the

 burden of choice and selection [of what is worthwhile in the inherited

 forms from the past] is put squarely upon the shoulders of each indi-

 vidual poet and it is a heavy one" (Auden, 1987: 79-80). In an even more

 clear-cut, quasi-dogmatic way, in "What is Authority?" Arendt asserts

 that "with the loss of tradition we have lost the thread which safely

 guided us through the vast realms of the past" (Arendt, 1968b: 94) and

 that "in the modern world authority has disappeared almost to the

 vanishing point" (104), though we do not know whether she is refer-

 ring to moments of acute crisis, or if she thinks that the tenor of this

 crisis has colored our times as a whole. At any rate, the authority she

 diagnoses as collapsing or weakening includes both political authority

 and what could be called "pre-political authority," the kind exercised,

 for example, in the family.

 While Auden draws the consequences of this regarding the
 poets' task, Arendt broadens his conclusions to include the entire

 lives of human beings today, who find themselves obliged to invent

 their way of life, as it were, in a stark confrontation with "elemen-

 tary" tasks:

 To live in a political realm with neither authority nor the

 concomitant awareness that the source of authority tran-

 scends power and those who are in power, means to be
 confronted anew, without the religious trust in a sacred begin-

 ning and without the protection of traditional and therefore

 self-evident standards of behavior, by the elementary prob-

 lems of human living-together (Arendt, 1968b: 141).
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 For Arendt, and apparently for Auden, too, authority, tradition,

 and religion form a whole (in 1940, Auden had returned to the Anglican

 faith of his childhood). Arendt writes:

 I have clearly joined the ranks of those who for some time

 now have been attempting to dismantle metaphysics, and

 philosophy with all its categories. . . . Such dismantling is

 possible only on the assumption that the thread of tradi-
 tion is broken and that we shall not be able to renew it ...

 what actually has broken down is the Roman trinity that . . .

 united religion, authority, and tradition. The loss of this

 trinity does not destroy the past. . . .What has been lost is

 the continuity of the past (Arendt, 1978: 212).

 Immediately after this analysis of the break between the modern period

 and the classical period, she quotes a poem by Auden, "As I walked out

 one evening," as a way of saying with the words of the poet what she

 cannot say herself, about what comes down to us from the past never-

 theless - for here the clocks, knowing all about Time, answer the lover

 who is proclaiming that his love is eternal ("Love has no ending"):

 O plunge your hands in water,

 Plunge them in up to the wrist;

 Stare, stare in the basin

 And wonder what you've missed.

 The glacier knocks in the cupboard,

 The desert sighs in the bed,

 And the crack in the tea-cup opens

 A lane to the land of the dead (Auden, 1966: 86).

 It is Auden's authority that she invokes when she later quotes him "in

 prose" laconically describing how posterity exercises its critical respon-

 sibility with regard to the past: "Some books are undeservedly forgot-

 ten, none are undeservedly remembered" (The Dyer's Hand and Other
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 Essays, cited in Arendt, 1978: 213). Now fragile, the link with the past

 is incumbent upon everyone. Readers and poets particularly, by recog-

 nizing one another, give it stability and guide whoever is willing to be

 guided.

 A link is thus established between the talent of poets, their taste,

 their attentiveness - and that from which everyone can benefit. Their

 words preserve a quasi-sacred link with memory:

 The durability of a poem is produced through condensa-

 tion, so that it is as though language spoken in utmost
 density and concentration were poetic in itself. Here,
 remembrance, mnèmosynè, the mother of the muses, is

 directly transformed into memory, and the poet's means

 to achieve the transformation is rhythm, through which

 the poem becomes fixed in the recollection almost by itself

 (Arendt, 1958: 169).

 Arendt sees this "condensation" at work as well in poetry's
 laconism, in its humor (which she so appreciates in Brecht and Auden),

 in its reticence, which saves intensity for what is important. She sees

 in Auden "the great poet, who must have taught himself early not to

 talk in prose, loosely and at random, of things that he knew how to

 say much more satisfactorily in the condensed concentration of poetry"

 (Arendt, 2007: 294). This is why, despite the thread of tradition being

 broken and the crisis of authority, "The voice of poets . . . concerns all

 of us, not only critics and scholars; it concerns us in our private lives

 and also insofar as we are citizens" (Arendt, 1968a: 210). The authority

 of poetry concerns language first of all; poets watch over it: "It is the

 poet's task to coin the words we live by" (Arendt, 1968a: 249).

 BUT IF ARENDT PAYS SO MUCH ATTENTION TO THE WORDS OF POETS, IT

 is not just because poets give a stronger, more durable expression
 to thoughts or sensations that are threatened with destruction; it is

 also - and therein lies the paradox - because in spite of their madness,
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 their peculiar habits, their distraction, they can be teachers in life

 and even in wisdom. The poet has received a "divine" gift, and the

 question is knowing whether he is making good use of this gift, and,

 if not, whether he is in danger of wasting it ("A poet's real sins are

 avenged by the gods of poetry") (Arendt, 1968a: 242). In spite of her

 great leniency toward Brecht, Arendt suspects that the poet's "sins,"

 namely his indulgence for the crimes of Stalinism and his complicity

 with the East German regime, may have made him lose his talent.

 Upon returning to Germany, "reality overwhelmed him to the point

 where he could no longer be its voice" (Arendt, 1968: 247). This study

 of Brecht has as an epigraph the conclusion of a poem that Auden
 wrote in memory of his Oxford friend, the poet Louis MacNeice ("The

 Cave of Making," published in Auden, 1965: 8-18). These verses quoted

 by Arendt deserve to be reproduced in their flow, for they are so

 elegant, penetrating, and full of humor. Clearly Auden was also think-

 ing of himself when he wrote them. First a passage that Arendt does

 not quote, but which recalls that the poet can be tempted by vice (in

 MacNeice's case alcoholism and infidelity), and tempted to find in it a

 source of inspiration:

 "Time has taught you

 how much inspiration

 your vices brought you,

 what imagination

 can owe temptation

 yielded to,

 that many a fine

 expressive line
 would not have existed,

 had you resisted;

 as a poet, you

 know this is true,

 and though in Kirk

 you sometimes pray
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 to feel contrite,

 it doesn't work.

 Felix Culpa, you say:

 Perhaps you're right." (Auden, 1965: 12)

 The end of the poem, which Arendt does quote, and which
 inspires her text on Brecht, assumes that, on the contrary, poetic
 value, far from being independent from morality, calls for an upright
 life.

 "You hope, yes,

 your books will excuse you,

 save you from hell:

 nevertheless,

 without looking sad,

 without in any way

 seeming to blame.

 (He doesn't need to,

 knowing well
 what a lover of art

 like yourself pays heed to),

 God may reduce you

 on Judgment Day
 to tears of shame,

 reciting by heart

 the poems you would
 have written, had

 your life been good." (Auden, 1965: 13)

 In this humorous dialogue between the poet and his friend, and

 between the poet and God, poetry too, far from enjoying a privilege

 of absolute extraterritoriality, requires - in order to push itself to the

 limit, to be good poetry, to accomplish its function - a "good" life. What
 does this mean?
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 It is by examining other Auden poems quoted by Arendt that we

 can get a more precise idea of what this means for her, and what the

 authority of the poet's voice is. The first is "In Memory of W. B. Yeats (died

 Jan. 1939)" (Auden, 1966: 141-143). In a stanza in the third part of the

 poem, addressing the dead poet, whom he and Louis MacNeice and so

 many others had admired, and addressing himself as well, after having

 evoked the anxiety of the period in all its grimness, Auden incites the

 poet to carry on: "Follow, poet, follow right/ To the bottom of the night,/

 With your unconstraining voice/ Still persuade us to rejoice." I note

 with curiosity the odd adjective "unconstraining," "that doesn't use
 constraint." A law, an order, can be "constraining"; could "unconstrain-

 ing" be a neologism? The Oxford English Dictionary provides an enlight-

 ening precedent: the word was used by the poet - and politician - John

 Milton in his Areopagitica (1644), a lecture "for the Liberty of Unlicensed

 Printing." Up in arms against the project of censuring writings with a

 view to repressing vices, as Plato suggested, Milton assigns the task of

 reforming vices to "those unwritten, or at least unconstraining, laws of

 virtuous education, religious and civil nurture." The words of the poet,

 like the injunctions of customs and education, do not have the force

 of law; their authority, independent of constraint, resides precisely in

 the fact that they leave free, and even depend on, the capacity of the

 audience, the citizen, the reader, to listen closely, and recognize their

 strength. "Still persuade us": persuade us despite the harshness of the

 times, and despite the noninstitutionalized authority you exert.

 Persuade us of what?To rejoice, including when the times are dark,

 and to rejoice perhaps in this very harshness. The poem in memory of

 Yeats ends on a paradoxical appeal: "Teach the free man how to praise."

 Arendt quotes another of Auden's poems, which she hopes will make

 this lesson explicit: "Precious Five," the poet's address to the five senses

 (nose, ears, hands, eyes, tongue), dating from the postwar years (Auden,

 1966: 286-288). Arendt quotes the end of the last stanza:

 I could (which you cannot)

 Find reasons fast enough
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 To face the sky and roar

 In anger and despair

 At what is going on,

 Demanding that it name
 Whoever is to blame:

 The sky would only wait

 Till all my breath was gone
 And then reiterate

 As if I wasn't there

 That singular command
 I do not understand,

 Bless what there is for being,

 Which has to be obeyed, for
 What else am I made for,

 Agreeing or disagreeing? (Auden, 1966: 288)

 Poetry does not exempt one from thinking about events and

 exercising judgment; no one is exempt, not even the poet; but "the sky"

 (namely the incomprehensible power that gave the poet a special gift)

 demands that - in a world that has lost the meaning of organized praise

 because it has opened to each person the possibility and even the task

 of assessing what is (including horror and misfortune) - the poet not

 forget he is not the master of what is, and recognize his debt. "Praise,"

 "bless" - these would be surprising or unexpected terms for Arendt to

 approve of, were we to forget her attitude to the world and life, an atti-

 tude that guides the way she exercises her thought. According to her,

 the world is not an indifferent given; it cannot be maintained without

 our concern and our gratitude toward what is given to us.

 Translated from the French by Catherine Temerson

 REFERENCES

 Arendt, Hannah. The Human Condition. Chicago: University of Chicago
 Press, 1958.
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 I I
 COMING SOON:

 THE JOURNAL OF
 PHILOSOPHY

 ONLINE

 The Journal of Philosophy will be adding
 a print and online subscription option for institutions

 to begin Fall 2006

 SUBSCRIPTION OPTIONS

 Libraries and Institutions (print and online) $ 1 80.00
 Libraries and Institutions (print only) $ 1 00.00
 Individuals $45.00

 Students, retired/unemployed philosophers $20.00
 Postage outside the U.S. $ 1 5.00

 We expect to launch this new feature with our September 2006 issue.
 Please consult our website at www.journalofphi losophy.org

 for more details.
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 gJOURNAL --
 DONATION .^^t
 PROJECT ^^

 Jttegun in 1990 with the collapse of the Soviet Union, the Journal

 Donation Project (JDP), a Social Research, initiative, is an international
 library assistance program that assists in the rebuilding of major research
 and teaching libraries in countries that have fallen victim to political and
 economic deprivation. Through the provision of current subscriptions
 drawn from over 2,000 of the most important English-language scholarly,
 professional and current events journals, the JDP has helped to develop
 significant journal archives at over 300 libraries in 30 countries. The
 Project has grown substantially over the years, due to the generosity of
 donors. Gifts from individuals, families, corporate matching programs,
 grant-giving foundations, and others are deeply appreciated.

 Donors may wish to make a one-time donation, pledge an annual gift,
 give in honor of or in memory of a loved one, or designate monies for a
 specific project/geographic location. All donations are tax deductible.
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 social research
 AN INTERNATIONAL QUARTERLY OF THE SOCIAL SCIENCES

 PUNISHMENT: THE U.S. RECORD

 A Social Research conference
 at The New School

 Order your audio recording of the conference on CD (MP3 or audio files)

 Includes material not included in published proceedings:
 • Papers by Moshe Halbertal, Stephen B. Bright, and Elizabeth Gaynes

 • Complete question-and-answer discussion from each conference session

 Part I. Why We Punish: The Foundation of Our Concepts of Punishment
 Moshe Halbertal, Bernard Harcourt, George Kateb James Q. Whitman; introduction by
 Suzanne Last Stone

 Part II. What and How We Punish: Law, Justice, and Punishment
 John J. Donohue III, David Garland, Michael Tonry, Andrew Von Hirsch; introduction by
 James Jacobs

 Part HI. Reading of Prison Writings by Richard Gere and Carey Lowell
 (Free with any CD purchase)

 Part IV. Who We Punish: The Carcerai State

 Mark Dow, Lorna A. Rhodes, Jonathan Simon, Bruce Western; introduction by Christopher

 Uggen

 Part V. Consequences of the Carcerai State
 Todd Clear, Elizabeth Gaynes, Jeremy Travis; introduction by Deborah Mukamal

 Part VI. Alternatives to the Carcerai State: A Panel Discussion

 Gordon Bazemore; Stephen B. Bright; Nancy Getner; Marie Gottschalk; James Jacobs;
 Marc Mauer; Christopher Uggen; introduction by Brent Staples

 $10 per session, domestic shipping included. Foreign shipping: $2 for first disc, $1 each
 additional disc, or $7 for entire conference. To order, call (212) 229-5776x3122, e-mail
 socr -es@newschool.edu or visit www.socres.org/punishment
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 AN INTERNATIONAL QUARTERLY OF THE SOCIAL SCIENCES

 ^^^^^^^^B The Origins of Totalitarianism
 ^^^^^^^^H Fifty Years Later
 ^^^^^^^^^^^^| Jerome Kohn, Guest Editor
 ^^^^^^^^^^^^| Arien Mack, Journal Editor
 ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^H In celebration of the fiftieth anniversary of the publication
 P^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^H of Hannah Arendt' s The Origins of Totalitarianism, eminent
 liH^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^I scholars and writers were asked to prepare papers that arise
 ' B|^^^^^^^^^^^^^^| fr°m ideas or themes in Origins, and proceed in whatever
 j^HH^^^^^^^^^^^^^H direction they wished. Thus, writes guest co-editor Jerome
 ij^HBf^^^^^^^^^^^l Kohn, "My hidden intention. . .was based on the fundamental
 j^^^Hpl^^^^^^^^^^^J Arendtian principle that the sense of the reality of an object
 ^H^HLjI^^^HPHn^^l (and ultimately of the world as the assemblage of whatever
 |HÍ|HKj^^^^K£¿£j^^^| appears in it) depends on a diversity of points of view and is
 I^P^jHB^^^^^^^^^H consummated in agreeing that it is one and the same object
 ■M*«- w^HI^^^^^^^HI following the communication of those distinct viewpoints."

 •Hannah Arendt: Karl Marx and the Tradition of Western Political Thought
 •George Kateb: Ideology and Storytelling
 •Antonia Grunenberg: Totalitarian Lies and Post-Totalitarian Guilt: The Question of Ethics

 in Democratic Politics

 •Richard Bernstein: The Origins of Totalitarianism: Not History but Politics
 •Margaret Canovan: The People, the Masses, and the Mobilization of Power: The Paradox

 of Hannah Arendt's "Populism"
 •Jacques Taminiaux: The Philosophical Stakes in Arendt's Geneaology of Totalitarianism
 •Claude Leforte: Thinking With and Against Hannah Arendt
 •Jonathan Schell: A Politics of Natality
 •Andrew Arato: Dictatorships Before and Beyond Totalitarianism
 •Jeffrey Isaac: Hannah Arendt of Human Rights and the Limits of Exposure, or Why

 Noam Chomsky is Wrong about the Meaning of Kosovo
 •Seyla Benhabib: Political Geographies in a Global World: Arendtian Reflections
 •Elisabeth Young-Breuhl: On the Origins of a New Totalitarianism
 •Roy Tsao: The Evolution and Structure of Arendt's Theory of Totalitarianism
 •Jerome Kohn: Arendt's Concept and Description of Totalitarianism

 $15 ind/ $30 inst. Annual subscriptions: Print + online: $40 ind/$130 inst. Foreign postage: $20/year or $5 for first back
 issue plus $3.00 each additional issue. Online only: $ 36 ind/ $120 inst. Agent/bookseller discounts available. Payment
 by check (in US$, drawn on a U.S. bank, payable to Social Research), Visa or MasterCard. Editorial and Business office:
 65 Fifth Avenue, Rm 344, New York, NY 10003. Phone (212) 229-5776; Fax (212) 229-5476. socres@newschool.edu
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 Notes on Contributors

 hannah Arendt taught at the
 University of California at Berkeley,

 Princeton University, and the

 University of Chicago, and was

 University Professor at the Graduate
 Faculty of the New School for Social
 Research from 1968 until her death

 in 1975. Her books include The Origins

 ofTotälitarianism (1968), The Human

 Condition (1958), On Revolution (1963),

 Eichmann in Jerusalem (1964), Between

 Past and Future (1968), Men in Dark Times

 (1968), and The Life of the Mind

 (1975).

 Etienne balibar was born in 1942. He

 is Emeritus Professor of Philosophy at

 the University of Paris 10 Nanterre and

 Distinguished Professor of Humanities
 at the University of California, Irvine.

 His most recent books in English
 include Politics and the Other Scenes

 (2002) and We, the People of Europe?

 Reflections on Transnational Citizenship

 (2004).

 PEG BIRMINGHAM, Professor of

 Philosophy at DePaul University, is the
 author of Hannah Arendt and Human

 Rights: The Predicament of Common

 Responsibility (2006) and coeditor of
 Communis: Between Ethics and Politics

 (with van Haute, 1995). Her articles
 and book chapters on Hannah Arendt
 include "Holes of Oblivion: The

 Banality of Radical Evil," in Feminist

 Philosophy and the Problem of Evil (Scott,

 ed., 2006).

 peter E. Gordon is Professor of

 History at Harvard University,
 where he teaches courses in modern

 European intellectual history. He is
 the author of Rosenzweig and Heidegger:

 Between Judaism and German Philosophy

 (2003), coeditor of The Cambridge

 Companion to Modern Jewish Philosophy

 (2007), and author of Continental Divide:

 Heidegger, Cassirer, Davos (forthcoming).

 George KATEB is William Nelson

 Cromwell Professor Emeritus of

 Politics at Princeton University. His
 books include Patriotism and Other

 Mistakes (2006) and The Inner Ocean:
 Individualism and Democratic Culture,

 winner of the 1994 Spitz Book Prize

 by the Conference for the Study of

 Political Thought.

 Jerome KOHN is Trustee of the Hannah
 Arendt Bluecher Literary Trust and
 Director of the Hannah Arendt Center

 at The New School for Social Research.

 He is the editor of a series of volumes

 of Arendt' s unpublished and uncol-
 lected works, and has written numer-

 ous essays on various aspects of her
 thought.

 Martine LEiBOVici is a member of

 the faculty at the Université Paris

 7-Denis Diderot /Centre de Sociologie
 des Pratiques et des Représentations
 Politiques. Her publications include
 Hannah Arendt et la tradition juive : le juda-

 ïsme à l'épreuve de la sécularisation (2003)
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 and Hannah Arendt, une Juive: expérience,

 politique et histoire (1998).

 Ursula LUDZ, a sociologist in Munich,
 is the editor of several German works

 by Hannah Arendt and a translator. Her

 latest book publication is the two-vol-
 ume Hannah Arendt: Denktagebuch ( with

 Nordmann, 2002), and her most recent
 translation (2005) is Hannäh Arendt: Über

 das Böse (Arendt's 1965 lecture course

 on moral philosophy.

 Christoph MENKE is Professor

 of Philosophy and Co-Director of
 the Center of Human Rights at the

 University of Potsdam. His English
 books include The Sovereignty of Art:

 Aesthetic Negativity in Adorno and Derrida

 (1998) and Reflections of Equality (2006).

 INGEBORG NORDMANN is Professor

 (Studienleiterin) of German Literature,

 Philosophy, and Political Sciences
 at the Evangelische Stadtakademie
 Frankfurt. Her publications include

 Hannah Arendt: Denktagebuch 1950-1973

 (with Ludz, 2002) and "Hannah Arendt:
 Wege ins politische Denken" (in Korta,
 2006).

 pierre PACHET, former professor of

 modern literature at the University
 Paris-7, has contributed to the transla-

 tion in French of selected essays of
 Hannah Arendt ("Penser l'événement,"
 Belin, 1989) and of W. H. Auden

 ("Essais critiques," Belin, 2000).

 ANNE-MARIE ROVIELLO ÍS Professor

 of Philosophy in the department of
 History, Art, and Archaeology at the
 Universite Libre de Bruxelles. She is

 coeditor of Hannah Arendt et la modernité

 (with Chaumont and Weyembergh,
 2000) and author of Sens commun et

 modernité chez Hannah Arendt (1987),

 among other publications.

 Michael Steinberg is the Director of

 the Cogut Center for the Humanities,

 the Barnaby Conrad and Mary
 Critchfield Keeney Professor of History,
 and Professor of Music at Brown

 University. His main research interests
 include the cultural history of modern

 Germany and Austria with particular

 attention to German Jewish intellec-
 tual history and the cultural history of

 music. His most recent publication is
 Judaism Musical and Unmusical (2007).
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